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Turning Trash into Treasures

Turning Trash into Treasures
Kitchen Utensil Holder -- Materials: Empty.
Clean. Round Container (Pringles, Oatmeal,
Stovetop Stuffing. etc.), Craft
Sticks, Wallpaper Sample,
Low Temp Glue Gun, Tacky
Glue, Plaster of Paris
(optional)
Cover container with two
rows of craft sticks.
Depending upon the size of
the container, the top row
may extend beyond the top of
the container. If your
container is taller than the
two rows, line up ends of
sticks with top and bottom of
container leaving a gap
around the middle. Choose a
wallpaper sample that will
look nice in Mom's kitchen.
Cut three strips to fit around
the container. Use tacky glue
to secure one around the top.
one around the bottom. and
one around the middle. Optional: Prepare plaster
of paris according to package directions. Pour 1" to
2" into utensil holder to make it more stable.
Greeting Card Puzzles -- Materials: Greeting
Cards, Tacky Glue. Jumbo Craft Sticks, Scissors,
Exacto-Knife with Sharp Blade. Tape

Cut off the front of the Christmas card and trim up
or cut into a shape. Layout enough craft sticks to
fit the card. Use tape to hold them together on the
back side. Spread a layer of tacky glue over the
back of the card. Burnish down the card so all
edges adhere. Wipe off any excess glue with a
damp cloth. Let dry. Remove tape from back. Use
a sharp Exacto knife to slice through the card
where the craft sticks meet.
Travel Lap Desk with Wipe-off Top -- Materials:
Large sturdy cardboard box. Shipping Tape. Empty
Snack Food Container such as Fruit Roll Up or
Granola Bars, Mat Knife. Glue Gun. Colored
Contact Paper. Clear Contact Paper, White Poster
Board. Paper Cup. Dry Erase Markers. Piece of
Felt.

Tape box closed. Use a matte knife to cut away
areas shown below. Opening in front should be at
about 8" high so a child can fit comfortably
underneath without the table being too high. Save
scraps. Cover with contact paper.
Cut a piece of poster board to fit the top. Cover it
with clear contact paper. The surface will work with
dry erase markers. Hot glue it to the top. From your
scrap, cut three 1" corrugated strips the same
length as your table top. Glue them together one
on top of the other. Glue on the bottom edge of the
table top to form a lip to keep the markers from
falling off. Trim
the top off a
snack box and
cover with
contact paper.
Hot glue it to the
side of the box.
Push a paper
cup into the
snack box to
hold markers.
Use the rest of the box to hold small activity books
and felt for erasing.
Make Your Own Kaleidoscope -- Materials: Large
Pringles Can. Decorative Contact Paper or
Construction Paper and Glue, Colored Tissue
Paper. White Glue, Foam Brush, Hammer and
Large Nail, Clear Plastic. Scraps of Tissue Paper.
Punch a hole with a hammer and large nail in the
bottom ofa
Pringles can.
Decorate the can
with contact paper
or construction
paper.
Trace around the
opening of the can
on to a piece of
clear vinyl. Cut
out. This will have to be done carefully as it has to
be the exact size of the opening. Use watered
down white glue and a foam brush glue small
pieces of tissue paper to the piece of clear vinyl.
Glue more small pieces to the can lid.
Glue the decorated vinyl circle to the opening of
the can. Put the lid over the vinyl circle.
Use your kaleidoscope by pointing it to a light
source and looking through the hole. Turn the lid
see the different colors of tissue paper overlap and
blend.
Tin Can Lanterns -- You can use any size tin can,
from dog food to fruit juice size. Fill each can with
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water to X inch below the rim and place it in the
freezer for about two days, until the ice is very
hard. Then cut a piece of heavy paper big enough
to fit around the can and draw your design. Fasten
the pattem around the can with cloth tape or
masking tape. Place the can on an old, folded
towel. Using a hammer and a nail, punch holes
into the can along the lines of your design. If the
ice starts to melt before you have finished, put it in
the freezer, paper and all. (This is a good gift for
Webelos Scouts to make - applies towards
Craftsman.)
Locker Organizer - Materials: Small Cereal Box,
4 Empty Toilet
Paper Holders,
Poster (or
magazines you can
cut up), Low Temp
Glue Gun,
Scissors, Glue
Stick, Magnetic
Sheet.
Cut the cereal box
in half. You will
only need the
bottom half. Make sure you use a small enough
box to fit in your locker. Cover the box bottom with
an old poster or make a collage using pictures cut
out from a magazine. You can also use photos of
your family and friends. Hot Glue the tp rolls
standing up inside the box. Cut a piece of
magnetic sheeting to cover the back of the box.
Hot glue into place.
Wallpaper Situpon - Materials: Wallpaper
Samples. Scissors, Tacky Glue. Low Temp Glue
Gun. Clear Contact
Paper. Newspaper,
Rope (we used paper
twist pieces)
Separate you
newspaper into 25
piece sections. Poke
two holes in the spine
of your newspaper to
waltpaperPoud\
make a handle. Feed
a 12" piece of rope
through the holes and
tie ends together
inside the newspaper. This will be your handle to
carry the situpon. Slide your newspaper bundle
inside the wallpaper pouch. Glue along top edge.
Handle will stick out of the top. Decorate using
other scraps of wallpaper. Cut two pieces of clear,
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contact paper to 13" x 16". Cover front and back of
situpon. Trim plose to edges.
Table Top EJsel A simple idea with big
possibilities. Use clothespins to hold paper for
painting and drawing. Cover drawing surface with
white contact paper and use with
wipe-off markers or crayons. Clip
a cookie sheet for use with
magnets. Clip on a piece of felt
for felt storyboards.
Materials: Heavy corrugated
cardboard box (almost any size
will
wo clothespins.
Tape box closed. On both ends draw a line from
corner to corner. Cut box
in half along the drawn
lines and along the edges
that connect them. Both
halves can be made into
an easel by cutting out 2 notches for clothespins
along top fold.
Recycled Box Picture Frame - Materials: Small
Box top or bottom (any
small box, like a
• 1
Valentine candy box or a
i
jewelry box), Paint
(Optional), Cord, Photo,
Silk Flowers, Low Temp
Glue Gun or Tacky Glue
& Clothes Pins
Paint box if desired. Cut
photo to fit inside the
box. Glue a piece of cord
to the back for a hanger.
Glue flowers around the outside. If you are using
tacky glue. you can use clothespins to hold the
flowers in place while they dry.
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Tissue Box Photo Frame - Materials: Small.
Decorated Tissue Box (such as one from Kleenex),
Scrapbook Cardstocki
or Cardboard
.
(optional), Glitlier,
4mm Round Beads,
Ming Wire, Low
Temp Glue Gun,
White Glue, Magnetic
Sheets, Scissors,
Tape, Photo.
Cut the top offithe
tissue box. Riove the cellophane. Tape the
photo undern th the top to show through the
opening, trim ing if necessary. Cut a piece of
decorative pa r slightly larger and glue the

"frame" in the middle of it. Add some glitter. String
beads on pieces of ming wire bending the edges to
keep them in place. Hot glue around frame. Add an
easel to display on your desk or a magnet to hang
in your locker.
Secret Safe for Dad - Materials: Medium Size
Wide Mouth Jar (such as a salsa jar), Twine, Vinyl
Letters Spelling "DAD", Low Temp Glue Gun, Nuts
and Bolts, Empty Toilet Paper Tube, Scrap of
Cardboard.
Cut the empty cardboard tube to the same height
as the jar. Cut a circle out of
cardboard that will
fit inside the jar
and rest on the
bottom of the jar.
Glue the
cardboard tube on
end to the middle of the cardboard circle.
Set inside the jar. Fill all around the tube
with nuts and bolts leaving the tube empty. Glue
twine all around the edge of the jar top beginning
on the bottom side of the lip. Continue gluing and
wrapping twine until the top is completely covered.
Glue on the vinyl letters to spell "DAD".
Egg Carton Wreath - Materials: egg carton,
Christmas wrapping paper, glue, and staples,
Split an egg carton in half so that you have two
sections with six cups in a row. With glue or
staples, joint the two sections together, end to end,
with the open sections facing out. This will make a
circle. Add some glue between each egg section
to help hold the cup sections together. Crumple
some Christmas gift-wrap, and glue a bunch into
each cup. Decorate the outside of the egg carton
cups with scraps of gift-wrap. Glue a yarn hanger
to the top of the wreath.
Baby Food Jar Air Freshener - Materials:
Potpourri, Clean Baby Food
Jar (no top needed), 5"
Paper Doily, Rubber Band,
Lace, Ribbon Rose, low
Temp Glue Gun
Fill jar with potpourri. Cover
with a paper doily or tulle.
Secure with rubber band.
Tie a ribbon around the jar to hide the rubber
band. Hot glue ribbon rose to ribbon.
Christmas Bells - Materials: Egg carton, small
bell, heavy thread, and aluminum foil. Carefully cut
out the individual egg cups from an egg carton so
that you have a bell shape. Cover the bell shape

with shiny aluminum foil (or gold foil wrap). Using
heavy thread, stitch through the top of the bell
shape you have made, through the little loop at the
top of a tiny metal bell, and back through the
shape to the outside. Then stitch through a piece
of ribbon, 12 inches long. Tie a knot and tie the
ribbon into a bow. You can use your bells on a
Christmas tree, on a wreath, or to decorate
packages.
Paper Bag Scarecrow - Materials: small and
medium brown paper bags, assorted colored
paper, markers or crayons, newspaper, tape.
Assemble body by
stuffing medium
brown paper bag
with crumpled
newspaper. Fold the
top closed and tape
it shut. Assemble
head by filling small
paper bag with
more crumpled
newspaper about
2/3 full. Twist and tape shut. Make a hole in the
body to insert the twisted end of the head into.
Tape into place. Cut arms and legs out of brown
paper and glue or tape to body. Make "hay" by
cutting paper bags into thin strips about2-3" long
(longer for hair). Glue "hay" around neck, wrists
and ankles. Also glue longer strips to head for hair.
Decorate using markers or crayons and colored
paper to create a face for your scarecrow and
patches for his clothes.
Baby Food Jar Advent Calendar - Make a tree of
25 jars to fill with little trinkets and use as an
Advent calendar. Jars can be glued together with
hot glue. Add a ribbon around the entire outside of
the tree to cover the jars.
(01)
(02)(03)
(04)(05)(06)
(07)(08)(09)(10)
(11)(12)(13)(14)(15)
(16)(17)(18)(19)(20)(21 )
(22)(23)
(24)(25)
Patchwork Ornaments - Cut an ornament shape
from cardboard or plastic foam meat trays (use
large cookie cutters for patterns). For a thick
ornament, cut several shapes the same size and
glue them together. Glue patches of scrap fabric
onto the ornament until it is completely covered.
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Poke a tiny hole at the top of each ornament and
attach a thread loop hanger.
Recycle Those Old CD's - Here's a variety of
things that you can do with old CD's.
>Scratch Board - Take an old CO and paint it
with either an acrylic or fabric paint. Then lightly
draw/trace a design onto the dried surface and
proceed to scratch onto the design. This removes
the paint and leaves the shiny rainbow part
exposed - voila you have a unique "scratch board"
(you can use a thick sewing needle, pencil, or end
of a small paintbrush).
)Christmas Light Reflectors - Use as reflectors
for outside Christmas lights. The C-7 size bulbs fit
through the opening. Put the light string on
outdoor stakes and line a sidewalk -looks REALLY
cool when it is lightly raining. The clear colored
bulbs work best, but the opaque ones wril do.
)Use as Reflectors Fasten to a wooden stake
by pre-drilling and screwing/nailing it to the wood,
shiny side OUT, and use as reflectors along your
sidewalk or driveway.
)Candle Display - Use cd's shiny side up to sit
small pillar or votive candles on. The reflection off
the CD's is great for centerpieces on buffet tables,
especially during the holidays.
)Sun Catcher - The sun's rays reflects all sorts of
color off of them. Glue 2 CDs together (label sides
to one another) To make holes for hanging, use a
large enough needle or a nail. Use a pair of pliers
to hold onto needle or nail and hold over an open
flame to heat, then push through the two discs
when hot enough. Run some decorative cord
through the hole(s), decorate both sides, but
nothing too large or you'll ruin the effect and the
purpose of why you are making.
>More Christmas ornament ideas - Using a
permanent marking pen, Christmas shaped
sponges and/or small simple stencils. Traced small
stockings, bells, trees, stars and snowman on the
shiny side of the CD and then cut them out using a
small electric scroll saw. The key is to go slow. Use
a Oremel to smooth the edges and punch the
holes to slip cord through to hang them. The
finishing touch is to paint the label side with acrylic
paint sponged on, or use snow texture paint, or
glue and glitter. The commercial CDs show a pretty
silvery color and writeable CDs a lovely gold color.
You can personalize the small ornaments with kids
names written with a metallic permanent marker or
acrylic paint. Or string a whole bunch together for a
wonderful homemade garland.
'>Spinning tops for kids - Take a knife and push
through hole in CD making slit each side. Force a
penny half way through hole. Spin CD on the edge

of the penny. Enhance by gluing dowel to one side
of penny to ake it easier to spin.
)Mosaic - reak into small pieces and use as
mosaic tiles.
>Use as coasters - Cover with felt.
)Make a collage - Glue together to make a wall
collage.
)Garden helper Run a string through the hole
and hang in yard or from trees to keep birds away
from garden.
>Make bowls - Place in oven on low heat over a
metal bowl shape, or heat with a blow dryer. When
softened, they can be bent (gently). Glue to small
plates or seal hole and use for candy dishes,
fountain bowls, etc.
Silk Flower CD Wreath - Materials: One gold CD,
Hot glue, Silk flowers / Christmas f1orals, Ribbon.
Take one gold CD and decorate to make a wreath
you can hang on your
tree or on a wall. This
wreath is a combination
of leaves and petals
from several different silk
flowers. Use a wire
cutter to take the flower
apart and hot glue them
in a pretty arrangement
on the top ofthe CD. Make a small bow from
ribbon and glue it to the center of your
leaves/petals. If you like, glue some flower buds on
top of the bow. Then attach a piece of ribbon to the
back to hang.
CD Wreath - Materials: 7 CD's, Hot glue and white
craft glue, Christmas florals, scraps from other
projects, ribbon, etc., Acrylic paint - red, green,
gold (optional)
Use one of the CD's
for the center of your
wreath. Glue the other
CD's around the edge,
overlapping slightly,
Use a combination of
white glue and hot
glue. Paint a design
on the CD's if you like.
The large wreath here
was painted with red
around the o~ter rims of each CD, gold around the
inner rims, and a squiggle of green in each center.
The acrylic p~int goes on rather thin, so use two
coats. It mig~t work better to use oil paint. Just
about anythi~g can be used to decorate your
wreath. Use "'ings that are colorful, sparkle, or just
things that please your eye.

Plastic Pop Bottle Snowmen #1 Materials: 2
Liter plastic soda bottle, White and black acrylic
paint, Sponge brush, Fine grain sand paper, Red
and black felt, Pipe cleaners - Christmas colors,
Craft glue, Plastic spray can lid (spray starch, or
similar size), Plastic tub
lid (butter tub or similar
size).
Sand the surface of the
bottle, spray can lid and
tub lid. This will allow the
acrylic paint to adhere to
the surface. Paint the
spray can lid and tub lid
black. Paint the bottle
white. Allow to dry.
Cover the top and sides
of the spray can lid and
the top of the tub lid with
black felt. Since you've
painted them black, you
don't need to be too
precise with the felt.
Center and glue the spray can lid to the tub lid.
You now have your snowman's hat. When the glue
has dried, turn the hat over and cut a small hole in
the bottom with an Exacto knife. Make the hole a
little smaller than the circumference of the top of
the hat. Fill the bottle about halfway with pebbles,
sand or dirt. This will help keep your snowman
from falling over. Cut a strip of red felt about 2 feet
long and 1" - 1 1/2" wide. (If your felt came in 12"
squares, just cut two strips and glue the ends
together. Tie this around the bottle, about 3-4"
down from the top. Secure with a dab of glue.
Make earmuffs using 3 pipe cleaners. Two of them
will be coiled to make the actual "muffs". The third
will be the band attaching them. (Attach the pipe
cleaners by twisting the ends together.) Drape the
earmuffs across the back/top of the bottle. Secure
with craft glue. Attach the hat to the bottle by
running a bit of glue around the inside of the hole
and then place the hat over the top of the lid.
Decorate the hat with a pipe cleaner. Draw a face
using a black marking pen or black paint. Draw
buttons under the scarf, or glue on black felt
circles.
Things To Do With Plastic Pop Bottles - Here's
a variety of things that you can do with used Pop
Bottles.
)Potpourri Holder - Cut the bottom from the
bottle. Fill with potpourri and cover the open part
with curtain lace and glue to the outside of the
bottle. Cover the raw edges of the curtain lace with
either ribbon or lace.

>Plastic Butterfly - Make a stencil using a piece
of cardboard in the shape of a butterfly, about
4x4inch or so. You trace the butterfly out onto the
bottle and then you can cut it out. Down the center
of the butterfly you can bend it. so it has its arches.
You then can painVdesign the butterfly in any color
of your choice. To stick them up, you can use
putty.
>Small thingee holder - Cut the top off 2 litre
bottles so they stand 6-8 inches tall. With a small
screw and washer, screw them to a 1x4" board.
Screw that board onto the wall in your workshop to
hold a wide variety of tools.
>Wind Socks - Cut top and bottom off 2-liter
bottle to have a perfect cylinder. Punch 4 holes
(with a hole punch) spaced evenly on top. Tie a
12-inch piece of fishing line to each hole. Attach all
four to a large swivel snap used in fishing. Sand
the bottle and paint with paints any design you
wish. When dry. punch holes every inch around the
bottom. Tie a 3-foot piece of ribbon in each hole.
Vary your colors or make them all the same. Hang
up and enjoy.
>Make a Bank - Paint or cover with fabric. Cut a
small slit in the top so you can drop the coins in.
(You'll have to cut the bottle open to remove the
coins, unless you want to cut a three-sided
doorway in the back or bottom.)
>Make a Doorstop - Paint and fill with sand or
gravel. Glue strips of narrow wood to the sides so it
won't roll away.
>Make plastic shapes - Take a clear bottle and
draw the shape of a butterfly or bird, or any small
animal. Cut around the shape, sand and paint with
acrylic paint.
.>Make a Mobile - Cut out shapes (see above)
and poke a small hole in the top. Poke a piece of
string or yarn through the hole and tie a knot.
Attach the other end of the string to a hanger and
hang from the ceiling or ceiling fan.
)Plant Decorations - Cut out shapes (see above)
and attach to a piece of dowel with glue. Poke into
the soil of your potted plants or in the garden for
yard decorations.
Things To Do With Cardboard Tubes - Try some
of these ideas to recycle or re-use your cardboard
tubes.
>Binoculars - Take two rolls and staple them
together side by side. Punch holes in the top sides
of the rolls and put yarn through to hang around
the child's neck. They can let their imaginations go
wild decorating them, whether it's simply coloring
them or glueing odds and ends on. When they're
done. they have a pair of binoculars. You can also
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use a rubber band to put on some colored
cellophane on the end of them.
>Fire Starters - Fill an empty roll with dried leaves
in the fall. Wrap it with newspaper, 4 inches longer
than the roll, and twist the ends of the paper, for
easy lighting. If you wrap them with decorative
paper and put them in a basket they make a nice
accessory to a fireplace. They can also be covered
with Christmas wrapping paper for the holidays.
>Napkin rings - Make some very elegant napkin
rings using ribbon and toilet paper tubes.
Cardboard Tube Angels - Materials: Any size
cardboard tube to make the height of your angel,
Tacky Glue or similar that has a thick substance,
regular white glue won't hold the heavyness of the
material you will be using (a glue gun is also good).
Dried flowers or silk flowers. Wooden ball the size
that will fit over the top of the tube, Small dowels or
popsicle sticks, Flesh colored acrylic paint, Raffia
or doll hair
1. Begin by buying a wooden ball the size that will
fit over the top of the tube and glue in place. If
using a lightweight tube a styroform ball may be
used if covered with a piece of muslin.
2. Glue the flowers to the entire tube.
3. Either use small dowels or popsicle sticks for
arms. Glue each one to the sides of the tube. After
this is done, cover the entire tube with the flowers.
Leave a small space at the tip of the stick and
paint a flesh color to look like hands.
3. Paint ball flesh color or leave plain. Draw mouth
and eyes (any style you like). You can also add
blush to make cheeks (optional).
4. Use rafia or doll hair to top of ball and glue on.
It's recommended that you use lightweight silk
flowers or dried flowers so as not to cause tipping
of the tube.
Cardboard Tube Party Poppers - This idea has
endless possibilities. You can make these to fit
ANY party theme! Materials: TP tubes, Tissue
paper, Wrapping paper, Scissors, Tape, Ribbon,
Small trinkets, candy, notes, etc.
Cut tissue paper large enough to go around roll
and hang over edges about 2 in. Cut wrapping
paper in the same manner, but only let hang over
about 1 1/2 in to 1 3/4 in. Next, cut TP roll in half.
Place two halves of roll back together as if you
hadn't cut them. Wrap tissue paper around tube
and tape. Do the same with the wrapping paper,
centering in the middle of the tissue paper. Fill with
toys, candy, etc. Take lengths of ribbon and gently
tie around ends of paper. DO NOT pull too tightly
as it will rip your paper. Curl ribbon and fringe ends

of paper. To pen popper the recipient needs only
to hold the en s and "pop" open!
Make Tulips ith Old Egg Cartons - Materials:
Clean cardboard egg cartons, Scissors, Green
chenille (pipe cleaners). glue,
paint.
Cut the egg carton into
separate cups, leaving some
of the middle "pop-up"
sections. Cut the main cups
into the pointed shape of the
tulip petals. With the point of
the scissors or a sharp pencil,
poke a hole in the bottom of
each cup. Paint and decorate
each cup however you like. Cut the little center
"pop_up" sections between the egg cups into small
pointed shapes that will go beneath the tulip cups.
Poke a hole in the center of each and paint green.
When the pieces are dry, poke a piece of green
chenille through the holes. Tie a loop on the end in
the cup so it can't pull back out, and add a dab of
glue between the two sections. Shape the chenille
into leaf shapes and leave a few inches at the
bottom for the stem. You can stick the stems of
several flowers into some clay or f[oral foam in the
bottom of a pot. Or just tie together and wrap with
pretty paper and a ribbon to give to mom!
Things To Do With Cardboard Egg Cartons
>Waste Paper Basket - Cut off tops. Then poke
holes on the flap that is used to close the carton.
Then take ribbon and tie each carton to the next.
Takes 8 cartons to make a circle. The plastic bags
from the grocery store fit into these nicely. Makes a
great waste paper basket.
>Fire Starters - Fill the paper egg cartons with
dryer lint, then pore melted wax over the lint. You
can tear apart the sections and use for fire starters
when you are camping, or in your fireplace. You
can use left over candle pieces for the melted wax.
>Charcoal Fire Starter - Similar to the idea
above for fire starters ... Using a cardboard egg
carton, fill each section with melted wax so that it's
about 1/3 full. Place a piece of charcoal (one
brickette) in the wax. Close the carton and place
on a shelf until you're ready to use. To use,
remove the top of the carton, and place the bottom
half in the grill. Light the carton. Wait a few minutes
and then add more charcoal. This will eliminate the
need for lighter fluid.
Things To Dq With Wire Hangers 
'>Holiday Ca~dy Wreaths - Use old hangers to
make candy ~reaths for Christmas or other

holiday. Take the hanger and stretch it into an
appropriate shape (circle for Christmas, heart for
valentines, 4-leaf clover for st. Pat's) and tie
wrapped candy pieces on with ribbon or string. Use
recycled ribbon from gifts. If possible, attach a
small pair of children's scissors to cut off candy. If
your reCipient just unwraps each piece, they will
have a decorative wreath even after the candy is
gone.
)Oream Catcher - Just bend hanger in circle,
wrap with ribbon, make web by overlapping ribbon
with yarn, add beads or feathers if wanted. Add
fringe by tying on longer pieces of yarn at bottom
and adding feathers and/or beads.
)Christmas decorations - Using wire cutters and
pliers, bend and shape wire into a variety of
shapes to hang on your tree. Decorate with glitter,
ribbon, fabric, etc.
)Wreath backing - Shape into a circle and attach
holly or evergreen branches to it. Add colorful
bows and hang on walls or on doors.
)Hotdog or marshmallow stick - Straighten
hanger, fold one end double for a stronger gripping
end. Skewer your dog or mallow on the straight
end and cook away.
)Bubble maker - Makes extra big bubbles. Mix
one part dishwashing liquid to two parts water in a
large tub or bucket. Stretch hanger out to make a
large hoop with a handle. Dip hanger into bubble
stuff and wave gently in the air.
>Halloween costumes - Cut and shape hangers
into all kinds of unique add-ons for your Halloween
costumes. Wings, halo, horns, etc are just a few of
the things you can shape and cover with fabric or
tin foil.
Coat Hanger Ghosts - Materials: White coat
hangers (one for each ghost), White knee highs or
white nylon panty hose, string, black felt tip pen.
Holding hanger hook - grab center of hanger and
pull down to form long diamond shape. Pull knee
high or leg cut from panty hose over hanger from
bottom to top (hook end). Gather leg opening at
base of hook - tie tightly with string. Draw BIG oval
eyes at top near hook. Hang in trees outdoors or
any other place (they're weatherproof).
Make Your Own Envelopes - Materials:
Wallpaper sheets 1
samples OR Old
calendar pictures, Craft
glue, Ruler, Scissors,
Lace, applique
decorations, etc.
You can take apart any
envelope and use it as a template or pattern, but a

plain, straight sided envelope makes better use of
the smaller wallpaper sheets. Shown are
measurements that fit the sizes used for the letter
cards:
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Insert card, fold down flap and seal with glue. Trim
flap edge with a strip of glued on lace. Securely
glue on an applique "seal" at center. Affix a plain
label to front for addressing.
Note: Self-adhesive stamps adhere well on all
types of paper. If you have regular "lick" stamps,
use glue to adhere them to the envelope.
Wallpaper Bookmarks - Materials: Wallpaper
samples, Hole punCh, Ribbon or floss,
Craft glue, Scissors.
~~.
Glue two strips of wallpaper together fUUM·~
....
back si~eStfa,Ci1ng1'/2w.hehn dry, trim to
~
approxlma e y
mc es wide by 6
inches long, or as desired. Trim the
end to a point or slant, etc, as shown
in the picture. Punch a hole 1/2" from
the top and thread with a ribbon or
floss. Cut out a motif from the
wallpaper. Back with plain or
coordinating paper. Sandwich a long
ribbon between the layers.
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Bleach Bottle Witch - Materials: 1 bleach bottle,
straw or raffia for the hair, 12 by 12 flesh colored
felt, 12 by 12 black felt, glue, 2 eyes (black felt,
buttons, or googly eyes), Tool to make small holes
in plastic bottle, Wire, 1/4 yard of black material, 14
inches of black chenille
Step 1: Cut the bottle in half. Decide the size of
face you want and make a circle with a pencil.
Step 2: Make plenty of holes around the top of the
circle.
Step 3: Cut the flesh felt in a circle and glue to the
bottle.
Step 4: Now start inserting raffia into the holes,
leaving 1 inch hanging out of the upper holes and
longer strands hanging out of the side holes. String
it in and out of each hole for the hair line ..
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Step 5: Add on the eyes and mouth if you have
one.
Step 6: Take the black material and make a
triangle hat.
Step 7: Take the black felt and cover the back side
of the bottle. Stretch a piece of wire across the
back so you can hang it up. Attach the wire to each
side real tight.
Step B: Now you glue on the hat and glue on the
black chenille for the RI M of the hat.
The witch can stand by herself or hang on the wall
or door.

and fold top all the way back
as shown. Business cards
wi" fit in the pocket created
by the open top. Mount
photo on card stock and cut
it out in an interesting way.
Hot glue to the lid flap. Hot
lue rocks to the front. You
also use silk flowers with
a spring photo, sand with a
beach scene, trinkets with a
dress up photo. Just use your imagination!

Easy Brown Paper Reindeer - Materials: Brown
paper bags, or brown construction paper, Red,
white and black paint, White glue.
Trace around the child's shoe on the brown paper.
Cut out the foot shape. This is the head of your
reindeer, the heel part will be the nose. Trace
around the child's hand and cut out the shape.
Fingers should be spread apart. These are the
reindeer's antlers. Glue them to the top of your
reindeer's head. Paint two black dots for eyes on
the reindeer's face. Paint a big red nose on the
bottom of the reindeer face (on the heel). If
desired, paint a tiny white dot on each of the eyes.

Computer Disk Holder - Materials: Empty Box
from Computer Disks, Low Temp
Hot Glue Gun, Wood Grain or
Marble Vinyl Flooring Sample,
Decorative Items such as Brass
Fasteners or silk flowers, Wire
Cutters for Brass Fasteners,
Scissors, Pen.
Trace each side of empty box
from computer disks onto vinyl
with marker. Cut out. Glue vinyl
pieces onto box. If using brass
fasteners, cut off heads and glue
them onto vinyl. If using flower,
trim stem and glue onto vinyl.

Pop Can Snowman - Materials: 1 cleaned, dried
aluminum soda can, 1 sheet of white construction
paper or printer/copier paper, 1 full sheet of
newspaper, Masking tape, White paint, Fiberfilor
quilt batting, Scrap fabric.
Wrap the entire can with the white construction
paper. Using the full sheet of newspaper, form it
into a ball and, using the masking tape, tape it to
the top of the aluminum can. (This wi" form the
head.) Cover the rest of the newspaper ball with
masking tape. Paint the taped newspaper ball with
the white paint. Let dry completely. Cover the white
body of your snowman with the Fiberfil.
Buy or make a construction paper hat for your
snowman. Add jiggle eyes and an orange pom
pom for the nose. Cut a scarf using scrap fabric. If
possible use pinking shears and cut approx. 20"
long and 1" wide. (You can trim later, if necessary.)
Your snowman is ready to display!

Floppy Disk Photo Cube - Materials: 6 Old 3%"
Floppy Disks, Blank Index Stock, 6 Photos You
Can Cut, Low Temp Glue Gun, Double Stick Tape
Lay one disk face down on your work space. Use a
low temp glue to attach one
disk to each side and a
disk on the top. Cut six
pieces of index to 2-1/8"
x 2-3/4". Use double
stick tape to attach one
each floppy. Cut
photos to 1-7/8" x 2-1/2"
Use double stick tape to
attach photos in the center
of rectangle index leaving a
white border around each
picture.

Photo Business Card Holder - Materials: Photo,
empty cassette holder, glue stick, card stock,
scissors, low temp glue gun.
Lots of possibilities! This one is
made with rocks but you can
choose anything to match your
photo. Makes a great gift for
Mom or Dad.
Open up empty cassette case

Cowboy Hat Stand - Materials: Empty Pringles
can, Sisal type rope, Epoxy type glue, Large dowel
(3/4 in), Hot gil and gun, Exacto knife.
Begin by cuttin dowel to be approximately 14
inches in lengt . Take lid of Pringles can and make
an "X" with Exacto knife, slide dowel through the
"X". Next, take~[SOme of the epoxy glue and put on
bottom of dowe and replace lid on to can. Make
sure the botto of the dowel is pressing against

the bottom of the can. Let set until glue is dry.
When completely dry take the rope and, beginning
at the top of the can (over the lip of the lid), hot
glue the rope onto the side of can, wrapping it
around as you go. When you reach the bottom,
finish off and cut the rope. It is a good idea to put
hot glue on the cut ends of the rope to help them
from fraying.
Photo Pencil Holder - Materials:
Empty Small Pringles Can, Wall
Paper Sample, Photos You Can
Cut Up, Pen, Tacky Glue,
Scissors.
Cut wall paper sample to fit
around can with a little overlap.
Cover the back with a light coat of
tacky glue and wrap it around
can. Cut out photos and glue on
to can. Use a pen to poke holes in
the top.
Friendship Quilt - Materials: Wallpaper Samples
or other paper, Markers, Poster Board, Glue.
Cut twelve 3"x 3" squares for each child in your
group. You can use wall paper samples or any
other kind of paper. Have each child autograph
their 12 squares then swap them with 12 other
children in the group. Glue the twelve square to
poster board.

Totem Pole - Materials: Paper towel tube,
Crayons, tempera paint, or
markers, Brown
construction paper (a few
sheets), Scissors, White
glue, 2 popsicle sticks
(optional).
Wrap a piece of
construction paper around
a paper towel tube to see
what size paper you will need. Trim the paper to
the right height and width (allow about a half inch
overlap around the tube, so you can glue the

edges). Divide the paper into 4 or more horizontal
sections. Draw a different animal head in each
section. Put most of the
facial details in the
middle of each section.
Wrap
the
heads around the paper towel tube
and glue the seams. Draw wings or
arms for some or all of the animals.
Cut them out and decorate them.
Glue them to the back of the Totem
Pole. Optional: Glue 2 popsicle
sticks to the base so that your
Totem Pole stands upright. Hot glue works well for
this.
Egg Carton Caterpillar - Separate 4, 5, or 6 cups
from an egg carton. Using the point of a scissors,
make 2 small holes at one end for the antennae.
Insert pipe cleaners for the antennae. Add eyes. a
mouth, and decorate.

Egg Carton ladybug - Separate one cup from an
egg carton. Using markers or
tempera paint, paint the egg
carton cup red. Then, using
black paint, c%r in the head,
and make
Bottam View spots on
Top View
the body. Using the point of a
scissors, make 6 small holes
(3 on each side) at the base of
the cup (these will be for the
legs). Make 2 small holes (for
antennae) where the top of the head will be. Insert
a black pipe cleaner into each side hole and out
the other side for the legs. Use half a pipe cleaner
for the antennae. Glue on googly eyes or paint on
white eyes
Egg Carton Bat - Separate 3 cups from an egg
carton. Cut out part of the
bottoms of the 2
outside cups to
resemble bat
wings. Add
eyes, a mouth,
and decorate. Hang it from a string or a rubber
band.

Egg Carton Spider - Separate one cup from an
egg carton. Using the point
of a scissors, make 8
small holes (4 on
each side) at the
base of the cup. Insert a pipe cleaner into each of
the holes for legs. Draw a face and decorate the
body.
Carton Camel - Separate 2 cups from an egg
carton. Using the point of a scissors,
make holes at the
base of the cups
for the 4 legs and
holes at each
end for the neck
and tail. Make 1
small hole in the
wide flat end of the cork. Insert a pipe cleaner into
each of the holes for legs and the tail. Insert one
end of a pipe cleaner into the cork; insert the other
end into a hole at the end of the egg cups. Add
eyes, a mouth, and decorate.
Recycled Stationery - Materials: Brown paper
bag, Wrapping paper, Greeting cards, Black
marker, Paper glue and fabric glue, Decorative
edge scissors, Ruler.
Cut designs and patterns, etc. from old cards,
wrapping paper or fabric with plain or decorative
edge scissors then use to decorate the following
stationery items you can make from old grocery
bags:
Note-Cards: Trace around a used envelope then
draw another line 1/8" inside first line. Cut out
along inside line. Fold brown paper in half. Place
one long edge of pattern along the fold of paper.
Trace and cut out.

Envelopes: Open up a used envelope, trace
around it onto brown paper and cut out. Fold
envelope using original one as a guide.
Ornaments, Gift Tags, or Magnets: Cut out design
and glue onto brown paper. Cut out brown paper,

leaving a 1/8" to 1/4" border. For magnets, glue
one on center back of brown paper. For ornaments
or gift tags, punch a hole at center top of design.
Insert a string through the hole then knot ends.
To finish: Make tiny stitch marks around the design
or around the edges of your note card or envelope.
Write in your own personal messages. Add tiny
ribbon bows, tassels, or charms for a special
decoration.
Pig Bank - Materials: Glass mayonnaise or pickle
jar with lid - (about 7"
high and 3" diameter),
4 Wood 1" spools, 3"
Spool, 2 Large 1"
wiggle eyes, Tissue
paper - Pink and
Purple, Decorative
edge scissors, Pink fat
chenille stem, Foam
sheet - Pink, Acrylic
paint - Pink, Black
marker, White glue,
Paintbrush.
Paint the 5 spools and jar lid pink. Set aside to dry.
Cut tissue paper into 1" squares with decorative
edge scissors. Apply slightly watered down glue to
the surface of the jar. Glue
on squares of tissue
paper, overlapping to
cover the entire jar up to
the threads on the neck
where the lid screws on.
Apply a thin layer of glue
over the top as a finish
and let dry. Glue large
EAR PAn'ERN
spool to the lid and screw
to jar. Draw 2 black dots
on the front for the snout. Glue spools on the
bottom as shown for legs. You will need a thick
layer of glue to secure. Let dry overnight. Cut 2
ears from pattern on pink foam then glue to top of
the jar. Glue on eyes. Curl the chenille stem
around a pencil then glue to back of pig. Glue one
coil to jar to attach firmly.

Renuzit Clown - Materials: Renuzit® Adjustable
Air Freshener - empty, 2 %n Styrofoam® ball, 2 W
Styrofoam® egg, 14 Wooden spools 1 3/16" x 7/8",

9" x 12" Teal felt, 3"x 3" Purple felt. 1 %" x 1 W' Pink felt, 3 Purple chenille stems. Red curly hair. %" Red
pom pom. ¥.o.. Red pom pom, 14" Box pleated 7/S" ribbon, Two 15mm Wiggle eyes. Curly Doll Hair, 16"
Yellow 1/S" satin ribbon, Purple acrylic paint. Red dimensional paint, 40 to 60 Assorted buttons. Scissors,
12" Ruler, Tacky glue, #2 Pencil, Typing paper. Masking tape, Wax paper, Plastic knife, Glue gun, Craft
drill, Craft snips.
Cut 1" diameter slice off the Styrofoam ball and glue cut edge of ball to Renuzit®
topper. Trace hat and coat patterns. Attach
patterns to felt with rolled pieces of masking
tape. Cut through both paper and felt layers.
Remove then discard paper patterns. Set
the hat aside. Wrap coat around topper,
aligning top edges. Glue center front edges
together at neckline. Ask an adult to hand
drill two holes below top of topper
approximately 1 W apart to make openings
for arms. Drill two holes %" above bottom of
base approximately 2 W apart to make
opening for legs. Slide one chenille stem
through top holes with same amount
extending on both sides. To make arm, slide three spools on one
end of the chenille stem. Bend end of chenille to keep spools in place. Repeat for other arm. To make
hands, cut mitten
patterns from felt,
then glue two mitten
pieces together with
chenille stem
between. Remove
topper and set
aside. Push one
end of chenille stem
into each hole at the
bottom of the
container then twist
ends of stems
together. Place
topper on base.
Slide four spools
onto chenille stem
to make legs then
trim chenille to 7".
Cut Styrofoam egg
in half lengthwise
for shoes then. paint
purple. Glue narrow
end of shoes to legs. To make hat. glue 8"length of pleated ribbon to curved edge of hat. Roll hat into
cone shape overlapping cut edges 1". Hold in place with a piece of masking tape, then glue together
where the edges overlap. Lightly press in place. Glue %"pom pom onto point of hat then set aside to dry.
Cut mouth from pink felt. Glue felt to head then 'squeeze' a line of red dimensional paint onto mouth for a
smile. Glue remaining pom pom in place for nose and wiggle eyes above nose. Glue tufts of hair to each
side of the head then glue hat to head. Fluff curls in place, adding more if needed. Glue a 6" length of
pleated ribbon around neck for a collar. overlapping the ends at the center back. Glue buttons randomly
onto clown's body and hat. Tie two yellow bows from 8" of yellow ribbon and glue one bow to each shoe.
When gel is depleted, remove dried gel from the container and replace with the new, non-toxic gel. Slip it
over the post of the decorated base and reposition the decorated topper.
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Cut a &-Pointed Stir in One Snip
Step"':

lFold an 8-112" x 10" piece of

:":.w

I

Fold and unfold In half both
ways to form creased center
. lines. (Note: be sure paper is
stiU folded in half.)
!

(1)

POLD

iD

.
"
E

(2)

Ib----.--9-t2'

Stept3:
Bring comer (1) right to meet
the center line. Be sure to fold
from the vertical crease line.
Stepf4:
Bring comer (1) left tin edges
coincide, then make the fold

Audience Participation Story/Stunt 
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Step.:
Bring comer (2) left and fold.

Step . .:
Bring comer (2) right until
edges coincide. Then fold.

Step.,:
Cut on the angle as shown in
the picture.
Then unfold the smaH piece

I
i

Step a:
Marvel at your perfect (we
hopei) &-pointed star!
If your star is not perfect, take
a fresh piece of paper (8-112"
x 10" - not 8-112- x 11 j and
return to Step 1

\

I
j
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I

I
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George Washington's original pencil sketch for the flag ji
indicated 6-pointed stars, a fonn he apparently preferred I
Betsy Ross, however, recommended a &-pointed star. •
When the committee protested that it was too difficult to
make, she took a piece of paper, folded it defUy, and with a
single snip of her scissors, produced a symmetrical five- •
pointed star. This seeming feat of magic so impressed ~r
audience that they readily agreed to her suggestion.
.
To you we pass along the secret.••
AS found on the Betsy Ross Website 
http://www.ushistory.org/betsy/flagstar.html
Take a thin piece of paper 8-112" x 10" NOT 8 % by 11( an
exact proportion thereof), fold it as indicated and cut you
a perfect &-pointed star.
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Service to Country
San Gabriel Valley, Long Beach & Verdugo Hills
Councils
Divide audience into six sections. Assign each a word
and a response. Tell them that when they hear their
word in the story they are to give the response.

Be all you can be!
No one comes close!
NAVY 
Can dol
MARINES Semper Fi!
COAST GUARD 
Always ready!
CUB SCOUTS (All) 
Do your bestl
In the United States of America, we have several
different branches of the military, all prepared to defend
our freedom. There is the ARMY, the NAVY, the AIR
FORCE. the MARINES, and the COAST GUARD.
All these different groups have mottos and slogans, just
like the CUB SCOUTS. Part of the CUB SCOUT
Promise includes duty to God and country, and certainly,
all the men and women who serve in the ARMY, the
NAVY, the AIR FORCE, the MARINES, and the COAST
GUARD demonstrate their duty to country in a big way.
As CUB SCOUTS, we take pride in being good citizens,
in honoring our flag, and in heJping others. One day.
some of you may choose to join the ARMY, the NAVY,
the AIR FORCE, the MARINES, or the COAST GUARD.
But, for now, we give thanks and appreciation for those
who help protect and defend our county, while we learn
to be the best we can be as CUB SCOUTS.
ARMY 
AIR FORCE 
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INTRODUCTION
Wood Projects for Illinois Wildlife is design
ed for the person who enjoys making things
that will enhance wildlife in his I her backyard
or back forty.
As Illinois' natural areas are lost to com
peting interests such as urban development,
agricultural and industrial uses, and as exotic
species continue to invade, the role of in
dividual landowners becomes increasingly
important to wildlife managers. By providing
nest boxes, especially in areas that lack large.
old. hollow trees for nesting, wildlife en
thusiasts can provide animals with safe.
suitable homes and help reduce competition
with exotic species such as the house sparrow
and the European starling.
Each nest box in this booklet may attract
and support a variety of animals; however,
man\' of the structures simulate a hole in a
tree ~d will most likelv be inhabited bv cavitv
dwellers such as the' bluebird, chi~kade~.
squirrel. etc. Also the boxes are designed to
help lessen competition with exotic species by
specifying smaller holes suitable only for
native wildlife.
Please remember that building to specifica
tions. proper placement. and continuous main
tenance are necessary to insure healthy and
safe conditions. If they are not, the boxes may
turn into sparrow slums, remain unused, or
actually become death traps to nesting birds
and mammals.
To use this booklet, review the General
Building Instructions and three main parts.
The first two parts provide instructions for
nest boxes. The third part contains informa
tion about wildlife feeders. Part One includes

houses and platforms that are appropria/e in
backyards, farmsteads, shelterbelts, past~res.
and small woodlots of deciduous for~sts
(hardwoods). Part Two includes houseIfor
use in more extensive upland and bottoml nd
forests. To simplify matters. a brief des ip
tion of possible nest box inhabitants ma be
found opposite of the instructions. This: ill
help you to be more accurate in determil:ting
the specific needs of the animal(s) you Wish
to attract.
:
. Part Three of the booklet is concerned ~ith
. feeding birds and mammals and is intend d to
help you attract many species, particular y in
the winter. Depending on your surroun ing
environment, chickadees, grosbeaks,
goldfinch, quaiL deer, sqUirrels, and IT\any
others may appear at your feeder. BUT, if iyou
choose to make feeders, it is MOST~M
PORTANT that you remember, once wi ter
feeding starts, BIRDS BECOME DEPE D
ENT on that supply for the ENTIRE wi ter.
A feeder should NEVER remain empt for
more than a few hours, especially duting
severe weather.
i
The houses, platforms, and feeders have
been simplified to the greatest extent ssi
ble. Right-angle cuts are often used and any
patterns require only one board. There re,
building nest boxes and feeders ca be
wonderful activities for scouts, sports en,
4-H clubs, school shop classes, and an~one
who enjoys wood projects and wildlife
We hope you enjoy this booklet and are
able to spend many hours watching Il1~': ois
birds and mammals. Thank you for help' g to
restore Illinois' Natural Heritage!
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General House and Platform Instructions
Birds anci mammals need diHerent kinds of
houses or piatiorms in diHerent habitats.
These general instructions will heip you build
and piace houses and platforms for the most
popular occupants of wildlite homes in Illi
nois.
These general instructions apply to all
plans:
1. The instructions point out that one box
may be used b\' manv animals, but DO NOT
make a box fo~ 'bird~'" or . mammals." Build it
for a speci,fic kind of bird or mammal. Differ
ent species have different house size, entrance
hole, and habitat requirements.
2. Provide a hinged side or roof so houses
can easily be checked and cleaned out each
ye·ar. Hinges should be rustproof. Duck and
owl box roofs kept shut witha hook and eye.
can be opened by raccoons. It is much better
to use several paired roofing nails with large
heads on the side of the roof and on the upper
edge of the side. Wire these paired nails to
gether.
3. At least four 1I4-inch diameter drain
holes should be drilled in the bottom of every
house, except the P~terson bluebird house.
The sloping floor and space that allows the
swing-door front to open provide for drainage
on that house.
4. Although wren houses can be suspended
from an anchor point under an eave or tree
limb. all other houses should be firmly at
tached to a support post, building, or tree.
When you attach a nest box to a live tree use
lag screws and washers. Then, as years pass,
gradually unscrew them to allow for growth of
the tree. Or, use a tree gUard as shown on page
32. Do not place bluebird houses on trees
because that invites competition from too
many other species.
5. Don't put perches on any bird houses.
Only house sparrows and European starlings
prefer perches. If you have a house with a
perch, remove the perch. A slab of wood with
the bark attached may be placed horizontally
under the entrance of a wood duck 'or hooded
merganser entrance hole to make it easier for
landing at the entrance.
6. The top-front edge of a bird house should
overhang at least two inches to help protect
the entrance hole from wind-driven rain and
to keep cats from reaching in from above.
7. At least two 1I4-inch holes should be
drilled near the top of the right and left sides
of all bird houses - except duck boxes - to
provide ventilation. Providing adequate ven
tilation is very important for small bird
houses.
8. Use galvanized nails to build houses if
necessary, but remember that they loosen up
as wood expands and contracts in 'IIlinois' ex
treme weather conditions. Cedar and red
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wood nest boxes should probably be made
with concrete coated or ring shank nails. They
won't allow the boards to loosen up.
9. The sides ot a bird house should enclose
the floorboard - don't nail them to the top
of the floorboard. This keeps rain from seep
ing into the crack between sides and floor and
then into the nest. Recess the floorboard 1/4
inch up from the bottom of the sides to help
prevent deterioration caused by moisture.
This prevents rain from seeping across the bot
tom of the floor and then seeping up from
below.
10. Do not use tin cans, milk cartons, or
metal for nests. Metals heat up in direct sun,
overheat the eggs, and kill the young. How
ever, commercial martin houses made from
aluminum are acceptable. Commercial plastic
wood duck houses are also acceptable but
should be placed in shady locations.
11. Wood is the best all-around material for
houses. Three-quarter-inch thick boards are
the easiest to work with. Softwood such as
pine is fine for smaller nests, but cedar, red
wood, or cypress may be used for larger boxes.
Pine or plywood can be used for duck boxes
if they are treated on the outside of the box
with wood preservative. Do not use wood
treated with green preservative. The green
copper-based preservative, when exposed to
water, can produce poisonous vapors. A well
constructed house should last 10 to 15 years.
Large boxes like duck boxes can be painted
with woed preservative on the outside to ex
tend their usefulness. The back should be coat
ed several times because it is most prone to rot
ting. Do not' paint. stain, or treat a box with
creosote.
12. Purple martins, mergansers, and wood
ducks do' not defend territories around their
nests. Therefore, martins should be provided
with "apartment type'" houses. Duck and mer
ganser boxes can be clustered in groups of two
or four. Houses for other bird species should
be spaced apart to reduc~ territorial conflicts.
Bluebird houses need 100-yard spacing.
13. Small animals may take up residence in
bird houses, including mice, squirrels, bees,
and wasps. If not acceptable, remove the nests.
Otherwise, you will probably need to put up
additional houses to accommodate both the
unexpected tenants and the desired wildlife
species.
14. If wasps take over a house, remove the
wasp nest and spray the interior with a disin
fectant like Lyso!. Use extreme caution to
avoid being stung. A can of aerosol insecticide
may be necessary' during this prooess for "self
defense." If an ant colony becomes establish
ed, place a commercial ant killer like Terro in
an upside down pop bottle cap under the nest.
15. Blowfly eggs and larvae will sometimes

become established in a bluebird nest. The ia ,
vae will suck blood from the young bird5. 1:
this occurs, litt up the nest with \'our ringer,
and gently tap the nest. The larvae will fall
through the nest and can be removed from the 1
bottom of the box.
16. Whenever house sparrows or European
starlings begin nesting in a bird house. tear
out the nest and eggs as they are not prptected
bv state or federal law. Nests may need to be
removed five or six times before 'the birds h
nally abandon the house. Sparrow nests are
typically characterized by a messy structure
of grass, assorted litter, and garbage, and their
eggs are white speckled with brown. Some
people prefer to minimize sparrow problems
by catching and removing adult sparrows in
the nest boxes. Starling nests are an untidy
structure of stems and leaves, and their eggs
are 30mm long, slightly glossy, and pale blue.
Sparrows can be effectively controlled by us
ing a Havahart elevator-type sparrow trap to
catch them.
17. When the nesting season is over, open
the front or side of a songbird house and leave
it that way during the winter to prevent deer
I
mice from nesting. Otherwise these mice may
"defend" their box from returning songbirds
in the spring by killing and eating songbirc ~ '\
which enter '"their" box.
..."
18. Be sure to allow for the width ot the
saw blade when marking a board.
19. Remember that the width and depth of
lumber purchased at lumber yards is smaller
than its standard description. For example, a
1" x 6'" board is actually 3/4" x 51.'2.' A 2'"
x 4'" is actually 1 1/2' x 31/2." The plans in
this booklet utilize the actual dimension of
boards to make the most efficient use of wood,
20. Sawdust mav not be the best material
for lining a nest bo~ for birds of prey or water
fowl (eastern screech-owl. barred owl, Ameri
can kestrel. wood duck. hooded merganser)! It
tends to pack down when wetted, and tends to
retain moisture, Wood chips from a chain saw
seem to be a better lining. They allow for bet
ter drainage and less water retention.
21. Any birdhouse entrance hole 13/8 inch
es in diameter or larger will admit house spar- •
rows and any entrance hole larger than 1 1/2
inches in diameter will admit European starl
ings. Whenever possible, the entrance hole
dimensions for songbirds in this booklet are
designed to exclude these pest species.
22. The actual size of entrance holes for all
duck. merganser, and raccoon nest boxes are
shown on page 25. The entrance holes for
songbirds, woodpeckers, and squirrels are on
page 26. These holes can be trared onto woor' .~
using carbon paper.
""""
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Part 1 
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Nest boxes and platforms generally for use
backyards, urban areas, farmsteads, orchards,
pastures, shelterbelts, and small deciduous wo01
lots under five acres.
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Nest Box 1
HOUSE WREN
BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE
CAROLINA CHICKADEE
WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH
PROfHONOfARY WARBLER
PRAIRIE DEER MOUSE
WHITE-FOOfED MOUSE
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Black-capped Chickadee
and Carolina Chickadee
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House Wren
The house wren is one of our most common
and en;o\'able backvard birds. its beautifUl
-bubbiing calls are ~ JOY to hear during the
summer.
House wren boxes are likely to be used it
they are 5 to 10 reet above the ground and
located under the eave ot a building or in a
tree. This is the only kind of bird house which
can be tree-hanging trom an eve-screw. All
otner bird houses need to be nrmh- anchored.
House wren holes are too small tor house spar
row, or European starhngs tc' use. Don t put
a
on the nes: box. Perches Invite spar
rows to trv using the nest. It vou have a perch
on a wren h.ouse, take i: ott.
The entrance hole tor a wren nouse should
b( >:nc:-: In diameter. The 1 l -i-inch hole size
~:-:c'W:1 t1n pa!!e -i aiso aliows use bv chickadees
.1n...: ~l·,.anatcne::-, but no: house sparnnvs.
H0:.1se \\'ren~ generaJi\' nest jn woodea.
r.abitats. Their nests dre cnaractenz
ed bv twigs and the SIX to eight eggs are finely
speckled with reddish spots. Sometimes wrens
wili take over the nest of a tree swallow or
eastern bluebird after puncturing the eggs at
the other bird~ with their bills.
As 500n as one ramilv' or wrens leaves a
nouse clean it out so an0ther brood of young
l:ne, can be raised

White-breasted Nuthatch
The white-breasted nuthatch is also well
'known at winter bird feeders as It hangs up
side down to eat suet and probe for insect lar
vae under the bark of trees. It will also nest in
mature hardwood torests in habitat similar to
that used tor chickadees.
As soon as each brood of voung leaves the
nest box, clean it out so more btrds can use
it. ~uthatches need an entrance hole 1 1/ 4
inches in diameter, This allows use bv house
wrens and black-capped chickadees, hut not
house sparrows. Houses should be about 12
to 20 teet above' the ground.

Illinois has two species ot cruckadees: the
black-capped. occupying the northern two
thirds ot the state and the carolina, occupy
Ing the southern one-third . .Many peopie en
ioy these delighttul birds at their feeders every
winter but don't realize they will also nest in
yards and woodlots with ~ture hardwood
trees,
The house shown will be used by chicka
dees it placed in the proper habitat: either ma
ture hardwood shelterbelts and woodlots in
agricultural areas or mature hardwood forests
in other parts of the state. The house should
be mounted 5 to 15 feet high with 40 to 60
percent sunlight. About an inch of sawdust
should be placed in the bottom of the nest box.
The chickadee needs an entrance hole 1 V8
inches in diameter. The 1 1I4-inch diameter
hoie shown on page also allows use by wrens
and nuthatches. but not house sparrows.

The only problem wtth mouse use In ne5:
boxes is that if birds return to a son!,btrd
box m the spring: and entl'~ abc>'>,
bv deer mice or white-tooted mice t'
~ight kill and eat the btrds In order to
"their" box. Nest boxes for house
adees. nuthatches. tree swallows.
and other small song:birds should ~h"'r"',"rf'
be left open in the winter to
bv wintering deer mice and
B~xes intended for these nuce should
dosed in winter,

'*

Prairie Deer Mouse and
White-footed Mouse
The prairie deer mouse and white-footed
mouse are frequent occupants of nest boxes
placed for house wrens. chickadees and blue
birds. Thev are distinctivelv marked bv brown
or gravish backs, white bellies. long tails and
very prominent eyes. While they may occa
sionally be a nuisance if they take up residence
in a house, they are both rather appealing and
interesting native mammal species tound
throughout Illinois.
They can be a tascrnating occupant of nest
boxes in their own right. Some people :nten
tionally place nest boxes for these tv,o native
mouse species on fenceposts along tencelines
near then cabinS or at nature cen ters. A wren
house as shown on page 4 is approprtate tor
use b\' these two mice, ~est boxes should be
on p~sts about 3 or -i feet above the ground,
As the mice raise their tamilies they ca:1 pro
vide a constant source of enjoyment and fasci
nation for children \'I:ho may occasicnally
open the side of the box and peek at thE' bug
eyed occupants within, Mice will winter in
these boxes so the entry hole should face the
east or southeast to avoid prevailing nortnwest
winds.

Prothonotary Warbler
The prothonotary warbler, also
as the g:olden S\-\'amp warbler. is ('\r~'n<>"-vPl
with wings and tail that are
beautiful songbird is found in nnrr,,,m,,m
hardwood forests, cypress
flooded backwater habitats that are
ized by woodland pools and oxbow
Its nest is typically an abandoned d
woodpecker hole in a dead willow
standmg water. Often the nest wi)) be no
than 3 to 5 feet above the water level.
Most people don't realize that this
woodland warbler is rather adaptable
, also use bird houses.
If you live in lowland hard.';'09d
habitat within the range of this
using the bird hpuse plan on page
1 1/4-inch diameter hole. Trus will
by house sparrows. Place the house on a .
or post in shallow woodland pools or in ox
bow ponds of river bottom habitat, 3 to 5 feet
above water level. If predator guards are used
on free standing posts, nests can also be plilced
on adjacent shoreline habitat with the hole
facing the open water. Prothonotary war~lers
will also nest in these bird houses if the~ are
placed on the sides of homes or outbuil~ings
that are near water.
'
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Nest Box 2
TREE SWALlOW
EASTERN' BLUEBIRD
GREAT CRESTED FLYCATHCER

13/8"

NOTE: ENTRANCE
HOLE FOR GREAT
CRESTED FLYCATCHER
SHOULD BE A ROUND
HOLE 1 314" IN
DIAMETER.
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Tree Swallow

Great Crested Flycatcher

The tree 5\\'a:io\,' nas a sno\,; v;r,ite Drea5~
and beautirul inciescent greemsh-black back,
I: eats fivin;::: insects. and nests In all three
tvpes of blu;blrd nouses described In the roi
;O\'\'lng accounts.
Tree swallows a.'1d eastern bluebirds often
nest in tile same areas, Quite often. however
tree swallows can be attracted to nest boxes In
very ODen rarm country that IS unsuitable tor
blu~bi~ds, Nest boxes ~n be spaced 25 yards
apart anc: tne',' have a cieiinite preference ror
e~5t racing e~trance hoies. The nest b01(es
should be about 4 feet above the ground, Tree
swallows are espedaliy abunda.'1t near water.
Their nests are often characterized by a
feather lining. The eggs are white. The houses
should be read\' bv :vIa\' 1 and should be
cleaneci out as s~on'as th~ young leave, They
generally nest onlv once each year, but c1ean
im: out the box helps make room tor a second
br~od of bluebIrds

This fascinating songbird ot our narciwpoc
forests. orchards and parks is gravls:-. ab0\'tc
with a yellowish breast. 1t is more otten ht,arc:
than seen. The cali is an ascendmg loud W I-
tIe "Wheeeep:" The nests are otten cnara te~
ized by the presence of shed snakeskms wtucn
have been placed there by the flycatchers. +rhe
bulky nest also includes twigs, leaves,
iI',
feathers and bark fibers.
Great crested flycatchers will use the ne
board bluebird house on page c, except ~hat
the entance hole should be 1 3 '-i inches in lilia
meter. Chances of use are best if hO.use IS p~ac
ed from 10 to 20 feet high.
Newly-fledged flycatchers are a real tre t t,~
see, They cling to the side of trees like tuZz\
little woodpeckers,

!'

·1

EASTERN BLUEBIRD NESTING POST
Eastern bluebirds are descd.,ed extensively
on page 9, but one additional nest structure
. " ror bluebirds is the nesting post shown here,
..,
It consIsts ot a O-inch deep canty drilled
,
int0 c.-incn diameter fence posts. The hole is
I
35' 8 inches In dia.meter. A \1ib....aukee drill bit
and extension shaft are used on a heavy duty
Miiwaukee drill to make tne caVJt\'. Electricity
in the held 15 prOVided bv a gasoline-powered
generator and extension cord. o!' posts can be
cirilled I:;.:l ShOP betore installatio·n. This type
ot nou,e is especiallv desirable lfl C0unty parks
wildlire ma.'1agement areas anei roaciside nghts
ot-way where traditional box t.ype houses are
sometimes vandalized. The nesting posts are
very inconspicuous. They can be tree standing
with predator guards or they can be part of
runctional sign posts or rencelines. The posts
ma\' be treated or untreated cedar.
;\;esting posts artc constructtcd in, rive steps,
First, an entr.mce hole is drilled \'\'hich is 1 3' S
lriche, \~'ide and Z 1 .4 inches high, This is done
by drillIng two overlapping holes with a 1
3 S-inch bit. Second. the main cavity is drilled
to a depth at 0 inches. Don't straddle the barb
ed-wire fence when drilling this hole. Third,
four V-i-inch diameter holes are drilled for
ventilation, Fourth, four l' 4-Inch diameter
holes are drilled into the base ot the cavity
from the outside to allow tor water drainage.
Fifth. an SO' x S" piece of plywood or treated
pine board is screwed onto the top of the post.
Hardware cloth can be used to cover the top
of the post if sparrow use is a problem. The
open top may discourage sparrow use. The
nests are checked by removing the top and old
nests are easily removed from above,
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Nest Box 3
Peterson Bluebird House
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Eastern Bluebird
Easte;:] (,Juebmis are one of tne most popu
lar songblros In Ilimols, TheIr brilliant blue
colors, delIghtful calis, ciean habits and tamily
devotion nave lonf: provided happmess and
mspiration to people,

,

The seven parts (It thIS nouse art' asst'm[' lee
in t. his order: Fir:sL the ~nner ~o~. t IS,t0e-n !lee
to the!C'p ot the oac!... :,econc the t1,)0~ 1. tot
naIled to the back 10 1 : Inches oeiow tn tc'r
Third, one side is nailed to the resultln~ t me,
:\ext the SWing-down tront is tastened bv hai:
mg one nail to each side ot the base, A jhlrd
nail is pounded part-way mto tne Side near tnt:
entrance hole, This is pulled out each tlme the
house IS che,eke,d, This top serves pr.lmantv as
a cat guard, A one-board bluebrrd house Box
2) is much easIer to build than the Pete son
house and IS included here tor the bene it 0:
young people or for adults whl' do not ave
access to table saws or radial arm saw~,
This type of house is more vulnerable to
predation by house cats so it IS best usep on
free-standing postS.III..'hiCh have tin or <lltm,i
num sheets stapled around the support ost.
Some people feel that sparrow Us€ in the ne
board house can be diminished bv cutt ng a
3-inch diameter hole In the roof and co,' nng
the hole with 1 4- or 1 2-inch hardware'doth
mesh, Bluebirds don't seem to mind the 'isun
It.
roof" but sparrows ma\, be discouraged
Either the Peterson or one-board blU~bird
houses should be placed tour to six teet a ove
the ground and spaced about 100 yards a art.
The entrance hole should face north, e st or
northeast to prevent sunlight from shinin into
the hole and overheating the box interier, A
bluebird trail consists of five or more h~uses
placed along a road or tenceline, The houses
should be ready by late March and shou d be
checked everv week to ten davs fro late
t-.larch until rrrid-August. A nest ~hould e re
moved as soon as a brood leaves its nest box,
This allows a second brood to be r
BluebIrds have responded positively to Ip
ing human hands and if vou're interested in
attending a workshop con'tact the Divisibn ot
Natural Heritage in early January.
,
Additional nesting bluebirds structurr' are
shown on pages 0 and 7, '

h·

Ideal bluebird habitat is comprised of mixed
hardwood forests and grasslands. The grassy
areas may be either meadows, pastures, yards,
cemeteries, highway rights-ot-way or prairies,
It is best if the grass is short or sparse. Mowed
or grazed areas provide good habitat. There
should be either power Imes, tenceposts or
scattered trees In grassy areas to provicie feed
ing perches, Bluebirds will sometimes nest in
the backyards of homes in rural areas or on
the tnnge ot urban areas, :\ormally they nest
In rural areas away tram tarmstead sites, how
ever. Dt'cause competit!0n \',:ith house spar
rows is usuallv too great near tarmsTeads,
Bluebird nests are near. cup-shapeci struc
tures made of tine grass, l!sually there are tive
pale blue eggs in a clutch,
The Peterson bluebird house IS the best type
at bluebird house. It is relatlvel" sate tor blue
birds and is easily checked and cleaned,

i

C
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Materials needed to build 10 Peterson bluebird houses
Sides

Front

One (1) - 7 116" x 12" x 16' hardboard lap siding primed
or one (1) - 1" x 12" x 16' pine
Cut into 18" pieces

One

0

l' x 4" 12' pine

Back, Floor & Inner Roof

~

18'

(1) -

Ti
N

1

34' x 2" x 4" pine
Outer Root
One

(1) -

1" x 10" x )2' pine

Nest Box 4
AMERICAN ROBIN
BARN SWALLOW
EASTERN PHOEBE
NEST SHELF
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American Robin
Barn Swallow
Bam swallows are a common inhabitant of
farmsteads where thev frequentlv nest on the
rafters of barns and other o~tbuifdings. Their
mud nests are usually stuck onto the sides 01
rough-sawn rafters. These beautiful birds eat
flying insects and are characterized by irides
cent bluish-black backs, reddish breas.ts and
deeply forked tails.
Bam swallows "'ill also use the nesting shelf
illustrated on page 10. Sometimes barn swal
lows are a nuisance because thev nest over
light fixtures in doorways. Then they "derend"
their territory against people trying to pass
through the doorway. To solve this problem.
staple asmall piece of clear plastic above the
light fixture after knocking down the nest. The
piastlc will prevent mud from sticking to the
wall. The nest should onlv be removed after
the young have fledged. Then place a nesting
shelf nearby on the house or garage wall so it
is at least 10 or 20 feet from ·the doorway.

Eastern Phoebe

One of Illinois most enjoyable n""-,,,,',"r'"
bird species is the American robin. It is I wel
come sight in the spring, its song is beautifuL
and it provides great enjoyment for people as
it raises its young each summer. Their grassy
nest is lined inside with mud. and the . are
bright blue.
A robin nesting shelf can be placed on
by a window where the robin family
easily seen. Or the nesting shelf can be
on the trunk of a tree about 6 to 10 feet
the ground. The nesting shelf can be I t un
painted. or it can be painted an earth tone.
Remove the robin's nest after the oung
leave as robins build a new nest each year.

The eastern phoebe is a small gray songbird
which usually feeds on insects while f1ying
over water. Phoebes sit on low branches over
hanging the water of a pond or creek, then
make a short abrupt flight out over the water
to catch insects.
Phoebes often build their nests on nesting
shelves under the eayes of lake homes or ca
bins. The delicate nest is a beautiful cup
shaped structure made of mosses and lichens.
The phoebe's call is a distinctive buzz-like
"free-bee:'
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Nest Box 5
PURPLE MARTIN HOUSE
MATERIALS:
.J x 8 x l~r PLYWOOD
:!' x :!" x 6" FOR CHIMNEY
r x :!" x U' (BASE)
r x r x 8' (CORNER BWCKS)
.J' x 8" METAL WINDOW SCREEl\;
r x r x ]4' CEDAR POST
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Purple Martin
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Attracting purple martins is the ultimate
challenge to a backvard bird enthusiast. Some
people will put up a martin house in the spring
and attract martms with relative ease. Other
persons may maintain martin houses for years
in apparently good habItat V\ith no luck in
attracting them.
The purple martin IS the largest member of
the swallow farnil\'. It eats flying insects. 1I.1ales
are glossy black with purple iridescence. The
markings at the female are somewhat duller.
The wooden purple martm house design
should be modified to add a 1 .2-inch diameter
mapie dowel 'ience' around each balcony to
,.,reven: baD)' martins from falling ott the bal
cony. It the\' tall to the ground. they V\-ill not
bE red b\' their parents.
Following is an itemIzed list of instructions
for making this purple martin house.
CONSTRUCTIOl\:

NOTE: This unit is held together by a threaded
rod extending trom the underside of the l' x:'
base frame through the center of the chimney.
1. \1ark all pIeces on plywood sheet then
cut them out.1I.1ake four 1" x r x 5 7/8'

corner blocks and eight 1" x 1" x 2" blocks
to position the parts.
2. Cut out and assemble base from 1"'x 2".
Use 7d galvanized siding nails. Attach
floor piece to base with glue and 1" or 1
I·' 4' nails.
3. Assemble the sides, alternating three hole
and one hole pieces. Use glue and 1" nails
or 3 4" 116 fial head wood screws. Place
completed sides in position on floor. Insert
partitions. Position ceiling and mark for
the location of 1" x 1" x 2" blocks near cor
ners on the underside. Attach the blocks.
5. Place ceiling in position.

6. Glue pairs of end roof supports together to
torm gable ends 1 '2" thick. Attach screen.
Position and mark. Glue the two center
roof supports together to make it 1 12"
thick. It will be positioned adjacent to the
threaded rod goin,g up through the exact
center ot the house. Attach these pieces
to the ceiling with glue and nails or flat
head wood screws from the underside. At
tach roof sides with glue and nails or
screws.
i. l'-.lake chimney from a piece of 2> 2. Cut
\'-notch on end to fit roof. Have it extend
212' above root peak. Drill 1 ! 4" hole in
chimney and root for rod. Nail chimney in
place, insert wd and tighten up.
.
8, Dnll hole m top or poie to accommodate
nul on lower end of threaded rod.
o Use 12' diameter maple dowels to make
a ience about :" high on each balcony.
Pieces or wood 1" x r x 3" may be used
as the corner posts of this railing.
\10C!\TI:\G
Use tour.r x,3' shel f brackets with I! 4" or
3 10' x 1 1 : round head stove bolt!, and r
1113 tia t head wood screws to attach to pole.
NOH Additional stories may be added if de
med, One ceiling unit. four.;ides. four-room
partitions, eight l' x 1" x 2" blocks and four
l' x 1" x 5 7 8' corner blocks will be needed
for each additional story,
Do not paint the interior of the house. light
weIght roofing paper makes an efficient roof
covermg. When painting the house. use alumi
num paint on the roofing paper before paint
ing it white. This seals in the black tar of the
paper,
Commerciallv-made aluminum houses are
acceptable if th~y are well-ventilated. have at
least six compartments. with each compart
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holes should be 2 1/4 inches in diamet rand
the bottom of the holes should be 1 mch boye
the floor,
Purple martins will arrive in southe~n illi
nois in late March. As soon as the fjrs~ mar
tins, or "scouts," are seen. remove entrance
covers from the martin house. The cov~'rs are
used to keep sparrows and starlings ou dur
ing the winter. If a cold spell hits afte mar
tins arrive, insects will die and mart! scan
starve. To help, place crushed egg shell on a
flat, elevated surface near the martin ouse.
Another special inducement for the maftins is
a l' x 2' area of soaked, unsodded earth fhich
provides them with a "mud puddle" for a
water supply.
i
Purple martin houses should be PlaIed in
an open area where the birds have clear cress
from all sides. The house should be a least
30 feet away from trees. Martins seem to refer
sites where utility wires are nearby for erch
ing, Houses near open water like lake~ may
have added appeal but this is not essential.
Martin houses should be painted whi~ or a
light color to reflect the sun's heat. .
Some people suggest placing purple artin
houses very high - from 12 to 18 feet. How
ever, other people suggest placing, the ouse
on a 4" x 4" cedar post no more than to 10
feet high so it is easier to maintain dud g the
summer with a step ladder. If in dou t, try
USing a 14' x 4" x 4" cedar post. Set it:4 feet
deep in the ground and secure the b~se by
pouring a small batch of concrete in th~ post
hole before filling the post hole.
,
A martin house can be taken down, Claned
and stored at the end of the summer, r the
entrances should be covered' as soon s the
martins leave in late August to early S tem
ber. If a martin house is left up, the n sting
cavities still need to be cleaned out. :
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Nest Box 6
NORTHERN FLICKER
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Northern Ricker
Northern flickers are a very common wood
pecker throughout much of Illinois. They fre
quently nest in farm groves. orchards. wood
lots and in urban areas. l!nlike most other
woodpeckers. flickers usually forage for ants
and grubs on the ground in crop fields and in
grassy meadows and yards.
The "secret' of success in attracting flickers
is to use 1 J.'2' cedar boards for nest boxes
and to fill the interior of the box all the way
to the top.with sawdust. Tamp in the sawdust
before April first so the box is ready when the
flIckers arrive. This house should have a hing
ed root to tacilitate filling it with sawdust. The
filled box simulates a dead tree with soft heart
wood. Since the northern flicker is a "primary
excavator." it will start at the entrance hole
which is provided and throw out sawdust until
a suitable cavity is created. Since this box re
mains filled with sawdust if not used. spar
rows and starlings are no·t a problem. The en
trance hole should be 2 1,2" in diameter.
This brilliant nest ,box idea was developed
bv Mr. A.J. Boersma of Sioux Center. Iowa .
. Flicker boxes should be placed 4 to 6 feet
high along fence rows that border crop fields
or pastures. Or they may be placed in orchards
and woodlots. fliCker boxes can be attached to
existing fenceposts or attached to free-stand
ing posts with cedar guards.
Other common woodpeckers in Illinois in
clude hairy woodpecker. downey woodpecker,
red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied wood
pecker and yellow-bellied sapsucker. They are
all cavity nesters but prefer dead trees over
nest boxes.
A box for pileated woodpeckers, the largest
woodpecker in Illinois, may be found on page
22.
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Nest Box 7
BAT HOUSE
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Bats
\.,'no In the world would thmk of building
a house tor oats; The idea sounds fartetched,
Once bats are understood. however. their de
sirable qualities exceed even those at the popu
lar purple martm, For example. some people
claim that purple martins eat up to a thousand
mosquitoes per day. Other persons dispute
that total, saying that the daily total of mos
Quitoes is much lower because martins don't
~ctively feed when mosquitoes are most ac
tive. In contrast. bats do. A single. big. brown
bat can eat 3.000 to 7,000 mosquitoes each
night~ And a big brown bat can live up to 19
years. Bats are also devoted parents.
.
Expectant mother bats join together in "nur
serv" colonies where hundreds or thousands
co~gregate to raise their young. Mother bats
help each other with rearing young. and each
temale recognizes her own ybung. The big
brown bat raises just one young per year.
:>1ales cooperate dunng this reproductive phase
by either bringing food to their mates or leav
ing the maternity cave to reduce competition
for limited food supplies depending on the
species.
Since bats are such an important form of
natural control for insect pests like mosqui
toes, it is in our own best interest to perpetuate
them. This is already being done in much of
Europe where bats are totally protected and
where people build "bat houses" much like we
buiia martin houses. Figure 9 shows a Euro
pean-stvle bat house.
The most likely occupants of bat houses in
Illinois are the big brown bat and little brown
bat. The most critical dimension is the three
fourth-inch ....idth of the entry space. All inner
sunaces must be roughened with a chisel or
saw cuts to permit bats to climb on them with
ease, Rough outer surfaces are also preferred.

.

Daytime temperatures in the bat house must
be verY hot - about 80° to 90°F. One wav
to achieve this is to cover the bat house on
top and extending a couple inches down the
sides with two or more layers of tarpaper. The
dark color of the tarpaper absorbs heat from
the sun and helps protect bats from the rain.
The tarpaper may be hard to attach and may
weather badly. Another alternative would be
to paint the bat house black sO it would ab
sorb heat from the sunlight.
Bat houses should be securely fastened to a
tree trunk or the side of a building roughly
12 to 15 feet above the ground. Preferably they
should be on the east side of the house or tree
where they will receive the, morning sun but
will be shaded during the afternoon. Bats also
seem to prefer sites that are protected from
the wind.
The best habitat for bat houses is relatively
near rivers, lakes. bogs or marshes where
ihsect populations are high. The closer bat
houses are to such places the greater the proba
bility of being used. Those located more than.
a half mile from these habitats have a low pro
bability of being used.
Bat houses should be placed by early April,
but it may take a year or two for bats to find
the house. Once used. it does not need to be
cleaned. Chances of occupancy are better if
bats already live in nearby bUildings.
!'..nother technique that may work to attract
bats is to nail a 2-foot wide piece of tarpaper
around a tree trunK. Nail the tarpaper around
the top edge. like a tight-fitting skirt. This will
prevent water from leaking under the tarpaper
from above. The bats will enter from below
and can cling to the bark of the tree. To regu

I

late their body temperature they can! move
laterallv around the tree trunk as the sun
moves during the day.
•
Sometimes bats create severe probl s for
people by establishing huge colonies in the al
tics of homes. The best way to solve thi prob
lem is to hire a carpenter in the winte to ex
clude bats at the holes where they en er the
house. Since most bats migrate, it is p ssible
to exclude the bats while they are not p sent.
Sometimes it is possible or desirabl, to set
up an alternative bat house so they dOlit't take
, up residence in someone else's house.
A \1issouri-style bat roost structure
be
desirable for large bat concentrations, Suth
structures may be useful at state parks or on
other public park and wildlife landsiwhere
bats are causing problems in reside' ces or
out-buildings, These structures are xpen
sive to build and difficult to erect. A s ccess
ful colony relocation into one of thes struc
tures is dependent upon several facto s, The
Department of Natural Resources w II pro
vide technical advice and assistance t those
who wish to erect this type of structur ,
Citizens who erect bat hou'ses or roost
structures are asked to send the results of
their efforts to: Illinois Departm~nt of
Natural Resources
i
Division of Natural Heritage
524 South Second Street
Lincoln Tower Plaza
Springfield, JL 62701-1787
ATTN: Mammal Ecology Pr gram
This information on bats and bat ouses
has been provided by Dr. Merlin D. T ttle at
the Milwaukee Public Museum in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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AMERICAN KESTREL
EASTERN SCREECH-OWL
SOUTHERN FLYING SQUIRREL*
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American Kestrel

Southern Flying Squirrel

Eastern Screech~Owl

The American kestrel 15 our smallest takon
and is abundant m agncultural areas whIch
are characterized by scattered woodlots. scat
tered trees. shelterbelts. meadows. highway
rights-ot-way. pastures and ha\' fields. This
species is valuable because of the large num
bers of rodents and Insects eaten. Kestrels are
frequently seen sitting on powerlines along
highways or hovering above the grassy road
side ditches in search of their prey. An adult
kestrel is about the size or a grackle.
Ilhnols has a program in which kestrel nest
boxes are placed on the back ot information
signs along Interstate Highways. The boxes are
predator proof because the steel posts support
ing the signs can't be climbed by cats or rac
coons. The grassy interstate right-ot-way is
ideal habitat for kestrels. Tne boxes are strap
ped to the vertical sign posts with steel bands
by using a steel banding tool that IS normalh'
used for strapping steel bands around freight.
The nest box shown on page 18 is ideal for
kestrels. Place the box in orchards or relatively
open country on a tree or a free-standing po~t
that is 10 to 30 feet high. The tree or post
should have a sheet of tin or aluminum nailed
or stapled around it, under the box. to prevent
squirrels and predators from using the box.
Used aluminum offset printing plates can be
purchased very cheaply from newspaper of
fices and used for this purpose. The nest hole
should be 3 inches in diameter and preferably
face south or west. About 2 to 3 inches of
wood chips should be placed m the bottom
of the box. Grassv habitat should be in the
vicmity to provide hunting habitat for the
kestrels
Starlings may be a persistent problem in a
kestrel box. Tne boxes will need to be checked
regularly - e\'erv week or 10 dav5
to re
move starling eggs and nests. Starlings are an
unprotected speCIes.
Kestrels normally lay tive eggs that are
white. pinkish-white or cinrlamon. and they
are evenly covered "....ith small spots of brown.
Occasional checking of the nest will not cause
the kestrels to abandon the nest.

The spfltelv f1ving sqUlrrel is nocturnal and
is seldom seen even where it is a common resi
dent. The\' ma\( come out at night to feed in
backyard bird teeders. Flving squirrels are
found in a wide variety of habitats ranging
trom deciduous forests to groves and wood
lots. It is probably not necessary to put out
nest boxes specifically tor flying squirrels be
cause they readil\' use boxes that are put out
for other species. including wood duck and
screech-owl boxes. The screech-owl box on
page IS is an especially good size tor flying
squirrels when the indicated changes are
made.

Eastern screech-owis are small ~ra\' ~r ree:·
dish owls with ear tutts which hve In OU~ naro
wood forests. They are onl" about 8 jnche,
high and resemble ~ miniat~re verslOn!ot the
more common great homed owl. The nest bo,
tor screech-owls shown on page 18 should be
placed at least 10 feet high In a hardwo d tor
est. Preferred habitat seems to be on th edge
of woods adjacent to fields or wetlan s. To
prevent use by squirrels. the box could plac
ed on a pole v..ith a predator guard. Si ce the
entrance hole is 3 inches in diameter.
ent starling control mav be necessary. bout
2 to 3 inches of wood ~hips should be placed
in the bottom of the nestmg box.

Part 2
Nest boxes and platforms for use in
deciduous forests and bottomlands.

Nest Box 9
BARRED OWL
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Barred Owl
The barred owl is one of our more com
mon owls in hardwood forests. Its distinctive
"Who-cooks-for-you call and brown eyes
identify it among illinOIs owls. The barred owl
nest box is made ot 3 4-inch thick exterior
grade plvwood. Do not paint. stain or treat
the box with creosote. Fut a 2 to 3 inch laver
ot small wood chips in the bottom of the b~x.
:\ 0 cleaning is needed except to remove leaves
and other litter that squirrels put into the box.
The entrance hole is -; Inches wide and 7 inches
high with a rounded top and rounded comers
at the bottom. The hole can be either on the
front or on a side. but it it is on the side the
box is easier to clean. This box can be cleaned
'out through the hole. so the roof does not need
to be hinged.
The box should be cleaned out or placed in
January. The box should be located 20 to 30
feet high in a mature lowland hardwQod area.
and preferably within 200 feet of water. Do
not place the box on the edge of a clearing
or within 150 feet of a residence. The entrance
hole should not be obscured by branches or
leaves. but a perch near the nest box is desir
able. This perch should be near enough to the
box so that the young can 'branch" out onto
it as they leave the nest. Othel"V\<;se they may
fall to the ground and be eaten by predators.
The box should be placed on a living tree
which is at least 12 inches in diameter. There
may be a slight preference for west-facing en
trance holes.
This design has been developed by David
H. (OJ) Johnson of Minnesota.
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Nest Box 10
WOOD DUCK
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Wood Duck
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The traditional wood. duck box has helped
the beautiful wood duck make a remark~bie
recovery during the past 20 years. Early m this
century some people believed the wood duck
was becoming extinct. Now it is one of Illinois
most abundant waterfowl species.
As shown on page 22, the entrance hole
should be an oval 3 inches high and 4 inches
wide. This hole excludes most raccoons, The
hole should be centered 19 inches above the
floor. An 18' x 3" strip of 1!4-inch mesh hard
ware doth should be cut out and the cut edges
folded back. This should be attachetf inside
the box under the entrance tp function as a
ladder for the ne"vly hatched ducklings. Some
times squirrels will tear this ladder loose so it
will need to be checked annually, Or the wood
under the entrance hole should be roughened
with a chisel to give the ducklings the toeholds
they need, The roughened area should extend
below the entrance hole for 1 foot. At least 3
inches of mixed sawdust and chain saw wood
chips should be placed in the nest to serve as
nesting material. The roof should be wired
so the box can be opened for maintenance,
Paired roofing nails with large heads should
be used around the top of the box to wire it
shut so raccoons can't open the box.
The house should be constructed of wood
that is strong and can be made weather resist
ant. It can be painted. stained or treated
.on the outside only. The floor should be re
cessed 1/4 inch up from the lower edge of the
sides to prevent rotting.
Houses can be erected on an isolated tree or
on a 16-foot long. 4" x 4 post that is cypress.
cedar or preservatIve-treated wood. An alumi
num or tin sheet should be nailed around the
post under the house to prevent sqUirrels and
raccoons from entering. Used alummum pnnt

ing plates from newspaper offices can be pur
chased very cheaply and stapled lengthwise
to the 4' x 4' post under the nest box. Since
wood ducks are not territorial, two or more
houses can be placed on the same post.
Vigilant starling control will be necessary
in wood duck boxes. Remove their nests and
eggs whenever they occur. The top of a wood
duck box should be fastened to its support so
that it leans forward a couple inches. This fa
cilitates the drainage of rainwater. To strength
en the box, nail a 9 3/4 inch long, }'. x 2' along
the inside top edge of the front. Nail a similar
size piece onto the back just under where the
roof rests.
Biologists recommend placing a horizontal
piece of slab wood with the bark attached on
the front of the box immediately below the
entrance hole. This aids the hen in landing and
entering the entrance hole.
Boxes placed on posts in water should be
about 6 to 8 feet above the water's surface.
Wood duck boxes should be placed over water
or in y..roodland habitat up to half-a-mile from
lakes. ponds, marshes and rivers. Wood ducks
nest regularly in most of Illinois. Since the hen
must lead her ducklings to water after they
hatch, the habitat between the house location
and the waters edge should be free of major
obstacles like highways. fences with small
mesh wire and street curbing.
Heights above 20 feet seem to be preferred
in trees. Aspens should be avoided. Box en
trances near water should face the water.
Otherwise, there seems to be a slight prefer
ence for south and west facing entrance holes.
Ideally, boxes on land should be 30 to 100 feet
from the water's edge. The chance of predation
bv raccoons is higher along the water's edge.
Annual maintenance on wood duck boxes
should be completed by March 1.

Gray and Fox Squirrels
Gray and fox squirrels readily adapt
boxes in backyards, woodlots and farm
Gray squirrels tend to be found more
areas and in larger stands of hardwood
Fox squirrels are found more '-VI,lUI.IVI!"
farmsteads. river bottoms and w()odllot.s.
A squirrel nest box is identical to the wood
duck box shovvn on page 22 eXcept for th~ loca
tion of the entrance hole and the ventilation
holes. A 3-inch diameter entrance hole is placed
to the upper rear portion of one side. It i¥; cen
tered 3 1/ 2 inches from the top and 2 112 ches
from the back edge. Ventilation holes a drill
ed into the side opposite the entrance.
Houses should be placed in trees th tare
at least 10 inches in diameter. They s ould
be at least 30 feet above the ground. T e en
trance hole should face either east or so th to
be downwind from prevailing winter '. ds. A
squirrel nest box can be made more enticing
to squirrels by filling it half full of dry leaves.
To attach the box to the tree, use a lag ~crew
and washer at both the top and bottom bf the
back piece. lag screws must be loosen~d an
nually to allow for tree growth. Wire should
not be used because it can girdle the tree. Boxes
are most heavily used in the winter, s new
boxes should be set out in the fall. It s not
necessary to dean out squirrel nest b xes.
One or two squirrel boxes per acr in a
woodland are usually sufficient to rna ntain
a maximum squirrel population.

Hooded Merganser
The beautiful hooded merganser nests pri
marilv in the forests of Illinois in habitat ad
jacent to lakes, beaver ponds, swamps and
rivers, It nests in the same type of nest box
that wood ducks use, The desired entry hole

is the same size, and all nest box management
considerations are the same as for the wood
duck. Heights above 20 to 25 feet seem to be
preferred. There seems to be a preference for
west-facing entrance holes.

J
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Pileated Woodpecker
The distinctive pileated woodpecker occurs
in large forested areas and forested stream cor

--.~
Raccoon
The raccoon is a common mammal through
out Illinois, Most nest box projects are design
ed to exclude use or predation by raccoons.
However, if someone wishes to provide a box
which can be used bv raccoons. the design on
page 22 is approp;iate. The entrance hole
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should be 5inches high and 9 inches wide and
tace east or south so it is sheltered from pre
vailing winter winds. The box should be plac
ed on live or dead trees at a height of 10 to
20 feet. The tree should be at least 12 inches
in diameter.

ridors in lllinois. It is the largest woodpecker
. in the state - about the size of a crow.
It has not been known to nest in nesting
boxes because it is a primary excavator and
must excavate its own nesting cavity, How
ever, the breakthrough in attracting flickers
developed by Mr. A.J. Boersma of Sioux Cer '\
.ter, Iowa, may apply to pileated woodpecke/'J
also. The "trick" is to fill the nest box with
sawdust all the way to the top and tamp it in.
Then the woodpecker can fulfill its instinct
to make its own nest cavity.
This nest box design is proposed as an ex
periment for woodland owners, naturalists
and biologists to try. Use the one-board wood
duck box design shown on page 22, but use
lI12-inch thick cedar instead of a 3/4-inch .
thick board as you would for a wood duck
house. A 12-foot long, 2" x 12" board will be
necessary to make this box.
Remember that the floor section must be
8114 inches long instead of 9 3/4 inches as
shown on page 22.
The entrance hole should be 4 inches in dia
meter and centered 19 inches above the floor.
The top should be hinged to allow filling with
sawdust. The entrance should probably face
south or east. Sawdust should be tamped into.
the box all the way to the top.
.
The box should be placed about 20 to 30
feet high in a live or dead hardwood tree in
the interior of a stand of mature hardwoods 
where pileated woodpeckers are known to oc
cur. Lag screws and washers can be used to
attach the house to the tree 50 it can be loos
ened as the tree grows - if a live tree is used.
Caution: Dead trees are often unsafe to dill" ~
and may frequently be undesirable to use f...""
. that reason. Please report any nest box use
by pileated woodpeckers to the Division of
Natural Heritage.
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ENTRANCE HOLE GUIDE FOR DUCK, MERGANSER
AND RACCOON NEST BOXES
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ENTRANCE HOLE GUIDE FOR SONGBIRD,
WOODPECKER AND SQUIRREL NEST BOXES
TRACE ONlO WOOD WITH CARBON PAPER

HOUSE WREN,
BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE,
WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH
AND

PROTHONOTAR.Y WARBLER
GRAY AND FOX SQUIRREL,
SCREECH·OWL AND
AMERICAN KESTREL
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Part 3
Guide to Attracting and
Feeding Wildlife
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During the past 30 vears. teedlng wildlife .
escaiateci frOIT'! a nODDY
practiced by tew, to a sen;)c~ p:::ro:-med by
miilions,
ln Illinois. the backyard teede:: boom IS ap-'
parent In a variet\' at setttn!!s, \\'nether
eVidenced i::rv a small reeder adornin!; tne brow
or a highrise, a suet feeder hanging in a quiet
garden or a rural food patch Illinoisans are
taking to reeding wildiire at a greater rate tha~
eve, before, And \\'ith the consistent loss of
naturai habitat. Indi\'iciuais 0t nead" e\-ery
IllinO!~ wintering species are turning to reeders
to heir carry them through the cola months m
good shape for the upcoming breeding season,
"ature enthusiasts familiar wltr. winter
feeding know its a re,-,ard for people, as well.
For those who Jive in urban settings, the birds
and mammals attracted to the backyard repre
sent a iink to the natural environment, pro
vidmg an opportunit\· to ODserve the ammals
dosely and to take photo£raphs, Watchmg
cenam SpeCI€5 come and go 15 an enlovabie
\\'a:- to mark the passage ot the seasons and
i: l' excItmg to Sf'\' a rare or less common
specIe~ stoppmg in ior a ViSl:. The cia\' to da\'
actmties ot wildli!(' at the teeoer aiso can PTe'
vide coio~!ul and endless supply or enter
tainment tor ever\,one.
There l"nD Slni'i(: wa\' to se! ur and main
tal!1 il <;uccesorul teedinf! sta:lnr:. However. trH:
tl.1l!(1\'\'fnt! Intormation ('an pe usee d'" d t!ulde
te' hei!:' estabhsr. and oreri.l~·,· a teeder. Back
vara reedint: otten I, il praCtice snared b\' manv
persons in the same area. and it never hurts
to share tips about an activity as unlwrsalh
satlsfvlng as backvard ieedln~.
espeClall~- t:Hras. hG~

-;-YPE5 OF FEEDERS
rl'cuer, can he purchased <'f ({>nstructed to
. meet thl: needs 0t a vanel\' Df speCIes Four
Daslc kInds generally are used.
The two teeders shown on paf!es 20 and 31
are grant;; reeders that all0w tor c0ntmuuus
reedim:: and usually have a roof and either
giass or plastic side~ 50 thf animal, can see
the toad and operators know when it needs
to be refilled,
Other teeders such as (>pen shelf feeders
!':lav ('r may not have roNs and uSlialiv d0 not
ha~e sides ~xcept tor a small nm whi~h keeps
the seeds trom falling or blOWIng away, Un
covered teeders aliow the anImals to see
danger and are popular because the birds and
squirrels are very visible.
Ground feeders mayor may not be elabor
ate, Food scattered ov~r a clear piot or ground

constitutes a ground feeder: however. any
piatform. with or without a root. placed on
t he ground IS considered a ground teeder, One
advantage at a ground feeder is that it attracts
several species of birds that rarely visit teeders
hung tram trees, placed on poles or attached
to a building.
Suet feeders commonly consist of either a
small wire basket or a large mesh bag in which
suet is placed. These feeders either are sus
pended or permanently affixed to the side of
a tree. building or other feeder.
In addition to the tour basic types of feed
ers, an endless variety ot specialty feeders have
been developed, Examples include pine cones
dipped in tat. birdseed logs, strings of peanuts,
berries or other tidbits, or open coconut shells
stuffed with an assortment of delectables.
PLACEMENT OF FEEDERS
Protection from predators and weather
should be the millor oblective in placing the
feeder. Birds and squirrels always should be
in eas\, reach at a perching or resting spot
which attords protection, a placement near
vegetation away from the house being a good
choice,
If
tIme
permits.
let
the birds pick a spot at their choice bv mov
in!" the feeder and monitoring the use m each
locatJ0n.
\'I~u<:d acce~" to the teeder trom the house
I, deSirable to; tht>se whfl enJoy watchIn~
wildlite. and practical tor thDse who are con
cerned WIth tne mamtenance ot the reeders.
To attract a dn'ersitv ot species. place the
reeders where the animals teel at ease in
visltIn~ them. ror Instance, iuncos and car
dmals come to teeders near hedgerows, titmice
and chickadees \'islt those in trees, and quail
wiil he tDuna flnl\' at those on the fround.
~aulrrel~ will attempt to teed at all (,f these
reecier,

FOOD'
Following is a list of the most commol' food
types and the wildlife they attract:
Sunflower seeds: grosbeaks. cardina s, tit
mice. chickadees, nuthatches. woodpeckers
finches. squirrels. mice.
i
Millets and small seed mixtures: cardinals.
chickadees. titmice. nuthatches, WOod kers
native sparrows. finches. juncos. tov.; hees.
blackbirds, mice.
Cracked corn: doves. jays, cardinals tow
hees, juncos, native sparrows. woodpeckers.
house sparrows, blackbirds. quail. mice) deer,
Thistle (niger) seed: golafinches. SiS~ingS'
red polls. other finches,
Shelled peanuts; jays. woodpeckers. rdi
nals. grosbeaks. titmice. chickadees nut
hatches.
!
Suet: woodpeckers. titmice. chick~dees.
nuthatches, starlings. creepers, mockingbirds,
wrens, jays. squirrels.
~.
Assorted pieces of fruit (including ra sins):
mockIngbIrds, waXWIngs, robms. a ioles,
starlings.
.
Other roods that certain species relifh in
clude: worms. some vegetables, bakery pro
ducts. cheese. chopped hard-boiled e :s. c()
conut meat. hominy. peppers. pumpki and
squash seeds.
A single food type usually does not p vide
an adequate nutritive variety. Theref6re. a
thoughtful blend developed for the specialized
needs of the local wildlife should be avaf,able.
An experimental feeder with several tr ys of
different foods is one way of lett in the
animals select their own menu prefer nces,
Bakery products may be popular with!some
birds, but provide little nutritive vall1e. At
best. they do a good job of attracting birds
to the feeder where the conscientious
rator
will offer a range of nutritionally rich ods,
Careful planne,rs can save money by b ying
each food type separately and in bulk q anti
ties. Bags up to fifty pounds usually are ~vail
able at feed and grain stores and often thlough
various environmental organizations. p~.mix
ed packages may attract some buyers a they
usually provide a blend of millets, ilo.
wheat. sunflowers and sometimes other gre
dients. The cheapest packages usually are of
poor quality. attracting the fewest num\>er of
birds and containing many materials th~t are
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Persons living in the country have access to
nuts, seeds, berries and fruits that can be readi
ly gathered and used in the feeder. If expense
is a problem, some of the most expensive items
such as thistle seed (niger) - can be sub
stituted with less costlv alternatives, such as
crushed sunflower se~ds.
One thing in addition to food that seed-eat
ing birds need is grit. Coarse sand is an excel
lent source of grit and it can be mixed directly
in with the food or made available at a sepa
rate location. Crushed egg shells act as a grind
ing agent and also provide a needed source of
calcium. which is in great demand duril'lg the
spring months as, birds are preparing to lay
their eggs.
Don't assume that freezing temperatures
curtail the birds' need for fresh water. Water
is especially needed in the winter to keep feath
ers clean and in prime condition for body in
sulation. An electrical immersion water heater
can be obtained rather inexpensively and plac
ed in the water to keep it from freezing.
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REVOLVING FEEDER
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\ \'HEl\ TO FEED
Pbn to initiate the operatwn or your teedin~
s:atlon when the tlrst snows or extreme cold
te:nperature, are expected. Rememher that the
teeJl:1;': station ma\' attract more hlrds than
th~ area n.lturaih· SUPP()rt~. Tnererore, once
feedmg begins, food should he available con
tmuouslv until at least ApriL

~
I

CARE Al\D MAINTENANCE
Inltiallv. onlv a small amount of hlrd seed
should b~plac~d in the teeders since tew birds
\'\Iill know that it is there. However, as the sea
son advance" more and more birds will find
ahd utilIze the teeders. and more tood can be
dispensed. Eager operators otten overstock
their feeders and therebv allow excess food
to spill. spoil or treeze. N~turally, much of the
food that spills onto the ground is eaten by
ground reeding hirds or other animals, but if
an excessive amount of food is spilled, you
may wish to modify the feeders or your feed
m!;: rate.
\,Vhen storing teed, keep it in a galvanized
metal trash can. or a container that is both
weather and rodent proof.
A squirrel guard or a metal circle placed
below a bird feeder - folding out and down
is useful in discouraging squirrels and other
small animals, However, if vou wish to feed

squirrels, an ear of corn on a stick, or a spe
cial feeder in a different area will work.
One common problem is birds flying into
house windows during their approach to the
reeder, A simple solution is to make the win
dow or something directly behind the window
vislbie so the birds won't fly in that direction.
Venetian blinds or drapes are the best answers.
A novel idea is to decorate the outside of the
wmdow with Christmas decorations or vari
ous silhouettes - including predators.

PERMANENT FEEDERS
The most a'ttractive and longest la ing
feeder is a plant which provides both fo and
shelter. A list of such plants that attra ts a
variety of species includes:
Trees: beech, black cherry, flowering dog
wood, huckleberry, holly, juneberry, m(J)un
tain ash, mulberry, oaks, pine, red cedar,sas
safras, sour gum, alder, ash, birch and elm.
Shrubs: blackberry, elderberry, pokeb¢rry.
sumac, viburnum, Virginia creeper, green
brier. trumpet vine, high bush cranberry,and
wild grapes.
'

HANGING FEEDER (see page 31)
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Squirrel Guard
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will keep climbing animals
from getting into your feeders,
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Another effective method of keeping
squirrels off feeders is a 20" in diame
ter.lightweigl1t piece of tin delicately
balanced on the pole. The center hole
should be large enough for the guard
to t~p a full 45° angle.

E\TEXDAS
F4R AS
rOS51BLE

I
I

•I
i

Hanging feeders and houses may injure bark unless the branch is protected,
a piece of split rubber under the wired areas. Make sure you loosen and repositi
the rubber and wire periodically. Or, use cotton rope to hang the feeder.
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Additional Reading
Baldwin. Ed and Stevie Baldwin. Building Bird Houses Qnd Bird Feeders. New York:
Garden City, 1985.
Dawson. Verne E. Attracting Birds: From the Prairies to the Atlantic New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1967.
Dennis, John V. A Complete Guide to Bird Feeding. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., 1976.
Schutz. Walter E. Watching, Housing and Feeding. Milwaukee, WI: Brure Publishing
Company, 1963.
Webber, William J. Attracting Birds and Other Wildlife to Your Yard. New York:
Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 1982.
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You can help save
Illinois wildlife by
giving a donation to
the Illinois Wildlife
Pres'ervation Fund
ON YOUR
ILLINOIS INCOME TAX RETURN
• You can contribute any amount over S 1.00 on your
return to help wildlife.
• Your contribution will decrease your refund or increase'
your ba lance due. Your refund \\' ill not be delayed.
• Afler lax season. you can make a tax deductible
donation 10 save Illinois \ViIdlife by sending a check or
mon-:y order to: Blinois \Vildlife PreserYation Fund in
care of: Illinois Department of Natural Resources.
:\alUral Heritage Diyision. One Natural Resources Way.
Springfield. IL 6270~.-1271
'Thank you,
' FOR MORE I~FORMATION

CALL 217785-8774
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Bats Northwest: BAT HOUSE PLANS - Rocket Box

Rocket Box Bat House Design
Dan Dourson. USFS, Kentucky

John MacGregor, with Northwest
Modifications by Patricia Otto
Build box
from II2-in or
greater
plywood. or
lmaber

thoroughly
caulked and
5a"cwed

Bat house box should
be at least 3 feet long.
painted blaek in WA.
OR and Western BC
using Oat exterior
latex

P.O. Sox 19558 suttle. washington 98109
Shingle roofing or well
painted wood • Caulk
top securely and sa-ew
onto box lightly

Cut top of post at
sharp angle and
roughen. Cut other

Galvanized
Screws

angle notches into
post to provide more
roost space
You may wish to
place a shelf
around the post
at eye level to

allow for
inspection or
collection of
guano as a way
to count resident
bats

4-,,4" rough cut post 12-16 feet
long. The post surfiK:e needs to
be rough for bats to comfortably
~Iimb. Not all the post must be
wood.
I!OI! tw.
beIew
die tpotta. of* boll !I!f be
rqtI!saI wit112-iaclt pipe
placed lito c.crete ill dis
V9!!d. Drill the 4,,4 base to
accept the 2-in pipe

T.,

I

I

reet

Top Vicw (Spacing)

May vary spKing to l
inch depending on
species expected

Place at least
2.5 to 3 feet of
post into the

ground

3/4-inch spacers (or
vary to I-inch) wood

blocks. Attach box
using lug bolts to
4x4 post

Place boxes in full

Sl.»1

areas in groups of 4 or
5 to provide a wriety

of roost options for
bats in your area.

,

i

http://www.batsnorthwest.orgIRocketBox.html
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Crafts for atl Scouts

:t
I

"; Picture Frame - Materials:
... One large HeartWood
Shat-'
rt Wood Shapes, Six Tear
Drop Wood Sha. , ....ardboard, Tacky Glue. low
Temp Glue Gun, Pink, Red, Green and White
Paint, Cardboard Easel.
Paint jumbo craft sticks pink, small teardrop wood
pieces green. large heart wood
shape red, three smaU heart .
wood pieces red and one smaH
heart wood shape white. Let dry.
Cut a piece of cardboard to 4X"
to 5X". Line up and glue the craft
sticks onto the cardboard. Cut
your photo in a circle. Mount
photo on a piece of :Nhite index
cut i!:1 a slightly larger circle. Glue to the middle of
the craft stick frame. Glue on wood pieces as
shown in iltustration. Hot glue on an easel.

Gillge. b.ead-look 8i.dhouse OnIament
Materials: One Jumbo Craft Stick•. ;~jght Craft
. Sticks, Two Mini Craft Sticks, Assorted Circte
Wood pieces; Assorted Christmas Wood pieces,
Tan, Green, Red & White Paint, Textured Snow
Paint, Paint Brush, Tacky Glue. Metattic Gold
Cord, low Temp Glue Gun, Craft Knife and Adult.
Have the adult cut a jumbo craft stick in half using
•
. a craft knife. Paint craft sticks,
mini craft sticks and economy
craft sticks tan. Paint large a
~\/'
circle-shaped wood piece
.
black. Paint assorted wood
pieces to look Hke candy and
Chrisbnas decorations. let all
pieces dry. Tum seven craft
sticks upside down and line
up. Glue two mini craft sticks
across the sticks. one at the
top and one at the bottom.
Turn over. Glue the two
pieces of jumbo sticks to form
a peak. Glue the last craft
stick across the bottom. Glue the black circle to
themid.d1e. Glue a piece of gold cord around the
circle. Decorate the house using your other
painted pieces. Finish with textured snow paint
Hot glue a loop of gold cord to the back for
hanglng.

'r.'
.
!. .

Table Top BrJdg.e - These Little bridges make
great table decorations. Materials: 65 Craft
Sticks, 8 Mini Craft Sticks, 2 Jumbo Craft Sticks, 4
SmaJJ Green Foam shapes, 4 Foam Hearts, Small
Silk Flowers, Low Temp Glue Gun.

Glue 11
6 craft sti
6 craft stic

sticks one on top of the other. Glue
one on top of the other. Glue another
one on top of the other. Gfue the two
~.,:
. s~cks of six side-by
. ,'rf{ff"',,~ ~\'lJ
side. Glue the stac)( of
_ 'i.'I', .................'~~~
. ' :J;.,
. . ','" eleven along side the
,tJ. ....
double
~ -:.., '... ..'~'~
. . stack of six.
'0... ~
'~' .... ",,' .. '.. '.' ••~'"
ThIS WIlt form the step.
'\.,:'\.~ ,;2~~'2:--'~~ Repeat to form the
',~'-other step. Lay 15
'Ot
craft sticks sid&-by
side. Glue another 4
sticks on top of the 15 sticks laying them in the
opposite direction to secure them in place. Turn
upside down so you don't see the supporting
sticks. Glue a step to each side of ~e bridge,
lining them up with the last stick on each. end. lay
a jumbo craft stick on your work surface. Use a
glue gun -- attach the four mini craft sticks on
their en
the Hat jumbo craft stick, even1y
spacin~
TJj sticks. This witt make a raHing.
Repeat to m..... the other railing. Tum the railings
over and add a ~b of glue.on each mini stick to
secure the bottoms of the railings to the bridge..
Decorate with silk Howers and foams as shown in
illustration.

..

.......

'J

~.
...l

'.~f: -a.....

Craft Stick Lantern 

":,,,'1' ....tr"!\!j.~"';b Materia!S: craft sticks, oval
,
:I... . . . wood PIeceS, wax paper,
,

,,"
.'. ; tacky glue, smaU candle in
"
. votive CU,p..
'"
'
Lay a 24 pIece of wax
. , - ~.. paper on your work surface.
'. ....• "';: Start at the left bottom and
.. '. ~.. glue four craft sticks on the
wax paper to make a box.
Right next to it make another box of four cr.aft .
sticks. Repeat two more times so you have four
boxes. Arrange wood pieces in each box to make
an attractive design. Glue iIT place. Picture shown
used small and medium wood ovals bUt you can
use any kind you would like. let <;Iry. Trim the
wax paper along the top: Trim down the s1de but
leave a half inch to glue. Fold wax paper to make
a box. Glue flap to secure. Set a candle in a votive
inside and see how pretty it looks when the light
shi.nes through.

WindOw ~.s
- Materials: Clear acetate .
sheets, Small
(from transfer bOoks, .
coloring boo and magazines), AcryJic or fabric
paints, Small
scissors, AIeenes Tack Jt

0='

Over and
(or simBar product)
.
Trace pattern
acetate sheet {fabric Writer
paints work . for tracing the patterns as well

Blackhawk Area Council Pow

Wavy 2006 .
.

•

as detaHing). Paint the details of your pattern.
Allow the paint to dry for at least 4 hours. You
need to be sure that the paint is completely dry
before proceeding. Using sharp scissors, cut out
the design as close to the outline as possible.
Tum over your Window Sticky and apply Tack It
Over and Over or similar product with a brush.
Follow the manufacturer's instructions for drying
time.
Magic Wand Bookmark - Materials: One barge
Star Wood shape. Three Small Star
Wood pieces, Craft Stick, Gold Wire,
Btack & Gotd Paint, Tacky Glue or
Low Temp Glue Gun
Paint stars gotd and craft stick black.
let dry. Glue large star to the end of
the stick. Cut three 12" piece of wire
and roll them around something thin
(such as a piece of fIorat wire). Cut
three 3" pieces of wire. Glue all six
pieces of wire to the back of the large
star as shown in photo above. Glue three small
stars to the straight pieces of wire.
Trophy Holder - Materials: Jumbo Craft Sticks,
Foam Sports Shapes, Foam
letters, Cardboard Tacky Glue
or low Temp Glue Gun, Paint
and Brush.
For top of display, glue eight
jumbo craft sticks to a piece of
cardboard. For all four sides, glue
four jumbo craft sticks to
cardboard.
Cut all five cardboard
.~
.. 1
~."
pieces
1"
larger
than sticks. Bend
, .
excess cardboard away from
sticks to form tabs that can be glued together.
Glue tabs to together to form a box as shown in
illustration. Paint base. let dry. Decorate with
sport shapes. Write your name with letters.
I

Table Top WIshing Well- Materials: 17
Clothespins, Tacky
Glue, Baby Food Jar,
low Temp GJue Gun,
Four Small Heart
Wood Shapes, Eight
Small Teardrop Wood
Shapes, Rubber
Band, Pink and Green
Paint or Paint,
Markers, Silk or Dried
Flowers.
Remove the springs
from 17 clothespins.

Hot glue half a clothespin (point side down and
right side out) to the outside lip ofthe baby food
jar extending up. Glue another directly across the
jar. These win become the support for the roof of
the wishing well. Cover the outside of the baby
food jar with tacky glue. Cover with clothespin
halves (point sides up and right sides out). Line up
the bottoms with the bottom ofthe jar. Use a
rubber band to hold them in place until dry. Use a
glue gun to glue five clothespin halves together
side-by-side to make one part of the roof. Glue
five more to together to make the other side. Use
hot glue to glue the pieces of the roof together
and to attach to the wishing weH as shown in the
photo above. Paint four wood hearts pink and
eight wood teardrops green. Glue to the wishing
well to decorate. Add some silk flowers.

Furry Head Pencils - Materials: 3"
Piece of a Feather Boa, Two 15mm
Wiggle Eyes, One 112" Pompoms, Low
Temp Glue Gun, Pencil.
Wrap a 3" piece of a feather boa around
the top of pencH, securing it with hot
glue. Glue on two wiggle eyes and a
pom pom for a nose.
Music Shakers - Materials: 2 toilet paper tubes,
beans, seeds, pasta or rice (uncooked), paper,
tape, markers and stickers (Optional). Fill the
tubes with beans, seeds, pasta or rice then wrap
with any kind of paper. Fold up or tie the ends
closed. let the kids use their imagination and
decorate with markers, crayons, stickers or paint.
Glitter Rocks - Materials: Sma" smooth egg
sized rocks, Elmer's glue, and glitter
Role rock in glue then cover completely with
glitter, let dry for 30 min. to 2 hours, depending on
how thick the glue is, then add a top coat of
Elmer's and let dry completely.

Flower Wreath - Materials:10-20 flowers (dried
or fresh), card board circle or paper plate, glue
and ribbon.
Cut out center in cardboard or paper plate. Place
a substantial amount of glue aM over your card
board/paper plate, pJace flowers all around Jet dry,
tie a ribbon around the top and use to hang up.
Wave Maker - Materials: Clear, empty 2 titer
plastic socia bottle, Vegetable oil, Food coloring,
Water
Start with a clear, clean empty 2 llter plastic soda
bottle. Fiff half way with water. Add dropS of food
color to make desired color {twist top on and

J

shake to combine color). Add more color if
necessary. Any coror will do we used blue (like the
ocean) and we recommend to stay away from
yellow because the oil is already yeUow. Add
vegetabfe oil to fin (all except about an inch on the
top). Seal bottle tightly with cap. You are now
ready to experiment. Swirl the bottle while irs
standing up or lay it down on its side and rock
back and forth to create "waves". You will find
many interesting things to do with it Try creating
large bubbles by turning the bottle top over bottom
a few times. Really shake it up to .create millions
of tiny bubbles. Look into the depths of the bottle
when it has so many tiny bubbles with an
"unfocused" gaze to get a holographic type effect.
It also really looks great when lit from behind.
Hold it up to the window on a sunny day to get an
even more colorful effect. Sometimes the oil gets
a little cloudy when you've been playing with your
wave maker a lot. Just let it sit still for several
hours or days and the oil will eventually return to
normal.
Pocket Dream Catcher - Materials: Tacky Glue.
, 1-1/4" Key
w~ IQWIg around !!Ietal rl"9.
': Ring (or
, you can
use the
plastic
rings from
soda
i bottle
tops).
Assorted
Tie hGlf ,"teh
Pony
kI\oTS around rl"9 Beads,

~i

around the eta I ring then seal the knot with glue.
Tie approxi ately four half hitches around the
ring. Pinch ach completed knot as you begin the
next. Add a half hitch next to the knot where you
. began. Then begin tying half hitches in
the middle of the cord you already added.
Double knot the cord in the center of the
I
webbing then seal knot with glue. Cut off
excess cord, Cut a 4" length of yam. Knot
ends together and insert one end of loop
.through metal ring at the top. Draw knot
. through loop and pull tight. Add a pin. Cut
three 4*' pieces of yam. Fold each piece
" IOI~ ~ in half and tie to ring bottom using a half
y!... hitch. Lace a pony bead through both
ends and knot in place. Cut off excess.

~,
"

-!,

Easy Tie Dye for Kids - These are super easy
tie dyes for kids. For the purposes of simplicity,
choose to use one color per garment. rather than
multiple colors that are so often seen. You can
also use colored garments and use a contrasting
dye color to achieve the same results. Materials:
various colors of fabric dye (Rit Dye is usually
available at your local grocer or discount
department store), rubber bands, rubber gloves,
marbles, tap water. garments such as t-shirts,
cotton shorts, old jeans, etc.
Begin by rubberbanding your garment according
to the design you wish to achieve. See the
pictures below followed by the method in which to
reach that result.

to form loops.

ContInue around

the center of
the 1"11'9

HAlF HITCH

fold IQclng ,n half then
attach to ring as shown.

Embroidery Floss or Yam, Safety Pin, Scissors.
Cut a 6-yard piece of yam orlloss. Slip one end in
the split of the ring to hold in place. Wrap the
lacing around the metal ring. Glue the end to the
lacing where they meet. RoJ! a 1-yard piece yam
or floss loosely into a batl. Knot one end of yam

several rubber
bands

one marble
rubber band
per circle

Prepare dye .ccording to package directions. Be
sure to wearEber gloves to protect your hands!
Once your gent is ready, place in the dye for
at least 15-2 minutes. The longer the garment
remains in th dye, the darker and deeper the
color will becqme. Remove from the dye and rinse
according to package directions, usually in cold
running water'; Ring out garment until water runs

Clear. Carefully remove rubber bands and marbles
to reveal your new design! No design will be the
same as another and different effects can be
reached by combining the different methods
mentioned above.
Toothpick Treasure Box - Materials: Toothpicks
146 perfect ones to make box, a few extra for

spreading glue (square-edge
toothpicks work best), Glue
(White glue or tacky glUe)
Make sure to cover surface
that you'te working on, this
project can get messy. Be
sute to use only perfect and
straight (not warped)
toothpicks fOr your box. Any rejects can be used
as glue spreaders or for other projects. Base:
Pour out a little glue. ~e recommend using a
something disposable-a shallow dish or plate)
Using an extra toothpick as a glue spreader (or a
very small paintbrush); spread glue along one
edge of first toothpick, adhere second toothpick to
first Spread glue on outside edge of second
toothpick; adhere third toothpick. Continue in this
manner gluing and adhering toothpicks until you
have a row of 31 toothpicks all lined up. Sides:
Spread glue on top of the first toothpick on the
base (only) and place a
B~
toothpick on top of it rA"
~
sides). (See iHustration) .00
A
A
B B
the same with the last
~ toothpick in the row on the
~ base (other "A" side). Now,
Base
spread glue on edge of
another toothpick and place
it so that it crosses over both of the toothpicks you
just placed ("B'" sides). 00 the same on the other
"8" side of the box (like building a log cabin).
Continue in this manner; spreading glue on top of
top toothpick and adding another toothpick to
each of the "At! sides then do the same with each
of the "B" sides, back to "A's" then back to "8's",
etc. until you have 15 on the "A" sides and 14 on
the "B" sides. Let dry. Top: Make another row of
toothpicks the same way you created the bottom
of the box. This row should be 33 toothpicks long.
Let dry. Glue and attach 5 toothpicks crosswise
on each side of the top of box ("B" sides)-the fifth
toothpick should hang off the edge its full width.
To do this; you need to glue the first toothpick
right at the edge and glue three more to the inside
of it and one toothpick to the outside of it. (See
illustration). Let set a few minutes. Carefully tum
lid over. Spread glue and on first and last
toothpick in row of 33, attach toothpick on top of
this ("A" sides). Glue and attach more toothpicks

on top of these new toothpicks until you have 3
toothpicks on top of the first and last toothpick in
the row of 33. Now attach the crossWise-side
toothpicks ("B" sides). Spread glue on the
toothpick that hung over the edge ofthe top on
each side and attach four toothpicks on top of
that. Let dry. Specifications:
Box Bottom: 31 toothpicks
A Sides of Bottom: 15 toothpicks (each side)
B Sides of Bottom: 14 toothpicks (each side)
Box Top: 33 toothpicks
A Sides of Top: 3 toothpicks (each side)
B Sides of Top: 4 toothpicks (each side)
Yam Art - Materials: Scraps of yam, 2 Straight
sticks (both the same length), SCissors,
Sandpaper
Long sticks make a large design, short sticks
make a small design. Use many colors of yam or
just a few; be creative.
Select two sticks that are fairly straight and about
the same length (or trim to length). Sand ends of
sticks to reduce and sharpness. Lay one stick
crosswise over the other. Begin to wrap first color
of yam around one way then the other and make
a knot Let yam hang down from knot; do not trim.
See illustration A.

-f.++
o
Turn sticks over so that knot is in the back. Begin
to wrap yam. Bring yarn from behind stick and
wrap it around the first stick and over to the next
stick (B).
Then continuing wrap it around next stick front to
back and back around to next stick (C). Same on
the next stick (0) and the next {E}. Just keep
wrapping the yam and soon a pattern will appear.
To change color of yarn, give an extra wrap of
yam to the stick where you want to change colors
and tie the new color to the old securely making
sure knot is in back of design not front Change
colors as often as you wish or not at aiL Multicolor
yams make interesting designs too. To finish off
deSign, double knot yam to stick you want to end
at and trim.
j

j

RecorclPlayer Art - Materials: Record Player,
Paper Plates, Markers or Paints and Brushes,
Pencil.
Use a pencil to punch a hole in the middle of the
~
paper ptate. Pface the plate on the
record player using the hole to
;:(I)'~'
,'"
"':,',
position it. Tum on record player.
('
..~\
Place tip of marker or brush on
,',
; ;}
piate an aHow plate to spin
~~
underneath. Use variations of
' '.
pressure, cofor and position to it
make a more interesting design. Variations to
Try: Permanent Markers on Acetate, Chalk on
stack Construction Paper, Water Color on Vellum

5)'/

Half Hitch for attaching cord to lanyard hook
for pony bead patterns - Use this
sample for all of the key chains listed
in this section of the Pow Wow book.
In each case, you will loop the cording
through the opening on
the hook.

Football Pony Bead Pattera 
Materials: 26 Brown Pony Beads, 3
White Pony Beads, 2' Satin Cord, 1
lanyard Hook.
Fold your ribbon in half to find the
cemer. Use a haft hitch (see above)
to secure it to lanyard hook. Lace
beads using pattern as a guide.
Finish by tying off with a double knot.
Pony Bead Pattern - Materials: 28
White Pony Beads, 28
Black Pony Beads, 2 Yards
Satin Cord, 1 Lanyard
Hook.
Foid your wire or cord in
half to fUld the center. Use a
half hitch (see above) to
secure it to lanyard hook.
Lace beads using pattem as
a guide. Finish by tying off
with a double knot.
cngge Ad Impatl, tnt,AI r91tS ,..,savas

Smiley Face Pony
Bead Pattern 
Materials: 72 Yallow
Pony Beads, 8 Black
Pony Beads, 2 Yards of
1/4" Satin Cord, 1
Lanyard Hook.
fokf your wire or cord in
haIf to find the center.

Use a haW Jtch (see above) to secure it to lanyard
hook. Lace ~eads using pattem as a guide. Rnish
by tying off with a double knot

'
0

Paper Chinese Yo-Yo - Materials: 1/8" or
l1/4" Dowel, Roll of wrapping paper, Tape or
': Glue.
" Cut a strip of wrapping paper 7' long by 4"
wide. Glue or tape one end of the strip to the
dowel at the end. Roll the paper tightly
around the dowel. To use, hofd the dowel
and flick your wrist in an upward motion.
Paper wi" yo-yo out and back in.

Scout Fire Starters - Materials: Candy
Mold, Wax or Old Candles, Saw Dust from
Untreated Wood. Disposable Container and
Spoon, Broken Crayons (optional)
Melt candles or
wax in a double
burner on stove
top. Add broken
crayons for color if
desired. Mix eq.uaJ
amounts of saw
dust with melted
wax in a
disposable
container. Pour
into candy molds.
Let harden. Pop out of of moids. Light with a
wooden match to start your camp fire or cooking
fire.
Tiger Settzer Rockets - Materials. Scrap paper,
Pen or pencil, Film canlster with snap on lid (Fuji),
Tiger striped craft foam (or orange and use black
permanent marker to make stripes), Scrap of
black craft foam, Scrap of white craft foam, Black
permanent marker, Hot glue gun, Scissors,
Wiggle Eyes (2 per canister), Atka-8ettzer tablets
(generic works fme), Water in a container, Eye
protection (glasses).
Lay the film canister on it's side on the paper.
Mark the top and bottom of the canister. Cut a
strip of paper. Wrap the ,
paper around the canister
and cut to fit. This wiD
become your pattern. Lay
the pattern on the wrong
side of the craft foam. Mark
the pattern on the foam.
Cut the shape out. Adhere
the craft foam to the film
canister using the hot glue,
making sure the end with

the lid sticks out about 1/8". Note: Make sure the
ears are on the opposite side ofthe opening of the
canister. Cut a circle out of tiger striped craft
foam, cutting a pie shaped wedge out of the circle.
Form into a cone shape and hot glue to the end of
the canister (opposite the opening). Cut out 2
small triangles and glue to the cone (see photo).
Look at photograph and cut out the nose from
black craft foam, and the mouth area out of white
foam. Use a black marker to draw on features.
Glue on to canister according to photo. Glue on
wiggle eyes. Take the following items outside: the
rocket, water, Alka-Seltzer tablets, and eye
protection. Put on your eye protection. Tum the
rocket upside down, remove the lid from the
canister, and fill 1/4 full with water. Drop in tablet
and immediately repface lid and set on ground.
Back upl Experiment with using one or two tablets
into the canister to see if it will shoot up higher. Be
sure to look for the tablets after the rocket fires,
we were able to reuse some of them a couple of
times. Be sure to rinse off your driveway or
sidewalk after finishing with your rockets. We
have tested this product with a variety of glues
and found that hot glue held up to continuous
exposure to water and seltzer tablets.

Marshmallow People - Materials: 2mm Tan Craft
foam. 3mmBrown craft foam, 112" White pom
pom, 7mm Brown pom-pom, Two 10mm Wiggle
eyes, 3 White chenille stems, Scissors, Toothpick,
Tacky glue, Rne point black permanent marker.
Pencil, Cinnamon.
Transfer pattern for melted candy bar onto brown
foam, then cut out Cut two 31/4" squares from
tan foam for crackers. Poke holes in crackers with
pencif point then dust with cinnamon. Craw line
down center of cracker
with edge of scissors to
simulate an actual
cracker. Glue 'smores
together in the following
order: Cracker, 3" pom
pom, melted candy.
cracker. let dry. Bend 1
chenille stem in half for
legs. Coil ends of chenille stems for feet Glue
legs in place inside of top cracker. Snip one
chenille stem in half for arms. Glue ends then glue
one to each side of the top cracker. Glue 2 wiggle
eyes and brown pom-pom in place for face. Draw
mouth with a black marker. Glue white pom-pom
to the end of a toothpick for toasted marshmallow

Seashell Frame - Materials: Oval wood frame (or

then.

make one from heavy cardboard). Acrylic paint
blue. 12" Length 22 gauge wire - turquoise. Small
sea shelfs, Blue pretinted grout, Paint
brush
Craft drill and small
bit, Craft stick.
Using the craft drill
and small bit. drill 2
holes in top of frame
about 1" apart. Paint
front and back of
frame blue. Let dry.
Thread one end of turquoise wire into one hole at

o

"

~

top of frame. Using the end of the paint brush. coil
the end of the wire. Repeat with other end of the
wire for a hanger. Spread enough grout on frame
to have about a y." thickness. Press shells into
grout Let dry.
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Tape-T's - Tape creates the lines and shapes
that are the "resist" area of this shirt. This
technique shows that sometimes what you don't
paint is as important as what you do! Materials:
White T-Shirt, Cardboard or shirtboard form for
inside T-shirt, Masking Tape, Color Mist
Combinations: - Pink Carnation, Cornflower Blue
and Sunflower Yellow, OR - Christmas Green,
Cornflower Blue and Sunflower Yellow, PlastiC to
cover work area and protect floor from overspray
(if
scissors

be~'

worked,
sure to thread through loops when
appropriate. rom here, it doesn't matter which tail
you start w' ,as rong as you work through all four
lengths. Braid as many rows as you wish. After
the last row, you can either put a little glue on the
end (trim tails after glue is set), or pull extra tight

and leave tailS.

Illustration 2

Place T-shirt over cardboard/shirtboard. Cover
work area with plastic. Randomly place masking
tape on shirt to create various patterns. Choose
from either of these color combinations: a.
Christmas Green, Cornflower Blue, & Sunflower
Yellow, or b. Cornflower Blue, Pink Carnation, &
Sunflower Yellow. Shake Color Mist well with
clear cap in place. Prime pump by spraying onto a
clean paper towel, then begin misting color
randomly onto shirt. As you paint the t-shirt,
remove pieces of the tape to add color under the
taped areas. It is always best to start spraying
with your lightest color first. As the colors overlap
and blend, new colors will be created, Allow paint
to dry completely then turn shirt over and paint the
back in the same manner. Color will be
permanent and washable. Do not be concerned
with dots and uneven variations of paint, this
creates a more tye-dye look to the shirt. Because
Color Mist is permanent it does not have to be
heat set.

f(
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Rexlace Square Keyring - Materials:
Keyring, 2 Hanks of Rexlace - 30" each
(Your Choice of Colors), Scissors.
Follow illustration 1 for attaching
Rexlace to keyring, When illustration 1
is completed and pulled tight, your
Rexlace should look like illustration 2.
To continue braiding, fold each strand
back over itself until all four lengths are

Animal Print Frame - Materials: Paper mache,
Oil crayons - assorted colors, White opaque
marker or paint, Wiggle eyes, Scissors, Glue
Color the bottom and one side
of the frame white with paint or
opaque marker. Color the other
sides of the frame with a dark
brown oil crayon then color
over the white sides of the
frame with black oil crayon.
Use the points of the scissors
to scratch away the oil crayon on all four sides.
Make the strokes in one direction so that the final
effect will look like fur. The black with white
underneath represents a skunk, so use a white
crayon to draw a white stripe down the center of
the two black sides. The brown represents the fur
of a raccoon. Draw a dark brown circle at one end
of each of the other two sides for the dark circle
around a raccoon's eyes. Glue two small wiggle
eyes at one end of each of the black sides for the
skunk and one large eye on top of each of the
brown circles.

Color one long side and
one shorl side
With white.

&Iuc wiggle e~ in place

for skiilk arid racoon.

Mokc SCl"Qtchcs in the

klytlr of od postel!
With SCI$$or

points.

Straw Hat Turkey

use feathers, craft roam,

felt and make a turkey
out of a straw hat. You
need: Tacky Glue, Straw
Hat, Craft Foam, Tacky
Glue, Hemp, Feathers,
Scissors Instructions:
Cut out pieces of craft
foam to resemble the
turkey shown above or
use the precut pieces
from our. Glue on a loop of hemp for hanging.
Melted Snowman Make melted snowmen
complete with top hats! You need: White Card
Stock, Low Temp Glue Gun, Mini Top Hat, Black
E Beads, Orange Craft Foam, Scissors. Jewelry
Craft Pins, Glitter (optional)
Instructions:Cul a long triangle
out of orange craft foam for a
carrot nose. Squeeze out a
puddle of hot glue on a piece
of white card stack. While glue
is stiff west press in a mini top
hat, a craft foam nose and
black e beads for coal eyes,
mouth and buttons. You can
also add some tw;gs for arms,
glitter for sparkle, and a scrap
of cloth for a scarf. Glue a pin
to the back.
Computer Buddies
Make a Computer Buddy to keep you company
while you working or playing on your computer.

You need: 2-1/2"
Styrofoam Bait, Paint
Foam Brush, Pipe
, Cleaners, Colossal Pipe
Cleaners, 15mm Wiggle
Eyes, Tacky Glue,
Assorted Porn Beads,
Instructions: Paint the
Styrofoam baD. Let dry.
Make a face by gluing on
wiggIe eyes and adding a
pipe cleaner mouth. Cut a colossal pipe cleaner in
two S' pieces and two 3" pieces. Push the smaller
pieces in as arms and the larger pieces in as legs.
Add porn beads for feet and hands. For hair, cut a
pipe cleaner into 1" pieces. Poke into the
Styrofoam head. Add a smaR porn bead on each
end.

Beaded Neckerchief Slides
Choose blue and yellow for Cubs or khaki and red
for Webelos and weave and neckerchief slide to
match your uniform.

You need: 30 Pony
Beads, 24" 1 mm
Black Round Elastic,
White Glue,
Instructions: Cut
elastic cord into 24"
lengths. Stiffen ends
with white glue. String the first row of three beads
onto cord and push to the center of the cord.
Lace the 2nd row of beads onto one cord. Lace
the other cord through the .same beads in reverse
order. Pull both cords snugly. Continue with the
next row of beads until you have laced rows. Loop
beads around and string one cord through first
row of beads. Tie cards together pulling tight. Put
a dab of white gtue on knot. Let dry. Trim.

Treasure Frames
This treasure frame is terrific for camps or
parties... economical tool
You Need: Seven Jumbo
Craft Sticks, Cardboard,
Tacky Glue, Fo~ Paper or
1/4" Gold Ribbon,
Gemstones, Paint and
Foam Brush, Cardboard
Easel or Magnetic Strips,
Low Temp Glue Gun
mstructions:Parrrtjumbo
craft sticks. Let dry. Cut a piece of cardboard to 5"
x 5u • Line up and glue the craft sticks the
cardboard. Trim your photo. Glue to the middle of
the craft stick frame. Cut 1/4u strips of foil paper.
Glue to frame. Glue on gemstones. Hot glue on
an easel or magnet strips.
Lucky Stones
You don't have to be Irish to have fun making
thesel You need: Stones, Glitter, Tacky Glue,
Gemstones Instructions: Wash and dry your
stones, Coat with tacky glue. Sprinkle with gUtter
and glue on
•
rhinestones.

Turning Trash into Treasures
Kitchen Utensif Holder - Materials: Empty,
etean, Round Container (Pringles, Oatmeal,
Stovetop Stuffing, etc.), Craft
Sticks, Wallpaper Sample.
7.~.~
...
"",,'T',
low Temp Glue Gun. Tacky
.:~./
Glue. Plaster of Paris
.:~;
(optional)
,
Cover container with two
rows of craft sticks.
Depending upon the size of
the container, the top row
may extend beyond the top of
the container. If your
container is taller than the
two rows. line up ends of
sticks with top and bottom of
container leaving a gap
around the middle. Choose a
wallpaper sample that will
look nice in Mom's kitchen.
Cut three strips to fit around
the container. Use tacky glue
to secure one around the top.
one around the bottom, and
one around the middle. Optional: Prepare plaster
of paris according to package directions. Pour 1" to
2" into utensil holder to make it more stable.

.

Greeting Card Puzzles - Materials: Greeting

Cards. Tacky Glue, Jumbo Craft Sticks, Scissors.
Exacto~Knife with Sharp Blade, Tape

Cut off the front of the Christmas card and trim up
or cut into a shape. layout enough craft sticks to
fit the card. Use tape to hold them together on the
back side. Spread a layer of tacky glue over the
back of the card. Burnish down the card so all
edges adhere. Wipe off any excess glue with a
damp cJoth. Let dry. Remove tape from back. Use
a sharp Exacto knife to slice through the card
whefe the craft sticks meet.
Travel Lap Desk with Wipe-off Top - Materials:
large sturdy cardboard box, Shipping Tape, Empty
Snack Food Container such as Fruit Roll Up or
Granola Bars, Mat Knife, Glue Gun, Colored
Contact Paper, Clear Contact Paper, White Poster
Board, Paper Cup, Dry Erase Markers, Piece of

Felt.

Tape boX~sed. Use a matte knife to cutaway
areas sho
below. Opening in front should be at
about 8" hi so a child can fit comfortably
underneath without the table being too high. Save
scraps. Cover with contact paper.
Cut a piece of poster board to fit the top. Cover it
with clear contact paper. The surface will work with
dry erase markers. Hot glue it to the top. From your
scrap, cut three 1" corrugated strips the same
length as your table top. Glue them together one
on top of the other. Glue on the bottom edge of the
table top to form a lip to keep the mat1(ers from
, - - - - - - - - - , . falling off. Trim
the top off a
snack box and
cover with
) contact paper.
Hot glue it to the
I, - - - - - - - - - - - - '.
"
side of the box
,
Push a paper
1_____________ I
cup into the

!

1/
i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J

snack box to
hold mat1(ers.

Use the rest of the box to hold small activity books
and felt for erasing.
Make Your Own Kaleidoscope - Materia1s: Large

Pringles Can, Decorative Contact Paper or
Construction Paper and Glue, Colored Tissue
Paper, White Glue, Foam Brush, Hammer and
large Nail, Clear Plastic, Scraps of Tissue Paper.
Punch a hole with a hammer and large nail in the
bottom ofa
Pringles can.
Decorate the can
with contact paper
or construction
paper.
Trace around the
opening of the can
on to a piece of
clear vinyl. Cut
out. This will have to be done carefully as it has to
be the exact size of the opening. Use watered
down white glue and a foam brush glue small
pieces of tissue paper to the piece of clear vinyl..
Glue more small pieces to the can lid.
Glue the decorated vinyi circle to the opening of
the can. Put ttle lid over the vinyl circle.
Use your kaleidoscope by pointing it to a light
source and loqking through the hole. Tum the lid
see the differerrt colors of tissue paper overlap and
blend.
Tm Can Lanterns - You can use any size tin can,
from dog food to fruit juice size. Rn each can with
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water to % inch below the rim and place it in the
freezer for about two days, until the ice is very
hard. Then cut a piece of heavy paper big enough
to fit around the can and draw your design. Fasten
the pattern around the can with eroth tape or
masking tape. Place the can on an old, folded
towel. Using a hammer and a nail, punch holes
into the can alOng the Hnes of your design. If the
ice starts to melt before you have finished, put it in
the freezer, paper and all. (This is a good gift for
Webelos Scouts to make - applies towards
Craftsman. )

Locker OrganIZer - Materials: Small Cereal Box,
4 Empty Toilet
Paper Holders,
Poster (or
magazines you can
cut up). Low Temp
Glue Gun.
Scissors, Glue
Stick, Magnetic
Sheet
Cut the cereal box
in half. You will
only need the
bottom half. Make sure you use a small enough
box to fit in your locker. Cover the box bottom with
an old poster or make a collage using pictures cut
out from a magazine. You can also use photos of
your family and friends. Hot Glue the tp rolls
standing up inside the box. Cut a piece of
magnetic sheeting to cover the back of the box.
Hot glue into place.
Wallpaper Situpon - Materials: Wallpaper

Samples, Scissors, Tacky Glue, Low Temp Glue
Gun, Clear Contact

perC' Newspadper,
Holes ;~~,; Spine
ope we use paper --_"'_~o.---"'----'
twist pieces)
.. - .....TIe Inside
Separate you
newspaper into 25
piece sections. Poke
two holes in the spine
of your newspaper to
WaUpaper Pouct\
make a handle. Feed
a 12" piece of rope
through the holes and
____ ~ _____
tie ends together
inside the newspaper. This will be your handle to
carry the situpon. SJide your newspaper bundle
inSide tM waUpaper pouch. Glue along top edge.
Handle will stiCk OUf Of the top.. Decorate usitig
0f.I'Iet scraps of wallpaper. Cut twO pieces Of Cleat,
PaR

contact paper to 13" x 16", Cover front and back of
situpon. Trim close to edges.
Table Top Easel- A simpfe idea with big
posslbl711ies, Use cfothespins to hofd paper fOr
painting and drawing. Cover drawing surface with
white contact paper and use with
wipe-off markers or crayons. Clip
) - - - .-.~, on a cookie sheet fOr use with
, ~'. magnets. Clip on a piece of felt
for felt storyboards.

Materials: Heavy corrugated
___~--,cardboard box (almost any size
will work), Two clothespins.
Tape box closed. On both ends draw a line from
corner to comer. Cut box
in half along the drawn
lines and alOng the edges
that connect them. Both
halves can be made into
an easel by cutting out 2 notches for clothespins
along top fold.
Recycled Box Picture Frame - Materiais: Small

Box top or bottom (any
smaH box, like a
Valentine candy box or a
I ,
!
jeWelry box), Paint
(Optiona!). Cord, Photo,
/ Silk Flowers, Low Temp
Glue Gun or Tacky Glue
& Clothes Pins
Paint box if desired. Cut
photo to fit inside the
box. Glue a piece of cord
to the back for a hanger.
Glue flowers around the outside. If you are using
tacky glue. you can use clothespins to hold the
flowers in place whHe they dry.

(

Tissue Box Photo Frame - Materials: Small,
Decorated Tissue Box (such as one from Kleenex).
Scrapbook Cardstock
or Cardboard
(optiona!), Glitter,
4mm Round Beads,
Ming Wire, Low
Temp Glue Gun.
White Glue, Magnetic
Sheets, Scissors,
Tape, Photo.
Cut the top off the
tisSUe box. Remove the cellophane. Tape the
pnoto underneath the top to Show through the
opening, trimming if neteMaty.. CUt a piece Of
decorative paper s1ighUy larger and glUe the

J

"frame" in the mfddle of it Add some glitter. Smng
beads on pieces of ming wire bending the edges to
keep them in place. Hot glue around trame. Add an
easer to display on your desk or a magnet to hang
in your rocker.

Secret Safe for Dacl- Materials; Medium Sjze
Wide Mouth Jar (such as a sarsa jar), Twine, Vinyl
Letters Spelling "DAO", Low Temp Grue Gun, Nuts
and Solts, Empty Toilet Paper Tube Scrap of
Cardboard.
Cut the empty cardboard tube to the same height
as the jar. Cut a circle out of ..
cardboard that wiN '
fit inside the jar
and reston the
bottom of the jar.

with shiny tuminum fair (orgord foil wrap). Using
heavy thre d, stitch through the top of the berr
shape you av~ made, through the little roop at the
top of a tiny metar berr. and back through the
shape to the outside. Then stllch through a piece
of ribbon, 12 inches rong. Tie a knot and tie the
ribbon into a bow. You can use your bens on a
Christmas tree, on a wreath, or to decorate
packages.

j

Glue the

cardboard tube on
end to the middle of the cardboard circle.
Set inside the jar. Fill all around the tube
with nuts and bolts leaving the tube empty. Glue
twine an around the edge of the jar top beginning
on the bottom side of the lip. Continue gJuing and
wrapping twine until the top is completely covered.
Glue on the vinyl letters to spell "OAD".
Egg Carton Wreath - Materials: egg carton,
Christmas wrapping paper. glue. and staples.
Split an egg carton in haff so that you have two
sections with six cups in a row. With glue or
staples, joint the two seQions together, end to end,
with the open sections facing out. Ttlis wilT make a
circle. Add some grue between each egg section
to herp hold the cup sections together. Crumple
some Christmas gift-wrap, and glue a bunch into
each cup. Decorate the outside of the egg carton
cups with scraps of gift-wrap. Glue a yam hanger
to the top of the wreath.
Baby Food Jar Air Freshener - Materials:
Potpourri, Clean Baby Food
Jar (no top needed), 5"
Paper Doily, Rubber Band,
Lace, Ribbon Rose, Low
Temp Glue Gun
Fill jar with potpourri. Cover
with a paper doily or tulle.
Secure with rubber band.
Tie a ribbon around the jar to hide the rubber
band. Hot glue ribbon rose to ribbon.

Christmas Betls - Materials: Egg carton, small
bell, heavy thread, and aiumtnum foil. CarefuUy cut
out the individual egg cups from an egg carton so
that you haYe a bell shape. Cover the bell shape

Paper Bag Scarecrow - Materials: smalf and
medium brown paper bags, assorted colored
paper, markers or crayons, newspaper.
Assemble body by
stuffing medium
brown paper bag
with crumpled
newspaper. Fokf the
top closed and tape
it shut. Assemble
head by filling small
paper bag with
more crumpled
newspaper about
213 full. Twist and tape shut. Make a hole in the
body to insert the twisted end of the head into.
Tape into place. Cut arms and legs out of brown
paper and glue or tape to body. Make "hay" by
cutting paper bags into thin strips about2-3- long
(longer for hair). Glue "hay" around neck, wrists
and ankles. Also glue longer strips to head for hair.
Decorate using markers or crayons and colored
paper to create a face for your scarecrow and
patches for his clothes.
Baby Food Jar Advent Calendar - Make a tree of
25 jars to fill with fittle trinkets and use as an

Advent calendar. Jars can be glued together with
hot glue. Add a ribbon around the entire outside of
the tree to cover the jars.
(01)
(02)(03)
(04)(05)(06)
(07)(08)(09)( 10)
(11 )(12)(13)(14)(15)
(16)(17)(18)(19)(20)(21 )
(22)(23)
(24)(25)

Patchwork Ornaments - Cut an ornament shape
from cardboard or plastic foam meat trays (use
Jarge cookie cutlers for patterns). For a thick
ornament, cut Sflefal shapes the same size and
glue them toQed;ter. Glue patches of scrap fabric
onto the ornament until it is completely covered.

Poke a tiny hofe at the top of each ornament and

attach a thread lOOp hanger.
Recycle Thou Old CO'S - Here's a variety of
things that you can do with old CD's.
)Stratcb Board - T1ike an old CO and paint it
with either an acrylic or fabric paint. Then lightly
dtawltrace a deSign onto the dried surface and
proceed to scratch onto the design. This removes
the paint and leaves the shiny rainbow part
exposed - voila you have a unique nscratch board"
(you can use a thick sewing needle, pencil, or end
of a small paintbrush).
) Christmas Light Reflectors - Use as reflectors
for outside Christmas lights. The C-7 size bulbs fit
through the opening. Put the light string on
outdoor stakes and tine a sidewalk - looks REALLY
cool when it is lightly raining. The clear colored
bulbs work best, but the opaque ones will do.
>Use as Reflectors - Fasten to a wooden stake
by pre-driHing and screwing/nailing it to the wood,
shiny side OUT, and use as reflectors along your
sidewalk or driveway.
:; Candle Display - Use cd's shiny side up to sit
smalt pillar or votive candles on. The reflection off
the CD's is gr-eat for centerpieces on buffet tables,
especially during the holidays.
)Sun Catcher - The sun's rays reflects aU sorts of
color off of them. Glue 2 CDs together (label sides
to one another) To make holes for hanging, use a
large enough needle or a nait Use a pair of pliers
to hold onto needle or nail and ho&d over an open
flame to heat, then push through the two discs
when hot enough. Run some decorative cord
through the hole{s), decorate both sides, but
nothing too large or you'll ruin the effect and the
purpose of why you are making.
:; More Christmas ornament ideas - Using a
permanent marking pen, Christmas shaped
sponges and/or smaU simple stencils. Traced small
stockings, bells, trees, stars and snowman on the
shiny side of the CD and then cut them out using a
small electric scron saw. The key is to go slow. Use
a Oreme! to smooth the edges and punch the
holes to slip cord through to hang them. The
firnshing touch is to paint the label side with acrylic
paint sponged on, or use snow texture paint, or
glue and glitter. The ~ CDs show a pretty
siNery color and writeable COs a lovely gold color.
You can personalize the small ornaments with kids
names written with a metaftic permanent marker or
acrylic paint. Or string a whole bunch together for a
wonderful homemade garland.
)Spinning tops for kids - Take a knife and push
through hole in CD making slit each side. Force a
penny half way through hole. Spin CD on the edge

. ofthe penny. Enhance by gluing dowefto one side
of penny to make it .easier to spin.
• ) Mosaic - Break into small pieces and use as

mosaie tiles.

>Use as coasters - Cover with fell
) Make a collage - Glue together to mak~ a waH
collage.
)-Garden helper - Run a string through the hole
and hang in yard or from trees to keep birds away
from garden.
>Make bowls - Place in oven on fow heat over a
metal bowl shape, or heat with a blow dryer. When
softened, they can be bent (gently). Glue to small
plates or seal hole and use for candy dishes,
fountain bowls, etc.
Silk Flower CD Wreath - Materiats: One gold CD,
Hot glue, Silk flowers / Christmas florals, Ribbon.
Take one gold CD and decorate to make a wreath
you can hang on your
tree or on a wall. This
wreath is a combination
of leaves and petals
from several different silk
flowers. Use a wire
cutter to take the flower
-'--_ _---' apart and hot gtue them
in a pretty arrangement
on the top of the CD. Make a small bow from
ribbon and glue it to the center of your
leaves/petals. If you like, glue some flower buds on
top of the bow. Then attach a piece of ribbon to the
back to hang.
CD Wreath - Materials: 7 CD's, Hot glue and white

craft glue, Christmas florals, scraps from other
projects, ribbon, etc., Acrylic paint - red, green,
gold (optional)
Use one of the COls
for the center of your
wreath. Glue the other
CD's around the edge,
overlapping slightly.
Use a combination of
white glue and hot
glue. Paint a design
on the C()Is if you fike.
The large wreath here
was painted with red
around the outer rims of each CD, gold around the
inner rims, and a squiggle of green in each center.
The acrylic paint goes on rather thin, so use two
coats. It might work better to use oil paint. Just
about anything can be used to decorate your
wreath. Use things that are colorful, sparkle, or just
things that please your eye.
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Plastic Pop Bottle Snowmen #1 - Materials: 2
Liter plastie soda bottle, White and black acrylic
paint, SpOnge brush, FIDe grain sand ti8J)eI. Red
and black. felt, Pipe Cleaners - Christmas coIots,
Craft glue Plastic spray can lid (spray starch, or
,......._~_-P"'!J~
similar size), Plastic tub
lid (butter tub or similar
size).
Sand the surface of the
bottle, spray can lid and
tub lid. This
allow the
acrylic paint to adhere to
the surface. Paint the
spray can lid and tub lid
black. Paint the bottle
white. Allow to dry.
Cover the top and sides
of the spray can lid and
the top of the tub lid with
black felt Since you've
painted them black, you
don't need to be too
_ _ _......_ _-01~... preciSe with the felt.
I

...

Wi"

Center and glue the spray can lid to the tub lid.
You now have your snowman's hat. When the glue
has dried, turn the hat over and cut a small hole in
the bottom with an Exacto knife. Make the hole a
little smaller than the Circumference of the top of
the hat. Fill the bottle about halfway with pebbles,
sand or dirt. This will help keep your snowman
from falling over. Cut a strip of red felt about 2 feet
long and 1" - 1 112" wide. (If your felt carne in 12"
squares, just cut two strips and glue the ends
together. Tie this around the bottle, about 3-4"
down from the top. Secure with a dab of glue.
Make earmuffs using 3 pipe cleaners. Two of them
will be coiled to make the actual "muffs". The third
will be the band attaching them. (Attach the pipe
cleaners by twisting the ends together.) Drape the
earmuffs across the back/top of the bottle. Secure
with craft glue. Attach the hat to the bottle by
running a bit of glue around the inside of the hole
and then place the hat over the top of the Jid.
Decorate the hat with a pipe cleaner. Draw a face
using a black marking pen or black paint. Draw
buttons under the scarf, or glue on black felt
circles.

i~
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Things To Do With Plastic Pop Bottles - Here's
a variety of things that you can do with used Pop
Bottles.
"Potpourri Holder - Cut the bottom from the
bottle. Fill with potpourri and cover the open part
with curtain lace and glue to the outside of the
bottle. Cover the raw edges of the curtain lace with
either ribbon or lace.

~\

>PJastic tterfly - Make a s.tencil uSJ.'ng a piece
Of eardbOa in the Shape of a bUtterfly, aboUt
4x4inch or
You trace tne bUttetfJy out onto the
bottle and
n you can cut it out Down the center
of the butterfly you can bend it, so it has its arches.
You then can paint/design the butterfly in any color
of your choice. To stick them Up, you can use
putty.
)Smaff thingee holder - Cut the top off 2 litre
bottles so they stand 6-6 inches tall. With a small
screw and washer, screw them to a 1)(4" board.
Screw that board onto the wall in your workshop to
hOld a wide variety of toois .
.> Wind Socks - Cut top and bottom off 2-liter
bottle to have a perfect cylinder. Punch 4 holes
(with a hole punch) spaced evenly on top. Tie a
12-inch piece of fishing line to each hole. Attach all
four to a large swivel snap used in fishing. Sand
the bottle and paint with paints any design you
wish. When dry, punch holes every inch around the
bottom. Tie a 3-foot piece of ribbon in each hole.
Vary your colors or make them all the same. Hang
up and enjoy.
;; Make a Bank - Paint or cover with fabric. Cut a
small slit in the top so you can drop the coins in.
(You'll have to cut the bottle open to remove the
coins, unless you want to cut a three-sided
doorway in the back or bottom.)
;; Make a Doorstop - Paint and fiU with sand or
gravel. Glue strips of narrow wood to the sides so it
won't roll away.
:I Make plastic shapes - Take a clear bottle and
draw the shape of a butterfly or bird, or any small
animal Cut around the shape. sand and paint w4th
acrylic paint.
"Make a Mobile - Cut out shapes (see above)
and poke a small hole in the top. Poke a piece of
string or yam through the hole and tie a knot.
Attach the other end of the string toa hanger and
hang from the ceiling or ceiling fan.
;; Plant Decorations - Cut out shapes (see above)
and attach to a piece of dowel with glue. Poke into
the soil of your potted plants or in the garden for
yard decorations.
Things To Do With Cardboard T.ubes - Try some
of these ideas to recycle or re-use your cardboard
tubes.
;; Binoculars - Take two rolls and staple them
together side by side. Punch holes in the top sides
of the rolls and put yarn through to hang around
the child's neck. They can let their imaginations go
wild decorating tJlem. whether it's simply coloring
them or glueing ddds and ends·on. When they're
done, they have a pair of binoculars. You can also

use a rubber band to put on some colored

of paper. To open popper the recipient needs only

ceIJOphane on the eM of them.
>Fire Starters - Fill an empty rolf with dried leaves
in the fall. wrap it With newspaper, 4 inches longer
than the roll, and twist the ends of the paper, fOr
easy lighting. If you wrap them with decorative
paper and put them in a basket they make a niCe

to hOld the ends and

accessory to a fireplace. They can also be covered
with ChriStmas wrapping paper for the hOlidays.
>Napkin rings - Make some very elegant napkin
rings using ribbon and toilet paper tubes.
cardboard Tube Angels - Materials: Any size
cardboard tube to make the height of your angel.
Tacky Glue or similar that has a thick substance,
regular white glue won't hold the heavyness of the
material you will be using (a glue gun is also good).
Dried flowers or silk flowers, Wooden baU the size
that will fit over the top of the tube, Small dowels or
popsiCIe sticks, Flesh colored acrylic paint, Raffia
or doll hair
1. Begin by buying a wooden ball the size that will
fit over the top of the tube and glue in place. If
using a lightweight tube a styroform ball may be
used if covered with a piece of muslin.
2. Glue the flowers to the entire tube.
3. Either use small dowels or popsicle sticks for
arms. Glue each one to the sides of the tube. After
this is done, cover the entire tube With the flowers.
Leave a small space at the tip of the stick and
paint a flesh color to look like hands.
3.. Paint baD flesh color or leave plain. Draw mouth
and eyes (any style you like). You can also add
blush to make cheeks (optional).
4. Use rafia or doU hair to top of ball and glue on.
It's recommended that you use lightweight silk
flowers or dried flowers so as not to cause tipping
of the tUbe.

Cardboard Tube Party Poppers - This idea has
endless possibilities. You can make these to fit
ANY party theme! Materials: TP tubes. Tissue
paper, Wrapping paper, Scissors, Tape, Ribbon,
Small trinkets, candy, notes, etc.
Cut tissue paper large enough to go around roll
and hang over edges about 2 in. Cut wrapping
paper in the same manner, but only let hang over
about 1112 in to 1 314 in. Next, cut TP roll in half.
Place two halves of rolf back together as if you
hadn't cut them. Wrap tissue paper around tube
and tape. Do the same with the wrapping paper,
centering in the middle of the tissue paper. FiU with
toys, candy, etc. Taka lengths of ribbon and gently
tie around ends of paper. 00 NOT pull too tightly
as it wiU rip your paper. Curl ribbon and fringe ends

"POP" open!

Make Tulips with Old Egg Cartons - Materials:
Clean cardboard egg cartons, SCissors, Green
.....------...., chenille (pipe cleaners). glue,

J

paint.

Cut the egg carton into
separate cups, leaving some
of the middle "pop-up"
sections. Cut the main cups
into the pointed shape of the
:"'--..k ItuUp petals. With the point of
-"_11 the scissors or a sharp pencO,
poke a hole in the bottom of
L....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - ' each cup. Paint and decorate
each cup however you like. Cut the little center
"pop-up" sections between the egg cups into small
pointed shapes that will go beneath the tulip cups.
Poke a hole in the center of each and paint green.
When the pieces are dry. poke a piece of green
chenille through the holes. Tie a loop on the end in
the cup so it can't pull back out, and add a dab of
glue between the two sections. Shape the chenille
into leaf shapes and leave a few inches at the
bottom for the stem. You can stick the stems of
several flowers into some clay or floral foam in the
bottom of a pol Or just tie together and wrap with
pretty paper and a ribbon to give to mom!

Things To Do With Cardboard Egg Cartons 
>Waste Paper Basket - CUt off tops. Then poke
holes on the flap that is used to close the carton.
Then take ribbon and tie each carton to the next.
Takes 8 cartons to make a circle. The plastic bags
from the grocery store fit into these nicely. Makes a
great waste paper basket.
"; Fire Starters - Fill the paper egg cartons with
dryer lint, then pore melted wax over the lint. You
can tear apart the sections and use for fire starters
when you are camping. or in your fireplace. You
can use left over candle pieces for the melted wax.
) Charcoal Fire Starter - Similar to the idea
above for fire starters... Using a cardboard egg
carton, f~l each section with melted wax so that it's
about 1/3 fuU. Place a piece of charcoal (one
brickette) in the wax. Close the carton and place
on a sheif until you're ready to use. To use,
remove the top of the carton, and place the bottom
half in the griU. Light the carton. Wait a few minutes
and then add more charcoal. This will eliminate the
need for lighter fIujd
Things To Do With Wire Hangers 
>Holiday Candy Wreaths .. Use old hangers to
make candy wreaths for Christmas or other

J
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holiday. Take the hanger and stretch it Into an
prain, straigEided envelope makes. better use of
approprfate shape (circle for Chrfstmas, heart for
the smaller alfpaper sheets. Shown are
valentines, 4-reaf clover for Sl Pafs) and tie
measureme
that fit the sizes used for the letter
wrapped candy pieces on with ribbon or string. Use cards:
recycled ribbon from gifts. Ifpossible, attach a
smafl pair Of Chifdren's SCissors to cut off candy. If
your recipient just unwraps each piece. they will
/)" 17:1'··· ;'o·.~· ~'~'r:~~~ :~
have a decorative wreath even after the candy is
..,.:.
~: Colt' .1l'$""C>wSfS
i~
gone.
: JI'
: .... ~.r&"'f..
>Dream Catcher - Just bend hanger in circle,
:d.
;
f1",," ~T
wrap with ribbon, make web by overlapping ribbon
:l
1"
~:
•••••••••••••••••••••• ;.0
With yam, add beads or feathers if wanted. Add
fringe by tying on longer pieces of yam at bottom
.
oi(-- 'Pv. GL
o.J
; ~fO(,t~o' ~TTII>""
and adding feathers and/or beads.
~
f'tAf'- 61.\1( 'SN'
;Christmas decorations - Using wire cutters and
LL__ _ _ _ _ _iIII
-.t>Ii'IIE'l.T
pfiers, bend and shape wire into a variety of
t,-.- - f/"w,p' ---~shapes to hang on your tree. Decorate with glitter.
Insert card, fold down flap and seal with glue, Trim
ribbon, fabric, etc.
flap
edge with a strip of gfued on lace. Securely
)Wreath backing - Shape into a circle and attach
glue on an applique "seal" at center. Affix a plain
holly or evergreen branches to it. Add colorful
labeJ to front for addressing.
bows and hang on walls or on doors.
Note: Self-adhesive stamps adhere well on all
;, Hotdog or marshmallow stick - Straighten
types of paper. If you have regular "lick" stamps,
hanger, fold one end double for a stronger gripping
use glue to adhere them to the envelope.
end. Skewer your dog or mallow on the straight
end and cook away.
. Wan paper Bookmarks - Materials: Wallpaper
'; Bubble maker - Makes extra big bubbles. Mix
samples, Hole punch, Ribbon or floss,
one part dishwashing liquid to two parts water in a
glue, Scissors.
!tJo>I-(.
Craft
large tub or bucket. Stretch hanger out to make a
Glue
two
strips
of
waUpaper
together
_
~
........o.J
targe hoop with a handle. Dip hanger into bubble
"'1f~~
back
sides
facing.
When
dry.
trim
to
stuff and wave gently in the air.
approximately 1 112 inches wide by 6 U
'; HaHoween costumes - Cut and shape hangers
inches tong. or as desired. Trim the
into au kinds of unique add-ons for your Halloween
end to a point or slant, etc, as shown
costumes. Wings, halo, horns, etc are just a few of
in the picture. Punch a hole 1/2" from
the things you can shape and cover with fabric or
the
top and thread with a ribbon or
tin foil.
floss. Cut out a motif from the
wallpaper. Back with plain or
Coat Hanger Ghosts - Materials: White coat
coordinating paper. Sandwich a long
hangers (one for each ghost). White knee highs or
ribbon between the layers.
white nylon panty hose, string, black felt tip pen.
Hoiding hanger hook - grab center of hanger and
Bleach Bottle Witch - Materials: 1 bleach bottle,
pull down to form long diamond shape.. Pull knee
straw or raffia for the hair, 12 by 12 flesh colored
high or leg cut from panty hose over hanger from
felt. 12 by 12 black felt, glue. 2 eyes (black felt.
bottom to top (hook end). Gather leg opening at
buttons, or googly eyes), Tool to make small holes
base of hook - tie tightly with string. Draw BIG oval
in plastic bottle, Wire, 114 yard of black material, 14
eyes at top near hook. Hang in trees outdoors or
inches of black chenille
any other place {they're weatherproof}.
Step 1: Cut the bottle in half. Decide the size of·
you want and make a circle with a pencil.
face
Make Your OWn Envelopes - Materials:
Step
2: Makelplenty of holes around the top of the
Wallpaper sheets J
circle.
samples OR Old
Step 3: Cut the flesh felt in a circle and glue to the
calendar pictures, Craft
bottle.
glue, Ruler, Scissors,
Step
4: Now $tart inserting raffia into the holes,
Lace, applique
leaving 1 inch lhanging out of the upper holes and
decorations, etc.
longer strands hanging out of the side holes. String
You can take apart any
it in and out of each hole for the hair line..
envelope and use it as a template or pattern, but a
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Step 5: Add on the eyes and mouth jf you have

one.
Step 6: Take the black material and make a
triangle hat.
Step 7: Take the black felt and cover the back side
Of the bottle. Stretch a piece of VlIire across the
back so you can hang it up. Attach the wire to each
side
tight.
Step 8: Now you glue on the hat and glue on the
black chenille tor the RIM of the hat.
The witch can stand by herself or hang on the wall
or door.
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Easy Brown Paper Reindeer - Materials: Brown
paper bags, or brown construction paper, Red,
white and black paint, White glue.
Trace around the child's shoe on the brown paper.
Cut out the foot shape. This is the head of your
reindeer, the heel part will be the nose. Trace
around the child's hand and cut out the shape.
Fingers should be spread apart. These are the
reindeer's antlers. Glue them to the top of your
reindeers head. Paint two black dots for eyes on
the reindeer's face. Paint a big red nose on the
bottom of the reindeer face (on the heel). If
deSired, paint a tiny White dot on each of the eyes.

Pop Can Snowman - Materials: 1 cleaned, dried
aluminum soda Gan; 1 sheet of white construGtion
paper or printer/copier paper, 1 full sheet of
newspaper, Masking tape, White paint, Fiberfil or
quilt batting, Scrap fabric.
Wrap the entire can with the white construction
paper. Using the full sheet of newspaper, form it
into a baH and, using the masking tape, tape it to
the top of the aluminum can. (This will form the
head.) Cover the rest of the newspaper ball with
masking tape. Paint the taped newspaper ball with
the white paint. Let dry completely. Cover the white
body of your snowman with the AberfiL
Buy or make a construction paper hat for your
snowman. Add jiggle eyes and an orange porn·
pom for the nose. Cut a scarf using scrap fabric. If
possible use pinking shears and cut approx. 20"
long and 1" wide. (You can trim later, if necessary.)
Your snowman is ready to display!
Photo Business Card Holder - Materials: Photo,
empty cassette holder, glue stick, card stOCk,
scissors, low temp glue gun.
Lots of possibilitiesI This one is
made with rocks but you can
choose anything to match your
photo. Makes a great gift for
Mom or Dad.
Open up empty cassette case

and fold top all the way back
as ShOWn. Business cardS
will fit in the pocket created
by tne open top. Mount
photo on card stock and cut
it out in an interesting way.
Hot glue to the lid flap. Hot
gtue rOCks to the front. You
also use silk flowers with
a spring photo, sand with a
beach scene, trinkets with a
dress up photo. Just use your Imagination!
computer Disk Holder - Materials: Empty Box
from Computer Disks, Low Temp
Hot Glue Gun, Wood Grain or
Marble Vinyl Flooring Sample,
Decorative Items such as Brass
Fasteners or silk flowers, Wire
Cutters for Brass Fasteners,
. Scissors, Pen.
Trace each side of empty box
from computer disks onto vinyl
with marker. Cut out. Glue vinyl
pieces onto box. If using brass
fasteners, cut off heads and glue
them onto vinyl. If using flower,
trim stem and glue onto vinyl.
Floppy Disk Photo Cube - Materials: 6 Old 3%"

Floppy Disks, Blank Index Stoc:::k, IS Photos You
Can Cut, Low Temp Grue Gun; Double Stick Tape
Lay one disk face down on your work space. Use a
low temp glue to attach one
disk to each side and a
disk on the top. Cut six
pieces of index to 2-1/8"
2-3/4". Use double
stick tape to attach one
each floppy. Cut
r.:"DhC~tos to 1-7/8" x 2-1/2"
double stick tape to
attach photos in the center
of rectangle index leaving a
white border around each
picture.
Cowboy Hat Stand - Materials: Empty Pringles
can, Sisal type rope, Epoxy type glue, Large dowel
(3/4 in). Hot glue and gun, Exacto knife.
Begin by cutting dowel to be approximately 14
inches in length. Take lid of Pringles can and make
an "X" with Exacto knife, snde dowel through the
"X". Next, take some of the epoxy glue and put on
bottom of dowel and replace lid on to can. Make
sure the bottom of the dowel is pressing against

,

the bottom of the can. Let set until glue is dry.
When completefy dry take the rope and, beginning
at the top of the can (over the lip of the lid), hot
glue the rope onto the side of can, wrapping it
around as you go. When you reach the bottom,
finish off and cut the rope. It is a good idea to put
hot glue on the cut ends of the rope to help them
from fraying.

-

•

Photo Pencil Holder - Materials:
Empty Small Pringles Can, Wall
Paper Sample, Photos You Can
Cut Up, Pen, Tacky Glue,
Scissors.
Cut wall paper sample to fit
around can with a little overlap.
Cover the back with a light coat of
:1' tacky glue and wrap it around
. ~, can. Cut out photos and glue on
. " to can, Use a pen to poke holes in
/ the top.

Friendship Quilt - Materials: Wallpaper Samples
or other paper, Markers, Poster Board, Glue.
Cut twelve 3"x 3" squares for each child in your
group. You can use wall paper samples or any
other kind of paper. Have each child autograph
their 12 squares then swap them with 12 other
children in the group. Glue the twelve square to
poster board>
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Totem Pole - Materials: Paper towel tube,
Crayons, tempera paint, or
markers, Brown
construction paper (a few
sheets), Scissors, White
glue, 2 popsicle sticks
(optional).
Wrap a piece of
construction paper around
a paper towel tube to see
what size paper you will need. Trim the paper to
the right height and width (allow about a half inch
overlap around the tube, so you can glue the

DiV~'

edges).
.e the paper into 4 or more horizontal
sections. D w a different animal head in each
section. Put ost of the
facial details in the
middle of each section.
Wrap
the
heads around the paper towel tube
and glue the seams. Draw wings or
arms for some or aU of the animals.
Cut them out and decorate them.
Glue them to the back of the Totem
Pole. Optional: Glue 2 popsicle
sticks to the base so that your
Totem Pole stands upright. Hot glue works well for
this.
Egg carton Caterpillar - Separate 4. 5, or 6 cups
from an egg carton. Using the point of a scissors,
make 2 smaU holes at one end for the antennae.
Insert pipe cleaners for the antennae. Add eyes, a
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Egg Ca 11011 Ladybug - Separate one cup from an
egg carton_ Using markers or
tempera paint, paint the egg
carton cup red. Then, using
black paint, colOr in the head,
and make
Bottom View Spots on
Tap View
the body. Using the point of a
scissors, make 6 smaH holes
(3 on each side) at the base of
the cup (these will be for the
legs). Make 2 small hoJes (for
antennae) where the top of the head will be. Insert
a black pipe cleaner into each side hole and out
the other side for the legs. Use half a pipe cleaner
for the antennae. Glue on googly eyes or paint on
white eyes
Egg Catton Bat - Separate 3 cups from an egg
arton. Cut out part of the
bottoms of the 2
,,= ~r"'~\ outside cups to
, / t)e' /
\ res,emble bat
.'1..
"~
wmgs. Add
,L
eyes. a mouth,
and decorate. ~ng it from a string or a rubber
band.

4;
Y

\)

Egg cartoft Spider - Separate one cup from an
egg carton.. Using the point
of a SCissOrs, make 8
small holes (4 on
each Side) at the
base of the cup. Insert a pipe cleaner into each of
the holes for legs. Draw a face and decorate the
body.
EgaCarton Camel- Separate 2 cups from an egg
. •:~'.;
carton. USing the point of a scissors,
:: '- ,
make holes at the
:i!)
base of the cups
for the 4 legs and
holes at each
end for the neck
and tail. Make 1
small hate in the
wide flat end of the cork. Insert a pipe cleaner into
each of the holes for legs and the tail. Insert one
end of a pipe cleaner into the cork; insert the other
end into a hole at the end of the egg cups. Add
eyes, a mouth. and decorate.
Recycled Stationery - Materials: Brown paper
bag, Wrapping paper, Greeting cards, Black
marker, Paper glue and fabric glue, Decorative
~ge scissors. RUler.
Cut designs and patterns, etc. from old cards,
wrapping paper or fabric with plain or decorative
edge scisSOl'S then use to decorate the following
stationery items you can make from old grocery
bags:
Note-Cards: Trace around a used envelope then
draw another line 1/8" inside first line. Cut out
along inside nne. Fold brown paper in half. Place
one long edge of pattern along the fold of paper.
Trace and cut out.

Envelopes: Open up a used envelope, trace
around it onto brown paper and cut out. Fold
envelope using original one as a guide.
Ornaments, Gift Tags, or Magnets: Cut out design
and gtue onto brown paper. Cut out brown paper.

leaVing a 118" to 114" border. For magnets. glUe
. one on center back of brown paper. For ornaments
or gift tags, punch a hole at center top of destgn.
Insert a string through the hole then knot ends.
To finish: Make tiny stitch marks around the design
or around the edges of your note card or envelope.
Write in your own personal messages. Add tiny
nbOOn bows, tassels. or charms for a special
decoration.

Pig Bank - Materials: Glass mayonnaise or pickle
jar With Hd - (about 7"
high and 3" diameter).
4 Wood 1" spools, 3"
Spool, 2 Large 1"
wiggle eyes, Tissue
paper - Pink and
Purple, Decorative
edge scissors, Pink fat
chenille stem. Foam
sheet - Pink, Acrylic
paint - Pink, Black
marker. White glue.
Paintbrush.
Paint the 5 spools and jar lid pink. Set aside to dry.
Cut tissue paper into 1" squares with decorative
edge scissors. Apply slightly watered down glue to
the surface of the jar. Glue
on squares of tissue
paper. overlapping to
cover the entire jar up to
the threads on the neck
where the lid screws on.
Apply a thin layer of glue
over the top as a finish
and let dry. Glue large
EAR PATTERN
spool to the Hd and screw
to jar. Draw 2 black dots
on the front for the snout. Glue spools on the
bottom as shown for legs. You will need a thick
layer of glue to secure. Let dry overnight. Cut 2
ears from pattern on pink foam then glue to top of
the jar. Glue on eyes. Curl the chenille stem
around a pencil then glue to back of pig. Glue one
coil to jar to attach firmly.
.

Renuzit Clown - Materials: Renuzil® Adjustable
Air Freshener - empty, 2 %" Styrofoam® ball. 2 %"
Styrofoam® egg. 14 Wooden spools 1 3116" x718·, .

J

J

J

9" x 12" Teat felt. 3"x 3" Purple felt, 1 %" x 1 '%'" Pink felt. 3 Purple

~eniHe

stems. Red curty hair. '%"Red
pom pom. %- Red pom pom, 14" Box pleated 7M" ribbon. Two 15m W~g1e eyes, Curty DoD Hair, 1lr
Yellow 118" satin ribbon, Purple acrylic paint, Red dimensional pain 40 to 60 Assorted "buttons, Scissors,
12" Ruter, Tacky glue, #2 PencH, Typing paper, Masking tape, Wax paper, Plastic knife, Gtue gun. Craft
drill, Craft snips.
Cut 1" diameter slice off the Styrofoam ball and glue cut edge of ball to Renuzit®
topper. Trace hat and coat patterns. Attach
patterns to felt with rotled pieces of masking
tape. Cut through both paper and felt layers.
Remove then discard paper patterns. Set
the hat aside. Wrap coat around topper,
aligning top edges. Glue center front edges
together at neckline. Ask an adult to hand
drill two holes below top of topper
approximately 1 %" apart to make openings
for arms. Drill two holes W above bottom of
base approximately 2 W apart to make
opening for legs. Slide one chenille stem
"h.-'\.It
«Ige of ball
through top holes with same amount
to top.
extending on both sides. To make arm, slide three spools on one
end of the chenille stem. Bend end of chenille to keep spools in place. Repeat for other arm. To make
hands, cut mitten
pattems from felt,
then glue two mitten
pieces together with
chenille stem
between. Remove
topper and set
aside. Push one
end of chenitle stem
Fill' oddotw.l . FlEe ~ Adjllltllblrl All
into each hole at the
I'ruh&IIIr Croft Proj<Ict
MIld S4
bottom of the
(poa"I'OgII' . . . .) 0IId G 1aIIt. SASE to:
container then twist
~Crofti
ends of stems
CJndy '"*" .....,..,.
2363 - 460th Stniet.
together. Place
I)ept. 1lun0lll a...
topper on base.
INtoII. IA 51021
Slide four spools
onto chenflle stem
to make legs then
. trim chenille to 7'.
Cut Styrofoam egg
MITTeN
.
MOUTH
in half lengthWise
PATTERN
PATT'ERN
(CUT .)
for shoes then. paint
purple. Glue narrow
end of shoes to I~s. To make hat. glue 8" length of pleated ribbon to curved edge of hat. Roll hat into
coneshape overtapping cut edges 1". Hold in place with a piece of masking tape, then glue together
where the edges overlap. Lightly press in place. Glue Wporn porn onto point of hat then set aside to dry.
Cut mouth from pink felt. Glue felt to head then 'squeeze' a line of f'i
imensiona, paint onto mouth for a
smile. Glue remaining pom porn in place for nose and wiggle eyes a
e nose. Glue tufts of hair to each
side of the head then glue hat to head. Fluff curts in place, adding mor if needed. Glue a 6" length of
pleated ribbon around neck for a collar. overlapping the ends at the' ter back. Glue buttons randomly
onto clown's body and hat. Tie two yeUow bows from 8" of yeUow ribbol;t and gfue one bow to each shoe.
When gel is depleted, remove dried gel from the contatner and repface\with the new, non-toxic gel. Sltp it
over the post of the decorated base and reposition the decorated topper.
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(for foam cartons)
www.roseacre.:com
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,1. Cut out template.
.
. '.
2. Place on Inside of carton
:;'.' . .
and outline with pen.
3. Cut out carton gilder pattern on
carton with sciss8rs. .
4. Place a penny in center post (top).
(nickel for 18-pak size carton)
"

,

5. Fly! (by adjusting launch angle a~ velocity
. many maneuvers can be performed.
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Creative Craft Ide~s
Ice Candles
Materials:
Half pint milk cartons
7" wick
wax
ice

I

Equipment:
Clay/play dough
Hammer & nail
Craft Stick & paper clip
Two %" strips of wood
Knife

Each % pint carton uses about 2"x2"x2" of wax.
Open the carton top completely, wash and let dry. Poke hole in the middle of the bottom
of the carton using a nail. Push & twist the nail. The hole needs to be slightly larger in
diameter than the wick. Push a wick into the hole and leave about %" hanging out the
bottom of the carton. Push clay tightly around the wick to seal the hole. Center the
wick and clip the end to a craft stick to hold it tight. The wick should be stratight. Add
the cracked ice to the carton making sure the wick is kept in the center of the carton.
Don't fill the carton past the crease in the top, leave about %" below the crease. Do not
put the ice into the carton until the wax is melted and ready to pour or the base of the
candle will be deformed. Pour the wax into the carton completely covering the ice but
not over the carton's crease. Adjust the wick making sure it's still centered. Set the
edges of the carton on the strips of wood so the clay is between the strips and off the
ground ..Thiw keeps the candle level. Let the wax sit for about 45 minutes to harden.
Carefully peel off the carton over sink or pail. These candles are delicate so be gentle
and hold them by the base. The candle is constructed upside down, so the top of the
candle is where the clay was placed. Trim off the wick on the bottom of the candle.
Level the candle using a knife or set candle bottom on a hot, flat aluminum plate.
*Ice cube work best. Crack the ice into pieces about the size of a marble.

Christmas Candle Centerpiece
Materials:
12"x6"x1" cedar/pine board
Votive Cup and Candle
Decorations
Felt pads or pieces

Tools:
Hot Glue
Scissors

Cut felt into four % - 1" pieces and glue to bottom of board. Determine where votive cup
will be placed. Hot glue into place. Place the decorations on the wooden base and
arrange until satisfied. Attach decorations to base with glue gun.

J

Nature Placemats
Materials:
Clear Contact Paper
Flowers/Leaves/Ferns,etc.
Scissors-Pinking shears or decorative scissors work well
For each placemat, cut 2 pieces of contact paper approximately 12" x 18". Peel backing
off one piece and lay sticky side up. Remove blossoms and leaves from their stems
and arrange on sticky side of contact paper. If blossoms are bulky, it may be better to
remove blossoms and use petals individually.
Peel backing off second piece of contact paper. Place sticky side on top of
arrangement. Press mat as flat as possible. Trim edges with scissors.
This project works best with two people each holding the corners of the mat when
setting on the top piece.
If desired, several smaller shapes may be cut and hung as a mobile.
Silk flowers and artificial leaves work well too.

CD Photo Frame
Materials:
Tools:
Old CD's
Scissors
Photo
Double Stick Tape
CD label
Tacky Glue
Wooden Base approx. 2"x4"x3/4" Markers
Saw small slit into base at a slight angle. Cut photo into a 3" circle. Attach to CD with
double face tape. Decorate CD label with markers. Sign and date label. Cover back of
CD with CD label. Use Tacky Glue to secure CD into slot in base.

Potpourri Wreath Candle Holder
Materials:
CD
Felt or Craft Foam
Potpourri
6" wreath or garland
Decorations
.
Candle in Votive ~up

Tools:
Scissors
Glue gun or Tacky Glue

Trace around CD onto felt or foam. Cut out and glue to pr.nted side of CD (NOT the
shiny side!) Secure votive cup to center of CD with glue. Glue wreath to CD. Decorate
with potpourri, beads and decorations.
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Camping Frame
Materials:
Black Foam Frame
Foamie Camp Fires
Cardboard
Photo
4-1/2" cardboard easel

Tools:
Tacky Glue
Glue Gun
Scissors
Tape

Cut logs from brown foam. Glue to yellow flame foam. Trim the red foam to make
flames. Glue to yellow foam. Glue completed campfire to the corner of a black foam
frame. Glue pairs of wiggle eyes to the rest of the frame. Tape photo to the back of the
frame. Cut a piece of cardboard to fit back of frame. Glue to frame. Hot glue on an
easel.

Clip Art Candleholders
Materials:
Small Can (approx. 5 oz.)
Simple clip art that fits can
Spray Paint
Ribbon (Optional)

Tools:
Hammer
Nails
Rubber Bands

A smooth surfaced small can works best. Clean the can, fill with water and freeze until
ice is solid. Print a simple clip art that's a bit smaller than can; e.g. stars, pine trees,
snowflakes. Cover the can with the clip art and rubber band it so it doesn't slide. Poke
holes in the can in the shape of the clip art using a hammer and nail. Try to space the
holes. Allow the ice to melt, dry can and spray paint (white). Place a tea light candle in
the can, place on a trivet and set in safe place.
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Blackhawk Area Council

Leather
Working
By David &
Lisa Dunaway
Leather working
is a fun hobby
that can follow
boys into
adulthood. They
can start with
simple projects
such as key
chains, coasters, book markers, tie slides, and wristbands and work their way up
to belts, wallets or larger projects. Some craft stores are now selling basic
leather working supplies. A variety of kits are also available through the scout
office.

Basic Terms:
Flesh side of leather- Rough side of the leather.
Grain side of leather - Smooth side of the leather.
Casing - Preparing the leather for tooling by dampening it.
Carving - Cutting a pattem on the leather with a swivel knife.
Stamping / Tooling - Using decorative tools to crate a pattem on the leather.

Basic Tools:
Sponge
Plastic or glass bowl (clean)
Wood or leather mallet
Stamping tools
Leather finish
Soft cloth
Lacing. heavy thread, rivets or snaps asrequired for assembly
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Here are some basic instructions for working with leather:
1) Prepare the leather:
• Case the leather by moistening it with water using a damp sponge, startin: J
from the flesh side, letting it soak to the grain side.
• Leather should be evenly damp when tooling. If some areas begin to dry
while tooling, re-dampen areas with the sponge.
2) Tool the leather:
• Use a hard surface as a base such as a piece of marble or hardwood.
• Tool the leather in desired pattern using mallet and stamping tools.
• Use caution to hold the tools firmly to keep the patterns from 'walking'.
• Shape the leather if desired.
3) Finish the Leather:
• Let leather dry completely before applying finish.
• Apply finish in a circular motion to work into design.
• Let finish coat dry completely before adding additional coats.
4) Assembly:
• Riveting
Attach rivets using rivet set.
• Sewing
Use heavy upholstery thread, leather lacing, plastic lacing, or sinew,
depending on application. The most common stitches are running stitch,
whip stitch and double cordovan.

Instructional Sources:
2001 Pow Wow Book from Blackhawk Area Council
Boy Scout merit badge books
Leader Books
Look for books at your local Library

Supplies:
Supplies can be purchased from various sources:
Local craft stores: WR Crafts, Hobby Lobby, Michael's carry a small selection.
Scout Trading Post and catalog
Tandy Leather
www.tandyleather.com
1-888-890-1611
Springfield Leather www.springfieldleather.com
1 -800-668-851 8
Leather Factory"
www.leatherfactory.com .
1-800-433-3201
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By David &
Lisa Dunaway
Leather working
is a fun hobby
that can follow
boys into
adulthood. They
can start with
simple projects
such as 'key
chains, coasters, book markers, tie slides, and wristbands and work their way up
to belts, wallets or larger projects. Some craft stores are now selling basic
leather working supplies. A variety of kits are also available through the scout
office.

Basic Terms:
Flesh side of leather - Rough side of the leather.
Grain side of leather - Smooth side of the leather.
Casing - Preparing the leather for tooling by dampening it.
Carving - Cutting a pattern on the leather with a swivel knife.
Stamping / Tooling - Using decorative tools to crate a pattern on the leather.,

Basic Tools:
Sponge
Plastic or glass bowl (clean)
Wood or leather mallet
Stamping tools
Leather finish
Soft cloth
Lacing, heavy thread, rivets or snaps as required tor assembly
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Blackhawk Area Council

Here are some basic instructions for working with leather:
1) Prepare the leather:
• Case the leather by moistening it with water using a damp sponge, startinr.J
from the flesh side, letting it soak to the grain side.
• Leather should be evenly damp when tooling. If some areas begin to dry
while tooling, re-dampen areas with the sponge.
2) Tool the leather:
• Use a hard surface as a base such as a piece of marble or hardwood.
• Tool the leather in desired pattern using mallet and stamping tools.
• Use caution to hold the tools firmly to keep the patterns from 'walking'.
• Shape the leather if desired.
3) Finish the Leather:
• Let leather dry completely before applying finish.
• Apply finish in a circular motion to work into design.
• Let finish coat dry completely before adding additional coats.
4) Assembly:
• Riveting
Attach rivets using rivet set.
• Sewing.
Use heavy upholstery thread, leather lacing, plastic lacing, or sinew,
depending on application. The most common stitches are running stitch,
whip stitch and double cordovan.

Instructional Sources:

I

2001 Pow Wow Book "from Blackhawk Area Council
Boy Scout merit badge books
Leader Books
Look for books at your local Library

I

Supplies:
Supplies .can be purchased from various sources:
Local craft stores: WR Crafts, Hobby Lobby, Michael's carry a small selection.
Scout Trading Post and catalog
Tandy Leather
www.tandyleather.com
1-888-890-1611
Springfield Leather www.springfieldleather.com
1-800-668-851 8
Leather Factory . www.leatheriactory.com
.
. 1-800-433-3201
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Patterns:
Portable Tic Tac Toe Game
Materials needed:
Leather squares - we used 4"X411 to allow for 3D
stamps
Markers - we used washers, painted 2 colors
Large pin or hinged ring
•

•

Tool the leather in a tic tac toe pattern. The
boxes can be decorated, but be sure the lines
for the game remain clear. Seal finish the
project.
Punch a hole in one corner to hold the pin or
ring for the game markers, (washers or pony
beads).

Leather Dream Catcher
Materials needed:
.
Leather - large 'rounder' - round precut
Leather or Plastic lacing (leather looks best)
Beads - pony or other decorative
Small Feathers
•
•
•

•

Tool the leather rounder in desired
pattern. Seal finish the rounder.
Punch a hole centered at the top to hang
the dream catcher.
Punch 2 to 4 holes symmetrically across
the bottom to hold the leather lace
thongs.
Cut a 1 foot piece of lacing for each
bottom hole. Fold piece in half. Put
folded end in hole and pull loose ends
through the loop. Pull snug against
leather.
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•

Decorate lacing with beads and feathers. Tips of feathers may be glued
inside of beads that are also glued to the lacing.

Collectors Pouch I Coin Holder
Materials needed:
Leather - 2 large 'rounders' - round precuts
Leather - strap about 3/4" x 2"
Snap
Plastic lacing or heavy thread or sinew
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flatten one edge of one rounder by cutting about 1" off with straight edge.
Punch holes (4-6 in a square) at each end of strap to attach for belt loop.
Punch matching holes in full rounder, lining the strap up with the bottom of the
rounder, 'flesh side of strap to grain side of rounder.
Place rounders flesh sides together. Punch holes through both layers around
outside edge for sewing.
Tool the cut rounder and the top edge of the full rounder, which will be the top
flap of the pouch. Finish seal the leather.
Attach snap to cut rounder (front) and flap.
Attach the belt strap to the full rounder.
Sew or lace panels together.

Water Bottle Belt Case I Holder
Materials needed:
Leather
Rivets or heavy thread
Water Botti e
Cut Leather:
• Measure diameter, circumference and height
of your favorite water bottle.
• Cut a piece of leather 1 1/2 time the diameter
of your bottle by the height of your bottle.
This will be the back of your holder. Slightly
round corners.
• Cut 2 strips of leather 1-1/2 "by the
circumference of your bottle. These will be
straps A and B.
• Optional: For belt loop option 2, cut strip of
leather 1" x 3", adjusting length as necessary
for width of belt. This is strap C.
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Attachment Options:
~
Pieces may be attached to each other using ri ets, or by pre·punching small
holes and sewing with a heavy thread, waxed hread, or sinew.

Belt loop styles:
Option 1:
Cut 2 vertical slits in upper half of back piece. These need to be long enough
for belt to be slid through and about 1" apart, centered. Be sure to leave
enough room above slits to keep the leather from tearing when worn.
This should be done before the tooling step.
Option 2:
After tooling leather, attach short strip of leather (strap C) to back piece of
holder, flesh sides together. Position in upper half of back.
This is done after the tooling and sealing step.

Assembly:
• Tool leather as desired. When tooling is complete, finish with standard
leather sealer.
• Attach belt loop strap (strap C) if you chose belt loop option 2.
• Center strap A against the bottom of back piece, flesh sides together,
overlapping about 1". Attach.
• Position strap B on each side of back piece, 1/2 to 2/3 the height of the bottle
from the bottom. Again, flesh sides together, overlapping about 1".
• Position bottom strap (A) behind side strap (B) at center point, using the bottle
as gauge for exact length. Remove excess of strap A
Additional sealing may be desired to prevent damage from condensation.
Seal all sides of leather pieces thoroughly with 'Camp Dry' or similar product for
leather. Follow label directions. Multiple applications may be necessary.
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Leather Craft
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Crafts for WEBELOS

I
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J

Artist Activity Pin:
Make a mobile
Shadow outline of Head
~
Collage of things the scout likes to do
Neckerchief slides
Display for pinewood derby car
Fossil clay display
Construction- Genius project
CitizeD Activity Pin:
Display featuring the ways to display
the flag
Declaration of Independence - Den
rules poster

Communicator Pin:
Poster displaying a secret code
Make a crystal radio
CraftsmaD Pin:
Checkerboard/Jump game
Neckerchief slide holder
Leather Pouch
Medicine Pouch
Pokemon card holder
~
Marshmallow shooters
Wire Picture
Arrow- straight shooter
Engineer Pin:
Build popsicle truss bridge
Wood suspension bridge
Lego arch bridge
Make a flashlight
Build a wood crane
Build a catapult
FamU,. lIember Pin:
Build model of food pyramid
Forrester Pin:
Collect a piece of wood and label
parts- varnish
Posters of Fly ways
Posters of water cycle
Display of materials used to build
houses

Geologift Pin:
Mttke a Volcano
Color sand
Display for rock collection
I

HaDdymaD PiD:
Build a stool
Build a tool box
Organize tools
Naturalist Pin:
Build a birdhouse
Build a bug catcher/holder
Make a net (insect catcher)
Make a greenhouse

OutdoorsmaD:
Make a bean bag and play snatch
game
Square knot neckerchief slide
Make a fishing pole
Make a hiking stick
Readyman Pin:
Bicycle safety poster
Bicycle model
Make a first aid kit
Scholar PiD:
Photo frame to display report card I
Build a chess board and pieces theq
playa game on it
.
ScieDtist Pin:
Build a rocket
Build a plane
Grow rock crystals
ShowmaD Pin:
Make puppets
Make finger puppets
Make a puppet stage
Make musical instruments
Sportsm*D Pin:
Make a bag for marbles
Build a mini putt course
Traveler Pin:
Make a first aid kit for car
Make / Build a travel game

J

..J\fake just for fan or holidays:

~

Tin can luminary
Jacobs Ladder
By the numbers game
Bean bags
Self watering planter
Rain stick
Talking stick
Wire picture
Roller ball game
Neck tie snake

Web sites to find craft ideas
www.familyfun.go.com
www.sciencebuddies.org
www.instructables.com
www.artistshelpingchildren.org
www.e-scoutcraft.com
www.crafts.kaboose.com
www.fun.familyeducation.com
www.funattic.com
!l!!llan:J.7UT. ack-o-fun.com
(have a scout
roject each issue)
www.ooyscouttrail.com/webelos/webelos
scouts.asp
www.webeloree.com.webelos.htm
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SODA POP. POTION

Ovr fizzing soda pop concoction will tickle govr taste bvds and astonish govr friends.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
~

Tbs. lemon juice
2 tsp. baking soda
2 Tbs. conrectioners' sugar
2 qcJarts cold water
~-6 drops rood coloring

HOW TO CONCOCT IT:
1. Stir water. rood coloring, conrectioners' sugar. and baking soda
together in a pitcher until blended.
2. Stir in the lemon juice and your concoction should begin to rizz.

~

CONCOCTION TIPS & IDEAS:
•

Create multicolored ice cubes ror your Soda Pop Potion by adding a
few drops or rood colorins to some water before rreezing it in an ice
cube tray.
• Make some color change magic by adding blue ice cubes to a yellow
Soda Pop Potion. As the ice cubes melt the soda will turn green"
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PISTOL POPPER
Childf'en have of'eated this olassio Pistol Poppef' oontf'aption fof' ovef' 100 !leaf's.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
1 12 x 16 inch sheet of paper (cut from a brown paper bag)

HOW TO CONCOCT IT:
1. Fold paper in half lengthwise. Then open it back
2.
3.
~.

5.
6.
7.

up again.
Fold all four corners of t~ paper down to meet
the center fold.
Fold paper in half along the center fold.
Fold paper in half and then open it back up.
Fold the largest corners of the paper down.
(See illustration on page 39)
Fold the paper back to make a triangle shape.
Make your pistol pop by holding it by the points
and then snapping it down through the air.
"jt

CONCOCTION TIPS & IDEAS:
•

Decorate gour Pistol Popper using colored pencils. felt tip markers or painfs.
Pistol Poppers can be a fun and inexpensive activity for birthday parties.
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P'Jp~)ets"'rc ::l2.;1ca1 i:;. -::;~.
:.' tJ:]i]e:::. T::ey CC.=l c'J:::e 2li".-;;;;,
t:,e, ~ ___ ~: . _.. _--' __ ._
~ _ :.3:~1d 9.ctio:1.S" a:1d they ca!1 do
thi!1gs faster tha!1 people. Sometimes a boy is too shy to
perfOrm L~ a skit where he has to speak a part, but through
puppets he can express himself in a way that he thought was
impossible.

Puppets are a good way for Cub Scouts to say something
without being seen. Sometimes that's more comfortable for
8, 9, and 10 year olds. With puppets, you can a.ct out
fairy tales, sce!1es from your ~wn life or from books, st'Jries
from Y'Jur favorite television sh'Jw, ~nd even you' faVorite
records and songs.
When plan...~ing your puppet show remember the t boys thA. t !'l ge
a '~'e not g:lod memo rizers And have a ha rd :ime keeping thi!1gs
moving. Don't worry, try another way. D~velope the stJ~J ~ine
and ,hen let the b J,:rs ac t it JU -.:. Let them do thei 'own :'ines
and actions. Once the boys feel at home wih the st'Jry and
-he ac~ions everything else will fall in plRce.
Puppets a'e a joy to
get ~eady, se~, GO.

child~en,

so don't be afraid and

PLANNING A PUPPET SHOW
When planning
1.
2.

3
4.

5.

:3

puppet Shoil,hink about \'Jhat·,'o'.J

Hho the audience "J i.l be
H:Yv1 m:'lch time do y'JU have b

pU~'PJse

':'8:

i

p :.'epa ;'e

S~8ce ~va11able

~'lh 9,

;, S the s t 0 ~. Y t :l bet 'J .:. d
Hh"'t \-1111 you use fJr ;) s ge

you have 8!1sweredhose ques i2ns the type Jf puppets y'Ju
will use, how much detail to give them, and how Jng the sh'Jw
\'1ill be will all fal'!. in place

On~e

I

$

The Cub Scout Leader Hm'[ TO BOOK" No. 3831, hBS 1n excellent::}
sec':io!1 O!1 puppets. Pages 5-1 th'ough 5-26 CJve' eve'',jhing
from types of puppets to stages. YJur public lib 'aTY is ~'SJ
a S'Jurce of i!1formBtio!1 on puppets, but d::m't 1oJ:{ :1.n the gd'1:~
sectiJ!1, check out the ch d~en~s sectio!1 on puppe_ bJo~s.
I

One very import part fQ!"..A g0~dpuppet._sb::l\'L is ~:J_ LET THE
BOYS HAVE A MAJOR PART .IN IT~. IF THE BOYS FEEL COMFORTABLE WITH
IT TIroI' IT-WILL BE-A' SUCCESS. - . . .

HINTS FOR !,IAKING AND :VORKING '..lITH PUPPETS

5

P'1098- s!l:::n'!s b~'ief - :10
_eque:1~ exis a~d e:1tr8~ces

NJt

3

h,
5

t~')

~2:1j

puppe s '):1 s:?ge

~:

J~e

J

~~me

stage
P':ppets SI1:)'~~j t,'1:'..': to "':1d ~'!i;.::rJ.::he .'"1udie:1ce (gb~ 1 ity
t':J::::)~':::tJl '.!he~'e
he puppet ~s b:):::'~g is ext'e:nel'/
i~po ,':",:1 t)
~~it fo~ :~ughs so ~hat :10 ~:1esl lines get stepped :n
P:C'8ctice -eheed of time be p':cpo 'ed to prompt the boys
with t~e!~ :ines a:1d help with the puppets if needed
P2..e~;:y

r
o.

7.

':Jf

7 :-;1i:11tes

~;~'8 ,hS:1
t'J
t'J h'J~d i~te~est

!(eep

l.
2

""'JJ~ be!li~d

sce~es

""~j

Sound is an i:::lporta:1t p2rt of ,'=' puppet Sh')\'l. HO':J C,3:1 ::he'
nudie:1ce e:1~oJ the show whe~ they ca:1 ' t hear what is bei:1g
SAid
If v:i~e p'Jie~t~o:1 is we2~, then use '3 micrJph':J:1e Jr p~e
'eco"d he d;,:;lo ',lge. By pre-reco'ding the di.81:;uge, the 00 S
r,~R:1 ,i~)st cO:1ce:1trate 0:1 mov5.:1g the puppets.
/Ihen usi:1g their
JW:1 v')ices teach the b0]S,0 spea~ louder than ~0~:::lal bec""use
the~ ?re behi:1d somethi:1g.Re:nember that parent 1:1 the l~st row
':lh:J ':!pnts to unde"stand the she':l.
Keep 8cti,')n elea ''''~d simple. M'1'ce sUe'e the "ludie:1ce cnn
which puppet is spea~ing, perheps by moving sllghtl~ fJr
the puppec: that is spe2!:.i:1g. H"':e SU1'e the puppets ""'9
"'1'd2"s high 2~ough "l:1d d:::1't sh~'i~:: beloH the f1:)::) 1.' Jf ~he
stnge
I·bybe p p.'...ece of tape ')n~he b:;y's sleeve l/iil). Llep
r,eep the p,;ppet llig~l e:1::::';
f-;" ::;'/'2','y')ne :0 see,
Ttl; s i,S ::-:e _p
:''.l •. i'he:1 j"'J';' ,"8 :r:Jv':"~g the pUPge;: fr::;m side to side.

~ell
':J3 ~'d

SE2LE SOUND EFF3CT3

FLre
c~'u:nple celleophC"ne in.') b811.
;'lhen 'ele"\sed 1::: ~,?:,
C l''''J:i..e "'::e fL"e
':.:1 - s1..:::::',' o:::p s8~d ::;:1 t',gl;t:"~r d ''''.',m pl""s.i.': )''2e-:''-:;ph''':12
'Wighte~',:1g - flesh ':Ihite 1_2.ght O~ "':1d ::;ff, Or ph,)':og"pphi:c
f'~? sh
:lind -,~ ;'ii.:1d :')his'Cle c?n be
ShJt - snep ~ ja:dstick or a
s'.l"f,'3,ce

p~l''':;h<1sed at a')vel)~~T
thi~ boa~d ')n a he:d,

'Jr to."
fl?t

sho;,)S.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ._ _"'''"''"'''__ ~);'',;"'4'"Yi·
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Rabbit....acl pup,.,
By Lee Lindeman
Use on~ cup·,;hapt!d IJ:tn (n"" •
."oldI:J-pa('<:l" OIl..... 'L.i.Io"....
the fci(c of yr;i.if pnpr·r.i. Gt.r 'nt
ar.dl! ot a 2·il"ci:·:';;1,! "tripol btftCi·
able cardbo:lrci rc [he !>:,,';, vi d,··
face to hdp hoi,-j it I\Il Hid fi.....
Paint the CII.lwit. f4llClt widl L"I,,·
pera paint. The "'yeil. nose, and
mouth can be made from felt.

colored paper. or scraps of cloth.
Make the whiskers from pieces of
tempera-painted toothpicks. These
detaila can be ,lued to your rabbit
bead.
.Stick yo~' index and middle
.finl" thzou,h the· loop on the
, back of the head. .Your two fingers
follDthe
of your rabbit puppet.

ear.
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Newspaper Puppet
. By Clara Flammang

uf:
f...V

~..j

,
~
• 'I'bia puppet is made from six Ift;i::' .,'
paec:ee of newspaper. each 11 by 14 ~.. :. .
iDcheII. RoD five piec:el lenathwiae. :.::.
then wrap the sixth piece around" ,
them and tape or glue c:loIed.
'. Make 3-inch cuts at one end.
about ~ inch apart. for the hair.
,Onwbite paper draw features with
. colored marker. and glue ill place.
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XHEE puppm
For each puppet JOu wi" nee'i

;n":;

sock

to slip onto your leg for Ue . .' of
the puppet, and part of Inot~~r t~r the
arms. Cut."f the foot of the second
,ock. the,,}.;;'
'.' sock leg 1" ha . ; ~ngthwise.
,
For arms,
~... of these Ci~:~; in
half. (S
r half for 6 ~~er
Duppet). s.w ICrosS end ana.:·n side
turn, stuff Ind sew to body, . ,'~el t
feet onto toe of body. Sew ~~,~ ~ands
to Inns.

String the ams of each puppe: to a
stick, so thlt the puppeteer' ~~;: wear
I puppet on elch 1e9 and operate the
two easily.
.
Use eyebrow pencil and 1; pS : ',,, :'J draw
puppet's face on bare knees.

FOOTSIES
The faces on these

f~nn,

focts;es

Ire on the sole of the 'OCl. You
Cln cut out felt ff.'atunrs and sew or.
glue in place. Sew on yam hli r.
i
To portray d; 'ferent characters add
col1a~. bOw ties. hats or whiskers.

I

for Footsie Theat?e. cut a card~oard
cu~.on as Shown. P\.ce a s~al1er
carton inside as a restin9 p1ace
for legs. Drape a sheet over the
•puppeteer. Glue a curtain of crepe
paper across front of ttleatre. Cut
curtain into strips So toot puppets
can 'enter' tkrougn curtain while
legs of puppeteer are concealed.
•
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Oiagram 3

,

You wiD need:
1 cup flour
1 cup salt
bowl
waler
rollins pin
sharp k.nif~
cookie shftt
5Cisson

plastic drinking straws
heavy string • large ne.,cile
aaylk paints

Instructions:
1. Mix flour and salt tOlether in a targe bowl Add
enough water to make the dough Eftl like modeltng
day.
2. RolJ the dough out with the rolling pin :.. ~'1 ~
slab a"'....ut W· thick.
3. Usins a sharp knife. cut out one piKe fer t'r.e .. 1'.".1 •
.md body, four pieces for arms and four [. <,:,' i
t>gs as shown in Diagram 1. (Chddren sh ... J
. l " '"

adult to help them.) Finish shaping the pieces with
your fingen, like you would do with modelina clay.
Place th~ finished pieces on a cookie shftt.
•. Cut the drinking straw into small pieces, about 2"
long. U. pieces of the straw to poke holes into the
dough pieces as shown in Oiagram 2. (Leave the
pieces of straw in the holes.) The holes will be used
loiter when stringing your marionette together.
5. Bake the pieces in a 200 0 F. oven until they're
very hard. about 10 minutes. (A big puppet may take
tven longer to bake.) Cool. Remove the pieces of
straw.
6. Paint your puppet with acrylics; allow to dry, then
'l'ray with acrylic varnish.
;-. Thread heavy strins through the holes you punch
ed with the drinking straw. First, connect the upper
arms and lower anns, upper legs and lower legs; then
':1e the arms and tegs to the body. (See Diagram 3.)
~. The holes in the ends of the arms will be used when
you strin~ your marionette"

Us.:! lnese Instrucnons tv
and the Papt"T Marionette.

UhlJl.C UIC

UOUlU1C

You will need:
a 5" by 2" piKe of cardboard, heavy poster board or
thin wood·
awl or small diameter knitting ne-ed.1e
heavy strina
3 plastic rinp. about :W'in diameter (curtain rinas
work fine)

Instructions:
1. Punch three holes in the cardboard as shown in
Diagram 1. (Children should ask an adult to help
them.)
.
2. Cut a piKe ofstring aboutlS"lona. Tie one end to
the puppet's head. Thread the other end through the

~.:

I

~

VU WHII.U

IV

.u.u~ Ult; '-lA,

...... ,V..C~~..

center hole in the cardboa~c! and tie it to a lastic
rin,g. (See Diagram 2.}
3. ¢ut two piKes of string .. bout 2' lema. Tone
to the end of each arm. Thread the other ends through
the ntmainin& holes in the cardboard. (See Diacram 3.)
4. Hold the marionette and the handle up 10 you can
adju. the strings to the ri3ht lengths. (The pupPet's
arms should be hanains straight down.) Tie ~ ends
of tlw Itri.np to the plastic rings, (See Oiaar~ 4.)
S. To make the marionette move, just tug the plastic
rinp!
I
*Cardboard worb fine for the Paper Marionette. The
cta,. Marionette is s1iahtly heavieJ and you may find
that a thin piece of wood is sturdier.

J.::,'.: ., .."",V::,
-'," 10'\' ":, 'e'
-

"":>1/;jL, ,.. . .

Diagram 1

Oiagram~
Diagram 2

I

Paper·P:ate Talking Mouth Puppets
YOUDI children. particularly, enjoy these special "'loud-mouth.. pup
per. which open wide to expose tonsils. teeth. and toques. They ate
invaluable in encouraginl speecb (particularly loud speech) aDd cJi..
alogue, and have also been used successfully ira coujunction with dental
and health care lessons. In general these puppets are better made from
large paper plates. but smaller plates might be appropriate for certaia
characters, such as a talking apple, a wailinl baby, or a chattering
chipmunk.

J

WIZAHDRY
npre ·1s a collection of Puzzles and Trivky '1!hings to enterta1n
and amuse all of your Cut:

Scout~~

from T.igers to Webelos.

Moms and Dads, have been known to try their skill too!);

(Den

Leader~.

Most of theS1

types of puzzles or games take little or no props or supplies. so
are not expensive. and are a great way to keep boys busy while you
take attendance, dues, or up-date your records. etc •
••
Here are two patterns for a Greek Cross Puzzle. The object is to
make them from the shape of a cross to a square.

A

,

B

c:.
o
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Lay a pencil in the middle of a table·-.-"
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Bend down. Look at the pencil level with the tabletop.
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-- ~~~..:.Q(.r::-,.a,-~" _~

.......................

Close one eye. Keep it closed.

~!':);

Quickly reach out and try to pick up the pencil.

,"~~""''',.,.

You ',.'iII probably miss it.
It is very hard to do.
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Now try it with both eyes open.
It is easy with two eyes harping.
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I6,.-THE

SEVE~

PIGS.

.-------....

20,.-THE SIX

;.

SHEEP.PE~S.

OJ

HERa is a ne~ little puzzle with matches. It
WIll be seen 10 the illustration that thirteen
matches, representing a farmer's hurdles bave
been so placed that they enclose six sheep-pens
all of tbe same size. Now, one of these hurdles
was st!llen, and the farmer wanted still to en.
close SIX pens of equal size with the remaining
twelve. How was he to do it 1 All the twelve
lDatches must be fairly used, and there muJC
be no duphcated matches or loose ends.

Hua is a little puzzle thac was put to one 01
the sons of Erin the otber day and perplexed
bim unduly, for it is really quite easy. It will be
seen from the illustration that he was shown a
sketch of a square pen containing seven pigs.
He was asked how he would intersect tbe pen
~ with three straight fences so as to enclose
every pig in a separate sty. In other words,
all you bave to do is to take your pencil
and, witb three straight strokes across the
square, enclose each pig separately. ,
1:_ .. ,.t'\ulti be simoler.

20,.-THE SIX SHEEP-PENS.

'7

..t.

Sell( 1"01"\
PLAca.tbe twc!ve matches in tbe manner shown
the Illustration, and you will have six pens of
equal size.

10

THa SEVEN PIGS.

180.-THE FOUR SONS.
READERS will recognize the diagram as a fa·
IIlLliar friend of their youth. A man possessed
I Iquare·shaped estate.
He beQueathed to hIS
widow the quarter of it that Illhaded of!. The
remainder was to be divided equitably amongst
bis tour sons, 10 that each should receive land
of exactly the same area and exactly similar in
s~ape. We ,are s~o~n how this was done. I
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WHY I CAN'T GO TO SCHOOL

---..-

MATH MAGIC WITH PAPER

Here is a final math-magic trick you might like to try
... but it pro!Jab!y won't work for you! If you don't
Hypnotic Fingers
like to go to SC~100!, maybe you can explain to your
.
parents that you just "don't have ~he time."
• EFFEC'~: A ~erson ~s told to place two
fingers tip to tip. He IS then told to double
his other fingers and press their knuckles toSchoo! !)aze
gether. He is then told to separate his ex
tended
fingertips-if he can-but when he
Things Needed:
tries,
he
finds them to be helpless, as though
Paper
•
they were hypnotized.
Pencil
Parent
• WHAT To Do: Have someone place the
tips of his forefingers togethers, then double
the knuckles of his other fingers. Demon
strate this yourself and show how easily the
~:~i~forefingers can be separated. Do the same
~Il
with your second fingers, doubling the rest,
"I just don't have and have your subject copy the action.
Using a paper and pencl , try
time to go to school" lecture on your mother or father: Again, the extended fingers separate easily.
Now, press the tips of your third fingers
"There are only 365 days in the year."
together, double the rest, and tell your sub
(Write 365 on the paper.)
ject
to do the same. Immediately separate
"If I sleep 10 hours a day, this amounts to 152 days
your
hands and make "hypnotic" passes at
every year."
the
subject's
hands. telling him his fingers
(Write:)
365
are now powerless. To his amazement, he
- 152
just can't move those third fingers at all.
213 days left in the year
• WHAT HAPP.E~S: The muscles of the third
"There is no school on weekends, and there are fingers are weaker than the others. Once they
104 Satur.days and Sundays in a year."
are pressed tip to tip, w.ith the other fingers
(Write:)
213
doubled, it is impos ;ible to separate them.
-104
You show how easy it is with the first two
fingers,
but in coming to the third, you
109 days left in the year
This
means
leave
the
subject pressing. his fingertips to
"Sumn:er vacation las~s two months.
gether
(as
shown below) and make ":lYP
I can't go to schoot 60 days a year!"
notic"
passes
to prove that he cannot lift
109
(Write:)
them apart.
- 60
-.') days left in the year

------------------------------------------

•.

"I need at least 3 hours a day for eating and playing.
This amounts to about 45 days a year."
(Write:)
49
-~·5

4 days left in the year
"This leaves only 4 days a year for school and, with
at least 4 school holidays during the year, that really
leaves me with zero days left to go to schoo!!"
Naturally there must be something wrong with this
kind of figuring. Can you see what it is 1 If you can't.
I'll bet your mom or dad can! (Here's a final him:
do you eat and sleep on your summer vacation 1)

j>

6'-1

Head and Foot
A person is asked to stoop for
ward and press the top of his head against
the wall of the room while he measures off
three foot-lengths and brings his feet to
gether keeping them there. He is then told
that he cannot move without using his hands
to press against the wall, and to his surprise
he finds that he is totally helpless.
• WHAT To Do: Have the person place the
tip of his right foot against the wall; then
~e tip of his left foot against the heel of
his right. At the same time, he is to lean
forward, so the. top of his head contacts the
wall; then, tell him to put the toe of his
right foot against the heel of his left. Fol
lowing that, he is to bring back his left
foot so it is alongside his right.
Now, tell him that if he keeps his feet.
toeether and nuts his hands behind his back.
he will be hypnotized to the point where he
is helpless. When he follows your suggestion,
he finds that you are right. He just can't
budge.
• EFFECT:

Naturally, no hypnotism
is involved. It is simply an experiment in
balance. When the person puts his left foot
behind his right, he still has his balance;
but when he puts his right behind his left
and stoops forward, his balance is main
tained by his head and his left foot. With
drawing his left foot and bringing it back
beside his right means that his support is
divided betv.reen his head and his right
foot, which is too great a span for him to
regain his balance.

• WH.-lT HAPPE:-iS:
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THE HOT AIR STRAW

"T

TAPE 'WOUND

Iyllllse","

AROUND STRP-'W \.JITH

STICK)' SIDE OUT

4----<:a----;.~~~

his is II hot air straw," vou sav.
lakinl( a drinking slmw from
Your pocket. "It works lik~ a hOI air
balloon." You hlow thrnu~h iI, Ih ..n say.
"It doesn'l hlow up, OUI il floats, .. lik..

TUBE Of TAPE
SLIDES BACK

AND FORTH

thj~!"

The straw magically dinjl5 to your
tingerllps as you hold your palm·down
hand out nat. Wh..n ,'Oll ,Iowlv lift vour
hand, Ih .. straw tloats up wllh it. Then it
floats a! th.. fin"Hlip~ of your o!h.. r
hand, You <,an push Ih .. slraw had, anel
forlh whil .. il noats Ih.. r.. , wilh VUllO'
fingers spread wide apan,
.
You pull the straw fre.. from your
fmgers and immt>diately hand it to your

HANDS PALM TO
~LM-STRAW

STUCK TO
RIGHT FIN&E.~
friends 10 examine. "If you don't believe
it works by hot air," you say, "then it
must be magic!"
What you need: A plastic drinking
straw: tran,parent tapt'.
The secret: Tape wrapped around the
straw makes a small tube that sticks to a
finger. Turn a I·inch piece of tape sticky
The straw dings 10 Iht' underside of
Side Ollt, and wrap it around the straw's
,vour finl(ers a.' if tloalinl( Ihert', ,....cretl\,
center, fasteninjl th.. tap.. to itself to
make a tuh... Wrap it tightly. hut loose , h..ld by tht' lapt' stul'k to your tin~t';·.
I.lfl your hand a ft'w Ilwht's and then
..nough so you can slide it haek and forth
lower il. so I he slraw seems to float up
on th.. straw. Put th.. tape.handed slI'aw
and down with it.
into your left jacket pocket.
Now turn your right hand palm-up.
What .YOU do: With your left hand,
ward and bring it under your left hand,
slid.. the tube to the center of the straw.
palm 10 palm, Roll the straw a little to
Holding it hetw .... n your thumb and
detach the tape from your left fmger and
second finger. with vour thumh covering
stick i.1 to your right second finger. Keep
th.. tape, hring Ollt the straw. Show it
your !lands palm to palm and turn them
and say, "This is a hot air straw. It works
oVl:r together so the right hand is on top.
like a hot air halloon."
Take your left hand away and leave the
HIllw Ihrnul(h it. As .vo" d .., pr..",. Ih..
straw clinging to your right fingers,
lape a!(ainst th.. in"ide of yOUI' , ..cond
Spread your fingers wide apart. Lift
fin~t'r, so it "ticks 10 Ih.. firsl joint.
them a little and then lower them. While
Turn your lefl hand over. palm.down
in fronl of you. Mow your hand forward
th.. "Iraw clings to your right fingers.
and slowlv :<prl!ad your finji(l!rs flat and
genlly slide It bat'k and forth by pushing
wide apart, as you :<av. "It doesn't hi ow
one end and then the other with your
up, hUI it f1oat~ . like Ihi~~"
'eft hand, (The straw slides right Imd left

""'a

~-

........."..... ",...
uU'D

thrtmgh the tape lube. Sluck to your
Flghl ~cond finger.) Finally center il
ben..ath your right fingers.
Lift your right hand upright, with
mur palm toward you and the back of
your hand toward thuse'watching. Lift it
'mlil Ihe slraw top points toward the
"(.ilint:'. a.~ it still clings to your spreHd·
apart hngers,
Hold it that way a mom!'nl. Then
lake Ihe top end of the straw with Your
I.. ft hand and draw it straight up and out
of your right hand, leaving th!' lillie lub!:
of lapt' "!:crelly stuck to th!: inside of
your right second fmger.
With your lt'ft hand, give Ihe slraw to
.\'our fri .. nds. At th.. same time, drop
~'our n~ht hand to your side, detachin!!
tht' l"llt' with your thumb. As il falls to
the floor unnoticed, vou say to your
friends. "If you don '( ~lieve ii works bv
....
hot ail', then it must be magic!"

ONA "MIlItfTOPMoMIC." QIOW NUT MIONnt. ~

Mo't&e TAIOC$NC) IioTUN11ii fIOUNO IN

TAPE STAYS STUCK TO FINGER
LEFT HAND
DRAWS STRAW
UP OUT OF
RIGHT HAND
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AMAGICIAN'S
PUZZLE

Here's a magic trick that has probably
been around since before magicians
began pulling rabbits out of hats. (It
first appeared in Oct. '61 BL.) It is easy
to make, to baffle your friends or to give
as a gift.
This is how it works: Insert th.,
plunger completely into the case and
give it a quarter turn to hook the rubber
band. Pull out slightly, about an inch,
and it snaps back into the case, Your
friend tries it, and there's no snap!
The secret. The plunger's snap action
is not caused by th., rubber band. It is
the shape of the plunger cap and the way
you hold it that does the trick, After

pullin!! the plunger out about an inch,
squeeze the cap bet ween your fingers,
which will sllap it back,
Hou' to make it (see diagram for
proper dimensions):
I. Make the l'al't! and ('aplII Ollt' pi.,ce,
;!.. Cut off tht: cap,
:J. Drill ',.-inch holes, as shown,
-to Cut the plunger and plug from a
'I,-inch wood dowel.
5. Carw and ;;and the cap, ali shown.
6. Carve a notch in the dowel tip and
glut: the piungl'r into the cap,
i. Cut off the plug's sides and inst!rt it
with the rubber band in the end 01 the
caSt.'.
..
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CAN XXI USti
5TRAI6HT
LlNtiS ANO ~ 3 EQUAL
SIZtiO TRIANGLtisT

/
CAN )it)V R.64Il'flANGE ~ ()II: THE

4

IMA7CHi!S ,AND Sl'PARATl'
rHE 2 D07S WITH i!ACH IN ITS

OWNENCi.OSED SECTION?

This trick Is a snap-H you know the secret!
CAN YOU AtJl)
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STRAIGHT
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THE MAGIC SQUARE. USing only
numbers 1 through 9, till in spaces so
that the total adds up to 15 in every di
rection - top to bottom. side to side
and diagonally. To help you start.
three numbers are already in squares .

1.)nothing else in my pocketT'

MAGICAL CHAIRS
Iy llllleYem

y

ou place three small chairs in a
row. "This is a game of magical
chairs," you say, as you pomt to each
one. "Chair Number One, chair Number
Two and chair Number Three."
You ask someone to play the game
with you. "Walk once around these
chairs," you explain. "Then sit down in
one of them-any chair you choose."
The person walks once around the
chairs and then sits in one-for example,
Number Two. "In my pocket, there's a
sealed envelope," you say, tapping your
jacket pocket and holding it open
toward him. "WiII you please reach into
my pocket and take out the enve·
lope-and satisfy yourself that there is

3)

One, chair Number Two and chair
You ask him to open the envelope and Number Three." Identify each chair
to read aloud the note inside it. He clearly by number, so there will be no
reads: "Somehow I knew which chair question later about which chair was
you would choose. You are now seated in chosen.
chair Number Two!"
Invite someone to play. "I want you to
What you need: Three small enve· walk once all the way around these
lopes. three slips of paper and a pen. chairs," you say. "Then make up your
(You can borrow whatever chairs are mind and sit down in one-any chair
available where you do the trick. You you choose."
should be wearing a jacket; pants'
As he starts around the chairs, stand
pockets are too difficult for this.)
out of the way to the right, facing front
The seaet: Three different notes, with the chairs to your left.
each in its own envelope. are in a l!4!pa.
The moment he sits in a chair, pat the
rate jacket pocket. The note the person proper pocket of your jacket with your
gets to read depends on which chair he hand, and say, "In my j)OCket, there's a
decides to sit in.
sealed envelope."
.
Ahead of time. print one note ending
If he sits on chaif One, pat your left
with"... you are now seated in chair pocket with your left hand; chair Two,
Number One!" Seal it in an envelope pat your breast pocket with your right
and put it in your left pocket. Write a hand; chair Three. pat your right pocket
second note for chair Two, fold the with your right hand. Immediately tum
envelope in half. and tuck it out of sight toward him. point again to that pocket.
in your outer breast pocket. Then seal a spread it open with your thumb down
note for chair Number Three in your inside the top edge, and stand so he can
right pocket. (You can number the en· reach into it.
velopes lightly with a pencil. 1·2·3, so
"Will you please reach into my pocket
you don't get them mixed up before you and take out the envelope," you say,
put them into your pockets.)
"and satisfy yourself that there is noth·
What you do: Place the three chairs in ing else in my pocket?"
a row and explain to those watching that
Ask him to open the envelope and
this is a "game of magical chairs." From read aloud a note inside. He reads your
behind. touch each chair in turn, from prediction that he would sit in the chair
right to left, as you say. "Chair Number you somehow knew he would choose. •
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Coming up with awards for all the events that the boys
participate in and for all the people that help out the pack can
pose a problem, especially for the pack budget. But this is a
problem that can be solved by making your own awards. I kEQW. tha±
this can sound like an impossible task, but if you pool all of your
pack's talents it is not that difficult. Using wooden plaques as
a base works well for a variety of awards. If you ask the parents
in your pack, you will probably find at least one that likes to
work with wood and has the tools. Using scrap lumbe~ have him
cut out the various plaques that you need. Then turn the plaques
over to a different person to do the painting and lettering. If
you don't have any woodworkers in your pack then you can watch for
sales and buy them on sale.
By making your own awards you can offer more places than just
the top three. This way more boys have a chance of getting an award
Usually there are a few overachievers in each pack who always seem
to win the events. By offering more a'wards per event the other boys
also have a chance and they will be less discouraged.
By making your own awards it also gives the parents a chance tO i
become involved. If you have a parent who sews, you might have them
applique a hoop for an award for your den leaders as a thank you.
This is easy to do and does,not require a lot of material.

M1..

I
I

1

Bread Dough Recipe
6 cups flour
1 1/2 cups salt
2 1/2 cups water
Mix flour, salt and water in a mixing bowl. Turn dough unto a
lightly floured surface. Knead dough for five minutes. Roll
dough to 1/4 in thickness and cut into shape or mold into shape
desired. To attach pieces together use water to moisten where
pieces meet. Bake at )25 degrees until dough becomes dry and
lightly browned. Expect this process to take about 1 1/2 hours.
Remove from oven and cool. You may paint as desired. Let paint
dry and apply a coat of varnish. Be sure and cover entire project.
Use the above figure to make a bread dough figure.
Mount on a wooden plaque and use for Thank you awards.

CAKE BAKE AWARDS

purchased mini rolling pi

C.k.

J
JH

l>.~k
wooden
spoon

?

,~t?

u

,

~.~.

hat made from
interfacing

cub scout

bread dough figure mounted on
wood plaque

M3

Pack ?
Sailboat Regatta
Jan. ?, 198?
1st.PL.
10 yr. old
typed on parchment, edges were
burnt, glued on and then varnished

Boat slips into slot
~
lx6 pine

This award works well for the sailboat
regatta or the pinewood derby because it gives
the boy someplace to keep his boat or car and
yet they can be removed to be played with.
For the car you would router tracks in place
of the boat slot

1x6 pine

At least once a year you should take the time to recognize
your leaders, committee people, and any one else who has helped
the pack throughout the year. Since this can be quite a lot of people
(unless your pack is very financially fit) this can cause quite a
I
strain on your budget. The best way to handle this is to again make
your thank you awards. Plaques are nice because then the leaders
can hang them in their den area. Cups are nice and can be inexpensiv,·
if you know someone who does ceramicsjYou can even have them
personalized. You can also make practical gifts such as key ring
.
holders which are easy and inexpensive. Plaques with the Den Leader
Prayer are nice for the den leader to hang in their den area. All
I
you need to do is type out a copy of the prayer, glue it on a plaque
and varnish the entire plaque. For those that help out at a particula,r
event you can mount one of the patches you used for the event (if
~
you gave patches to the boys) on a plaque. For someone that helps out I
the pack a lot you might want to make them the good egg award below. .
i

!

Punch a hole in the top and bottom of a raw egg
with a needle. Blowout the insides of the egg making
sure that you get every~ng out. Let dry. Paint on eyes
and a mouth. When dry varnish the egg. Mount on feet
made of clay, plaster of paris, or bread dough,e+e.
(Some craft stores also carry plastic ebbS,
around the Easter season.)

M5

eSp~cially

I

To help bive you ideas of what to do for d •• ards, thin1\. OJ: I-.ildt
the boys are doing to earn the award.
For example, you can hold d
bowling tournament.
For the participation awards you can contact the
bowling center and see if they would be willing to donate some used
bowling pins.
These can be spray painted in gold (for the winners)
ana silver (for all other participants).
If you glue on craft eyes
and paint on a mouth you have created a bowling pin person.
Now add
the boys name and his bowling scorets and each scout will have a very
personal remembrance of the event.
Bring the bowling pins and paint
to a committee meeting, and everyone can help.
Check out the new Cub Scout Sports Program for ideas.
Your Pack
might choose to hold a ~arble tournament.
All participants will be
eliciible for a belt loop just for participating.
The Pack could also
choose to purchase the marbles and a shooter for each of the scouts.
To help save money, the marbles themselves can be used for the awards.
If you want to get even more creative, hot glue the marbles into
castles and mount them an a base.
Purchase or make circular wooden
plaques, paint on the markings you would find in a marble game rin6,
hot glue on a marble for a 'shooter' and present a real remembrance
of their marble tournament.
You can also use your theme to make the shape of your plaques.
Instead of always making them round or square, cut them into a shape
that follows the theme.
For the pinewood derby cut out a racer, or
a covered wagon, fire engine etc.
If you are doing a pumpkin carving
contest, cut into the shape of a pumpkin.
Below are a few shapes
to help you get started.
Use the directions on the next pate to help
you enlarie (or reduce) a shape to the size that you need.

covered.
wagon

cake

ENLARGING OR REDUCING OF A PICTURE
If you have found a drawing you like that you wish to put on a poster
or somewhere in your overall display, besides just "cut& paste" or tracing
"as is" you can very easily ENLARGE or reduce by use of a graph.
This can be accomplished in one of -3- ways. In either of these two ways
you must remember.: draw what is sketched in EACH individual square be
fore proceeding to the next one.
1) Draw equally spaced horizontal and vertical lines over your desired
drawing. Then just multiply the squares by 2,3, or whatever you want.
This method works well if you do not have a designated amount of space
you have to cover.
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2) Take the width of your drawing and find a common denominator to divide
the drawing into equal parts and the specific area you have to cover. Draw
your lines, do the same for the height of both and draw your lines. You now
can fill a designated area without any waste.
If enlarging in this manner is not your cup of tea! You can always see if
you can borrow an Overhead projector. This works equally as well for enlarg~
ing only!
3) To reduce your picture draw equally spaced horizontal and vertical
lines over your entire drawing. Then just divide,First the squares on
the bottom -by whatever you wish the reduction to be (see picture
for example of ~) and make your marks on your new size paper. Then do
the same for the squares up the side. Draw your graph lines in. Remember
to work on one square at a time to assure a great job.
Enlarging and reducing by use of graphs is extremely helpful in doing
backdrops for stages. AND for making realistic type scenery for your
booth at Scout Show. Possibilities are endless and this technique is
easily taught to your "boys".
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Certificates as Awards
Sumetimes it is necessary to recobnize someone for their ilel~,
but it isn't feasible to make or purchase a suitable thank you.
In
these cases, recognition can easily be given in the form of a certi
ficate.
The Boy Scout of America have a few different types of
printed certificates for sale at a very nominal cost.
Often, these
will be just what you are looking for, but sometimes, they just don't
say or show the idea you wish to get across.
Don't despair, homemade
certificates are not that hard to make.
Any certificate will look more impressive with a border.
Border
prints can be found in many art books and copied by Xeroxing. It is
then just a matter of cutting and pasting to desi6n a suitable award.
If you wish to add that 'final touch' and make it just a bit
more special you might wish to look into frames.
Simple plastic cer
tificate frames can cost a couple of dollars each, but a photographers
cardboard folder frame can often be purchased for about $1.00 or less.
Check with your local photographer to find out what he would charge
your Pack.
Don't forget to look into the use of stickers and small ribbons
to give that "official" look to your awards.
Most office supply stores
carry nutary seals, thank you stickers, etc.
Teacher supply stores
are a ~reat place to find stickers that say, "Good Job", "Super",
"/Fl" , etc.
Don't forget to look into rubber stamps as another alter
native.
Below are some examples of border prints and certificate ideas.

did his best in the Cub Scout Olympics held
by Pack .""." on June " .., 1916, upholding the
honor of Den .... in the best traditions of sport
and showing the highest degree of sportsman
ship
Cub Scout Olympics Chairman
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Don't overlook the
possibility of using
a computer to help
you design award
certificates.
Most
companies have some
t y p e 0 f 'P r in t S~, 0 i?
Program' for the ir
computer.
Besides
border prints like
the one on the left,
the program will
let you print many
differnet types of
picture, graphics
and writing styles.
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ALLICArr CRt;3:iER

Eaterials:

2"XL~IIX20" piece of ",00d
2"x4"x26" piece of wood
T-:i.in:;o
wood screws

T~is

gie.nt can crus:~er is used lik~ '1 giant nut cracker to i"'lnttm
bevera:;e C8.!1.S for recyclinj. Put a can cros.1'>lisc bet~'leen the
"ri.L':I·.;.i~I,;I..)1I teoth, Seam on t~e underside.
One crunc:" fl.::.ttens t::.e
can aCr0:33 t'10 center. ?19~ten ends by squeezi'n-; the:1 oet'lee!1. the
jaw3 or sto~~in3 on t~e~.

~,

"

F'or t:'le to·;, jm-s, sot the 26"x2"x:.L" on it's side. The bo~tom Jaw
13 the 20 11 len5t~ of the 2x!i- lyin.3 on it!] 4" side •. i''i:?sten . .1 ith
::"e hinge a.t one end. Draw on eyes and teet::' with rna.r!:er3.
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Bell Dance Bands

J

Cut bell banda from leather or heavy felt.
Punch hoi.. where ind\cated.

o

Trace patterns
.onto thin white
paper. Tral"lsfer
desia.n to taather
or fait with
carbon paper.

o

0

o

Use leather from an aid hand bog or obtain leather piece, from
a craft dealer. Bells and lace are also obtainable from the some
source. You may add small feathar pi urnes to felt strip s for
additional color.

o
Knot end of 24" length of plastic lace or braided
cotton cord. Leave on 8" tail.

o

o

Lace
bell$
in place
as $hown
on iIlultration.

J

o

Cut felt strips

1." wide. 6"
long. Thread
into holes as
$nown . .

o

o

0

o

... .....
"
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WIND-PROOF NAP1C[N HOLDER

Cut a gallon bleach bottle, as shown. Cut a slot,
1/8" 'Wide, down each side, starting about 2ft from
the top. Staple the ends together at the top,
covering the staple \lith a 4" flower cut from
bottle scraps. To make the bar which holds the
napkins in place, cut an 8" length of coat hanger
'Wire. Glue a bead at each end of the wire.

EI.,t...·
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:.AiolPING "GAWEl'S n
FIRE

~-,

STlRT~

Birch ot cedar baric
Dr,y weed stalks

~

•

JIl•• Sticks- .m1ttlec!

b:r tho girls

~.

~

Fire bugs (4 sheets ot ~'W3paper. rolled ~
and tied at 2" intervals; cut; and
dipped in paratfin)
Shredded m.iDc 'cartons
Sawdust in cardboard egg ca~on
with candle shavings sp~ea~ ~ver
the top.

••••••••••

13UDDY '9!~NElt ('W!.ll

burn

::f L} 1! r .~ L:)
k
.

l::C
.. l - -

J

)

,

15 ,~o :?)" minu tes)

can
Corrugated c~rdboard strips ~olled in
spiral, snugly put into can
Paraffin poured over top - about t
to t cupfull

Tuna

••••••••••

,

I

DIPPI BAG
2 loose ",eave wash clotnes, sew I sld.es
together. Put draw string through
4th side.
Used 'b.v: following Dish\~shing Procedures
in manual •

••••••••••

HOBO STOVE

2 or ) ,pound cofree can
Use beer can punch for legs and
ventilation '
Usc with one double sheet of newspaper
to try egg. (Very sm.oky) or use buddy burner

••••••••••

PAPER TOt-tEL HOIDER
Hanger ~nth c~rdboard tube OR
Stick, long cord tied on either .en:i,
hung over a branch or nail

•••••••••••

~
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BEAUTY BAR

d

r'~

/.................

Dripolater constructed frOM coffee can or' ,
bottom ot bleach bottle. Punch holes in ;
bottom. Hang trom rope between two trees.
, Hold soap from a ~tring , llith p:J.per ......uel

--
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OtTDOOR

L~NSILS

l;()d.stinp. 1'.... ols
~eincr~'~rsh~allow roasting utensils
ar~

made

fro~

wire coat

have had the paint

haD~~r~ ~ilicb

or burned off.
Handles are either piece of wooden dowel
or spools glued together.
Sandwich toaster is oade fro~ t~o coat
hallgers, twisted together as shown so
they will fit together. holding a
::;:u:duich.
Let ea=h boy make one for his f~ily
~nd paint his name on the handle.
sa~ded

Homemade Mess Kit

•\

.

@

.

,

Buddy Burner
Toe materials you will need are: a
tuna or cat food can, strips of corrugated
cardboard, paraffin, double boiler, and
a string for a wick.·-
Cut cardboard into strips the same height
as the can. Cut the string a little
longer than the height of the can. Roll
Cardboard strips and put into ca~. Put
- the 'Wick in the ceIlt.eJ:_ Fit cardboard
tightly into es':l.· Melt paraffin in double
hoiler. 'Slovly-pour in over cardboard.
~e su!e the can is full and the wick is
r;~i,".:ki:"!; up.
Le:. th~ \-,:ax harci~~. c,,-Hi:~)l~tcly
~ ..:~::·:rc

-..:.;i';g ;;-..:ddy t;;r!:e:: •.

E)", t ; --: S.J : !: h
,n;.

r.IIARCOAL CHIMNEY. US!! a five
(Illarl ,;"n. slIch as illl oil ean. \lVilh a Ciln
punch. makp VI!n! hol.!s around hoHom;
ltH!n rt'InO\"! Iwl h top and hollum. Plilu'

chimney in ';,!Ilkr of .:1I"r"o,,1 grill or
fire! sill' T.!ar up wa,('d (nol plasli'>
LI,ah'(ll milk cilrloll. wax.!,1 p;'p<!r. or
wadded newsp"p(!r and drop in bottom.
Fill chimney with ch,Hcoal briquels.
I.ighl paper through vent holes. When
grily patches appeilr UII lop charcoal.
use pliers to lift up chimney. and Ihe
charcoal will spread in an e"en mound.
ready for cooking.
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RECYCLE FOR THE BIRDS
!)F,TERGE~:T

FlOTTI.E FEF,DER:

Trace the

outline of ~ mustard jar lid on bothsides
sines of a clean detergent bottle.
Cut out the circles. Use a naner
Dunch or a-thick nail to make holes
for ~ ~erch. For hanging, only the
u~per part of a coat hanger is needen.
Cut and hend ~s a stirrup. Poke 2
nAil holes in the neck of the bottle
and oush the ends of the wire in them.
To dr3in out rainwater, nunch or drill
smaJl ~o)es in the bottom.
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COFFEE CAN

F~EDER:
Cut bottom
out of a coffee can. an 2 plastic
lids trace ~round A 50t niece
nlJcec i~ center. :ut out t~e
ci~cles. Put lids on ~he C~~ ~~_
G~~ch ~Qle
for ~ cc~t ~~~Eer
~.. \:~ ~... ~

tc

J"'Jr

Lan?:inf;. ·..~ir"e a

:"l>iiE

hottom fcr ~ ~erc~. ri~~
seed and hang.

t~e
w~th s~nflower
l~:-I"I.Y

C·.~-c~(;~!

~ ... F::)r~R:

D:r;w

")-€~i"r.

l.·:j_~-h

~

out. Roof is held up 'flith straig~ltened
Reseal carton with stRnlpr Rnd
~i~~ a niece of coat hanger •.

c;..;~
r~~~r s:in.

; r,i

~~ng

SQUIRREL
YOU NEED:
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F~tDER

Old lumber scraps
long nails
hammer
dried corn on the cob

Souirrels love corn and a simryle feeder
can be made in a matter of minutes.
Drive nails through a piece of old bOard
so they're sticking through the other side.
?ush corn cobs do,"m on the nails. Attach i
it to a tree and watch the souirrels have!
a feast.
.
.

£J5:

EXPERIMENT WITH A CARROT
Cut off. the bottom of a carrot a~G put
in a glass of water coiored by a few
drops of red ink. Use one-half 91ass
of water. Keeo the top of the carrot
on and set glass with carrot in a
bright light for several hours. Remove
carrot from glass. cut it down the center
and see where the red color has gone.
You can do the same thing with ce1ery
and carnations.

GitOA 5QME7HING
MAKE A NOTEBOOK OF
LEAF PRINTS
Take your den to the park
and have each Cub gather
assorted leaves to bring
back to the den meeting.
Have ready 8; X 11 white
paper and a can of cocoa.
Place leaf on center of paper. Give
each boy a small amount of cocoa on a
pi ece of wax paper. r~ethod : Di [) index
finger into cocoa. ~olG ~eaf steaay with
1e+t ::Jr right hand: ~nc. s:crt~r:'j t ir,ch
at end 07 ieaf. orush :OCC2. ~r~~ 1eaT
onto caper for a sclatter nut11n~ of t~e
l~ilf.

Grow an avocado seed until it
becomes a tall plant. Cut off
top of a pineapple and see the
shoots come out at the top.
Plant a sweet potato in a jar
of water, and watch the vine grow.

SHOW OFF YOUR COLLECTION
Use cigar boxes. dress boxes.
shoe boxes or any cardboard
container. Decorate outside
and arrange collection in an
attractive manner.

Elip .

Hang or. ~ee·,~:",.; r'::C~,·J2.'·. '):' :-''3ke

up notebooks for' the

achie ... £mcn~.

,:Ci ~ ; ec:
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TIN CJ..N CRAFT

P .A J: t>lT J NG :

CUTTn;G RINGS:

Sand surface of tin can lightly with,
wet sBndra~er to remove shine and make
surface ready to paint. Wipe off with
wet sponge.

To cut metal rings from
caps, use a hand-operated
can opener. See Figure 1.
Lids can be saved for
flowers and ornaments.

~~en snray pAintin~, insert brown paper
beg in openinr to protect inside of can
from paint. Spray three light coats of
paint to cover. let dry hetween coats.
See Figure 2.
nU~!CHING

HOI ES:

To make holes in cans for hanging, out
can on too of scrao of wood. Hold awl
to inside of can and punch hole with
hammer. See figure 3.
ST ACr.n!G CANS:

To stack cans, cut bottom out of one
can And nlace on too of other can.
Secure together with strong glue or
strapoing tape. See Figure 4.

PLf1N1E:R

DECORATING TIN CANS:

Cans can be painted with
enamel spray paint and
decorated with a variety
of things. Stick on ~re6sure-sensitive letters or
dots; glue on macaroni or
seeds; cover ~ith tiny
mosaic tiles; or with
scrap wallpaper or fabric.
Cans can also be covered
with colored jute twine
or yarn. Just use your
imagination.

Toadstool Bird Feeder
By June Rose Mobly

The base of the feeder is a
paper cup. Cut a round hole in
one side. Insert I.\n ice-cream
stick perch about an inch under
the hole. Make it extend a bit
through the opposite side of the
cup, too, to hold it firm.
The roof is a small, sturdy
paper plate. Poke two small
holes in the middle and push
one end of a pipe cleaner
through each hole from under·
neath. Twist the ends together
to form a hanger.
Poke more small holes
through the plate. and the rim of
the cup and run pieces of pipe
cleaner through to hold the
P3.rts together.
Decorate with crayons.

- s<:v~ aE )~inds of crumb~. from 1:,)01:. i.e: J bread, cake, cereal and even
petato ci1ips. Add thes·:! crt!1nbs t~, a pan of c?lted suet or grease. Stir in some
r(a~l!t b;;t.tcr, too.
Pour this mixtul': into s.:..:-.:l1 paper cups. Ir.::.e::t a popsicle
st:.ck 01' !:tro:lg ~TJig (about 6tl) 8 11 long) in each of the cups. Put the treat c; ,,
:ure in the ref=ig~rator for at least 24 h~urs.
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Carto~

Bird
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1:'~nse-mltaharr.·plI'O"n"""rnilk ~arton.
:'n one side of the carton; ~bout :1"

Cut an 0P":~:'!t about 2~1! square,
fr"m the iCr'.. cm. No~, cut a %-"
s1:: t at (.:len side on the 1~otto:n edge of the opening, and fold this
edge outw.:rd to f.)rDl a pe,:·cL. Repeat on the ot:':er three sides, t:'ut"
tir.g sql:",re ope::.i:1gs and !Ild.king perches. Punch a hoic through the
~ a~ at the top of the carton and adJ a strong ~tring for h~nging.
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The CREATURE CAGE comes a little closer
to the bug's natural environment-especially if
you add a few leaves and grass. The cage is se
cure, yet well ventilated, and its caps will easily
and quickly slip on and off. Take a good close
look at the caught creature, then let him go in
time for his next meal.
MATERIALS

TOOLS

2 empty tuna cans

scissors

wire screen

c

CONSTRUCTION
Save two identical tuna cans, removing lids and
labels (these may be snaked otT in hot water).
Pineapple ring cans work well also. Check to be
sure that there are no sharp edges, then wash the
cans thoroulhly. Cut a length of wire screen
about 6 inches wide and long enough to go
around the inside of the can, plus an inch, Fig. l.
Wire screen cuts easily with a scissors. Rend the
screen into a tube to III the inside size of the cans.
Fasten, the screen in that shape by first stripping a
few wife ,strands from the outside overlap edge
and bendma the exposed row of wire prongs in
ward. Then fit the prongs throueh the im.ide
screen, bending the prongs over and shut, Fig, 2.
Fit -the cans over each end of the ·,.reen tube
to comple&e tbe bugpmr/ CREAl'l ,..j~ CI.GE,

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Fig. 3.
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HOW TO AAK£ A SKALL GREEN HOUSE
You will need: Cltl!", wide-mouth gl.ss gallon jar with 11<1, sand or bIrd IIravel,
S_ charco.l, Two Cups Of potting soil. Wood for the b.se of the
j.r---pI1"00d 12- I 8" .nd strips of wood 1/Z" thick .nd 1
wide, thin nails. ha_r, saw, paint or stain, • Virllty of
plants to plac. In the jar.
(!) ,

1. 8ul1d bau for Garden first.

1

FIYe plf'et of wood are used,
See pictures to the right.
Sandpaper the Ins ide edges ...
of the frame to lIake the
Jar fit snugly.
Z. Pl • ., clean J.r on Its side
on the woodt:n bue.

1

l. Pllt one-h.lf Inch layer
sand or bird gr.~el In
bottom of the j.r as I t
on Its side.
4. Crush piece of charcoal
5. Add potting 5011.

of
the
lies
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between newsp.per and sprinkle chncoal over sand or grave'

8esur. thn 1011 Is smoothed away from the lIOuth of jarA

6. Set plants atlean an Inch deep In sol1.
7. Spray I fl/ll IIlst of w.ter with IIIrden hose.
8. Seal jll" with the lid.

Don't get 5011 to, wet'.

Put It In a spot where It will get some

~unl19ht

uellday.

9. Watch the Garden for several dlYs. If .ppears to be too wet. t.ke off the Jar
lId for. d.y or two.
10. Carden will grow for' two or three months without ha~elng to be opened.

Hi1.G ]"ETIC CATE!RPILLAR

)' a ter-ials

needed I
Clothes pin
4 Small pom pom balls
1 Iare;e pom pom
2 l'ioveable eyes
1 Flower steman
1 piece of magnetic strip
Glue all in place as shown.

E J.,IJ.

. Creepy Crawlers
By Deanna Fendler
Find a small rock and wash it
well in warm soapy water. Let the
rock dry completely. Then draw
eyes with a colored marker and
paint the rest of the rock with tern·
pera paint. Let the paint dry.
Now turn the rock upside down
and put a piece of cotton soaked in
white glue in the middle of the
rock. fThis keeps the legs from fall
ing off when they are dry.) Then
cut two pipe cleaners in half and
put three of the halves across the
cotton in order to make three legs
on each side of the body,
When the cotton has dried. turn
the rock over and bend the pipe
cleaners a little at the ends so your
"Creepy Crawler" can stand more
easily.

~n\.l
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TO rArE f..
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TRAr TO CATC

Cleaned pork & hean can or one of a similar size
mouse trap
,----------~
tin snios
'Piece of screen
viire

rost of the small mammal <; '::hich live in
Arkansas ere very clean animals wtich are
very interesting to observe. In a home
made live trap you can catch deer mice,
moles, shrews and other critters. Keen
them in a terrarium or small cage and
release then after a courle of days.
BAIL
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Cut a s]ot on the top edge of
your can that will fit around the
bait neddle on tr.e mousetrap. Drill
corresponding holes on either side
of the slot in your can, then attach
the can to your trap with.wire.
Attach a piece of screen over the
bail on the tran that will cover the
open:ng of the can. Bait the trap
with a mix of peanut butter and oat
meal, set in a mouse run in a field
and check it twice a day until you
catch somethin~.

BVTTI:.RFLY llbT

Rend a coat hanger into a circle and
cut off most of the hook on top with
wire cutters. Rend remainder of hook
into a small I-ohane end insert the
hook into hole you h~ve drilled into
the handle. Teoe wire to handle. Cut
a niece of old curtain or nylon net
into the shape you want for your net
(a cone is best) and sew it up by hand.
Sew edge over wire rinr.. It should be
at lea~t 18" deen so ~hatever you catch
won't f,et away.

hole

ne r or'

tL\~t(l''''

hecK

ROCK CREJ,TURl';S

Smooth, flat stones can be obtained at beach or river areas. Dirt
A:d foreign matter should be removed by washing rocks in detergent.
?e sure they are completely dry before you begin to decorate them.
P!';e Acrylic 'Paint~. It is best to paint rocks before assemt:ly, if
rocks are to be different colors. If the entire figure is one
color, the rocks may be glued together first, then painted.
V~e contact cement to glue rocks togetter. It helps to saturate
a small piece of cotton '!'ith p.:lue and place bet~:een rough edged
rocks. They will adhere hetter if yeu do. After pieces are glued
together it's e good idea to run a "collar" of white glue or
household cement around all joints to make a firm lasting bond.

Use your imagination in adding features, such as yarn for lions
mAne, hroomstraw for wiskers, chenile stems for tails, etc.
Don't try to "r,lan" these rock creatures. let the boys find some
of the rocks on their own ••• you furnish some extras. Then provide
paint, glue, Ar.d an assortment of "extras". let each boy use his
irn~ginRtion to creAte his own animal.
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::ave ench ':...'oy find a flat rock. Paint \-Ji th mar .ers or tCl1.pra paint.
,-r::.:m dr;y, 3}'"'ray \d th clour plD.stic spray or Vllr, ish.
iiCl,;SE:

a

'i1 0 ME..1{e e. !1ouse for ycur Pet Rock, pnint a foarn. container from

:1anbur'~er.

:Al!:Jlica te the follOidnr, page s of t:1e ";ct Rock l:a.nual" a.nd
let the boys staple the pa"es between a construction paper c?ver to
form a bool:lct.iCeep the size small.

H;JW!i.L:

PA3~ 1:
ConGratulations ~ou are
r.ow t;"e lucl:-v o\·:ner of a 'Pet
Rock". Your"Fet Rock r:1O.y be
easily trained to do many t~in~s
if you ~ill approach ~is care und
tr~ini=-!g ".'1 'Lh Tender Lovinr; Care.
There are r::e:.ny ndvantaGe s to
c\mins t~ . . is pet, as will be point
ed cut to you in the follo~ing
pases of t~is manual. Remember,
your success with t~e pet will be
in direct proportion to the efro~t
and love y(U invest in the traininc.

P~G: 4:
Your pet rock loves
rTJsic, ;md i:'" ~1eld tichtly
durinG a. concert (rocl:) \"ill
show its a~preciation hy clowing
\·j1 th \Jarr'lt;'!.
Occasionally, a ?syc~o:'..0'":ic8.11y
disturhed rock w~ll fly ~r0m ycur
hun~, fall to cLrth end ~o to
Dieces. Juc~ c::;,s~s o!,' nult:''Dle
~crsonality are rare, ~nd n ~onsis
tently :entle tone of ~cice ~nd
r..anner used ,d t!"l yc·ur rock will
£.vcid t·:.i!:j.

?A33 2:
~ith a.l~ost no trninins at
?A~E 5:
Ycur ?8t rock enjoys
all, J"c'Jr rock \·:ill obey the cor:-:nands beinG decarc.ted "or t,e ~:.oliday3 ••
"3tr!Y" [',nd "PL:y ::lead". ",lith a little
It ;'l&.Y be \.;r£.;;)'ec in !'oil,
e::"fort, he Tr;o..y encouraGed to respond
for codl:t£.il ~n:'l'tie s.
to "Co;lcll--t~ouC;h tnis Horks best when
SOrle flas~ier rocks ~,;ay tend
carried out on an :ncline.
to elittcr, l'ut t"lis s~:.ol:ld
It \·:ill fetch fOl' you. First t 11row a
be di:co1,;ru c :oc.i.
~tick, t~en throw ;our pet rock after Your ~et rock ~~kes en ezceller.t
it. \'.. . : .en yeu 1-;8.lk uTl to t!10 rocl:,
subj!"ct for a portl'ait over t::'e
9 tii1es out of 10, it \-<ill :-:e' v:ai tin£; ~~r~nte1. !~rtists lov13 t:~e:, as
for ycu with t~e stick.
t~cy will ~et throu~h a long
sitting with rarely a fidret.
P~.G:;:; 3:
T:le pet rock \-rill live 8.i:rce
ably \-ii th pets you alre :;dy have. The
pet rock \Jil1 not reproduce on its ovm,.
only under scientific conditions
surrountlinl! landslides. T::e 'Dct rock
M~kes no n;ise. It requires ~a shots.
It ~nay accOlllpany you ~asily on trips,
thus avoidinG ke~nel bills.
The pet rock does not 8~ed. It does
zf ,
not bi te or CrOl:l at c!1ildren. It
boy,s C.lJ"ti
doesn't eat ~~ch.
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Charatter~
By Kent Douglas
Bits of wood or broken-off
chunks of bark form bases for
these mini·sculptures made from
a variety of unshelled nuts. Col
lect as many different kinds of
nuts as you can, either wild ones
from the park and woods or those
you buy at the supermarket.
(Wash and dry pits from fruits
such as peaches and cherries,
too.)
Arrange different nuts to form
your "nutty characters," Make
them as realistic or as imagi
native as you like. Join the parts
together with white glue. Use
apple seeds or peppercorns for
eyes and dried beans for legs,

c

Web (Printing) Painting
A spider web is very beautiful, but unless moisture or the rays of
the sun strike it, you will probably pass it byo Sometimes you walk
right into a web, and how uncomfortable it is having those silky strands
dance about your face! Webs are so hard to see because they are so thin.
On your next trip to the forest, bring a can of spray paint and a piece
of paper with YOUo The following directions will enable you to print
some of the most beautiful designs in nature's pattern book.
THINGS YOU NEED I

White drawing paper
Paint in spray can
Spider web
1. Find a spider web. Webs are
usually found between branches of
bushes or between two growing
things, such as weeds or garden
flowers.
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2. Hold the can of spray paint at
e·:
_,.0
:l,"'f'
\
j ,'
arm's length away from the web.
,':
~
Spray quickly with a back and forth
r!
,/I
~ ~ ~~/,
k.
motion, Fig. A. Be sure that the
.... , ''O<:>i'''~ " ~
0
0.
wind is blowing away from you when
, \--~.".I· ~l). C .... () " .
,
you spray paint so you won't
0'" .... ~.;.n.~-.:..."~_~::;._ •
breathe in any of it, Cover the
, , \ . ,\ .. Os.;.;
•
_
.~
web with a thin coating of painto
\~. \"l ~."A r,....
f'
The paint will look like tiny
, ) Vo~,
l
beads on the fine strands.
~It
~/'""'
1
, . C'.,
,I
J. Quickly place a piece of
k.· _
0 ....--. \ F ,
.. ..,
paper on the web. It is better
"
0"-- '~ /
· ~
f'e~
if you curve the paper first in
,
: - _ - "'""
_..-":IC:~
the center of the web and straight . , '
",,!
~
en, it out very carefully aJ.ong the
) I
eo
• ~
~
.'~
sides, Fig. B.
,.-. 1
·
40 Let the web dry on the paper. "________'\.;.'j.;..-._ _ _ _ _ _ _....L.~_...a
Your finished print will contain
some of the web.
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Leaf Casting
J'tlillions of years ago, dinosaurs roamed the earth. When they were
thirsty, they went to the rivers and streams for a drink of water.
Little did they know they would leave something behind them that is still
around today I their footprints in the mud. Over the years the mud hard
ened, and we can still see the size and shape of the dinosaurs' feet today.
These hardened impressions are called fossis, and you can make something
like them using leaves. All you need is plaster of paris, a little water
and a few minutes for drying. You won't have to wait millions of years
for "fossils" of your own making.
THINGS YOU NEED:
Disposable pie tin
Large tin can
Tree leaves
Plaster of paris
Spoon
Paper clip
Poster paint or ,["tercolor paints
(optional )

I

1. Fill the pie tin with Hater, then
pour the water intc' the can 0 Fill the
pie tin again, this time half full,
and add the water to the can.
2. Wet the top or smooth side of the
leaf and stick it to the bottom of
the disposable pie tin, Fig. A. The
underneath or veined side of the leaf
should face you.
J. Stirring all the while, add enough
plaster of paris to the water in the
can to make a mixture resembling loose
whipped cream. Work as quickly as you
can, and bl end thoroughly.

l3

4. Spoon some of the plaster of paris
mixture onto the center of the leaf
and spread it over the leaf until the
leaf is covered, Fig. Bo

5.

Fill the pie tin with the remain
of paris, Fig. C.
6, Set a paper clip into the plaster
near the edge of the filled tin so
that half cf the clip remains in the
ulaster and half over the edge of
the tin. The looped end of the clip
will be used to hang the finished
project.
ing

70 In a half hour, remove the plaste
carefully from the pie tin. The
plaster is dry Hn.2n it feels cool to
the touch.

8. For an all-white casting, peel
the leaf away now, Fig, D.
9. For a colored casting, paint the
plaster before you peel away the
leaf. When you remove the leaf, the
leaf's impression will be white a
gainst a colored background.
10. Hang the casting by the paper
clip loop.

FLAGS OF AMERI CA

For this month's theme, why not let your
boys make and wear this simple necker
chief slide in honor of our flag. All
you need are a plastic bottle, a plastic
curtain ring, a scrap of felt, some
acryl1~ paints, and white glue.
To make the slide, use the actual~size
drawing (see below) and make a paper
pattern. Trace i t onto a plastic bot
tle and cut it our using tape to hold
the pattern in place while cutting.
Using coarse sandpaper, sand the back
of the plastic piece to make a better
surface for gluing. Cut a felt backing,
slightly smaller than the plastic piece.
Sew the curtain ring (or other similar
plastic ring) to the center of the felt.
Glue the felt to the back of the plastic
piece.
Paint the slide. You may use colored
tape for stripes and'gummed foil stars.
If you want, the boys could look up our
state flag and make a slid~ like it also.

Yarn-covered

Pop Top
Rings

Flag Pillow
You'll need 9 rinls covered in blue
yarn, 21 In white and 26 in red. On the
boltom of one washcloth, temporarily
pill a row of eight red rings, about 11,,"
from the bottom and 11.1" from each end.
\nth a needle and thread, attach each
ring to the washcloth, sewing around
the outside edge of the ring. Remove
the pins.
Sew on six additional rows of rings In
the same way, with the colors in the
same position as on the American fiag
(see photo at top of page).
To assemble the pillow, pin the wash·
cloth with the rings on it to the other
washcloth, with the rings facing the in
side. Sew three sides of the cloths to
gether, allowing W' for seams. Tum the
pillow right side out and stufC it with
nylon stock ings or other suitable
material. Sew the open end closed.
Take part in '.me of the cum'nt can·
cerns of Americans - recycling - and
save pop lop rinus from cans of soft
drinks. Then, use lhe pop top rings to
make a flag pillow, star cOilslers, a table
mal and a hot pad
To make these :tt:ms, you'll need pop
top rings, yarn, a darning needle, two
washcloths (about 12" squarp), pins, a
needle and thread, n}'lon stockings or
other suitable sluffing material, felt,
c.rdboard ar.d glue.

General Instructions

..
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A FLAG PILLOW from yarn,covered rings,
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Each item is decorated with or made
from yarn·covered pop top rings. To
~e each ring, break or cut off the tab
frPm a pop top ring. Cut a 36" piece of
}'~rn, and thread the darning needle on
Ole end. Tie the other end to the pop
t pring,
Blanket·~titch all the way around the
ri ,!, as shown. Hold the loose end of
t e knot close to the ring so the end is
r verE'd by lhe stitrhes. When the entire
rirg is covered, make a final knot and
trim the excess yarn. Put a spot of glue
on the knoe. to hold it in place and to
prevent it from unraveling.

FEBRUARY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO 11S

Large pieces of plastic (Oalll packing,
used in packi.ng appliances and fragile
ite~3, can be grated and used like
confetti to ~~e a pr.etty and unusual
flag. The flag can-be used as a center
pic~e for your Blue and Cold Banquet.
To grate the foam packing, use a kitchen
grater c't" a st iff wire brush.

For a hadq:rroond for the flag use a
pi.ece of cardboard, 11 1/2" x 14
Adding a 1/4" tab along the left edge,
drat-l a furled flag on the cardboard,
as :.ho,"n, with the furled line dow the
cente ...·• Cut out the flag. Mark off
the field for the stars and the bands
for the stripes, 3/4" wide.
ff •

Cover the star field with white glue
and press on gratingSJ spray paint blue.
Mask this area with paper and masldng
tape while you fill in the stripes.
Fill in the areas for the red stripes
with the gratings and spray paint.
Finally, fill in the white stripes and
lea\"c llnp:.linted. Attach 1/2" gummed
st:'lrs to the bl:!e field.

+-----1+..

-----I~

r·n: the flagroh~, use bin cardboar,l roUs
f r01:1 coat hange rs • Cu.t one of tne roI1.s
dCml to 10" long and Lape the rolls
together.

Wrap the pole with a strip
Glue the

of crepe parler, 1" wi(1e. us ing rubb2!, c<;ment to e1ue as you "..rap.
1/4" toiD en the flag 1.0 the role.

For the ba~e, use a t~/fj-pc!1nd ClJttage c!1ecs":! c>xlt::..iner. fill the Cofttainer
.1bout·)-,;:JEway \·,'i.th 'PhlS'ter of p"l"'is: i".'''~r. t::e t)0'.tc;;; of the p.)}: and. ~",t
>~,
('lO tJ('J~ hold the ~I .., U.P..-i9ht after th~ plaste.l" i3 p&:!:tia:.ly set,
t

D'> a ."trlng to

~he

~:~r'l!1g

t)-,2

i: ta:;t.

top of the pole .rul tie the sh·i",

1.0

i\

d0ori':1i~'_) so

.

~"'''~:1 U;,! ;'1:; :~. '.:1' is 9et) insert: stT'& \8\\te<nea coat hanS."- vi!".S d6'Wft throu.ch.
:-:-:<:: ~ol~, :"::tt~"6 abold: 31./t" of the wires extend at the top.
PlaCE: a r'

foPl ball over tne wires.

P&lnt the ball and decot'ate the biLse.

~~ 1.: ch i.r~f.~YE.!'

cr\u.e

3/1+" strips of -flu.t:ed. crere- ravet" aroW'ld. ""t cu.pe hl roo", tJf reeLJ "hHe.
G\u A SN\' fta& to OYle s ide of each. cu.p- 0J".1 _lte you.r 0,,"

and. b\\&.e.

parel" Haas .
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FIRST AID CARR -ALL FOR DEN OR CAR

MATERIALS:

Plastic Peanut Butter Tbb with handle
Red acrylic paint
Masking tape
Contact paper

FIRST JUDI SUPPLIES: Small washcloth, soap, 2" roll of
gauze, triangle bandages and assorted bandages,
sterile paids, Calamine lotion, matches, First Aid
cream, needle and safety pins, scissors, two dimes',
plus etc.
INSTRUCTIONS: If peanut butter tub has printing on
outside, cover with contact paper, then paint a
red cross and the words "First Aid Kit" on out
side. Fill with First Aid supplies. To inside
top cover use masking tape to hold down scissors
and coins.

FIRST Alp NECKgRCHIEF SLIDE
.MATER!}\LJ:

Pill bottles or 35 mm cases
Red acrylic paint
Glue
4" nail
Plastic cur.tain rod rings

FIRST AID SUPPLIES:

Bandage

2

dimes

INSTRUC'. .·'IONS: Paint a red cross to outside of bottle.
Under supervision, heat nail on flat side, (hold
nail with hot pad) and make a slight dent i11 back
of bottle. Use a permanent glu.e to attach plastic
curtain rod ring to back. Ld elry. lll.ld F i1: st Aid
supplies. To be worn on scarr ~s slide.

FIRE WINDO,\'l SIgN
MATERIALS:

Yellow poster board

Blae} M<'rker

INSTFUC'!'IONS: Cut 4" x 8" poster board, draw on large
·'print. Tape in window of home.
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ROOM

-;';se a .::$:-)"., i"ilr1 c.:?n ~::inted red. '':-ape a p[.:")er si:'n
en· front 01' CIl'n (l~r C:"::: 0,1 ""liE).
?l::.1.C'h tHO holes in b8.ck of can, near tOry, bc.tiJeCn
t',;o !"'lrJCo:;. :~olcs s!').(',;ld be r.bout 1" anf..rt.
Insert ?i~e clo~ner, ferm into'rin~, b~nding
Gnus f'lc.t [.:;rt:.I:st inside of cr.n.
Stuff 3 cot~on b~lls in can.
~~x pln2tor to consistency of sour cream.
~ork
c;,.:i c::l;:;- or i;:. \1il1 ~arrlon t'?o fEist.
Pour t::in
lr.:'(Jr of p:~stcr over cotton 1 ells to just t!l1ere
t:-:'Q ::.::105 ure r,nd. cover ends of pipe cle£.:.ners.
\ 'i'!lC
ster 11:'11 secure t'-'e ripe cleaner L:nd l.:eiC;!lt t-:"Ie s1 ~,l0
olir;htl~r •
',{:ile ?l:",ster is still 11Ct, sprinkle top \:i th ::;a.nc. Shake o::f
....\.:DL;~

.~,LI.J"::
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TV TERROR MASKS
The base of this mask is a frozen food
dinner tray. Poke ample eyeholes and
smaller ventilating holes. Have pupils
conceal the contours of the tray by cover
ing it with bulky yarn. (Don't cover the
holes.) They should glue yarn in concen
tric patterns suggested by tile shapes of
the tray sections. Attach yarn ~ies at the
sides oi the masks.
James w. Po",n J,

Cornhusk PUppets
By James W. Perrin, Jr.

Brush glue on the dried husks
from an ear of com. Put a dowel rod
or a stick into the center of the
husks and tie with a piece of thread.
Cut features from paper and glue
in place. Glue on com silk hair.
Make hat, collar, and so on from
paper. Glue to the head. Make sev
eral puppets and write a play to use
with them.

c

THE

SECRET

CODE

WHEEL

Materials needed:
Paste Scissors Cardboard
Prepare Ahead:
Run off secret code wheel
I
Cut cardboard to corfeet si2e
Done on the site:
Each person cuts the two pieces of the Code Wheel
Each person cuts one piece of Cardboard to fit the
large CirUe
Glue large piece of the Code Wheel to the Cardboard
Plabe small circle on top of this.
Place a brad through tile center of both Circles
Give guest a sheet with some secrets on it or have a poster at
your booth for them to solve. If they solve it give them a
sticker to put in the center (f the wheel.

c
KEY
To Write. A Code
'Place "Key· Circle..
Wifhil1 Thies .Cin:le..

Suhsfitute NUmhef"s
fo,.. Leffers

c
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Above: For an unusual and practical trivet, wire cinnamon sticks together in a star shape. When a
hot pot is placed on the star, the fragrance of cinnamon is released Or arrange smaller stars on a
wreath form, or string them together in a garland, and enjoy the heady scent of cinnamon
throughout the holidays.

CINNAMON-STICK TRIVETS

Materials:
4 feet copper or noncorrosive wire
10 (3"-long) cinnamon sticks
5 (PIa"-long) cinnamon sticks
Cut a 33" length of wire and thread aU ten 3"
cinnamon sticks onto wire. Twist ends of
wire together to form a loop. Cut an 11"
length of wire and thread the }1/2" cinnamon
sticks onto it. Attach one end of the short
wire between cinnamon sticks and continue
attaching short wire as shown in Diagram,

£33.

until a complete star is formed. Make trivets
to fit any size pan or casserole dish by
altering the lengths of wire and cinnamon
sticks.
Diagram-Assembly of Cinnamon-Stick Star Trivet
3" Stick
Attach one
end of 11" wire
(strung \vith
IVz" sticks I
between two
3" sticks.
Continue
"iring
betvveen 3"
sticks. forming
triangles v\lth
one 1 )/:," stick and
two 3" sticks.

CHRIS'l'lviAS l:,~R . TH

Bend a clothes hanger out into a circle. larksne~isiX inch
pieces of yarn all the ~lay around the hanger, getting them as
close as pos:.ihle. ".'hen hanger is completely covered, fluff
out yarn to make a wreath shar-e. Decorate with artificial
holly or flowers.
Any color yarn mAy be used and Any color decoration for any
sea~on.
~ite looks very pretty with contrastin~ decorations.
Bend hanger hook into loop to hang on door or wall.

Snow Paperweight
By Kent Douglas

Cut a tree shape from the lid
of a foam egg carton. Make the
tree small enough to fit inside a
baby-food jar. Decorate the tree
with pennanent markers. Use
waterproof cement to attach the
tree to the inside of the lid. Fill
the jar with water and add a
spoonful of silver glitter. Squeeze
cement inside the rim of the lid.
Carefully put the lid on the jar.
Glue yarn around the lid. When
dry, turn the jar upside down and
give it a shake to see the "snow"
fall.

MINIATURE EVEf1GREEi'·j ..,
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Let pupils grew th(:ir o·..m Bvugr<.. (;:1 'r(,,,
Remove stem of Cl pinecono so i: ',viil qdf~d.
Submerge in water, then remove fHhi ~>r'rin·
KIa evenly with gr<:'SS c0ed. Put in a f':()I'::,i,.
er with a h<llf inch 01 wi:HGI. Plnce" :' mn',
spot. Water well and tn:n to c;-;Ij..:i",s;z,~' .
shape.
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Clothespin Trivets
Bound trivet - Cut 2 1/2 inch circle of brown pap~r. Center a
spool of thread or any round object (such as a cork) of about
1/2 inch. This is for form only it will be removed later. Arrango
clothespins, end tips to the certer, in a circle. Glue pins to
each other where they meet and to the circle of brown-paper backing.
R~~ove cork and use aweight to keep the trivet from moving while
glue dries (allow aDple drying time.) Cut the paper away frem the
center of trivet. Uses 18 clothespins, cork may be left in for design
if desired. Star Trivet - use 2 112 inch brown paper, 1" cork cut to
thicknes~ of pins,
Assemble the snap pins tips pointing out-ward, with
the heads fitton into the center.
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Gingerbread boys
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:A oifierenl techmque is used for making the coasters.

-Build up coi 104" diam. Utilize natural curuature
of rope.

1'0 make the coaster moisture proof a base of
~upportE:d vinyl is used, available in a variety of
',olors in fabriC departments. Tan or brown
,,-oordinates well with the natural hemp color of rope.
Cut a 5" square ond tap::: it upside down (fabric
$lde up) to your working surface. Cut 42" of rope
and taper the ends. Coil one tapered end of the rope
Into a tight spiral. lay a similar size spiral bead of
glue on the center of the vinyl and press the coil of
rope in place. Continue with an adjacent bead of
glue. coiling and gluing the rope to the Vinyl until
completa. making sure the tapered end is glued to
the rope as well as the base. Now, release the tape
and trim off the excess vinyl. slanting the scissors to
undercut the vinyl as closely as possible to the rope
so the vinyl will not show.

.

. Trim oJf exc 5S uinyl closely, undercutting rope to
conceal L'inyf backing.

COASTER CADDY
A hand" lldjunc! 10 your set of coasters is the
. match:ng cacir.>; to dIsplay them in. It· s simply a 4"
sqmlr<1 r,l wood wHh 5/ 16" hoj~s drilled near each
.' cc.r:1€'r jlJ·,t fi'lr '~!;()'Jgh QuI to i:lccomodate the
Coa,.t"r~, Tv.'c. 1:':;" p'eces or i0p~ ale g:u"ci T.to Ii;\::
hoi",:) ';hfi't one ~He(.c [rl£..:,,~d ttll c,ugi. ih" ,Ua.;';,
.'0£ tile o:her pi.'~e at th~ center Ie. iormlhe cros~'
,(,'ver a~ the top. The v.:ood can b~ ~tainp.d, sprayed

\,'

r· ....~;.,;;~~r.;;;.

Block of wood drilled for rope handle make~;:'1ddy.

?, ] y<1. 1ent;th s of 3rnm cord
1 snlit ring (key ring or curtain ring)
5 heads

DIRECTICNS: Fold cord so that one end is 11" lone and larkshead
onto solit ring so that the short pieces are in the middle for
holdin~ cords.
Tane rinr. to knotting board. Tie 9 half knots.
onto the two holdinR cords. Tie 9 half knots.

Slip one bead

Slin 1 head onto each cord and tie in overhand knot I!" down
from hst h::llf knot. Trtm cords, if needed. Fut a drop of glue
on l£st knot to secure.

c
E1.

Sew ends together. Sew

4 or 5 DuHs tv ' ,) or

RHY'TbiL PAD1JLE -

tilt!

1 pAddle - 16 cottle c
Ualla - P3ints

4

Paint and decorate pad",la. tlllktJ 4 marks on paddl
for locat.L:n of na11s. F'lattall bottle caps wit
9t'.
Paint caps. Allow all to dry. Nail 4 caps At Bch rna k.

Q

DRut1STICK.S ' - 2 dIsh mops .. scrap velvet or con \l
ribbon - paints
~
Cover dish mop nands w!th In8t'L~ial &. tie With~" Don
Pain t I< d. cora t. s ti c I<s. pun 11 tL ons throu
~nci

gp .

•

CHOPPIN'.i bOvJL LhUH - Wooden chopp ing bowl - ~ I aO\1Ia - tecks
Inn~[' tube - p!lints - ;ff.~llac
hand drill
Shellac Dowl ,~ allow to dry. Drill 2 r:0le~L£~.t'1ng .' s1zI;) in
bottom of bowl I'o!' holdlnfl.
Paint /' {;(:
Intol bo). •
-("<')-
"
I
I-
Cut circle 2" lar~~er thau u16mliltt.::!' (.1
i,.I:-;I 'l/'9{~
l'ub~cr ~
o1role Ughtly over face of bowl. Beat :;~9~h-;;lowal. I

BELL STICKS -- 2 pieces 6" long dvwel ..
4 U -~ haped s ta ~les.
Paint sti:::lts and &110"1 to dry. Staple
of stick.
TAM90URI

- 2

nj

4

3l6igh~11S

- paints

e

~ottle cops sllndpaper - h€llnmElr

32
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Cut 2 circles or
Paint & decorate
Platten b outle tops wi th a ham.. ner~~r\i---:1-:S
, ') \ \ """'"
Punch a hole th IQ U~ll t. ne can tar ol~ticn.-- ~~.- _,, ___ ,__L
j
J
Dr:!.vo a nall completely thx'ough each~S1fn cl!'cle.
Place 4 caps over each nail.
0
./'--- -,-/----...
~loce O~htjI· l:lx'clti QV':l' nuil ends md ( . \
/ . / ._- )
n.a (i1J11 C i' .1 r, top 1, 'e.
-',
I
'" / '
~,I""'\r:""' _ _ -
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GENERAl.. INSTRUCTIONS
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,ACl(JAL SIZE
SECTION

STAR COASTERS

Star Coasters
Each coaster uses five yarn.covered
rings. Make a star pa~tern~ tracing
around the actual·size sectIon five tImes.
as shown. Using the pattern, cut the star
Crom Celt. Sew a yarn ring inside each of
the points oC the star. Cut a matching
star Crom cardboard and glue it to the
felt star for a backing.

Hot Pad

·.TABLE MAT

To jOin the rings, thread the darning
needle with yarn. Insert the needle
through a knot on one ring and up
through a knot on another ring, as
shown. Tie the yarn in a small bow or
knot, trimming the ~xcess yarn.

HOT PAD

To make the hot pad, you'll need 63
yarn.cov(~red rings (choose and arrange
colors as you want). Make the hot pad
with Sl":cn rows or nine rings each, a~
picturru. Ti ... the yaH, rings together as
you did fur the tah:e mat.

*****************************************************************
Cut 2 pieces of
Douhle the cords.
Usinr the two outside cords, make three
souare knots. leave two large loops
at the too with the inside cords. Glue
wigple eyes on too square knot. Cut off
one end of the outside cord~ Glue tying
cords and cut off excess. Glue ma~net
on bRck.
srUARE Kr!(lT HOUSE:

cord

l~"

JOtig.

Cut 4.., four foot lene;ths
Douhle ther:1. Tte and overhand
knot et ton leaving a 2" Iloop. Drop down
Rbout 6" and :ir scuare j'nots. One' frore
each side. Dron down 2" nd tie square
k~ot5 us~nt: c} terT:ate . co ds. r::::on down.
3 ~nd t~e an overhGnc k.ct. rull coras
=:1 AKT P .4t~G:':R.:

of cord.
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Trir:1 if necessary.

£7.

GREEN FOR ST.
PATRICK'S DAY

POTATO.
FRIENDS

Sprouting grass seed is a good spring project.
t\ee:p the seed bsd damp and in a sunny
place. For spec::::; fl'ii. combine it with St.
Pa!rick's Day.

Each pupil draws a face
on a potato, using perma·
nent markers. They pin
on green bows. Cut off
potato tops and bore a
small hole in each one.
Place a ball of moist cel
ton inside the hole. In a
week, r,eads wili grow
crew cuts.

Ur~r':..

a Sti£.:i"Ji">ck
a ~i~",j;l

c.~~ch c.;'~~::j

S!]~:~~, nv_~ ~··r'or:.~~;clS

CUj

i:";jc.- (:: grass

y,J1J'!i

have

!US')

Sti2~>,;;

en thz c!'j£!!~b()~.!-.1. G;ve
to ::~t :~~c Uj:!..· -..-h:'l:>::.

~p(Jng~

"'1

'~',";";lej 3r~:

sr..::~d (;;-1 eaC~l

Svrinh:-2
sponC;2,

'~9;-;;;':r
f~. 2. l.',:'a:~

sllc-m;o-:.:ks

STRING AROUNDS
Paper plates with ribbed rims
make ideal backgrounds for
string designs. Have pupils use
the ribbing to guide the even
spacing of holes poked around
the inside of the rim with a
bi'.J:1t needle. They thread this
S8r.1e needle with any colored
heavy thread. They start at one
point and cross the plate to
3notl:Gr, peihaps 15 to 20
Iloies o'Mly, Flom !his hOle,
It-,.~;' r'2:turn 10 tl18 second hole,
qnd go !r0m there to the 16th
S:" 21~~. Onc(~ t: pZ,itL?rn is
(!eveiopsj pupi;s ·:ontinue WI
'.l; lllc d0s1gn is c,(ou:1d \h~
P:8t9, lilt; go arO'Jf'd in oppo·
site d,rection.
If.,.,. RabOin,

***~*****************~*************************~**********~******
S;lJ:~S

?::10':' SI IDE: Tip small squClre
knot, "'i th narrow cord and glue to
cedar shin. COMt with c~ear se~ler
and add loop to hack.

Eg.

Once Upon a Time ....Cub Scouting.... The Never-Ending Story

WALKING STICKS AND ST YES

,
. _

The Walking Stick is avery interesting and expressive craft. Awalki stick can tell the history and nature
of its owner. After atime, it becomes very personal, because of the
ign of its masthead and memories
that attach to its memory strands. Cub Scouts don't usually carry a" tick- on a hike - but a hiking stick or
stave, used correctly, is most certainly acceptable.£~.alJy if their own creativity starts it and their
memories are added to it in their scouting years. If a stick is started as aCub or Webelos Scout, you will
want to be sure to use good, strong and durable materials, in hopes it will last a lifetime.
Adapt the following information to the ability of the scouts you are wOlking with. Much of this material was
found on the Intemet, at http://members.aol.com/stanpope2/wstick.html. Visit that site for more ideas!
Many steps will need to be completed before the boys start working an their sticks. Other steps may be
eliminated. Many may take more than one "sitting' to complete. Plan accordingly!
MATERIALS TO USE
Use anything from a sapling to a broomstick, you may purchase ascout stave as sold in the BSA catalog.
Length and strength consistency are just right" for Scouters. Other materials may include 12 feet or more
of boot lace or leather lacing, 118- thick leather, belts, craft yam. If making amasthead, bass wood works
well. along with maple and various other woods.
SHAPING:

c

Attach mastheads (if using) by drilling a 1" hole in the base of the
masthead and shaping the top of the stick to a 1~ post. which fits into the
masthead. The base of the masthead and the shoulder of the post need
to be quite ftat, so that they mate well without gaps.
The end of the post is rounded, so it is useful to cut most of that dome off.
Leave abit of it, to simplify insertion of the post into the masthead.
Drill a 1/8" hole through the post to use for hanging while the staff is
drying. A bent piece of hanger wire is handy for hanging ~ staff.
SMOOTHING:
Sand the shaft and foot of the stick with sandpaper. Pay special attention to reducing the roughness of the
bottom, which is often quite rough when new. The rounded foot of the staff can be turned while the staff is
pushed into a piece of sandpaper in your other hand. Only sand across the grain on that cut portion of the
staff. The main part of the shaft should be sanded with the grain. This is accomplished by sliding the shaft
back and for the through a piece of sandpaper that is held around th$ shaft by your other hand. For best
results, tum the shaft slightly for~each stroke.

STAINING
Blackhawk Area Council Pow Wow, November /999
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Let the scouts be creative. Choose any type of stain you have around the house, or one the boys agree
upon. Use a sandwich bag as a glove, dip apiece of cloth into the stain, and spread around the staff.
Wipe offexcess after it has had a few moments to soak in (following manufacturer directions). Hang the
staff to dry when colors suit your needs.
--~FINISH

When the stain is dry, sand it very lightly with fine sandpaper. Then wipe it down with a tack doth to
remove any remaining particles. A bit of Unseed oil in aclean, dry cloth works well as a tack clothe.
Stir linseed oil a bit; pour a small amount in a shallow container. Dip aclean rag in the oil and spread the
oil lightly on the staff. Using your bare hand, urge the oil into the wood by rubbing your hand along the
length of the staff. If more seems to be needed, dip your fingers into the oil. Stop adding oil when the
wood quits taking it in. Hang the staff to dry for aday or so.
HAND GRIP
Awrap of colorful, decorative yam, such as rug yam, makes an attractive
hand grip. The grip should cover a length of 9 to 12- of the shaft and be
located acomfortable height from the bottom end of the shaft.
The wrap starts with a clove hitch (short end down). at the bottom end of
the grip. A spot of instant drying cement will help hold the knot firmly in
place. The "wrap- is formed by -casting on- loops of yam around the
shaft, with the knot gradually shifting around the shaft to form a spiral.
Consistent tension is necessary for the spiral to be constant. Spirals of W
to 1 separation along the shaft are typical. The tighter the wrap, the
shorter the separation. At the top of the wrap, lock the knot with another
spot of instant drying cement.
8

FOOT
If the staff is going to be used for ceremonial purposes. the linseed oil coating is probably sufficient. If it is
going to be jammed against dirt and rocks, then more protection is needed. Several coats of spar varnish
will protect it against water and dirt. but for heavy-duty walking. try a rubber crutch tip or a 11/8i1 CD by 1
long brass tube. Install by reducing the outside diameter of the staff. lock in place with cement. J Coat
the exposed wood center with spar varnish.
DECORATION
Memory strands are lengths of leather bootIace attached to the stick underneath the Turk's Head knots or
other knots. They may be 18' to 24-1ong. Two under each knot are about as many as you should use lest
the stick appear overburdened. "Memories- are threaded onto a lace and held in place by asimple
ovemand knot. Depending on size. a separation of about 3-looks pretty good. The '-memories- may be
such mementos as patches or carvings.

Blackhawk Area Council Pow Wow, November /999
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The Tag is a small (about 1- to 1 %j SQuare of leather with the
s name or initials and the date of
origin burnt or stamped into it. After burning or punching, the SQua may be stained and sprayed with a
protective such as ·Saddlelac-. Asmall brass or copper colored 1pbell and the tag are threaded on
alength of boot lace about 1<r long. The lace is folded into a figure with the bell on the top and the
length of the stick about 4- above the top of the handgrip and faste* in place with %- brads. The brads
should be side by side. Anally, alengttultbootlace is used to form aclove hitch around the stave aoclover
the bards to ~oId the attachments in place-. About 1- of lace should protrude from each side of the clove
hitch knot.
USES OF THE SCOUT STAVE
All marks are burned on stave with electric burning tool. Hook for variety of uses, including picking fruit,
weighing fish, and retrieving articles.
Peepholes drilled at right angles to each other for mapping

a gQ.degree angle.

•

rubber band to make sfingshot for sUf\/\V3 hurtling.

Put waterproof wooden matches in hole
cover with tape.
Marks on stave at poin1s where known weigh1s baIance~'
Use as scale to weigh objects on hikes.

~, to 50' of fistiine wrapped tightly a~d secured

"'~_-'IU-1 ~~ -hitch. FISh hook and
band aids under nne.

~~

_ _ Centermark.

.~!---- Morse code.

Footscale contin~ to erd,of sta·

, Inch scale for first 2' of slav(

.~stJing.

c

i

I.
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Carefully doD into end of
broomstick with don to
match diameter of small compass

Drill small holes to start and stop small cording for grip.
Push in and glue.
Paint rings for rank and achievements accordingly.

fiB- cording
Arrow of Ught (Blue Stripes. Yellow Arrow)
FIRST sand, stain and seal or paint broomstick with Rght

color.
Paint these stripes as you wish to represent activity
badges.

J

Blackhawk Area Coullcil Pow Wow. November 1999
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LEATHER.
By Usa and David Dunaway

Leather is one ofmankind's oldest natural resources; a foremost gift to man from Mother Nature.
Without it, man might not have survived. There is vivid evidence ot its outstanding importance
dating back across the centuries of civilization; back beyond the era ofdomination of the
Romans. Modern archaeology has uncovered leather articles and arlifacts in an excellent state of
preservation from cultures dating back over 33 centuries.
Man's dependency and appreciation ofleather coupled with his instinctive drive to create beauty
led him to use leather as a mediwn of utility and adornment. From the fashioning of crude
protective footwear to the creation of unbelievably beautiful articles, human beings have reaped a
great harvest of benefit and pleasure from leather.
Quality ofgenuine leather is not determined by surface appearance alone. More important to the
finished product is the inner structure ofthe leather. Animals exposed to radical changes in
weather and adverse environments develop inner structural strength and consistency.
The natural range markings on the surface ofleather are the best proof that it is real leather. A
large part ofthe pride and fulfillment we derive from carving and stamping leather comes from
om utilization ofthe natural markings into interesting elements ofthe design.
As a modem leather worker you derive pleasure and profit from a rich heritage. No other activity
offers the advantages and creative fulfillment available through leather work.
Leather working with Scouts provides something new and different for the boys to learn. It
provides something that they made themselves, that will last forever, and will be treasured. They
will learn how to handle and use various tools, use their imagination and creativity, and also
practice following directions. Leather crafting is a hobby that many boys may carry into
adulthood.
There are various resources a leader can go to for more information on leather working. They
include: Cub Scout Leader How To Book, Cub Scout Fun Book, Pow Wow Books, the BSA
Leather Working Merit badge book, o~er organization publications such as Awana, Girl Scouts,
Religious Youth Groups, and various other publications as found in the Boy Scouts of America
catalogs, magazines, the locallibrmy, and the Internet
Use your imagination and the vast resomces available. Be sme to foJlow safety guidelines for
yom Scouts. They are outlined in various publications as to the best way to guide the Scouts
along.

c

Leather work can be very enjoyable and rewarding for both, you an~·our scouts. However it can
become very costly. Start offwith a small set oftools and add to it
nally. There are a variety
ofbeginner craft sets available at a moderate cost. It is best to start ith simple projects like tie
slides, key chains, bookmarks, bracelets, and coasters. Let the boys ~ork their way up to more
difficult items such as wallets or belts_

The Western Frontier
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Leather Craft - The Basics
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Terms
Flesh side ofleather: Rough side of the leather.
Grain side ofleather: Smooth side ofthe leather.
Casing: Preparing the leather for tooling by dampening it.
Carving: Cutting a pattern on the leather with a swivel knife.
Embossing: The process oftooling around a carved design.
Stamping: Tooling leather. with stamping tools to create a pattern.
Skiver: Sharp knife-like tool used to cut or thin leather.

Types of Leather
Leather is available in a variety of types. The type you choose depends on the project you have
selected. If you have chosen a precut leather kit. then this has been done for you. If you are
working with bulk leather, then you will have to choose the type ofleather you wish to use. The
types ofleather most widely used by amateur leather crafters are cowhide, steerbide, calfskin, and
manmade leather called vinyl.
Steerhide and cowhide are very much the same. They are heavy, coarse grained and used for
bigger articles like purses, book covers, holsters, knife sheaths, chair backs, etc. They are very
good for tooling, stamping, and carving. They are mostly natural in color, but take tints and dyes
well.
Calfskin is probably the best all-around craft leather you win ever use. It is fine grained, lighter
in weight than the cowhide and has a very close texture. Calfskin is very good for tooling,
stamping, and carving, like the cowhide, but calfskin is also excellent for embossing. Embossing
leather is the process of tooling around a carved design in such a way that the design actually
stands out from the rest. Calfskin is primarily used for smaller projects, like coasters, key fobs,
billfolds, fancy belts, etc. It is obtainable in natural as well as a variety ofshades and colors. It
also accepts natural dyes well
Vinyl is a man made substitute for leather. It works very well for small projects, like the ones
your scouts may be doing. It is usually cheaper than natural leather and often available as scrap
from companies who make chairs and other commercial furnishings. It comes in a wide variety
of weights and colors. However, vinyl cannot be tooled.

Decorating Leather
After selecting the type ofleather to be used, you may start decorating it. This is done by
carving, tooling, stamping, burning, staining, or dyeing the leather. Carving, tooling. and
stamping are done with specially designed tools obtainable at leather craft and hobby stores.
After selecting your design, it is then copied onto a lightweight paper. such as tracing paper. The
leather is then moistened by casing it. Be careful not to use too much water. Trace your design
onto the dampened leather by means ofa tracing tool. This tool leaves an impression on the
leather, which is then cut into the surface with a swivel knife. Shading tools and decorative
stamps are then used to finish the design. Burning is done with a large pencil shaped tool called a
leather branding iron. This tool has changeable tips for different effects.
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Coloring and Finishing

~

After the leather is completely dry and all tooling and decorating is mplete. you may use stains
or dyes to further enhance your design. Permanent markers or paint made for leather may be used
to add color. Stains, dyes and coloring are followed with a finish c
to seal the design. Be sure
the finish you use is compatible with your paint selection. The finish coat helps to prevent your
project from becoming scuffed and also prevents water from being absorbed into the leather,
which may cause rotting or cause the design to lift. Always remember, water is leathers worst
enemy. Leather must be kept dry at all times except while it is being worked or tooled. After the
finish is dry then assemble your project.

Lacing
There are several different kinds of lacing. The most popular are waxed cord. vinyl, and natural
leather. Waxed cord is used mainly by beginners. It is easy to work. with. but is less attractive
than the vinyl or leather. Vinyl is fairly easy to work with and comes in a wide variety of colors.
It is more affordable than natural leather, but it is not as strong or as long lasting. Naturalleather
lacing is harder to work with than the other types of lacing, but is much more attractive, stronger
and longer lasting. It also comes in many different colors or shades.
The main styles of lacing are running stitch. single whip, double whip, and double cordovan. The
single whip and double whip styles are widely used by beginners. The double cordovan style is
with no doubt the most popular stitch. and most difficult of all. It is recommended for all lacing
except thick edges. Lacing instruction are provided on the following pages.
With this basic information you should be ready to enjoy the wonderful art of leather working.

BASIC REMINDERS:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

c

Use a hard surface as a base such as a piece of marble or hardwood.
D3IIlpen all leather completely through before working on it.
Re--dampen leather from the flesh side if it dries out before you complete the project.
if st3IIlping, dampen on flesh side only. Do not soak it.
If embossing, dampen leather on rough side. Use tracing film or tracing paper on the grain
(smooth) side, and trace the design with a stylus. This will outline the pattern on the leather
with a slight indention.
Take your time as you put a project together. Think about how it will all go together. If
changes are needed, plot how to make them BEFORE you begin.
If using beads, it may be easier to bead the project before it is sewn together.
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PREPARING THE LEATHER
Before you can work leather, you must moisten it with water. As you wet the leather, the fibers
swell and soften. Vegetable tanned leather, properly moistened, is like modeling clay. You can
mold it, model and shape it
How do you wet the leather? By CASING it. Casing
simply means rubbing a DAMP (not wet) sponge to the
flesh side, letting it soak to the grain side as evenly as
possible. When it begins to return to its natural color, begin

carving.
If some areas begin to dry, wipe your sponge over these
areas to keep them damp enough to carve. If your leather is
too dry, it will be too hard for you to cut with the swivel
knife. If your leather is too wet, your cuts will not remain
open. Ifleather is properly cased, your carving cuts will
remain open.
CAUTION:
Always use glass, porcelain or enameled containers for water. NEVER use metal
containers. The slightest contact with these will produce dark stains on your dampened leather,
stains that are almost impossible to remove. Be careful to keep all filings or steel dust from
grinding wheels, etc., completely away from your leather. Unnoticed by you until you have
dampened your leather, such particles will mar or stain your leather.
Your sharp swivel knife blade will cut easily and smoothly, and your stamping tools will imprint
clearly and fmnly into the leather ONLY when you have moistened the leather to the proper
degree. Your best guide to moistening leather is through practice. You can try testing the leather
by holding it against your cheek. Ifit's dry, it will feel warm, if it's damp, it will feel cool and
that's when you can begin carving or tooling the leather. Another test is color. The leather will
darken as it is moistened. When the color is even, but the leather does not have standing water, it
should be ready to tool. With practice you will soon know instinctively when to begin working
with your leather.

J

TRANSFERRING YOUR DESIGN
All but the simplest of designs should use a tracing pattern. Study the following steps carefully
before transferring your design from the pattern sheet to the cased leather.
A tracing pattern is a drawing ofthe outlines of a design, including the lines to be cut with the
swivel knife. Even when the design is an original creation. a tracing pattern is necessary.
Decorative details or uses ofthe stamping tools are usually not shown on the tracing pattern.

MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR TRACING PATTERNS:
Tracing film is recommended for making tracing patterns. Use the side with a glossy, waterproof
surface next to the damp leather when transferring your design. Tracing film will outlast tracing
paper, but either is satisfactory. Never use carbon paper on leather.
Review the instructions for casing leather. Test your leather. Is it damp enough? Make sure your
leather is "just right" for carving before transferring pattern.
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HOW TO MAKE A TRACING
PATTERN
Place a piece of Tracing Film (glossy
side down) or Tracing Paper over the
Tracing Pattern and tape or clip it in
position. With pencil, carefully trace
over all of the lines of the Tracing
Pattern Design, just as they are shown
on the pattern. Draw the flower first,
then fill in with the stems and leaves.
Erase incorrect lines and redraw them. if
necessary. The Tracing Pattern is now
ready to transfer to the cased leather.
PAPER
CLIP

HOW TO TRANSFER THE
PATTERN
Carefully place Tracing Pattern (pencil marks up) over the leather and tape in position. With a
ball-point Stylus (or any dull-pointed instrument) re-trace all the lines of the design, beginning
again with the flower, then with the stems and leaves. Press finnly, but not too hard and the lines
will be transferred beautifully to the leather. Before removing tape, lift one comer of the pattern
and check to see if you have traced all the lines.
CAUTION:
Cased leather is highly sensitive to marks. Be sure your hands are clean, free of
pencil lead and other foreign matter. Protect your leather from improper tool marks and
fingernail scratches.

HOW TO USE YOUR SWIVEL KNIFE
As soon as you have learned how to control and use your swivel knife for .freehand carving, you
will begin to enjoy the real thrill and rich satisfaction which leather carving offers. You cut
straighter lines, more graceful curves
Apply downw.d , , _
and scrolls, in leather with your swivel
IIIIdt Into I..mtr.
knife than you can draw free-hand
" ............ anbt
IdcWby,..
with pencil and paper. To achieve
fol'Cl of " .... wrht.
control ofthe swivel knife takes
patience and concentrated practice.
Relaxation is your key to successful
control. Many students tty too hard
and become tense and strained which
makes the swivel knife difficult to
control if not impossible. Learn to
relax. Be comfortably seated, and be
sure to have excellent light freedom
from eye strain and lack ofshadows in
your working area.

to""
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Case a few practice pieces of leather. If
necessary, review the instruction for
Preparing the Leather. Hold the swivel
knife as shown. Raise the blade slightly
from the leather (keep side of hand on
work surface) and turn the barrel of the
knife back and forth with the thmnb,
second and third fingers. The little
finger plays no part in turning the knife.
It acts only as a pivot to aid in
controlling the cuts. Press the blade
into the cased leather with pressure
from the index finger on the yoke.
Keep the finger, hand and wrist straight,
in line with the forearm, and apply
additional pressure with the arm. This
is how you control the depth of the cuts.
The design should be cut about halfway
through the thickness of the leather~

CROSHECTION

SHOWING BLADE
ANGLE FOR PROPER
cUTTING

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR OTHER
LEATHER WORKING TOOLS
Now you are ready to develop the design with STAMPING tools. To stamp leather, it must be
placed on a tooling board or other hard, solid surface.

Stamping Tools:

STAMPING TOOLS are designed to obtain specific effects in the
development of the design. Some of the most used Stamping tools are described on the following
pages. They can be used in countless combinations to enable you to be creative and original in
your development of a design. However, each basic tool is available with variations in size,
serration pattern, curve and slope.

Background: These vary from dowels shaped into dots, to nails filed into many designs,
such as flowers, stars, squares, circles, etc. Many shapes are in purchased leather
kits.

Shader: Use this tool when depressed areas are required. The angle at which you hold
the tool determines the size and depth of the depression. When using shader,
strike it with a good finn blow with your striking stick or mallet.

Revelers: Large ones can be used on long cuts and the small ones on all sharp turns. To
get a raised effect, depress the leather on the outside ofthe design, except on
curves. Place the beveler on the cut lines and hold it in an upright position. Give
the beveler light taps with the wooden mallet as you move it forward with each
stroke. Start depressing the cut edge.

Venires: Make flowers, leaves, and ornamental designs ~ith these tools. Hold the venire
in an upright position. Start at the base and work toward the point of the leaf.
Lean venire to the right or left depending on the design.

2D & 3D Stamps: Larger, complete pictures of objects such as animals, plants,
cars, trucks, and many other items.
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Mallet: The mallet is used to strike the top of the stamping tool

Wow 2001
obtain its impression in the
METAL FACED HAMMER

0

leather. CAUllON: NEVER STRlKE STAMPING TOOLS
THIS WILL CAUSE PERMANENT DAMAGE TO TOOLS.
00 NOT GRIP TIGHTLV ;

The stamping tool is
generally held in a
perpendicular, or upright
position when struck with
the mallet. The mallet is
held as shown in the
illustration.
The mallet
handle should be held
securely, but in a relaxed
Do not grip the
manner.
Hold lflii and hind stAdy by
handle tightly. It is held
Ilftilll elbow on work U'
fMe. u.. .......... piHt , 
with the finger rather than
!WIt iIRpns1ions tilt tool.
the palm of the hand.
Note also, the handle is
For de..._ il'lltlflSlicllJ, 11M
wrist .. • pIwot. .......
held almost in the center
1ft mMIe by rllisint
for best balance. Held in
elbow ,.".. work sun.:. .1Id
usi",.rm ' - .
this manner, the fingers or
wrist serve as a pivot (a
turning point) for striking
the mallet against the stamping tool. The elbow should rest on the work surface during most of
the striking action. When deep tool impressions are desired, hold the handle more tightly towards
the end. Lift the elbow from the bench for more force. In any case, hold the mallet in the most
comfortable position for you!

0'

"roll..

o

FINISHING FOR LASTING BEAUTY
A leather finish is applied to protect the leather and preserve the qualities and appearance of
genuine leather. Before applying the fmish there arc several points 1hat you should know.
I. All tooling ofthe design must be completed before finish is applied.
2. Be sure that the surface area is clean and free of any dirt, dust or other matter.
3. Leather must be dry.
4. Leather finish must be applied prior to assembly. It is difficult to get a smooth even coat over
a curved structural surface.
5. Remember to follow manufacturers' directions.

----

METHOD OF APPLICATION FOR
PLAIN, NATURAL CARVED
SURFACES;
Using a lightly dampened sponge, press
sponge to the top of the bottle of leather finish
and tip bottle so a little finish flows into the
sponge. Apply a light coat of leather finish to
the carved side of leather, moving the sponge
in a circular m~'on over the leather. Work
finish into cuts and impressions. Let dry
thoroughly and ply a second light coat. Let
dry.
.
If a high gloss is d~ired, buff leather with a piece
of wool skin or It clean, soft, lint free cloth.
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Lacing

J

Lacing is the last step in creating your leather project. The amount of lacing required is
detennined by the type of stitch you have chosen. If for some reason you should come up short
while lacing a project, or a project requires a large amount of lacing, another piece of lacing may
be spliced onto the first piece to finish the project. For larger projects. splicing three or more
times may be necessary. To splice pieces of leather lacing together, you use a skiver to scrape
part of the thickness of the two ends of the lacing away. Then glue them together. By scraping
both ends of the lacing, you create the same thickness as the original lacing.
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Running Stitch:
Lacing needed will be about 1 1/2 times the distance to be laced.
The running stitch is the simplest of stitches. It is used to hold multiple layers of leather together
in a very basic fashion.

Whip Stitch:
Lacing needed will be about 3 1/2 times the distance to be laced.
The single whip stitch can be used on articles that have a fairly smooth and narrow edge, yet need
to be covered or where two pieces of leather have been cemented together and need a binding to
hold them together permanently.
Start lacing by taking one
stitch, then inserting the
loose end between the two
pieces of leather (Fig. 3): or
if one piece of leather is
used. place the loose end
under the first loop, pull down snug and continue lacing as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In lacing
around a comer, go through the comer hole twice. End the lacing in the same manner as the
beginning.
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Double Wbip Stitcb
Lacing needed will be about 5 times the distance to be laced.
The double whip stitch may be used where it is desired to cover more ofthe edge than the single whip.
However, the method oflacing is the same as the sing1e, except you
go through each hole twice (Fig. 6). Another method is to go
~
through each hole once, left to right. Then go back through each
- ....
. - ~=:;;.=;~:...
hole again from right to left. This way a two color lace job may be
had by using a different color lace each time. Begin and end in the
~
same manner as the sing1e whip.

2!f1'

¥

,,(f/

Double Cordovan
Lacing needed will be about 7 times the distance to be laced.
Double Cordovan - lacing needed will be about 7 times the distance to be laced.
The double cordovan style is with no doubt the most popuJar stitch of all and is recommended for
all lacing except thick edges. It is also the most difficuJt. The double cordovan creates a very
'finished look. The following twenty two steps explain how to do the double cordovan.
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Wood Crafts

What is a Cub Scout?
He's patches and freckles, a big wide grin.

J

A hole in his pant's knees. A Band-Aid on his chin.
A pioneer with a compass, a tuff guy in tears.
An imp full of questions, the wisest in years.
He' is a general, he leads a band of men.
He's a knight in shining armor, Heaven's perfect blend.
So, remember these words, when requested to do a task.
Remember these words, and never let them pass.
He's the heart of your heart, your pride and your joy_
Yes - he's a Cub Scout, but HE'S YOUR UTILE BOY.

J
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Wood Crafts
For Cub Scouts and Webelos Scouts
By Fran Waller, Bill Morris and Carol Conderman
The purpose of wood working with boys in the fIrst through fifth grades is to help them to
understand safety practices and take safety precautions where needed, know that sharp tools are a
necessity and should be used with care and safety.
When working with the boys, make sue that aU the projects are carefully planned before they
begin, so the boys win know what they are making. Make a sample to show.
Encourage every boy to put forth his very best effort and reserve your praise for projects worthy
of compliments.
Be ready to assist when needed, but don't be so liberal with your help that it becomes your
project rather than the boys. This also applies to parental help.
Watch for signs of discouragement. Help the boys when they seem to be having trouble.
In all the ranks, from Tiger Cubs to Webelos Scout, a review of basic tools, tool safety, storage
and how to use them is included in the handbooks. Other resources include, but are not limited
to:
a HowtoBook
Cub Scout Fun Book
Game Books
o Webelos Leader Guide
o Pow Wow Books
o Cub Scout Program Help, current and past years
o Internet
Library
Roundtables
(J CraftIWood Working Magazines
(J Local Home Improvement Stores

o
o

o
a

As with any Scouting activity, be sure to review the Guide to Safe Scouting to ensure that proper
safety precautions have been taken.
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Magic Sky Hook
Belt

Ask the boy ifhe has magic in his finger. Hang a belt in
the hook and place it on his finger. You will certainly
amaze him. All the boys will want to try this. You can put
this in your pocket and use anytime.

J

Use wood up to 1" thick. Trace pattern onto wood, cut
with jigsaw or coping saw. Sand ali edges well. Can
paint/stain. Boys can personalize it in their own way

Finger

Key Name Tag
A great gift for anyone. Could be also an
ideal recognition for a 'key' person in your
pack.
Use wood up to 1" thick. Trace pattern onto
wood~ cut with jigsaw or coping saw. DriB
a y.." hole. Can stain or paint. Add
persons' name. Depending on actual size
that you use. can also be made into a
neckerchief slide (be sure JX>inted end is
down).

J

Whistle Popper
You will need a 3116" x 1 ~" dowel, Y:z" x 12" dowel, 18" string, Y:z" PVC pipe 9
%" long, 5/8" leather circle, a #6 x Y:z" wood screw, and a small cork. Assemble as
shown with hot glue, can be used as a variable pitch whistle or pop gun.
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Horse Message Holder
Trace pattern on plywood and cut out Sand all edges smooth. Use a piece of wood W' x 2" x
6" for the base. Glue and nail the horse to the base. Use a snap clothespin for the head~ glue in
~!~~e. Glu~ li 2" piec~ of ropef<!r._th~__~~L ..__.__ .___.
_....__________ ~ .________ ...._...___
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Duck Message Holder
Trace pattern on 1/2"
pine. Smooth all edges
Base is 2"x4".
Use a snap clothespin
}Ginin-g the tee-Cld
to the body.

:f.or
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BIRDHOUSE
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V
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SIDE
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13"
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1. Cut all pieces, botto
first, and roof last, as
shown.
2. Cut entrance hole in
front
3. Nail sides to bottom
4. Nail front and back to
sides and bottom.
5. Bevel front and back
to match slope of
sides
6. Fasten roof on with
screws or hinge.
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SIMPLE WOOD AIRPLANE
USE 1 x 2 STOCK
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Kerosene Lamp

I

Bid Feeder.

f., 31..'

Two Parts Needed

AJlmaterialshoWdbe
3J4-thick.

/

!
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These parts are the
outside bIaces to be
attached to the
feeder trays and the
top plates.
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Use 11/4- screws
to attach to feeder
trays and top plates

~

~

.---------, J

\
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Once all parts are cut and
glued together, fill a 1 quart
jar with birdseed, screw on
the lid that is attached to
the base, tum upright and
your feeder is ready to
hang outside!
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Kerosene Lamp Bird Feeder
Gtue To Base
Drill o-n-ttr-----".~---,
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Feeder Trays

Full Scale Drawing
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61/8" 
Feeder Tray
3f4"Thick

-Cut a piece of metal screen
and fit between tray plates.

Use 1 1/4" screws to attach on top

of above plate.
Full Scale Drawing

* T-sp -Ilf -quart jar -lid -(lGp -rut -Gut)

is glued to tray, even exposing feedi

tray.
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Kerosene lamp
Bird Feeder Base
Full Scale Drawing
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First Top Plate
lt

314 Thick

84112"

3rd Top prate
Glue Plates together

(

J

I

- 1 - ----+
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+-----

112"DriI

I
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Hang Feeder with 4"x 5/16"
EyeBolt.
2 nd Top Plate
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Once Upon a Time ....Cub Scouting... . The Never-Ending Story

Crafts for Cub Scouts
Crafts give the Cub Scout an outlet for his natural desire to be creative, to build and to accomplish. In
addition to training boys to use their hands. it stimulates their mind to find their imagination and show their
uniqueness. Properly guided. scouts will develop initiative and resourcefulness.
Crafts With a Purpose is a good guideline to follow. Most crafts can be connected with a theme. Help your
scouts select interesting and useful projects. Try to keep them simple and fun. Avoid the "keep them busy"
projects. The boys will get bored.
Plan crafts accordingly to the theme, time allotted. and materials allotted. Be sure the activity is suited to
your age of scouts. Organize the materials, research the time needed to complete the activity, have a
·practice- session at home before the meeting to be sure you know how it goes together and if any
modifications will need to be made. If the craft is to be finished at home. be sure the scout has the correct
materials available to complete it. Try to avoid repeating projects. they should be progressively
challenging. teaching a variety of skills throughout their scouting careers. The craft should be the boys
Work. not the leaders, or the over-helpful parent.
learn to scrounge for materials. Many home centers. lumber yards. discount stores and craft stores will
gladly donate materials or sell them at a fraction of the cost. Be sure to use your tax exempt identification
number available from your Pack's Treasurer. our your local council office. If you plan far enough ahead,
you can ask families to save 'hose milk cartons· or -paper towel rolls· for aspecial project. Always have
extra materials.

Be sure to show off your den's handiwork at pack meetings so all can admire their work. The younger
scouts in the pack will see what they have to look forward too, the older scouts can remember what they
did in the past.
Keep it simple. make it fun! KISMIF
For a more thorough guideline on crafts. see the Cub Scout leader How To Book section on Crafts.

Simple recipes/tips:
CRACKED MARBLES: Heat marbles to 375 degrees in oven. Remove and pour into a bowl of ice water
and watch them crack. They have numerous uses in craft projects i.e. decorating tames, boxes. etc.
HOMEMADE MODELING CLAY: Mix 2cups table salt and 2/3 cup water in saucepan. Simmer over
medium heat, stirring constantly until mixture is well heated (approximately 3to 4 minutes). Remove from
heat. Add mixture of 1..cup cornstarch and %cup cold water. Mix hard. This will make thick. stiff dough.
Add food coloring if desired. Store in a plastic bag.
FELT TIP DECORATIONS: When using felt tip markers to decorate plastic bottles. first sandpaper plastic
lightly. Then spray with hair spray to protect decoration.
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BAROMETER SOLUTION: Mix 30 gm. Cobalt Chloride, 15 GM sodium chloride, 7 %GM Gum Arabic, 4 %
gm Calcium Chloride and one pint water. Saturate blotter paper and let dry thoroughly. When air is dry,
paper will be blue; when weather is changing it will be lavender and when weather is damp, paper will tum
pink.

"
...""

Suggested list of equ'pment for thaDeris£raft Box:
Tape
Stapler
Ruler
Magic markers
Glue
Carbon paper
Paper - white and construction
Tempera paints
Water colors
Craft knives
Acrylic paints
Brushes for watercolor and other painting

Scissors
Pencils
Crayons
Shower curtain to protect surface
Newspapers for tablelfloor protection
Baby wipes for quick hand clean up
Plastic Baggies
Camera
Old margarine dishes to mix paints in
Old muffin tins or baby food jars
Popsicle sticks
Pipe cleaners

Crafts for Scouts:
GARDEN POTS

Supplies: Coffee Can for each scout, construction paper, scissors, clear contact paper, markers, crayons,
dirt. seeds. screwdriver, hammer
For each pot, cut a piece of construction paper to fit acoffee can. Poke 2 - 3 holes in bottom of can with
screwdriver and hammer for water drainage. Scouts can decorate their papers as they wish. Then cut
pieces of clear con-tact paper the same height as the paper and 2" longer than the paper. Remove the
paper backing from the Con-Tact paper and position the artwork face down on the sticky side. so that an
inch of Con-Tact paper extends beyond each end. Attach one end of the Con-Tact paper to the side of the
coffee can. wrap the paper around the can, and secure it by overlapping the other end. Gather enough soil
to fill each can half full, Add about 1cup of water to the soil in each can, and mix it in with aspoon, Plant a
seed or small plant and enjoy!
RECIPE OR NOTE HOLDERS

Supplies: paper tube, glue, cardboard, or wood disc, scissors, decorating materials
Decorate tube, glue one end to a heavy circular base, and cut two equidistant
Slits in the top of the tube so that it can hold arecipe card or note.
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ROBOTS
Supplies: shoe box, small tubes, decorating materials, stapler
Use the shoebox as the body and small tubes as limbs.
Attach the tubes to-thEHJex-by flattening one end and stapling
it to the side or end of the box. Decorate!
ROCKETS
Supplies: paper towef tube, foil, and paper, decorating materials
Cut 2equidistant slits in one end of the tUbe. PainUdecorate tubes.
Slip a foil covered paper triangle into the slits for the rockers nose.
Variation: Glue an egg carton cup over one end of the tube
(do not slit the end) for the rocket nose.
GIFT CONTAINERS

Save eggshells, wash thoroughly and crush when dry. Scouts can cover the outside of acan with glue and
roll them in the crushed shells, paint when dry. Or you can pre-color the eggshells in food coloring.
DESK ORGANIZER
Supplies: cereal box, assorted cardboard food containers. construction paper, transparent and/orcolored
tape. stickers, scissors, pencil
Use tape or glue to cover a large cereal box with paper. Arrange assorted food containers on box and
carefully trace OIJUines, then cut out each shape. Cover containers with colored paper. insert in box. and
decorate everything.
PAPER CHAIN FROG
Supplies: green and yellow paper. tape, box (1 lb. Sugar size); round green stickers. scissors
Cut the box in half on 3 sides and fold along the uncut side. Glue or tape on green paper to cover. Cut 2
ovals for eyes, fold back Y.: at bottom and tape to box; tape tongue inside. Cut 23 - 1- x r paper strips.
Tape 1 into a loop and tape to bottom of head. Add 4 more loops for body, 4 for each ann and 5for each
leg. Cut and tape on webbed feet. and add round stickers.
NOISEMAKER
Put a handful or two of pebbles into a soda can and cover the can with foil. Slip beads onto pipeleaners;
wrap around can and twist ends tightly to secure.

Ie
I
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FLOWER POT PAINTING

J

Nice gift for ~ther's Day, Christmas, "just because" - follow a theme if you wish!
Supplies: Terra-cotta garden pots; masking tape; scissors; white primer; different size paintbrushes;
sponges cut in sha~ (for s~.!!lps if you wish) poster colors; polyurethane.
For a "striped look"
1. Mask off bands around the pot with tape in a variety of widths.
2. Paint the body of the pot with white primer, leaving the lip bare. Areas covered with tape will remain a
natural color. Allow paint to dry - paint should not feel tacky.
3. With asmall brush, paint on stripes of color between the tape strips. Alternate colors.
4. Carefully peel off tape to reveal the unpainted areas between the painted strips.
5. Using afine brush and white primer, paint pictures/motifs on the stripes. When paint is completely dry,
protect the surface with the polyurethane finish, allowing it to dry completely between coats.
PINT SIZE PUZZLES
Great gift for younger brothers/sisters.
Supplies: craftlPopsicle sticks, masking tape, markers, crayons, paints, pencils.
Lay a strip of masking tape on a table sticky side up. Press about 10 sticks side by side across the tape.
Draw a picture on the sticks and decorate it with the paints/crayons/markers. After the picture dries,
remove the tape and the puzzle is complete!
SCOUT NAME TAGS
Supplies: strips of wood (could even be tongue depressors) cut 518" wide x 1116" thick, sand paper, mini
wax gloss polyurethane varnish; plastic stick on letters %" high (or permanent marker - be sure to test that
it won't run with the varnish used); scout emblems, cub scout emblems, Japel pins, etc. can be used in the
left comer. (drill hole, then glue on emblem); Velcro, contact cement, brushes
Have scouts sand one side of the strip of wood smooth and put on one coat of Min; Wax. After drying. add
names and emblems. Trim tag as needed to center name/emblem. Put on one or two more coats of
varnish. When dry, glue on the Velcro - hooks go on tag, fuzz on uniform.
TIN CAN PEOPLE
Push in sides of empty soda cans and crush so top is angled, base is flat. Spray-paint with white primer.
Paint cans various colors so scouts can choose their own. Then let scouts paint the face with acrylic
paims. Glue on "wiggly eyes", yam for hair, fabric scraps for clothing, beards, etc. Can use with many
themes!

J
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SCARECROW DOOR HANGER
(also could be a scout, Santa, etc.)
Supplies:~y colored

paper, markers, glueltape, cord stapler

Cut the following shapes for the body: 611 x 4" rectangle for body; two 11" x 1 %" rectangles for legs; two
11" X %" rectangles for aoos; 2 small rectangles for feet; circle for head; oval for hat.
With markers, draw a design on body and arms. Foki the arms and legs back and forth, then unfold for
accordion look. Glue or tape the legs, arms, and head to the body. Glue or tape the feet to the legs and
the hat to the head.
With markers, draw a face and color the hat. Cut scrap paper squares and glue or tape them to the body
as patches. Tie cord around the body for abelt. To hang over doorknob, staple hands together over the
head

BIRDFEEDERS
Pine Cone - Attach strings to pinecones so you can hang them as birdfeeders. Spread peanut butter
abundantly on pine cones, then roll the pine cones in birdseed, or pour seed in alarge Ziploc bag and
shake the pine cone inside (saves on clean up!).
Popcorn and Cranberry Garlands - Using aplastic needle (or real if you are confident in your scouts) and
waxed dental floss or thread, string stale popcorn and fresh or dried cranberries. Long gar1ands may take
several days or sitting to complete. Listen to music, sing songs while working. Hang on a·school tree"
where all can enjoy!
Apple Ornaments - Core and cut apples into cross-sections so that each slice is shaped like adoughnut.
loop a string through each slice and tie the ends. Soak the slices in lemon juice to keep them from turning
brown for about 5 -10 minutes. Hang the apples from the tree by looping the strings over the branches.

POTATO HEAD PEOPLE
You can make many different ·characters" with potatoes, such as Johnny Appleseed, Santa, your scout
leader!
Use large potatoes - whole for the heads and one sliced in half, length-wise for the shoulders. Join the
heads and shoulders together with pieces of Popsicle sticks or dowels. Use moving plastic eyes or glue felt
eyes, noses, and mouths. Use yam for hair. You can use small round foil pans for ahat, material for
clothes, nut cups for another type of hat.
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NATURElENVIRONMENT
Plant a Sweet-Potato Vine - The vine of this root vegetable makes an especially pretty houseplant. Scouts
will enjoy watching the roots and shoots appear.
How to: Poke three toothpicks around the middle of a sweet potato,Jt!~ suspe!ld, narrow end down. in a
jar of water. Set in a dark area until sprouts appear then place in asunny window. Roots and shoots will
appear within two weeks, a 12" vine in about six weeks. Have scouts keep a log at home and compare
every week or so on the progress of their potatoes.
Grow a Carrot Top Again - Most carrots are sold with their tops already cut off. In this activity you can
grow the greens back again.
How to: Slice off the top Yz" of acarrot. Set it cut side down in ashallow, pebble-filled dish. Add enough
water to touch the top. Water regularly. Feathery green leaves should appear within two weeks.
Uma Beans Sprout in a Glass - How to: Loosely roll some paper toweling to tit in a large clear jar. Let
toweling expand to touch the glass. Scrunch up more toweling to fit in middle, then dampen. Slip several
lima-bean seeds between the glass and the toweling halfway down the jar. Keep the toweling very moist,
and watch how quickly the seeds sprout! Transplant to the garden when plants outgrow the jar.
MOON ROCK
Supplies: a rock. paint, white glue, tissue paper or napkins, sand, sparkles, glitter, toilet paper roll, (other
than the rock, everything else is optional- just need stuff to decorate with)
How to: Wander around outside and find the perfect "moon rock-. Wash off any dirt and let dry. Decorate
if using tissue paper, tear in 1" squares. Ideas:
Paint it black and then drab afeather dipped in white paint over it to give a marble look. Sponge
paint or dab with felt.
While paint is wet or with glue applied, roll it around in abowl of sand, sparkles, or tine dirt to coat
with "moon dust.
Once the moon rock is dry, you can place it on top of a toilet paper roll, which will act like a pedestal.

UNIVERSE IN AJAR
Supplies: baby food jar, water, oil (cooking or baby oil), sequins, tinfoil, sparkles (you need at least on of
these, but not all), scissors and glue. Optional: food coloring (blue). black paint, stickers.
Optional: paint the lid of the jar black and/or decorate with stickers. Put a tbsp. (ish) of oil in the jar. Add
sparkles. sequins etc. Fill jar with water. Optional: put a few drops of blue food coloring in jar. Put the lid
on the jar TIGHTLY. Shake!
.. -
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Woodworking for Cub ~couts
Woodworking for Cub Scouts can be a lot of fun for the scouts and a leader if prepared well and
the craft is age appropriate. Tools should be well maintained for ease of use for the scouts - i.e. a
sharp saw will get the job done a'/Ot easier than~aaiJ1ronel
When planning a woodcraft be sure there is ample space, proper safety gear, and enough adult
supervision. Make a sample for the scouts to look at as lhey are compfeting their craft. Materials
can be found just about anywhere, ask your local hardware store for scraps, the hobby shop, etc.
Be sure to plan for those

.oops'

NAIL DRIVING CONTEST
This is agreat way to have scouts practice hitting a nail straight!
Equipment: hammer, a log or board, several (8) penny nails
Each individual takes the hammer and places the nail just barely into the log. He hits the nail until
it is sunk into the log. Everytime the boy hits the nail, count one point Count the hit even if the
boy misses the nail. The boy with the lEAST points wins! - Variations - by with different types of
nails.

KlM'S TOOL GAME
In this case put together acomplete display of tools on the table and cover it with a tablecloth.
label the tools for the first round. Have the scouts gather around the table. Take the cloth away
for 30 seconds, then recover. Have each boy write (or draw) down as many tools as he can
remember. Then uncover and let them check themselves. 01 the second round, take away the
labels.

BIackbawtArea Council Pow Wow. November 1999
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CRAFTS WITH SMALL WOODEN OBJECTS
Popsicle Stick Trivet
Need: 10 sticks, 10 large wooden beads, paint, glue, shellac.
Paint one side of the sticks. let dry. Shellac. Let dry. Glue 5
sticks painted sides up at right angels to the other 5 sticks.
This will form a latticed square. Glue woodenbeads-underthe
bottom sticks at both ends, about %from the ends.
Spring Clothespin Trivet
Need: 24 clothespins, glue, 10 wooden beads,
shellac/varnish, paint
Remove the springs from the clothespins. Glue the 2 halves
together in pairs. Glue 6 pairs together into a square. Make 4
squares. Glue the 4 squares together alternating them to
make a patchwork trivet.
Spring Clothespin Placards
Need: half of a small Styrofoam ball, clothespin, paint or
markers (check to see if works on Styrofoam!)
For each placecard glue the ball onto the clothespin.
PainUdecorate as desired. Can decorate following a theme
using animals - felt, wiggle eyes, paper, etc.
Spring Clothespin Christmas Ornaments OR Magnets
Need: clothespins, materials to decorate -paint, glitter,
magnets
Paint and decorate pins as desired. Soldier, tree, snowman,
Santa, angels, Cub Scout, animals, etc. Clip to the tree
branches or glue a small magnet to one side with strong glue.
Spool Candle Holders
Need: Giant size wooden spools, decorations
Decorate spools as desired. Add letters to spell names,
holidays, etc. Use candles that will fit into the holes. Ribbons
would be a nice touch. Be sure they are not too big to reach
the flame of a burning candle!
Tongue Depressor Pledge Plaque
Need: 10-12 large tongue depressors or large size craft
sticks, markers, yam/string, small drill; optional: alphabet
noodles
Drill holes'in the ends of the sticks. Have the scouts write the
Cub Scout Promise on the depressors in blue marker, or use
the noodles. Cubs write large~ Thread yam through holes. A
knot tied at each hole will help stop slipping. Leave extra yarn
at the top to form a hanger.
Blackhawk Area Council Pow Wow, November /999
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Designer Note: We used glow-in-rne-dark and neon-colored Pony
Bead, to create an awesome lookl
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Directions for Gecko:
1. Fold each length of cord In half to determine center. Slide lanyard
snap to center point of cord .
2. Insert each end of cord through first bead, c1iss-trossing cords Inside
bead. Pull cord ends tightly to secure bead and snap In place. Refer
to mustration A.
•
3. Continue inserting each end of cord through additional beads follow
ing illustration B. Knot cord ends together when gecko Is completed.
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Directions hr Snake:

1. Omit thl5"Step 1/ not u'lng a lonyard 'nGP on project. Repeat step

1 In Gecko directions to attach a lanyard snap to project.
2. Insert each end of cord through two beads, crtss-crossing cords Inside
beads. Pull cord ends tightly to secure beads (and hook, If used) in
place. Refer to Dlustration A.
3. Continue inserting each end of cord through acldltional beads follow
ing Illustration C to make snake u long u desired.
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Materials for Both Projects:
2 Yds. Aat Plastic Ladng (per project, color to coordinate)
Assorted Colon of Pony Beads: 55 (for Gecko), 48 (for Snllke'
Lanyard Snap (per project, as desired)
ScIssors
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BEADED FLAG & CROSS NECKLACE
FLAG
Supplies: 3 yards (about) black noodles or craft cord, pony beads (glitter or regular): 44 red, 37 silver or
white, 21 blue

Directions: - 
1. Thread beads onto cord, beginning with a red bead, alternating
red and white beads until bead 9. Beads 9 & 10 should both be·
red. Alternate colors again for atotal of 18 beads.
2. Thread one end of cord back through half of beads (see diagram
1). Pull both ends of cord carefully to tighten, keeping ends even
(see diagram 2). The first row of beads will seem loose, but will
tighten as more rows are added. You should now have 2 rows of
beads with 9 beads in each row (cord should come out of each
end of top row of beads).
3. To make third row, thread nine red and white beads on one end
of cord beginning with red bead and alternate colors. Thread
other end of cord back through the nine beads (again, cord
should come out of each end of top row of beads).
4. Repeat step 3 to create rows 4 -7.
5. Repeat step 3 for the last four rows substituting 5 blue beads at
the end of each row.
6. Slip last three beads on end of cord and knot end. Thread other
side of cord through the three beads and knot end.
7. Necklace may be adjusted to desired length by pulling knots on
each side.

J

CROSS
Supplies: 3yards of black noodles or cord, pony beads: 76
turquoise, 16 metallic silver
Directions:
1. Follow instructions above to create silver cross necklace,
excluding steps 6and 7.
2. Use nine turquoise beads for row 1
3. For rows 2·6 use eight turquoise beads and one silver bead
(silver bead is in center of each row).
4. Use seven silver beads and two turquoise beads for row 7(one
turquoise bead should be on end of each row).
5. For 8-9, use eight turquoise beads and one silver bead (silver
bead is in center of each row).
6. Row 10 uses nine turquoise beads.
7. Tie aknot in cord 3- from necklace on each side. String a silver
bead on each side.
8. Knot ends of cord together.

Diagram 2

J
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Dream Catchers
Legend;
The dreamcatcher is used as atoken of good luck.
Legend states that dreams are messages from sacred spirits.
Ifs job is to sift theareamsofthose sleeping nearby.
The dreamcatcher represents the web of life.
The bad dreams are caught on the web
and disappear in the morning sun.
The good dreams pass through the center hole
and are fulfilled in your destiny.

Materials:
One 6inch metal ring.
3 %yaros 1/8 suede lace
Artificial Sinew
Large Hole Pony Beads
One clothespin
Glue gun & glue stick
Conchas, charms, spots & stooes as desired.

~
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Instructions for a Basic Dreamcatcher.
1.

Using aclothespin to hold end, wrap suede lace around metal ring. When completely wrapped, tie
ends together.( Hot Glue will hold the ends nicely) .

2. Tie the sinew to the inside top of the ring. Anchor the sinew about two inches to the left of the starting
point, as shown in illustration
#1. Pull each anchor until snug. Continue anchoring every two inches until nearing the starting
point. The next anchor is made on and at the center of the "Bridge" of the sinew, between the
starting point and the-first anchor, as shown in illustration
#2. Thread the turquoise nugget or pony bead onto the sinew with the know on the ring on the
right side. The turquoise nugget or pony bead should be left on one of the llridges" as the web is
made. Continue making rounds until the center opening is y.... to %" and tie off on the back.
D

3. Cut 1" and two 5 strand of suede lace. Hold the three together as one. Weave through the concho
and glue on the back to secure. The 1" strand of sued lace will not be seen However, the 5" strand
could be used instead if you wish.
4. Glue the concho to the ring on top ofthe knot. Add beads to the suede lace strand (aCe strands and
knot the ends.
5. Cut an 8" strand of suede lace and tie to the top for hanging.

Blackhawk Area Council Pow Wow. November
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Cut each
piece of
Brown

Plastic into
four pieces.

Dream Web
MATERIALS:
Stamps (2 arrows, 2 men, sun,
feather, skull, arrowhead)
Feather mold
Green pony bead
Artificial sinew
Needle
FRIENDLY PLASTIC:
2 Brown/Black
Dark Teal/Black
Orange Copper/Black

INSTRUCTIONS
1. 'Oven Method' - Cut Brown
sticks in fourths referring to dia
gram. Arrange on cookie sheet in
an octagon. Bake and stamp as
shown in illustration. Cut Orange
Copper strip in half. Bake Teal and
one half of Orange Copper strips
and stamp. Cool and cut around
stamps. Make holes on inner
edges of octagon. Glue stamped
pieces on octagon.
2. 'Hot Water Method' - Heat

Blac:kbawk: Area COWIcil Pow Wow. November 1999

remaining Orange Copper and
press in feather mold. Trim excess
and cool.
3. Web - Thread needle with sinew,
knot end. Thread through a hole
in octagon. Tie sinew to remaining
holes with half hitches. TIe to first
loop with half hitch, continue
tying sinew to loops around
octagon. TIe 7 rows. Knot sinew in.
center of web. Tie bead to web
with sinew. Glue feather on web.
p-2
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Mandella
MATERIALS:
Stamps (2 arrows, 2 men, sun, feather)
Feather and bear molds
6" metal ring
Artificial sinew
Needle
BEADS:
6mm
21 Gold
3 Yellow
3 Red
3 Teal
4mm
21 Red
22 Teal
22 Yeltow
FRIENDLY PLASTIC:
Rainbow/Black
Dark Tea.l/Black
Orange Copper/Black
INSTRUCTIONS
1. 'Hot Water Method' - (molds only) Heat plas
tic one piece at a time, mold referring to photo
for colors and shapes. Trim excess and cool.
Make holes in tops of feathers.
2. 'Oven Method' - Cut pieces for circle. Arrange
on cookie sheet. Bake and stamp designs
around outer edge. Cool. Make holes in circle as
shown in illustration.
3. Finish - Thread sinew through holes and
around outer edge of ring keeping circle cen
tered. Glue bear in place. Thread beads for bear
on 10" of sinew following diagram. Thread ends
through holes and tie on back. glue to secure.
TIe ends of sinew to molded feathers. Thread
beads on sinew following illustration. Tie ends
of sinew to hoop.
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lEATHER WORKING FOR CUBS ANDiWEBElOS
Working with leather is a fun experience for the scouts. They will learn how to handle and use various
tools, use their imagination and creativity, and also practice following directions.
There are numerous publications about leather working. Contact your scout distributor and1hey will have,
or will order the basic tools and books needed. The library will also have information. You can make
additional tools as you need them or add professional tools to your kit one or two at a time if you decided to
concentrate on this hobby. You can make the stamping tools from large-headed nails or spikes. File the
heads into the shapes desired. Modeling tools can be made from hardwood dowels of different diameters
and shapes.
TOOLS:

Background: these vary from dowels shaped into dots, to nails filed into many designs, such as flowers,
stars, squares, circles, etc. Many shapes are in purchased leather kits.
Shader. Use this tool when depressed areas are required. The angle at which you hold the tool
determines the size and depth of the depression. When using shader, strike it with agood firm blow with
your striking stick or mallet.

c

Beve/ers: Large ones can be used by long cuts and the small ones on a/l sharp turns. To get a raised
effect, depress the leather on the outside of the design, except on curves. Place the beveler on the cut
lines and hold it in an upright position. Give the beveler light taps with the wooden mallet as you move it
forward with each stroke. Start depressing the cut edge.
Venires: Make flowers, leaves, and omamental designs with these tools. Hold the venire in an upright
position. Start at the base and work toward the point of the leaf. Lean venire to the right or left depending
on the design.
BASIC REMINDERS:
• Use a hard surface as a base such as a piece of marble or hardwood.
• Dampen all leather completely through before working on it.
• Redampen leather from the flesh side if it dries out before you complete the project.
• If STAMPING, dampen on flesh side only, do not soak it.
• If EMBOSSING, dampen leather on rough side. Use carbon paper, face up, and trace the design with
a stylus. This will outline the pattem on both sides of the leather.
• Take your time as you put a project together. Think about how it will all go together, if changes are
needed, plot how to make them BEFORE you begin.
• Imitation sinew may be used full strength, but it will be easier to use on the needle, and still be very
strong, if it is split into three or four threads.
• If using beads, it may be easier to bead the project before it is sewn together.
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Applying leather FINISH:
Leather Rnish is applied to protect the leather from water or dirt. Apply the finish with awool piece or soft
cloth. Be sure that everything is clean. Remove any loose wool. Use a smooth motion, but do not rub
hard if the project has been dyed. For best results, use aglass or ceramic container for the finish. Always
apply finish by moving applicator in a circular motion. Don't go back over any part after finish is 00.
REMEMBER TO FOlLOW MANUFACTURER'S DIRECTIONS!!
BINDING THE BOYS UFE OR SCOUTER MAGAZINE
(or 811)' oller one for Iml matts!)

Not only can this be used for magazines, but picture albums, school papers, etc. Adapt as desired.
This Binder will hold about 12 issues of Boys' Ufe Magazine.
Supplies: hammer, %·leather punch, sack needle, hardwood block, cardboard (thin), heavy imitation
leather upholstery material 15 x 24 6~ length of plastic lacing, large nail, scissors, paintllacquer, small
brush.
8

D

,

Prepare magazines:
1. Punch a row of 12 holes along a strip of cardboard
the size of the magazine one inch apart and W from
the edge.
2. Place a hardwood block under the magazine. Using
your cardboard guide, punch a row of 12 holes along
the back edge of each magazine.
3. Using the imitation leather piece, 2 rows of holes are
punched down the center of the cover and spaced 2
inches between rows. Use the cardboard guide.
4. Using the length of plastic lacing, run half the length
of the lacing through the bottom holes. Using the
sack needle, run both ends through the next hole
(one from the top, on from the bottom) so that each
end comes out the opposite side of the book.
S. Anail through the top hole will keep everything lined
up. Keep the lacing pulled tight and continue to the
top hole.
6. Tie lacing at the backside of the book with asquare
knot.
7. Snip off ends.
8. Trim the cover off, leaving aquarter-of an inch
projecting all around.
9. -Boys' Ufe can be traced direcUy from the magazine
and put on the leather cover with carbon paper. Add
the year.
10. Paint the lettering as desired.
D

II

..1-..

Cover 15" x 24."
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SCOUT BOOK COVERS

~

Note - be sure to double check the measurements - scout book siz~ may change over the years!
Supplies: one piece of Naugahyde 8" longer than the width of the book, lacing
Cut Naugahyde 4" longer on each side of book. Punch holes for lacing. about 8on each 4" end and 8 more
on the other part. This is both top and bottom. lace straight in and out. This holds better and looks better,
and uses less lacing. It is also easier and faster for the boys.
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CUB DUES AND CHANGE BAG
Supplies: naugehyde cut in 8" x 2" strips, leather lacing, buckle for end and leather punch, snaps.

~~
~'I(f'~~~
~j vP'
,t

•

B

Attach Ato back of B
And lace together.
Begin lacing knot inside.
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LEATHER KEY CASE

Keys woo't wear a hole in the pocket if carried in acase. Aleather thong
holds the keys inside when not in use.
Supplies: 2 scrap size pieces of soft, thin leather for the case, %" by 12"
strip from the same leather for the thong, sharp scissors, leather punch, 2"
long needle and button thread, glue or rubber cement.
•

1. Make paper pattern. Use a waterproof laundry pen or carbon paper
for tracing and marking.
2. Tape the pattern on the smooth side of the leather, and trace the
outline. Use a permanent type felt tip pen or use carbon paper and
trace on.
3. With the pattern still in position, punch the thread holes through the
leather with the sewing needle.
4. Cut out the owl (or other pattern) with scissors, punch the eyes, and
run a thin line of white glue around the edges. Be sure to leave agap
in the glue at the top for the thong slot.
5. Glue the front on to another larger piece of leather, rough sides
together. Then trim to get the double thick shape.
6. Finish by sewing both pieces together with a running stitch.
7. Add leather thong!

•

•
•

..

•
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NAUGAHYDE LITTER BAG

Supplies: Naugahyde r x 12" (or desired size). leather punch, scissors, 2 yards of lacing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut pattern for front and back.
Punch holes where marked. Make sure holes are even and the same number in both sides.
lace together with lacing using running stitch.
Cut hole in the top of the back to hang over a knob in the car. Don't cut too close to the ~ge or it will
tear through.
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SMAll lEATHER POUCH

Q

Supplies: leather piece 6' X5", suede !hong 12' long, 1 yaro imitaliln sinew, #8 glovefs or leather needle.
1. Cut the leather following the pattern. Fold it lengthwise, so that you have aPOUCh 3- x 5" (Fig. 1)
2. .~ sinew into three or four pieces and thread one of 5-PiOC9S on the needle. Using a whipstitch,
sew the bottom and side together.
3. Turn the bag inSide out so that the sewing ;s hidden inside.
4. %- from the top of the bag, punch 6 holes as shown on the pattern.
S. Thread the suede thong through the holes and knot the ends.
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NOTES
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Blackhawk Area CouDcil- Pow Wow 2001
Decorations found on the banquet tables:

INDIAN DANCE STICK
YOU NEED:
- Stick (measuring 1/2 x 24")
- Yarn
- Fur scrap
- 2 jingle bells
- 12" suede cord

- 4 pony beads
- 2 feather
- tacky glue
- scissors

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cut a piece of fur 1" x 2", Wrap it around the end of the stick. Use tacky glue to secure
it. Spread a little glue at the end near fur.
Wrap yarn tightly around stick adding more glue as needed. Cover about 5" of the stick
changing the color if desired.
Tie Suede lace near the bottom of the yard wrap. Lace through bells, knot again. String
2 pony beads onto each end. Tie off and trim.
Slip feather ends up through beads with a little glue to secure.

r··..

'-'

KEY RING DREAM CATCHER
YOU NEED:
- Embroidery floss
- 30 mm (1-1/4") king ring
- Thread for web
- 7 mm wee pony beads

- Super glue
- Glue gun
- Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS:
Insert floss into split in key ring to hold. Leave approximately 1-112" tail.
Tightly wrap floss completely around ring being careful not to twist the floss. Cut floss
approximately same size end as beginning end.
Tie a tight square knot to hold wrapping in place (May wish to put a small amount of
super glue to secure knot).
Knot ends to make the hanger on the dream catcher. One skein of floss makes 4 dream
catchers. Then using remaining for 3 dangles per dream catcher.

c

Cut approximately 16" of thread for web. Tie the thread on one side of hanger. Stretch
across hanger and tie on ring with half hitch knot. Tie half hitch knots approximately
every 1/4" round the ring.
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Then begin tying half hitches in the middle of the thread you already added. Continue
until you complete the web. Knot thread in the center of webbing then seal with a spot of
super glue.
For dangles. Cut 3, 6" long pieces of floss. Fold each piece in half and secure to
wrapped ring with a half hitch. Add beads on the two ends, knot ends and secure beads
with hot glue gun.

CORK HORSES
YOU NEED:
5 pieces of whole cork (used wine corks work great)
piece of felt approximately 1-1/2" wide x 3" long

1/8" ribbon approximately 8"
knife
doll hair
yard

piece of ribbon approximately 1" wide x 2" long
glue gun
glitter glue
INSTRUCTION:
Glue two pieces of the cork together into a L shape.

Glue two pieces of cork end to end. Glue L shape and end to end together so that L
becomes back leg and body. ends become front end and neck.
Glue last piece of cork long onto top of neck to become head. Tie 1/8" ribbon onto head
for bridle.
Glue 1" wide ribbon onto felt. Use glitter glue around end edges of the ribbon.
Glue felt to cork horse over the body like a saddle blanket.
Cut approximate 1/4" round slice off piece of cork. Cut slice into 8 pie shaped pieces.
Take two pieces glue onto head for ears.
Glue doll hair on a mane.
Glue yard on for tail.

The Western Frontier
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CLOTHESPIN COWBOY
Remove lower half of clothespin ,egs· and glue on fringe
for chaps and a leatherette belt. Paint features on knob.
Add hat made of a leather circle and dab of clay. Twist 2
pipe cleaners around neck: one for arms and the other
for a loop.
SNAKE
Twist ends of two pipe cleaners together. Doubfe one
end back to shape the head and add string tongue. Wrap
remainder around dowel and tum end up for tail. Add
dots for eyes and dab colored ink along body.
WHITTLED ARROW
Draw outline of arrow on piece of softwood. Score outline
with a sharp knife, then whittle excess wood away. Work
away from yourself Sandpaper and add designs.
BONESUDE
Use any type of bone. Large or small. Remove marrow
from the round bone, scrap well. and dry. Paint inside
and out and add design.
NECKERCHIEF ~CK
Drill several hoIes!in a piece of wood, matching the size
of adowel rod that will fit in the holes. Make as many
holes as you ~ for your neckerchiefs. W holes are
about the best size and size of rod. Cut the dowels and
insert with glue. ($and first) On the bottom edge of the
board, put in two ~rew eyes and slip a dowel through
them to hold the neckerchiefs. Sand and shellac. Add
emblem.
.... 2.- kE'VIN-'ACKe
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nES SUDE HOLDER
Cut boards from W plywood, pegboard or othersimilar
wood. A 12" to 14· square is a good size for a beginner.
Rnish wood with slain, paint, Of varnish. Use metal cup
hooks or nap-type clothespins to hold the slides. Cup
hooks are screwed in wood. Clothespins are glued on.
Add a picture hanger on back so bard can be hung on the
wall.

x-s
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TURK'S HEAD NECKERCHIEF SLIDE OR "TERMINAL TURK'S HEAD"
x

Fig. 1. Place the braid around
three fingers of the left hand,
palm up. The working end of the
braid; i.e. the end with the
Tenninal Turk's head, wi8 be
know as .'1:' and the stationary
end as "Y".

Fig. 2. Bring end Xover the
stationary end Y and around the
back of the head.

.... J

Fig 3. Thread end Xover Aand
under Ythus forming B.

Fig 7and Fig. 8. Thread end X
under Bover A and under B
again.

Fig 4. Tum the head over, pulse
down.

Fig. 9. Twn the hand over, palm
up. Bring end X alongside of
end parallellD end & by
threading the strand under Aand
over B. Follow Ihe cflreCtion of
dotted~.

Fig. 5. loop a over Band B
under. Hold in position by
placing the forefinger of left: hand
between A and B.

Fig. 10. The TUI1<s Head slide is
Kwmedby~ng~snmdY

around three times, i.e. untit there
are three braided sIraIlds parallel
to each other all around the slide.

Fig. 6. Thread end X under B
through the crisscross loop thus
formed by Aand B.

Fig. 11. The second time around
is indicated in Fig. 11 as well as

the beginning of the third time
around. Fig. 12 indicates end X
on the completion of its third time
around.

Fig. 12. In doing this it may be
necessay to take in the sI~
fi"om time to time in order that
there will be a sufficient amount
of material to complete the slide.

Blackhawk Area Council Pow Wow, NOllember 1999
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Small
Feather

Talking Stick
MAT£RIA1,S:
• 18 rea. cl Black. 4 rea. 01 Red. 4 fed cl Twquoise and 1 fed at
White Va" plastic craft lace
• 9 Black. 6 Red and 6Tmquoise 6aan x 9IDm pony beads

• 12" cl~· wood dowel • White l-count plastic canvas
• 0001' Adhesi'Ve • Craft knIIe

INSlWCTlONS

To Make Talking Stid:

./\
......
><

~

~
----'

lIoell
View

c
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Use kn1Ie to cmtuIIy IUWld IIle ends 0( dowel.
Cit 4 Ittl of each color cllace. Tape one end 01 White lace 41t'.!" from
end of dowel. Wrap lace around dowel In a spiral. Mille tip cl dowel.
tum and wrap toward startiI:W poJnt. Lace should form 2 'X' designs on
opposite sides 01 dowel. Tape lace end to dowel Repeat this step wrap
PiIII Blatt. Red and Turquoise lace around dowel. Edges cllace should
touch.
.
Cut 81eet cl Black \ace. Wrap lace down dowel, turn and wrap bad to
the startiog point Continue wrapping a solid 81aclt haruIIe. M the end
01 Qowei,toor:iace end'lIIrrlelJfewlouO~
foDowinldlqramSOIl paIJe 19. cut 3largefeathen from plastic canvas.
Csillll diaSrams. thread \ace end up through a canVCl$ square. Wrap lilIC'e
across top cl canvas then thread lace down Ihroo!!h a square. Wrap
lace aa'O$S bac:k of Ca/lVU and thread lace up through canvas to start
the 111M slllch. To secure lace. wave beginning and ending lace ends
tI'Irough 2 Of 3 canvas squares. Tit! 12'" of Black lace to the top cl each
reather. Thread beads on laces. Tit' \aces to end of dow<!!

Blue and Gold Ideas B

9
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CRAFTS
TIGER CUB SCOUT
WOLF CUB SCOUT
BEAR CUB SCOUT

o

c

Check List for Successful Leaders
Communication
Good listening is required.
Motivation
People quit because they don't
feel appreciated.
Integrity
Internal values needed.
Stamina

J

Physical and psychological health
are vital.
Respect

Means genuinely valuing people and minimizing status
differences.
Openness
Intellectual flexibility is required.
Self-Control
Emotions strongly affect followers.

J
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Crafts for the Tiger Cub, Wolf and Bear Cubs
By Kathy Say and Carol Conderman

Many resources can be found to create wonderful craft activities for any Cub Scout, may he be in
first grade or fifth grade. One of the main things to remember is that the craft needs to be age
appropriate for the group you are working with. Scouting is a progressive program and the boys
need to have something more challenging to look forward to in the next year.
In planning your craft activities, ALWAYS make a sample. This ensures that the directions
'work', the products used 'work' and the time - frame allotted for the activity 'works'.
Plan what to do if a boy completes his project before others, and always have a plan 'B' in mind.
You will never know what can happen!
Creating a Den Craft Box is a great way to store your basic craft supplies. It should include:
Scissors (enough for e'ach Scout in the den)
Markers
Glue
Crayons
Paper - Construction, writing, scraps
Colored pencils
Glue sticks
Erasers
And any artsy/craftsy items you feel Scouts can be creative with!!

c
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Readers' Digest Christmas Tree

J

Materials Needed:
Readers 'Digest Magazine

Scotch Tape
Spray Paint - green, white, gold, or silver
1. Starting with the ftrst page, fold the top comer down to meet the center crease,
making sure the page is folded sharply.
2. Continue folding all the pages to the center crease. It works best to do one page
at a time, although the boys will want to take a short cut and fold multiple
pages.
3. Fold the front and back covers last, using Scotch tape to secure them together in
a tree formation.
4. Spray it with green, white, gold or silver paint. You could even glitter the ends
of the tree while the paint is still wet. I would suggest spraying the tree on a
newspaper outside if possible.

J

NOTE: This takes some planning to save up enough Readers' Digest for your den.
Check with doctor offices or dentist offices to see if you can use their old ones.
This is a very easy but fun craft. Even the youngest ones can do this.

J
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FLAG SUNBEAD
Materials Needed:
6 inch dowel - drill 16 holes
8 - 27-inch cords
Pony beads
123 White (W) 33 Blue (8)

Tape
1 suction cup (if desired)
84 Red (R)

1. Take one piece of cording and knot it tightly one inch from the end. Wind the
cording through the loop twice as shown before pulling it tight. This will
prevent the beads from slipping off.
2. Roll a small piece of tape tightly around the other end of the cord, about an inch
from the end. This helps keep the cord from raveling.
3. Starting at the left side of the graph, string the frrst row of beads from the
bottom to the top.
4. After you've fInished stringing the fIrst row of beads, thread the cord up

through the fIrst hole in the hanger bar and down through the second hole.
String the next row of beads going from the top to the bottom.
5. Lay the project flat. To tighten both rows, lift the second row straight up and
push the last bead ftrmly toward the hanger bar. Secure the rows by tying a
knot like the one described in step 1 as closely as possible to the last bead.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 until your design is completed
7. To create the hanger, tape both ends of the remaining length of cording and trim

the ends into points.
8. Going from the top to the bottom, thread one end of the cording through the

fIrst hole in the hanger bar and knot it tightly around the end of the bar.
9. Repeat step 8 at the other end of the bar.

10.Trim all the excess cording to whatever length you like.
11. You may hang your fmished "Flag" from a suction cup.

c
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Please use the color code below and follow the instructions.
W-White
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C

CINNAMON SPICE ORNAMENTS
Materials:
% cup ground cinnamon

1 ThIs. Allspice
2 ThIs. Ground cloves
1 ThIs. Nutmeg
1 cup applesauce

Bowl
Wax paper
Cookie cutters
toothpicks
Ribbon for hanger

1. Mix % cup of ground cinnamon, 1 This. Allspice, 2 ThIs. Ground cloves, 1
This. Nutmeg, and 1 cup applesauce in a small bowl.
2. Pat out the spice mixture onto wax paper to a 3/8 inch thickness.

3. Cut out shapes using cookie cutters. Peal away excess dough.
4. Make a hole in the top of each ornament with a toothpick.

5. Let ornament dry on wax paper, uncovered for four or five days.

()

6. Thread ribbon through the hole and make a hanger.
7. If edges of the ornament are rough, smooth them with an emery board.

Note: I had the boys each bring in different ingredients. These ornaments have a
great fragrance and we even painted them with names and dates. I used fabric
paints. They last for years if you wrap them carefully.
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PONY BEADS FOR KEY CHAINS
Materials:
Pony Beads: Variety of colors
Cord: 3mm rattail cord or 1/8 inch ribbon
Key Ring
1. Cut cord, find center and mount on key ring or lanyard hook.
2. Follow directions.
3. After beading is complete, tie cord ends in 1-2 overhand knots to secure beads.
If beads are added to ending cord, tie another knot to secure added beads.
NOTE: Pony beads are perfect for crafting with kids! They are bright, colorful
and large hole size makes them easy to string. We made several and then sold
them as a fund-raiser. This would be great right before the Blue-and-Gold banquet
as parents and grandparents would want to buy their boys creation.

WIGGLY WONDER

J

Ingredients:
1 tsp. Sodium tetraborate (Borax)
1 Tbsp. White glue
water
Food coloring (optional)
Formula:
Mix 6 Tbsp. Water with 1 tsp. Borax. In a separate bowl mix 1 Tbsp. Whit glue
with 1 Tbsp. Water. Add 1 or 2 drops 0 food coloring to make it really disgusting.
Stir 2 tsp. Of Borax solution into the white glue solution until the mixture thickens.

J
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JUMPING JACK

Enlarge pattern to fit on an 8Yz''' x II" piece of white carrlstock. Let the boys color with cmyons
or markers. then put together.

CVi OUT ALL PARiS
AND PA.\N'1.

~DOUBLE
o

A Z INCH,

~'~/J

':>ULL ENO

lENG1HOF YARN
. IN EAC\-\ r\oLE.

~

~

OF YARN C!/
HROUGH THE toCR.
9ULL S1RING
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COVERED WAGON
Enlarge to fit a standard size piece of white cardstock. Cut out the wagon and wheels. Let the
boys color as desired. Fold aDd staple or tape covered wagon ends. Wheels can be glued or
taped onto the sides of the wagon.
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Crafts for the Webelo. Scout
By Kathy Say and Carol Condetman

A craft activity for a Webelos Scout needs to be challenging yet fun. Fun with a purpose of
teaching or re-enforcing a new skill he has learned. Craft activities need to be age appropriate
for the group you are working with.
Scrounging for materials can be accomplished through the den, pack and pack families, local
stores and your community. These projects do not need to be expensive!

Stars and Stripes Wind Sock
Materials Needed:
12 x 18 inch blue nylon fabric
12 x 18 inch red nylon fabric
3 squares of white felt
1 5-in. ring

glue gun
sCissors
white twine

Directions:
1. Use a low-temperature glue gun to attach the 18-inch sides of the blue and
red material together, allowing a I-inch overlap with the glue edge on the top
side.
2. To make streamers, cut the red material into I-inch strips starting at the unglued end, cutting
to where the blue material meets the red.
3. Glue top part of the blue fabric to the outer rim ofthe ring, overlapping one inch of the blue
fabric to make a side seam. Glue the blue side seams together down to where the blue
material meets the red.
4. Cut eight to ten 2-inch stars from white felt. I found the project went easier ifI had these cut
out and ready for the boys. They had a difficult time tracing and cutting these. Glue them to
the blue portion of the wind sock.
5. Cut three pieces of 36-inch white twine. To make a hanger. cut a lI8-inch slash in the blue
material just under the ring at three points of equal distance around the ring. Poke one piece
of string through each hole, and tie securely around the fabric and ring. Tie the three loose
end strands of the string about halfway up and again about two inches from the ends.
6. Hang wind sock.
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DREAM CATCHERS

,

..

.J

Materials:
I 5-inch hoop
Multi-colored pony beads
5 brown
7 red
7 green
Leather lacing-about II feet
Assorted decorations

;:~:

,"

glue
waxed cord-about 15 feet
7 assorted colored feathers

'-

"'

'.

Directions:
1. Starting with the entire length of leather lacing, knot one end to the hoop.
Start winding the lacing around the hoop.
2. As you wind the lacing around the hoop, pull excess and slide the lace together so lacing is
tight against one another.
3. Keep winding the lacing around the hoop continually pulling it tightly.
4. As you wind to the end, knot the lacing at the same spot where you started to lace.
5. Now for the netting: Tie one end of the Waxed cord to the hoop with a double knot.
6. Loop the cord at one inch intervals all around the hoop. Pull loops tight but leave some slack
in between. Continue looping the cord around the hoop every inch. When you reach the
double knot, start a second row by looping the cord in the middle of the slackened area.
Continue making more rows of netting until you reach the middle. As you wind to the center
of the hoop, you may add several beads, approximately seven, to form a circle. Complete the
netting by leaving an open space about Y4 inch in diameter in the center and tying a knot to
secure netting in place.

J

7. Locate the leather lacing and cut a piece approximately 6 inches long. Feed the end through
the hole in one of the decorations. Knot or glue end to side of lace and wait to dry. Slip on
about 3 beads from other end of the lace and place aside.
8. Cut another piece of leather lacing approximately 6 inches long. Glue end of feather to end
of lacing and wait to dry. Slip on about 3 beads from other end of the lace and put aside.
9. Cut another piece ofleather lacing approximately 6 inches long. Tie a double knot around the
arrowhead as shown and add a dab of glue to hold in place. Slip on about 3 beads from other
end of the lace and put aside. You can be as creative as you like,just use your imagination.
10. Glue the ends of about 3 feathers to the hoop. Next place one of the ornaments over the
feathers and tie in place using any cord. Tie the decorations you make earlier to the bottom
and sides of the Dream Catchers, using a knot.
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Milk Carton Ice Candles
Materials:
Pint-size milk carton
Cooking oil
lO-inch twine or cotton wick
SCISSOrs

ice cubes
double boiler
food color
pencil

Paraffin
Directions:
1. Wash and dry a pint-size milk carton. Cut off the flaps. Lightly coat the inside of the carton
with cooking oil.
2. Make a small hole in the bottom of the carton with the point ofthe scissors. Tie a lO-inch
piece of twine or cotton wick with a pencil, which will rest on top ofthe carton. Pull the
string taut from the outside bottom of the carton, and tie a knot to secure the wick in place.
3. Next melt paraffin in the top ofa double boiler. You can use a metal coffee can, being
careful of the hot wax. You can add food coloring to the melted wax: if desired. When the
candle hardens, the color will lighten.

c

4. Fill the milk carton with ice cubes, then carefully pour the melted wax into the milk carton.
Allow the candle to cool for about two hours or until completely hardened.
5. Unmold the candle over the sink so that the water from the melted ice cubes goes down the
drain. Gently tear off the sides ofthe carton. Trim the twine (attached to the pencil) to
candlewick length. The candle will be filled with interesting holes and tunnels where the ice
cubes once were.

Pony Beads for Key chains
Materials:
Pony Beads: Variety of colors and
Cord: 3mm rattail cord or 118 inch ribbon

Key Ring

4. Cut cord, find center and mount on key ring or lanyard hook.
5. Follow directions.
6. After beading is complete, tie cord ends in 1-2 overhand knots to secure beads. If beads are
added to ending cord, tie another knot to secure added beads.
NOTE: Pony beads are perfect for crafting with kids! They are bright, colorful and large hole
size makes them easy to string. We made several and then sold them as a fund-raiser. This
would be great right before the Blue-and-Gold banquet as parents and grandparents would want
to buy their boys creation.

c
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Cub Scout
Materials
• Two yards cord or If' wide
ribbon
• Pony beads: 38 blue fur
uniform; 14.sldn color; 6 yellow
for hat and tie; 4 hair color; 6
black for belt and shoe
• Key ring Of lanyard hook
• Thick craft glue, scissors

\/

Have Iot:s of fc.tl making
these Scoot keg cham
to look i1<eyoul

r~!O!!'t..!~ti!m.s

"1 Get staI'Ied. FoUow

~nst:ructi.o.ns in Steps 1 and 2 of
"Girl Scout Willi Sash and Hat"',
making the following change in
Row 1: substitute uniform beads
for two yellow hat beads (Note:
Substitution is not neassary).

--.'

Make the MouL See Chart.

2"Girl

..

Refer to Row 1 and FIgUre 1 of

j '-.;

Scout With Sash and Hat"
substituting beads as indicated on

chart to complete rows. For arm
(see Row 7), use one coM. to thread
on two uniform beads and four
skin beads (Option: For long s/.eeves,
thread five uniform beads and one skin
bead). See Figure 2. Thread cord
back up arm. Repeat same for other

arm. Pull up cords. For belt, Jeg.
and shoe (see Rows 11 • 17),'Use
one cord to thread on two black
beads, ten uniform beads, and two

• uniform

bJack beads. See Figtm.' 5. Thread
cord back up. Pull up, adjust, and
tighten cording. COld will end in
center. Repeat same for other belt,
leg, and shoe. Work one loose cord
from center through other belt. row 7
Repeat same for ollier loose
cOfcL Tie knots at sides of belt
using side row of body cord. Pull
up. tighten, make another knot.
Apply glue on knots to secure.
Trim excess cord.

row 1
row 2
row 3

row 4
rowS
rowS

rowB
row9
row 10
row 11
row 12
fOW 13

row 14
. OOW.t5
row 16

Agure5
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; skin
• hair
hat/scarf

'belt/shoe

....
••••

,51

••••
••••
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•••
.....
••••
••••
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COWBOY HAT STAND
A great way to recycle Pring)es cans!
Materials:
• Empty Pringles can
• Sisal type rope
• Epoxy type glue
• Large dowel (suggest %")
• Hot glue and gun
• Exacto knife
1.
2.

Cut dowel to be approximately 14 inches in length.
Take lid ofPringles can and make and "X" with Exacto knife, slide dowel through the

3.

Put glue on the bottom of dowel and replace lid on to can. Make sure the bottom of the
dowel is pressing against the bottom of the can. Let set until glue is dry.
With rope, beginning at the top of the can (over the lip of the lid), hot glue the rope onto
the side of can, wrapping it around as you go.
At the bottom, finish off and cut the rope. It is a good idea to put hot glue on the cut ends
of the rope to help them from fraying.

4.
5.

SOCK HOBBY HORSE
Materials:
• 1 sock
• cotton stuffing
• 1" dowel (broom handle)
• wide ribbon

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

c

•

felt scraps

•
•

yarn
hot glue gun

Stuff sock to heel.
Tie with ribbon to make face. Leave the ends of the
ribbons long for reins.
Put in dowel and stuff all around
the stick to fatten the horse's
neck.
Tie offbottom with yarn
Use hot glue to attach felt ears
and eyes, and yam mane.
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SUN DANCE SKULL

Materials:

Paper macbe paste
Newspaper strips
White 9" paper plate
Egg cartons. 2 egg sections
Aluminum foil
Tempera pint in white. black and red
Yam for banging
Paintbrush

Masking tape
Stapler

SciSSOl'5
Feathers
Scrap pieces

PainT I"orno

_r:

wi)i-r. " " " - "

ncw..... apo:r
..trip.
ury

J
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SUN DANCE SKULL continued
DIRECllONS:
Cut two slits in the paper plate and staple so that the plate bends in the middle.

Tape the egg carton sectioo on for the eye sockets.
To make the horns. shape two pieces of foil to about 8" long. Staple each hom to the back of the paper plate at the
top.

Place crumpled up newspaper under the paper plate for support while you work. Cover the skull form. front and
back with one layer of newspaper strips (except for the tops of the egg carton sections. Let dry ovemighL
Add a second layer of aewspaper strips and let dry overnight
Paint the skull with two coats of white tempera paint on the front and back. Let dry

.....

,

Paint dots and stripes with red and black pRint. as ShOWD. Let paint dry.
Tic a loop of yam to each of two feathers and hang one from each hom. To hang finished skull, staple a piece of

yarn to the back.

~

mov,t.

CITeD

wI"," bUI.:t *,,11>_
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Suncatcbers - Cub Scout Pack or Boy Scout Troop Numbers
Display your pack or troop number at home in your window or from your car window. Make
this as a present for your leader!
What You Need
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pattern (see below)
Drinking straw
Clear plastic lanyard (Rexlace)
Scissors
Red transparent beads (7mm) (See Note)
Clear transparent beads (7mm) (See Note)
Tacky glue
Suction cup (with a hook or with a slit)

How To Make It
Note: See pattern layout. Choose the numbers from the pattern for your troop number and
count the number ofclear beads. You need enough red to go around the numbers and to put 1
row ofred between each number.
1. Cut strips of clear Rexlace, one for every row in the pattern, that are 10 inches long.
2. Fold each strip of clear Rexlace in half so that they curve towards each other. (Rexlace
has a natural curl in it.)
3. Fold each strip around the straw and string the beads over both layers of clear Rexlace in
the order the beads go on the pattern. Do one column at a time.
4. After each column is finished, tie a knot at the end.
5. Put a drop of tacky glue in each knot to help it stay.
6. Let all of the knots dry and then cut off the extra clear Rexlace at the ends.
7. Trim the straw so that it is a little longer than the suncatcher on both ends.
8. Run a piece ofRexlace through the straw and make a loop to hang the suncatcher from.
Tie a knot at the end and put a drop of glue in the knot.
9. Hang it from the suction cup and enjoy!
This project was contributed by:
Sharon Mehl,

04/01

+9'
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Cub Scout Bulletin Board
What should you do with all those patches you eam before they are sewn on your brag vest?
How about last year's Quality Unit patch? Where should you put that the shooting range page
you did in camp? How about making a Cub Scout Bulletin Board to display everything?
Parental supervision is recommended

What You Need
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Bulletin board
Bright blue spray paint
Newspapers
Warm but not too windy day
Cub Scout memorabilia
Tacks
Hammer
2 Nails
2 Picture hangers
Level (to help hang pictures evenly), optional

How To Make It
10. Take the bulletin board outside.
11. Lay the newspapers out on the grass.
12. Lay the bulletin board on the newspapers.
13. Using a sweeping motion, lightly cover the bulletin board on the top and sides with spray
paint.
14. Let dry.
15. If needed, spray a second coat and let dry.
16. Attach picture hangers to the top ofthe bulletin board, close to the outside edges, equally
spaced.
17. Find a wall in your bedroom (be sure to ask your parents!) to hang your bulletin board.
18. Hammer in one nail, but leave about 114" away from the wall.
19. Place one ofthe picture hangers on the nail.
20. Place the level on top ofthe bulletin board. Move the opposite comer ofthe bulletin
board up a little or down a little until the bubble is in the center area. Use the nail to
make a tiny mark where you should hammer (make sure it lines up with the middle ofthe
picture hanger).
21. Set the level and the bulletin board down.
22. Hammer in the other nail, but leave about 114" away from the wall.
23. Hang up your bulletin board.
24. Use tacks to attach your patches and other memorabilia to the bulletin board. Note: It's
also a good way to avoid losing your pins!
This project was contributed by:
Sharon Mehl. sharon@kidsdomaincom, 04/01
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Camping Buckets
Our Cub Scout Pack makes these buckets every year to take to Day Camp. The boys decorate
them to match the Camp "theme". The boys can bring their rain ponchos, bug guard, sun screen,
etc. and place them in their own bucket. The buckets also provide something to sit on at a table.
Parental supervision is recommended.

What You Need
•
•
•
•

5 gallon new (empty) paint buckets with lids (see
tips below)
Permanent markers or "Painters" paint markers
Paints and sponges, optional
Pliers, optional

How To Make It
25. First thing you need to do is remove the tear strip from the lid! If you can't pull it offby
hand you can use the pliers to help you get a firmer grip.
26. Let the children use markers or paint and sponges to decorate their paint buckets in the
Camp theme. Note: Our theme this year is Cubs Around the World.
27. Give each child a list of supplies they need to bring to camp and have them bring it in
their bucket.

Tips
Purchase the paint buckets through your local Home Improvement or Paint Store.
Note: The paint and markers being applied to a slick surface is likely to chip. If you would like to
mix in equal parts ofPlaid Folk Art paint with Glass & Tile medium the paint may adhere better.
Generally though, the buckets were made just to decorate camp for one week and did just fine
enduring the week ofbeing bumped around.
The buckets come in handy to hold an individual child's projects, such as lanyard projects, in and
they don't get mixed up. It is also an easy way for them to bring everything home on the last day
of camp.

This project was contributed by:
Sharon Mehl, sharon@kidsdomain.com, 04/01

J
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Patriotic Crafts
Uncle Sam Pony Bead Pattern Needed: 18 Blue
Pony Beads, 15 Red Pony Beads, 15 White Pony
Beads, 4 !3eige Pony Beads, 2 Black Pony Beads, 1
Lanyard Hook, 2 Yards Satin Cord. Fold your ribbon in
half to fmd the center. Use a half hitch (see detail
below) to secure it to lanyard hook. Lace beads using
pattern at right as a guide. Finish by tying off with a
double knot.

Red, Wlite, Red

Red, White & Blue Design Pony Bead Pattern
Needed: 31 Blue Pony Beads, 38 Red
Pony Beads, 29 White Pony Beads, 1
Lanyard Hook, 3 Yards Satin Cord.
Fold your ribbon in half to find the
center. Use a half hitch (see detail
below) to secure it to lanyard hook.
Lace beads using pattern at right as a
guide. Finish by tying offwith a
double knot Add beads on both ends.
Tie off and trim.
Lincoln Penny Pendant For each
pendant, cut out 3 stars, one red, one
white, and one blue. The white looks
best as the middle star. Glue the
white star onto the biggest star and
then glue the smallest star on the
white star. Glue a penny (Lincoln
side up) in the middle of the stars.
Punch a hole near the top of the stars.
Thread a few feet of yam through the
pendant and wear it to celebrate
Lincoln's birthday, February 12.

Sting of Stars - Draw several stars on red, white, or
blue construction paper. Cut out the stars and decorate
them if you like. Fold over one tip of each star. Staple,
tape, or glue the star to a length of string. Leave some
extra string at the edges for hanging.

Staple,
tape, Dr
glue here

Bleck

Stand-Alone Star Craft - These stars stand by
themselves on a table and make a great decoration.
Draw two identical stars on
stiff paper or card stock.
Decorate the two stars on
both sides then cut them out.
Make one slit in each star. On
one star, the slit goes from an
inner comer to the center
point of the star; on the other
star, the slit goes from an
outer comer to the center point Slip the two starts
together through the slits you just cut For stability, you
may have to tape the stars a bit where they meet at the
slits.

Money Rubbings Make penny or quarter rubbings
by putting a coin under a sheet of thin newsprint. Hold
the coin steady as you rub over it with the side of a
crayon. You will begin to see the head of a president as
the crayon markings get darker. Be sure to rub both
sides of the coin.

Blackhawk Area Council 2003 Pow Wow
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Patriotic Pebble Craft - Choose a smooth, flat river
rock. Mark off the area that
will be the stars. Use blue paint
to color that area. Paint the rest
of the rock's top white. Let the
paint dry. Paint red strips in the
white area. Paint some white stars on the blue area. If
you'd like a shiny fmish, coat with an acrylic varnish
after the paint has dried completely.
Rip and Tear - Let the boys make a tom paper collage
using the colors red, white and blue. After it is
completed, you can paste on top of the collage a black
silhouette of George Washington or Abraham Lincoln.
Pride Pin - Show your pride in your pack, your
country, or your parent that has gone off to fight for
our country. Cut a satin cord into an 18" length. Fold
in half and use a ha1fhitch to attach to a safety pin by
placing the folded end down through and drawing the
cord ends down through the folded end loop. Diagram
shows how a key ring will look with cord half hitched
to it. String the top bead onto both cords and push up to
the safety pin. Lace the first row of three beads onto
one cord. Lace the other cord through the same beads
in reverse order. Pull both cords snugly. Continue with
the next row of three beads until you have laced the
five rows. String the bottom bead onto both cords and
push up to the last row. Tie off. Trim cords. Pony
Beads: Use red, white and blue for the USA pin, use
yellow for a parent, use blue and yellow for Cub
Scouts.

Graham Cracker Log Cabins - Talk: with the boys
about Abraham Lincoln. Tell them about his childhood
in a log cabin and his love of books. Divide the boys
into small groups and give each group graham crackers
and peanut butter and ask them to decide how they
might use these two things to build a miniature log
cabin. Each group seems to go about the task in a
different way!
Three Cornered Hats Cut three 12" X 3" strips of
construction paper for each child. Let the boys make
three-cornered hats like the ones worn in George
Washington's Day. Have each child staple together the
ends of the three strips of construction paper (making a
triangle).

Red, White

~ Blue Heart Wreath -

Cut out a heart
shape from a 8 X 8 square of
card stock. Glue blue stars
randomly to cover the top half
of the heart. Glue about eight
small white stars randomly on
the blue stars. Glue red and
white stars in stripes to cover
the bottom half of the heart.
Glue on a red bow with a small
white star in the middle. Glue
on a piece of cord to the back of hanging.
"I Love NY" Heart Pony Bead Pattern Weave a
pony bead heart with a
special message for New
Yorkers. Needed: 30 Metallic
Pony Beads, 16 Blue Pony
Beads, 4 Red Pony Beads, 2
Red Pony Beads, 4' Satin
Cord, 1 Lanyard Hook. Fold
cord in half and half hitch to
a lanyard hook by placing the
folded end down through the
hook and drawing the cord
ends down through the
folded end loop. Diagram at
right shows how a key ring
will look with cord half
hitched to it. String the fust
six gold beads onto one cord.
Lace the other cord through
the same beads in reverse
order. Pull both cords snugly.
String the next row of eight
beads on one cord. Lace the other cord through the
same beads in reverse order. Continue until using
pattern at right as a guide. Tie an overhand knot under
the last bead. String two beads on each cord. Tie a
double knot under each one. Trim.
Silhouettes - Create a silhouette of either George
Washington or Abe Lincoln from black construction
paper. Glue the silhouette in the center of a large sheet
of white construction paper. Create fueworks around
the silhouette by using different colors of tempura
paint. Place a dot ofpaint on the paper and have the
children use a paintbrush to pull the paint from the
center to create the fireworks. Before the paint is dry
sprinkle with glitter for a dynamic effect.
Post Card Map - Make a large outline map of the
United States to display post cards. Ask each of the
boys to bring. post cards showing parts of the United
States. Attac~ these post cards to the place they are
about.
•
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Patriotic Pens - Materials: stick pen, vinyl tape in red,
white, and blue, scissors, star shaped hole
punch, label stock or white paper and glue.
Wrap the pen 3/4 of the way up in red and
white vinyl stripes. Finish off in blue. Punch l
out small stars and stick to blue area.
;

I

j

Pencil Holder - Materials: Empty Toilet Paper
Holder, 15 Craft Sticks, Cardboard,
PaintlMarkers, Tacky Glue, Rubber Bands,
Star Wood pieces.
Paint craft sticks. Let dry. Trace the end of the
toilet paper holder on to cardboard. Cut this
circle out. Glue it on to one end of the
cardboard tube. Let dry. Cover tube with a
light coat oftacky glue. Place painted sticks
side-by-side to cover tube. Wrap with rubber
bands until dry. Decorate with painted, pre-cut
wood shapes if desired.
Lincoln Collage Cut out a large profIle of Lincoln
using a sheet of construction paper. Trace around a
pattern & cut out. Let the boys glue on small pieces of
red, white & blue objects (cotton balls, tissue paper,
crepe paper, wall paper etc.) Can do the same with a
profIle of George Washington.
State Map Neckerchief Slide - Have the boys trace
the state in which they were born from the US map.
Have them draw this onto a piece of cardboard. Color
it and glue a pipe cleaner to the back to complete.
Presidential Flyer - Cut a large circle of heavy paper
or lightweight cardboard. Cut the center from the
circle so it looks like a donut. Use a dinner plate and a
saucer for a pattern. Decorate with stars and strips.
Glue foam packing to each star.
Safety Pin Angel Materials: 5 Safety Pins - Size 4,
6 Safety Pins - Size 2, 49 Red, White & Blue Pony
Beads or Translucent Pony Beads, 20 Metallic Pony
Beads, White Glue, 30" Metallic Cord, One 16mm
Wooden Barrel Bead,
Cut cord to 30n • Stiffen ends with white glue. Let dry.
Fold in half and tie a knot 112" below the fold. Choose
your bead colors for the wings. Open six size 2 safety
pins and string on the beads. Four safety pins should
have four beads each. Two safety pins should have
three beads each. See illustration. Close the pins.
Choose your bead colors for the body. Open fIve size 4
safety pins and string on the beads. Two safety pins
should have four beads each. Two safety pins should
have fIve beads each. One safety pin should have six
beads. See illustration. Close the pins. These written

directions for weaving the pins and beads may seem
complicated. Just follow
along using the diagram.
String three metallic pony
beads on one end. String the
other cord end through the
same three beads in the
opposite direction. String one
barrel bead on one cord.
String the other cord end
through the same bead in the
opposite direction. String one
metallic pony bead on one
end. String the other cord end
through the same bead in the
opposite direction. Tighten cord, pulling both ends
evenly and firmly.
String the safety pins in the order shown on one cord.
String that cord through the metallic neck bead again
forming a loop that holds the safety pins. String that
cord down through the fIrst safety pin of the wing. Pull
it through the opening on the pin head. String on a
metallic bead, then through the next wing safety pin
head. String on a metallic bead, then through the third
wing safety pin. String on a metallic bead, then through
the last two beads on the fIrst safety pin of the body.
String on a metallic bead then through the head of the
frrst body pin. String on two metallic beads, then
through the next body safety pin head. String on two
metallic beads, then through the third body safety pin
head.
String the other cord through the last safety pin on the
wing then through the head. Continue adding gold
beads and stringing through the heads as with the fIrst
cord. Tie offunder middle safety pin. Add a dab of
glue on the knot. Let dry and trim.
How to Cut a 5-Pointed Star in One Snip Fold an
8-112" x 10" piece of paper in half. Fold and unfold in
half both ways to form creased center lines. (Note: be
sure paper is still folded in half.) Bring comer (1) right
to meet the center line. Be sure to fold from the vertical
crease line. Bring comer (I) left till edges coincide,
then make the fold. Bring comer (2) left and fold.
Bring comer (2) right until edges coincide. Then fold.
Cut on the angle as shown in the picture. Then unfold
the small piece. Marvel at your perfect (we hope!) 5
pointed star! If your star is not perfect, take a fresh
piece of paper (8-112" x 10" -- not 8-112" x 11 n) and
start over.
3-D Fireworks Craft  Materials: Heavy Black or
Dark Blue Paper, Glue, Glitter (preferably red, white,
and blue).
Squeeze the glue from the bottom onto the paper. Try
to make fIrework (starburst-type) designs. After you
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make the designs with the glue, sprinkle the glitter on
the glue to make your fireworks sparkle! You can also
use a paint brush or q-tip to "paint" on your design and
then add the glitter.
Frozen Uncle Sam Ingredients: I scoop vanilla ice
cream, I Wafer ice cream cone, White frosting, Blue
fruit leather, Red and blue decorating gels, Red and
blue M&M's, Canister of ready-made whipped cream.
Place a scoop of vanilla ice cream on a plate and return
it to the freezer to harden.
Meanwhile, construct an
Uncle Sam hat out of a wafer
ice cream cone. Use frosting
to attach a blue band offruit
leather around the bottom of
the cone. Squirt vertical
stripes of red decorating gel
down the sides and blue gel on the top. Using a star tip,
squirt on white frosting stars around the blue fruit
leather, if desired. Tip: To avoid smudging the Uncle
Sam hat design, have the boy hold the cone from the
inside while decorating it with fruit leather and icing.
Remove the ice cream-scoop "head" from the freezer
and top with the Uncle Sam
hat. Working quickly so the
ice cream doesn't melt, add
blue M&M's eyes and a red
M&M's nose. Finally, add a
whipped cream beard. To do
this, have the boy hold the
canister upside down while squirting on a long white
beard. Serve up your Uncle Sam ice cream cone
immediately.
Lady Liberty - Materials: I Paint stick (big ones from
a house paint store), I
tongue depressor,
2 popsicle sticks, 1- 3 inch
flat wooden star, Spanish
moss, acrylic paints: off
white, navy or royal blue,
black, red, gold or true
ochre, Red, white and blue
thin ribbon, (or we used
gold for bow), Black
sharpie pen (marker), small
block with a 1/8th by I
inch slit in the center.
Start by painting the paint
stick off white. Let dry! Cut the tongue depressor and
one of the popsicle sticks in half. Paint the tongue
depressors navy blue with grammar school stars, and
the popsicle sticks skin tone. Paint your 3-inch star
gold or true ochre. Paint the handle part ofthe paint
stick skin tone and the bottom red white and blue as

seen in the p~oto. Cut the last popsicle stick in half.
Using oneaaf of the stick cut to a point (use an old
pair of she
, thinning the sides to the center. With
the other stic cut a I-inch rectangle. Putting the pieces
together: Glu the flesh tone popsicle sticks to the navy
and stars tongue sticks. Glue them to the paint stick as
shown in the photo. Attach the lady in the block that
has the slit in the center. Draw line breaks on the star
with black marker and glue to the head. Glue her light
together and attach to her arm that is up. Paint her face
on, using the end of the paint brush with black and
little white dot in the middle of the black. Paint on
some checks and use your sharpie pen for the smile and
nose. Glue on the Spanish moss on her head for hair
and put a little at the base. Last put her red, white and
blue bow on.
USA Napkin Ring - Materials: Toilet paper roll,
colored paper or craft foam, scissors, and glue.

Cut a large rectangular piece (in red) the size needed to
cover the toilet paper roll. Glue it to the tube. Cut the
tube into four pieces along the lines on the rectangular
template piece. Cut stars in white and blue. Glue on
the stars to decorate. Feel free to decorate further with
sparkles, sparkle glue, sequins or anything else the kids
can think of.

Spinning Tops - Show your patriotic colors by
hanging an array of red, white and blue twirlers from a
window frame, a parade float or even limbs of the
neighborhood trees. Then grasp each one at the bottom,
twirl it around and around until the string is wound
tight, then let go and enjoy the show. To make one, use
a nail to poke a hole in the center of a plastic coffee can
lid. With a marker, draw a spiral that starts 3/8 inch
from the hole and gradually extends to the rim, then cut
along the line (parents only). Knot an end of a piece of
string and thread the other end up through the hole in
the center, and the twirler is ready to hang up and spin.
Noodle Fireworks Craft Materials: Macaroni
Noodles, Rublling Alcohol, Food Coloring, 2 Ziploc
Baggie or Bo"ls, Heavy Black or Dark Blue Paper,
Glue. Note: ~ve yourselfplenty oftime for this craft!
It can take ho~rs for the noodles to reach the desired
color. and it c~n take the macaroni up to 24 hours to
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dry To color the noodles, use one baggie or bowl for
each color you make (save some plain noodles for the
color "white"). Place the desired number of noodles in
the baggie or bowl. Pour on enough rubbing alcohol so
all the noodles are covered. Add a generous amount of
food coloring to one container of alcohol and noodles.
Repeat these steps for other colors. Put these aside and
let them sit until they are the desired color (this can
take hours - the longer they sit the brighter the colors).
Once the noodles have reached the desired color,
remove them from the baggie or bowl and lay them in a
single layer on paper towels to dry. Once the noodles
are dry, you can create beautiful fireworks pictures. On
the paper, make fireworks (star-burst) designs using the
glue; be very generous! Once you have your glue
picture drawn, stick the colored macaroni on the glue
to make colorful fireworks. Be creative and make
different designs using the different colors!
Uncle Sam Napkin Rings Materials: (Note that all
wood pieces have holes) 16 mm Round Bead (head),
112" x 3/4" Oval Bead (body), 1/2" x 5/8" Spools (legs
& hat), 9/16" Oval Beads (anns), Raffia Strands, Thin
Cardboard, Tiny piece of white batting or white fake
fur fabric (beard), Acrylic Paint, Small Paint Brush,
Glitter Glue, Plain Napkin Rings,
Scissors, Glue Gun.
It is a good idea to paint the
Uncle Sam body parts before
assembly. Follow the example in
the finished picture shown
above. Directions below listed
,...-I are without paint.
Assemble Uncle Sam Decoration: Take 2 strands of
raffia and tie a knot at one end. Tie the knot over again
until it is large enough that it will not slip through the
holes in your wooden spools. Thread
two spools onto the raffia strands and
slide them down to the knot. Repeat
this process for the other leg. Next,
thread all four strands of raffia
through the larger oval bead (body)
and slide the bead down to meet the
spools (legs). To make the anns, take
one of the four strands of raffia and thread 2 of the
smaller oval beads onto it. Slide the beads to the end of
the raffia strand to meet the large oval bead (body). Tie
a knot in the raffia strand at the end of the second arm
bead. You will need to tie this knot a few times so that
it will be a large enough knot to keep from slipping
through the hole in the small oval beads. Repeat steps
for the other arm. Thread the last two strands of raffia
through the round bead (head) and slide the bead to
meet the large oval bead (body). Thread the raffia
stands through that last spool (hat) and slide the bead to
meet the round bead (head). Tie a knot in the raffia

strands at the top of the spool (hat) to secure the body.
Again, make sure that you tie the
knot enough times to keep it from
slipping into the hole in the bead.
Trim the ends of the raffia strands
so that I/4" is sticking out beyond
the knots. If you did not paint your
Uncle Sam before you put him
together, paint him now as shown in the photo. Using
your hot glue gun, glue a tiny piece of white fur or
batting to Uncle Sam's chin.
Assemble Uncle Sam Napkin Holder: Cut out a star
from a piece of cardboard (star should be slightly larger
than the assembled body). Cover the star completely
with red, white or blue glitter glue and let dry.
Take a plain napkin ring (wood is good), center the star
to the napkin ring and glue it in place with your hot
glue gun. Place a large dot of glue on the star with the
center of the napkin ring behind it. Attach the body
bead of Uncle Sam at the glue dot.
4th of July Flower Pot Votive Candleholder
Materials: Terracotta pot (any size) with dish, Navy
blue craft paint, Liquitex Gesso-Whlte, Star stencil,
Pencil, 2 Paintbrushes (one wide and one narrow), I"
Sponge brushes, Wax paper or plastic grocery bag,
Votive candle.
Lay down wax paper or a plastic bag to protect your
work space. Paint the whole terracotta pot and its dish
with the Liquitex Gesso White paint with a wide paint
brush. Allow to dry
overnight. This provides a
good base coat. Paint the
whole terracotta pot and the
dish navy blue with the
sponge brush. Allow the
blue paint to dry. Using the
stencil, draw on stars all
over the pot and dish with a
pencil. Paint in the stars
with the Liquitex Gesso
White. Use the narrow paintbrush. Let dry. Place a
votive candle in the pot, light, and enjoy!
Paint Fireworks with Marbles - Materials: 13 x 9
baking pan, Tape, Black or dark blue construction
paper, Tempera paint, Muffin tin or egg carton, Paint
brushes, Smock or painting shirt (this one can get
messy!), Glitter (optional), Newspaper, Clear Con-Tact
paper (optional).
Spread the newspaper out to cover your work area.
(This is also a great "outdoor" activity!) Put on your
smock or painting shirt to protect your clothes. Put the
different colors of tempera paint into the sections of the
muffin tin or egg carton. If you would like, you can
mix a small amount of glitter into the paint. Tape your
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paper to the inside of the pan. Place a marble into each
color. Choose your first color, and put that marble into
the baking pan. Hold the sides and slowly tilt the pan
so that the marble rolls all over the paper. Wait a few
minutes to let that color dry, and then try another.
(Sometimes it's more fun to be creating more than one
painting at a time, so that there isn't so much "wait
time. ") Dip your paintbrush into the paint and stand
back. Flick your wrist so that the paint "splatters" on
the paper to look like fireworks. Let them dry. If you
would like, you can create one for each family
member. Then cover them with Con-Tact paper and
use them as Independence Day placemats.
Sun catchers: US Flag Materials: Drinking straw,
CLear pLastic Lanyard,
Scissors, 36 dark blue
transparent beads (7mm),
66 red transparent beads
(7mm), 48 clear transparent
beads (7mm), Tacky glue,
Suction cup (with a hook or
with a slit).
Cut strips of clear lanyard,
one for every row in the pattern each lace should be
,10 inches long. Fold each
. . . . . . strip of clear lanyard in half
• • • • • so that they curve towards

i

around
the straw
!B~;iE~;iie;aCh
other.
Fold and
eachstring
strip
beads over both layers

of clear lanyard in the order
the beads are shown in the
pattern. Do 1 column at a time. After each column is
finished, tie a knot at the end. Put a drop oftacky glue
in each knot to help it stay. Let all of the knots dry and
then cut offthe extra clear lanyard at the ends. Trim the
straw so that it is a little longer than the sun catcher on
both ends. Run a piece oflanyard through the straw
and make a loop to hang the sun catcher from. Tie a
knot at the end and put a drop of glue in the knot.
Hang it from the suction cup and enjoy!

Crayon Scratching - Materials: Crayons of various
colors, one must be black, White paper, Paper clip or
used up pen.
Color a design on the white paper with various colors
of crayons. Color darkly. After the page is covered
with color, color over the whole thing with black
crayon. Press down hard so all of the other colors are
covered by the black. Use the paper clip or pen to
scratch out your own frreworks display!
Patriotic Star Clock - Materials: Paper mache starshaped box with lid, Liquitex Gesso White, Paintbrush,
Navy blue craft paint, Red craft paint, 4 Small Wood

Stars, Pencil, Ruler, Clockworks, Small screwdriver,
Hot glue gWl nd sticks.
Use the smal screwdriver to punch a hole where the
clockworks ill come through the front of the clock.
Before you p ch the hole, put the clock works inside
the clock and mark
where you will punch
the hole. Do it fairly
close to the c¢nter of the
star. Paint the' whole box
and the 4 wooden stars
with Liquitex Gesso
White paint. Allow the
box and stars lo dry
overnight. Paint the lid
ofthe box and the
bottom of the box with navy blue craft paint. Leave the
sides white for now.
Let the blue paint dry. Draw stripes on the sides of the
box with a pencil and a ruler. Paint every other one
with red craft paint and leave the others white. Hot glue
the stars to th~ front of the clock (bottom ofthe box)
where the 12,3,6, and 9 of the clock will be located.
See photo so you know what the position ofthe stars
are. With white Liquitex Gesso, paint the marks
between the wooden stars where the other hours are
located. Place the lid back on the box. Set the box on
its side so that you can read the clock clearly and place
it where you want! Note: If you want to hang the clock
you will need to remove the lid.
Patriotic Love Key Ring Materials: 6 Heart Shaped
Pony Beads (2 Red, 2 White, 2 Blue), Key Ring, 8" of
Red, White or Blue Rat-tail Satin Cord.
Cut satin cord into 8" lengths. Fold in
half and half hitch to a
key ring by placing the
folded end down through
the key ring and drawing
the cord ends down
through the folded end
loop. Diagram at right
shows how the key ring
will look with cord half
hitched to it. On each end
of the cord string on one
red, one white and one
blue heart shaped pony bead. Tie a knot
at the end to hCj)ld beads in place.
Patriotic Sun "isor - Materials: Plastic. sun visor
(blue), Heart shape made from "foamie" fun foam
(red), USA cud from "foamie" fun foam (white).
Glue hear shane onto visor. Add letters "U" "S" "An,
slightly overlafping the letters onto the heart.
I
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Flag Pattern for Beaded Safety Pins - Pattern works with three sizes of beads and pins. You choose the size you
want. Note: If using size 10 seed beads, use size I pins instead of size O.
You need:
For "E" Bead Pins
For Seed Bead Pins
(small beads, 2-1/4" wide pin)
(tiny beads, 1-112" wide pin)
One Safety Pin, Size 4;
One Safety Pin, Size 2;
Eleven Safety Pins, Size 3;
Eleven Safety Pins, Size 0;
"E" Beads;
Seed Beads;
Split Ring Pliers or
Split Ring Pliers or
Metal Nail File;
Metal Nail File;
Needle-nose pliers
Needle-nose pliers

Instructions:
Each row hanging down is the smaller pin with beads strung on it. Open these pins and string beads following the
pattern provided. Start at the top with of each row and work down. Use pliers to squeeze the pin's head closed
permanently. Note: Beads are irregular in size. You may not be able to use the larger seed beads in your package
and you may not want to use the smaller "E" beads in your package.
Use a split ring pliers or the point of metal nail ftle to bend open the coil at base of the larger pin. Thread coil of the
beaded pins onto front shank of larger pin, forcing them around opened coil and onto the back shank of the larger
pin. Follow pattern beginning with pin 11 and adding beaded pins working from right to left. R= Red, W = White,
B =Blue
Other Beaded Safety Pin Projects: Use instructions from above project and arrange beads per diagrams.
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Heart Wood Shapes Picture Frame - Materials:
Six Jumbo Craft Sticks, One Large Heart Wood
Shape, Four Small Heart Wood Shapes, Six Tear
Drop Wood Shapes, Cardboard, Tacky Glue, Low
Temp Glue Gun, Pink, Red, Green and White
Paint, Cardboard Easel.
Paint jumbo craft sticks pink, small teardrop wood
pieces green, large heart wood
shape red, three small heart
wood pieces red and one small
heart wood shape white. Let dry.
Cut a piece of cardboard to 4Yc"
to 5Yc". Line up and glue the craft
sticks onto the cardboard. Cut
your photo in a circle. Mount
photo on a piece of white index
cut in a slightly larger circle. Glue to the middle of
the craft stick frame. Glue on wood pieces as
shown in illustration. Hot glue on an easel.
Gingerbread-Look Birdhouse Ornament 
Materials: One Jumbo Craft Stick, Eight Craft
Sticks, Two Mini Craft Sticks, Assorted Circle
Wood pieces, Assorted Christmas Wood pieces,
Tan, Green, Red & White Paint, Textured Snow
Paint, Paint Brush, Tacky Glue, Metallic Gold
Cord, Low Temp Glue Gun, Craft Knife and Adult
Have the adult cut a jumbo craft stick in half using
a craft knife. Paint craft sticks,
mini craft sticks and economy
craft sticks tan. Paint large a
circle-shaped wood piece
black. Paint assorted wood
pieces to look like candy and
Christmas decorations. Let all
pieces dry. Turn seven craft
sticks upside down and line
up. Glue two mini craft sticks
across the sticks, one at the
top and one at the bottom.
Turn over. Glue the two
pieces of jumbo sticks to form
a peak. Glue the last craft
stick across the bottom. Glue the black circle to
the middle. Glue a piece of gold cord around the
circle. Decorate the house using your other
painted pieces. Finish with textured snow paint.
Hot glue a loop of gold cord to the back for
hanging.
Table Top Bridge - These little bridges make
great table decorations. Materials: 65 Craft
Sticks, 8 Mini Craft Sticks, 2 Jumbo Craft Sticks, 4
Small Green Foam shapes, 4 Foam Hearts, Small
Silk Flowers, Low Temp Glue Gun.

Glue 11 craft sticks one on top of the other. Glue
6 craft sticks one on top of the other. Glue another
6 craft sticks one on top of the other. Glue the two
stacks of six side-by
side. Glue the stack of
eleven along side the
double stack of six.
This will form the step.
Repeat to form the
other step. Lay 15
craft sticks side-by
side. Glue another 4
sticks on top of the 15 sticks laying them in the
opposite direction to secure them in place. Turn
upside down so you don't see the supporting
sticks. Glue a step to each side of the bridge,
lining them up with the last stick on each end. lay
a jumbo craft stick on your work surface. Use a
glue gun to attach the four mini craft sticks on
their ends to the flat jumbo craft stick, evenly
spaCing the mini sticks. This will make a railing.
Repeat to make the other railing. Turn the railings
over and add a dab of glue on each mini stick to
secure the bottoms of the railings to the bridge.
Decorate with silk flowers and foams as shown in
illustration.
Craft Stick Lantern 
Materials: craft sticks, oval
pieces, wax paper,
tacky glue, small candle in
votive cup.
Lay a 24" piece of wax
paper on your work surface.
Start at the left bottom and
glue four craft sticks on the
wax paper to make a box.
Right next to it make another box of four craft
sticks. Repeat two more times so you have four
boxes. Arrange wood pieces in each box to make
an attractive design. Glue in place. Picture shown
used small and medium wood ovals but you can
use any kind you would like. Let dry. Trim the
wax paper along the top. Trim down the side but
leave a half inch to glue. Fold wax paper to make
a box. Glue flap to secure. Set a candle in a votive
inside and see how pretty it looks when the light
shines through.
Window Sticky's - Materials: Clear acetate
sheets, Small patterns (from transfer books,
coloring books and magazines), Acrylic or fabric
paints, Small Sharp scissors, Aleenes Tack It
Over and Over (or similar product)
Trace pattern onto acetate sheet (Fabric Writer
paints work great for tracing the patterns as well
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as detailing). Paint the details of your pattern.
Allow the paint to dry for at least 4 hours. You
need to be sure that the paint is completely dry
before proceeding. Using sharp scissors, cut out
the design as close to the outline as possible.
Turn over your Window Sticky and apply Tack It
Over and Over or similar product with a brush.
Follow the manufacturer's instructions for drying
time.
Magic Wand Bookmark - Materials: One Large
Star Wood shape, Three Small Star
Wood pieces, Craft Stick, Gold Wire,
Black & Gold Paint, Tacky Glue or
Low Temp Glue Gun
Paint stars gold and craft stick black.
Let dry. Glue large star to the end of
the stick. Cut three 12" piece of wire
and roll them around something thin
(such as a piece of floral wire). Cut
three 3" pieces of wire. Glue all six
pieces of wire to the back of the large
star as shown in photo above. Glue three small
stars to the straight pieces of wire.
Trophy Holder - Materials: Jumbo Craft Sticks,
Foam Sports Shapes, Foam
Letters, Cardboard, Tacky Glue
or Low Temp Glue Gun, Paint
and Brush.
For top of display, glue eight
jumbo craft sticks to a piece of
cardboard. For all four sides, glue
four jumbo craft sticks to
cardboard. Cut all five cardboard
pieces 1" larger than sticks. Bend
excess cardboard away from
sticks to form tabs that can be glued together.
Glue tabs to together to form a box as shown in
illustration. Paint base. Let dry. Decorate with
sport shapes. Write your name with letters.
Table Top Wishing Well - Materials: 17
Clothespins, Tacky
Glue, Baby Food Jar,
Low Temp Glue Gun,
Four Small Heart
Wood Shapes, Eight
Small Teardrop Wood
Shapes, Rubber
Band, Pink and Green
Paint or Paint,
Markers, Silk or Dried
Flowers.
Remove the springs
from 17 clothespins.

Hot glue half a clothespin (point side down and
right side ou to the outside lip of the baby food
jar extending up. Glue another directly across the
jar. These wi I become the support for the roof of
the wishing ell. Cover the outside of the baby
food jar with acky glue. Cover with clothespin
halves (point sides up and right sides out). Line up
the bottoms with the bottom of the jar. Use a
rubber band to hold them in place until dry. Use a
glue gun to glue five clothespin halves together
side-by-side to make one part of the roof. Glue
five more to tpgether to make the other side. Use
hot glue to gl~e the pieces of the roof together
and to attach Ito the wishing well as shown in the
photo above. Paint four wood hearts pink and
eight wood telardrops green. Glue to the wishing
well to decorate. Add some silk flowers.
Furry Head Pencils - Materials: 3"
Piece of a Feather Boa, Two 15mm
Wiggle Eyes, One 1/2" Pompoms, Low
Temp Glue Gun, Pencil.
Wrap a 3" piece of a feather boa around
the top of pencil, securing it with hot
glue. Glue on two wiggle eyes and a
pom pom for a nose.
Music Shakers - Materials: 2 toilet paper tubes,
beans, seeds, pasta or rice (uncooked), paper,
tape, markers and stickers (Optional). Fill the
tubes with be~ns, seeds, pasta or rice then wrap
with any kind of paper. Fold up or tie the ends
closed. Let the kids use their imagination and
decorate with markers, crayons, stickers or paint.
Glitter Rocks - Materials: Small smooth egg
sized rocks, Elmer's glue, and glitter
Role rock in gllue then cover completely with
glitter, let dry for 30 min. to 2 hours, depending on
how thick the Slue is, then add a top coat of
Elmer's and let dry completely.
Flower Wreath - Materials:10-20 flowers (dried
or fresh), card board circle or paper plate, glue
and ribbon.
Cut out center in cardboard or paper plate. Place
a substantial amount of glue all over your card
board/paper plate, place flowers all around let dry,
tie a ribbon arrund the top and use to hang up.
Wave Maker i Materials: Clear, empty 2 liter
plastic soda b ttle, Vegetable oil, Food coloring,
Water
Start with a cI ar, clean empty 2 liter plastic soda
bottle. Fill hal way with water. Add drops of food
color to make desired color (twist top on and

shake to combine color). Add more color if
necessary. Any color will do we used blue (like the
ocean) and we recommend to stay away from
yellow because the oil is already yellow. Add
vegetable oil to fill (aI/ except about an inch on the
top). Seal boUle tightly with cap. You are now
ready to experiment. Swirl the bottle while it's
standing up or lay it down on its side and rock
back and forth to create "waves". You will find
many interesting things to do with it. Try creating
large bubbles by turning the bottle top over bottom
a few times. Really shake it up to create millions
of tiny bubbles. Look into the depths of the bottle
when it has so many tiny bubbles with an
"unfocused" gaze to get a holographic type effect.
It also really looks great when lit from behind.
Hold it up to the window on a sunny day to get an
even more colorful effect. Sometimes the oil gets
a little cloudy when you've been playing with your
wave maker a lot. Just let it sit still for several
hours or days and the oil will eventually return to
normal.
Pocket Dream Catcher - Materials: Tacky Glue,
/"1-1/4" Key
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around the metal ring then seal the knot with glue.
Tie approximately four half hitches around the
ring. Pinch each completed knot as you begin the
next Add a half hitch next to the knot where you
began. Then begin tying half hitches in
the middle of the cord you already added.
Double knot the cord in the center of the
webbing then seal knot with glue. Cut off
excess cord. Cut a 4" length of yarn. Knot
.,.......... ends together and insert one end of loop
through metal ring at the top. Draw knot
through loop and pull tight. Add a pin. Cut
three 4" pieces of yarn. Fold each piece
in half and tie to ring bottom using a half
hitch. Lace a pony bead through both
ends and knot in place. Cut off excess.
Easy Tie Dye for Kids - These are super easy
tie dyes for kids. For the purposes of simplicity,
choose to use one color per garment, rather than
multiple colors that are so often seen. You can
also use colored garments and use a contrasting
dye color to achieve the same results. Materials:
various colors of fabric dye (Rit Dye is usually
available at your local grocer or discount
department store), rubber bands, rubber gloves,
marbles, tap water, garments such as t-shirts,
cotton shorts, old jeans, etc.
Begin by rubberbanding your garment according
to the design you wish to achieve. See the
pictures below followed by the method in which to
reach that result.
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Embroidery Floss or Yarn, Safety Pin, Scissors.
Cut a 6-yard piece of yarn or floss. Slip one end in
the split of the ring to hold in place. Wrap the
lacing around the metal ring. Glue the end to the
lacing where they meet. Roll a 1-yard piece yarn
or floss loosely into a ball. Knot one end of yarn

Prepare dye according to package directions. Be
sure to wear rubber gloves to protect your hands I
Once your garment is ready, place in the dye for
at least 15-20 minutes. The longer the garment
remains in the dye. the darker and deeper the
color will become. Remove from the dye and rinse
according to package directions, usually in cold
running water. Ring out garment until water runs

clear. Carefully remove rubber bands and marbles
to reveal your new design! No design will be the
same as another and different effects can be
reached by combining the different methods
mentioned above.
Toothpick Treasure Box - Materials: Toothpicks
146 perfect ones to make box, a few extra for
spreading glue (square-edge
toothpicks work best), Glue
(white glue or tacky glue)
Make sure to cover surface
that you're working on, this
project can get messy. Be
sure to use only perfect and
straight (not warped)
toothpicks for your box. Any rejects can be used
as glue spreaders or for other projects. Base:
Pour out a little glue. (We recommend using a
something disposable-a shallow dish or plate)
Using an extra toothpick as a glue spreader (or a
very small paintbrush); spread glue along one
edge of first toothpick, adhere second toothpick to
first. Spread glue on outside edge of second
toothpick; adhere third toothpick. Continue in this
manner gluing and adhering toothpicks until you
have a row of 31 toothpicks all lined up. Sides:
Spread glue on top of the first toothpick on the
base (only) and place a
toothpick on top of it ("A"
sides). (See illustration) .00
the same with the last
toothpick in the rowan the
base (other "A" side). Now,
spread glue on edge of
another toothpick and place
it so that it crosses over both of the toothpicks you
just placed (liB" sides). Do the same on the other
"B" side of the box (like building a log cabin).
Continue in this manner; spreading glue on top of
top toothpick and adding another toothpick to
each of the "A" sides then do the same with each
of the "B" sides, back to "A's" then back to "B's",
etc. until you have 15 on the "A" sides and 14 on
the "B" sides. Let dry. Top: Make another row of
toothpicks the same way you created the bottom
of the box. This row should be 33 toothpicks long.
Let dry. Glue and attach 5 toothpicks crosswise
on each side of the top of box (liB" sides)--the fifth
toothpick should hang off the edge its full width.
To do this; you need to glue the first toothpick
right at the edge and glue three more to the inside
of it and one toothpick to the outside of it. (See
illustration). Let set a few minutes. Carefully turn
lid over. Spread glue and on first and last
toothpick in row of 33, attach toothpick on top of
this ("A" sides). Glue and attach more toothpicks

on top of the e new toothpicks until you have 3
toothpicks a top of the first and last toothpick in
the row of 33 Now attach the crosswise-side
toothpicks (" "sides). Spread glue on the
toothpick tha hung over the edge of the top on
each side an attach four toothpicks on top of
that. Let dry.
ecifications:
Box Bottom: 1 toothpicks
A Sides of Battom: 15 toothpicks (each side)
B Sides of Battom: 14 toothpicks (each side)
Box Top: 33 toothpicks
A Sides of Top: 3 toothpicks (each side)
B Sides of Top: 4 toothpicks (each side)

Yarn Art - M~terials: Scraps of yarn, 2 Straight
sticks (both ttle same length), Scissors,
Sandpaper
Long sticks make a large design, short sticks
make a small design. Use many colors of yarn or
just a few; beaeative.
Select two sticks that are fairly straight and about
the same length (or trim to length). Sand ends of
sticks to reduce and sharpness. Lay one stick
crosswise over the other. Begin to wrap first color
of yarn around one way then the other and make
a knot. Let yarn hang down from knot; do not trim.
See il
A.

Turn sticks
so that knot is in the back. Begin
to wrap yarn. Bring yarn from behind stick and
wrap it around the first stick and over to the next
stick (B).
Then continuing wrap it around next stick front to
back and bac~ around to next stick (C). Same on
the next stick to) and the next (E). Just keep
wrapping the yarn and soon a pattern will appear.
To change color of yarn, give an extra wrap of
yarn to the sti<?k where you want to change colors
and tie the neW color to the old securely, making
sure knot is in back of design, not front. Change
colors as oftell as you wish or not at all. Multicolor
yarns make interesting designs too. To finish off
design, doubl~ knot yarn to stick you want to end
at and trim.

Record Player Art - Materials: Record Player,
Paper Plates, Markers or Paints and Brushes,
Pencil.
Use a pencil to punch a hole in the middle of the
paper plate. Place the plate on the
record player using the hole to
position it. Turn on record player.
Place tip of marker or brush on
plate an allow plate to spin
underneath. Use variations of
pressure, color and position to it
make a more interesting design. Variations to
Try: Permanent Markers on Acetate, Chalk on
Black Construction Paper, Water Color on Vellum
Half Hitch for attaching cord to lanyard hook
for pony bead patterns - Use this
sample for all of the key chains listed
in this section of the Pow Wow book.
In each case, you will loop the cording
through the opening on
the hook.
Football Pony Bead Pattern 
Materials: 26 Brown Pony Beads, 3
White Pony Beads, 2' Satin Cord, 1
Lanyard Hook.
Fold your ribbon in half to find the
center. Use a half hitch (see above)
to secure it to lanyard hook. Lace
beads using pattern as a guide.
Finish by tying off with a double knot.
Pony Bead Pattern - Materials: 28
White Pony Beads, 28
Black Pony Beads, 2 Yards
Satin Cord, 1 Lanyard
Hook.
Fold your wire or cord in
half to find the center. Use a
half hitch (see above) to
secure it to lanyard hook.
Lace beads using pattern as
a guide. Finish by tying off
with a double knot.

Smiley Face Pony
Bead Pattern 
Materials: 72 Yellow
Pony Beads, 8 Black
Pony Beads, 2 Yards of
1/4" Satin Cord, 1
Lanyard Hook.
Fold your wire or cord in
half to find the center.

Use a half hitch (see above) to secure it to lanyard
hook. Lace beads using pattern as a guide. Finish
by tying off with a double knot.
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Paper Chinese Yo-Yo - Materials: 1/8" or
1/4" Dowel, Roll of wrapping paper, Tape or
Glue.
Cut a strip of wrapping paper 7' long by 4"
wide. Glue or tape one end of the strip to the
dowel at the end. Roll the paper tightly
around the dowel. To use, hold the dowel
and flick your wrist in an upward motion.
Paper will yo-yo out and back in.
Scout Fire Starters - Materials: Candy
Mold, Wax or Old Candles, Saw Dust from
Untreated Wood. Disposable Container and
Spoon, Broken Crayons (optional)
Melt candles or
wax in a double
burner on stove
top. Add broken
crayons for color if
desired. Mix equal
amounts of saw
dust with melted
wax in a
disposable
container. Pour
into candy molds.
Let harden. Pop out of of molds. Light with a
wooden match to start your camp fire or cooking
fire.
Tiger Seltzer Rockets - Materials: Scrap paper,
Pen or pencil, Film canister with snap on lid (Fuji),
Tiger striped craft foam (or orange and use black
permanent marker to make stripes), Scrap of
black craft foam, Scrap of white craft foam, Black
permanent marker, Hot glue gun, Scissors,
Wiggle Eyes (2 per canister), Alka-Seltzer tablets
(generic works fine), Water in a container, Eye
protection (glasses).
Lay the film canister on it's side on the paper.
Mark the top and bottom of the canister. Cut a
strip of paper. Wrap the
paper around the canister
and cut to fit. This will
become your pattern. Lay
the pattern on the wrong
side of the craft foam. Mark
the pattern on the foam.
Cut the shape out. Adhere
the craft foam to the film
canister using the hot glue,
making sure the end with
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the lid sticks out about 1/8". Note: Make sure the
ears are on the opposite side of the opening of the
canister. Cut a circle out of tiger striped craft
foam, cutting a pie shaped wedge out of the circle.
Form into a cone shape and hot glue to the end of
the canister (opposite the opening). Cut out 2
small triangles and glue to the cone (see photo).
Look at photograph and cut out the nose from
black craft foam, and the mouth area out of white
foam. Use a black marker to draw on features.
Glue on to canister according to photo. Glue on
wiggle eyes. Take the following items outside: the
rocket, water, Alka-Seltzer tablets, and eye
protection. Put on your eye protection. Turn the
rocket upside down, remove the lid from the
canister, and fill 114 full with water. Drop in tablet
and immediately replace lid and set on ground.
Back up! Experiment with using one or two tablets
into the canister to see if it will shoot up higher. Be
sure to look for the tablets after the rocket fires,
we were able to reuse some of them a couple of
times. Be sure to rinse off your driveway or
sidewalk after finishing with your rockets. We
have tested this product with a variety of glues
and found that hot glue held up to continuous
exposure to water and seltzer tablets.
Seashell Frame - Materials: Oval wood frame (or
make one from heavy cardboard), Acrylic paint 
blue, 12" Length 22 gauge wire - turquoise, Small
sea shells, Blue pre
tinted grout, Paint
brush
Craft drill and small
bit, Craft stick.
Using the craft drill
and small bit, drill 2
holes in top of frame
about 1" apart. Paint
front and back of
frame blue. Let dry.
Thread one end of turquoise wire into one hole at

top of frame. Using the end of the paint brush, coil
the end of the wire. Repeat with other end of the
wire for a hanger. Spread enough grout on frame
to have about a X" thickness. Press shells into
grout Let dry.

Marshmallo People - Materials: 2mm Tan Craft
foam,3mm rown craft foam, 1/2" White pom
pom, 7mm B wn pom-pom, Two 1Omm Wiggle
eyes, 3 Whit chenille stems, Scissors, Toothpick,
Tacky glue, ,ine point black permanent marker,
Pencil, Cinnamon.
Transfer pati¢rn for melted candy bar onto brown
foam, then cut out. Cut two 3 1/4" squares from
tan foam for crackers. Poke holes in crackers with
pencil point then dust with cinnamon. Draw line
down center Of cracker
with edge of $cissors to
simulate an actual
cracker. Glue 'smores
together in the following
order: Cracker, 3" pom
pom, melted candy,
cracker. Let dry. Bend 1
chenille stem lin half for
legs. Coil end~ of chenille stems for feet. Glue
legs in place ihside of top cracker. Snip one
chenille stem in half for arms. Glue ends then glue
one to each side of the top cracker. Glue 2 wiggle
eyes and brown pom-pom in place for face. Draw
mouth with a black marker. Glue white pom-pom
to the end of a toothpick for toasted marshmallow
then glue to one arm.
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Tape-T's - Tape creates the lines and shapes
that are the "resist" area of this shirt. This
technique shows that sometimes what you don't
paint is as important as what you do! Materials:
White T-Shirt, Cardboard or shirtboard form for
inside T-shirt, Masking Tape, Color Mist
Combinations: - Pink Carnation, Cornflower Blue
and Sunflower Yellow, OR - Christmas Green.
Cornflower Blue and Sunflower Yellow. Plastic to
cover work area and protect floor from overs pray
indoors), scissors

worked. being sure to thread through loops when
appropriate. From here. it doesn't matter which tail
you start with, as long as you work through all four
lengths. Braid as many rows as you wish. After
the last row, you can either put a little glue on the
end (trim tails after glue is set), or pull extra tight
and leave tails.

Illustration 1

over
over
work area with plastic. Randomly place masking
tape on shirt to create various patterns. Choose
from either of these color combinations: a.
Christmas Green, Cornflower Blue, & Sunflower
Yellow. or b. Cornflower Blue, Pink Carnation, &
Sunflower Yellow. Shake Color Mist well with
clear cap in place. Prime pump by spraying onto a
clean paper towel, then begin misting color
randomly onto shirt. As you paint the t-shirt,
remove pieces of the tape to add color under the
taped areas. It is always best to start spraying
with your lightest color first. As the colors overlap
and blend. new colors will be created. Allow paint
to dry completely then turn shirt over and paint the
back in the same manner. Color will be
permanent and washable. Do not be concerned
with dots and uneven variations of paint, this
creates a more tye-dye look to the shirt. Because
Color Mist is permanent it does not have to be
heat set.
Rexlace Square Keyring - Materials:
Keyring, 2 Hanks of Rexlace - 30" each
(Your Choice of Colors), Scissors.
Follow illustration 1 for attaching
Rexlace to keyring. When illustration 1
is completed and pulled tight, your
Rexlace should look like illustration 2.
To continue braiding, fold each strand
back over itself until all four lengths are

Illustration 2

Animal Print Frame - Materials: Paper mache,
Oil crayons - assorted colors, White opaque
marker or paint, Wiggle eyes, Scissors, Glue
Color the bottom and one side
of the frame white with paint or
opaque marker. C%r the other
sides of the frame with a dark
brown oil crayon then color
over the white sides of the
frame with black oil crayon.
Use the pOints of the scissors
to scratch away the oil crayon on all four sides.
Make the strokes in one direction so that the final
effect will look like fur. The black with white
underneath represents a skunk, so use a white
crayon to draw a white stripe down the center of
the two black sides. The brown represents the fur
of a raccoon. Draw a dark brown circle at one end
of each of the other two sides for the dark circle
around a raccoon's eyes. Glue two small wiggle
eyes at one end of each of the black sides for the
skunk and one large eye on top of each of the
brown circles.
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NATURE CRAFTS

Nature Crafts
Icy Sun Catcher - This is from the Kathy Ross book
Crafts to Make in the Winter.
Materials: Old Shoe Lace, Water, 9" Disposable Pie
Tin, Natural Materials such
as Pinecones, Pine Needles,
and Twigs
Instructions: Fold the
shoelace in half and place
the two ends across the
center ofthe pie tin. Make
the arrangement of natural
materials in the tin. Fill the
tin with water and leave in outside to freeze. When the
water has frozen, remove the ice from the tin. Hang the
ice circle from a tree in a swmy place so you can see it
from your window.

the walnut half for ears. Glue on two wiggly eyes, a
pipe cleaner tail and some whiskers made of fishing line
and put a black dot at the very pointed end of the walnut
shell and you have a little mouse. These can be used as
ornaments, or glued to packages just for fun.
Knitting Baskets Ornament - Use half a walnut shell,
position a length of yam in the bottom of the walnut
shell and glue for a hanger. Wind up little balls of yam
and glue into the shell and on top of the yam hanger.
Stick in a couple ball head pins for knitting needles.
You can also fill with a pinked square of fabric and fill
with tiny pine cones. Use a ribbon for the hanger
(attaching the same as for the knitting baskets.)

Walnut Ship - Fill half a walnut shell with melted wax,
then set three "masts" made of toothpicks, and a front
spar also of toothpick (use the round ones). Use thread
and glue to make cross spars on the masts. Use thread to
string together rigging on the masts, and small swatches
of white cloth or paper (old cotton handkerchiefs work
well), to make sails. Glue these on the spars, and use
thread from the bottom comers of the sheet to the sides
ofthe gunwales. You can also add small flags to the
masts. These make great Christmas tree ornaments.

Tips for Working With Pinecones - Before working
with the cones, condition them in the oven. You don't
have to do it, but heating them first melts the sap and as
a result adds a nice glaze to the pine cones. Also, pine
cones that are not opened, will open in the heat. (If you
make a decoration for outside, the opened pine cones
may close again in a wet, humid climate.) Use an old
cookie sheet or cover a sheet with foil. Place the pine
cones on it and put it in oven. Bake them at about 200 0
until the sap is melted and the pine cones are open. Test
frrst with one pine cone to get the right temp. As an
added bonus, your house will smell wonderful!

Walnut Jack-o-Lantero - Sand the fat end of a whole
walnut so it will stand on end without tipping. Paint
orange, and add a yellow face of eyes, nose, and mouth.
Add a short stick for a stem, with a couple of leaves and
two pieces of thin green wire. Makes a great Halloween
decoration.

Pinecone Turkey - Take a pinecone that is flat on one
end and cone shaped on the other. The flat end would
be the tail after you stick in a few feathers or feather
shaped cutouts. On the pointy end insert a question
mark shaped cutout for a head and twigs or chenille
stems for legs.

Walnut Cradle Ornament - Materials: half a walnut
shell, Length of thin ribbon, 3/8" wooden bead, paint,
batting, fabric scrap for a blanket.
Glue a length of thin ribbon lengthwise inside walnut
shell half. Paint closed eyelash
lines on a 3/8" wooden bead. Fill
the shell with batting. Glue bead
head in place at wide end of shell.
Add a fabric scrap blanket - gluing
and tucking raw edges to inside. A
tiny bow, flower or snippet of hair
fiber can be glued on to cover the
hole in the bead. Tie ribbon ends together to hang.

Rustic Stick Frame - Gather 12 sticks from your
backyard or a walk in the woods.
Look for straight sticks from 114"
to 112" thick. Strip off any leaves
or branches and break 6 of the
sticks to 11" length. Break the
other 6 to 9" lengths. Arrange the
sticks to form your picture frame
using a glue gun to tack the sticks
in place. Wrap the four comers
with twine as shown and glue
ends in place on the back. Trim
your photo to fit. Glue to back of frame at comers. Cut
and glue a 6" piece of twine to back of photo for
hanging.

Walnut Strawberries - Paint the whole walnut red and
randomly glue on tiny pearls for the seeds. Then cut a
green felt strawberry leaftop and attached a hanger.
Walnut Mouse - Take half a walnut shell and place flat
side down. Take two pistachio nut shell halves and glue
them, pointy end standing up, near the pointed end of

Christmas Tree (Several Pinecones) - With pinecones
standing on their widest end (the base), glue the "sides"
of them together in the form of a circle. Some of the
petals can interlock with each other to help hold it in
place (use hot glue to secure). When you have the size
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of circle you need to form the base of your Christmas
tree (obviously this can vary, depending on the size of
tree you want), repeat that step, only making the circle
smaller. Glue that circle onto the base, using the same
technique as mentioned above--allow some of the petals
of the base of the smaller circle to interlock with the tips
of the larger circle. Keep repeating these steps until you
reach the "top" of your Christmas tree. The very tip
should be just one (l) pinecone, the "layer" beneath that
should be three (3) pinecones, and so on--forming larger
and larger layers--depending on how large you want the
entire tree. Decorate then with glitter, lights, miniature
garlands, ornaments, etc.
Bird House - Materials: Empty (Clean) 1/2 Gallon
Milk Carton, Black, Brown or Grey Paint, Lots of
Twigs, Low Temp Glue Gun or Tacky Glue, Scissors,
Ruler, Pencil, String or Fishing Line
Measure and mark 3"
from the bottom all
around an empty milk
carton. Cut into 2
pieces. Saving both the
top and the bottom. Cut
a 2" circle in the middle
front of the top piece.
Cut the bottom piece
down to I" high. Put
some glue on all four
sides of the bottom
piece on the outside.
Push the bottom piece
into the bottom of the top piece, making a new base for
the milk carton. Glue pour spout closed. Paint the
outside of the milk carton in a dark color. This will help
the spaces you will have between the sticks blend in. Set
aside to dry. Gather lots of thin, straight sticks. Thicker
sticks will go faster but you may need a hand saw or
pruning shears to cut sticks to size. Thinner sticks can
be broken to size. Poke a hole through the middle of the
top ridge. Push string or line through the hole to hang
the bird house. Break or cut sticks to cover the bottom
and all sides working around the hole cut in the center
front. Glue them into place. Glue a small stick under the
hole for a perch. Cut or break sticks for the roof. Glue
into place. Glue stick to cover the top ridge.
Single Pinecone Cbristmas Tree - Glue a single pine
cone into a small flower pot. Put gold glitter on the tips
ofthe "branches", a small star on the top and wrap a
piece of rickrack around the flower pot. You can add
touches of glitter to the flower pot as well. You can
even tuck some cotton into the branches for snow. This
is just one suggestion for decorating your tree - the
possibilities are endless!

Pinecone An~1 Ornament - Use a long, narrow
pinecone. Tutjn it upside down, and glue a little wooden
ball to the flat part (for the head), glue two big silk rose
leaves to the bCtck for wings (or anything else you have
that looks like 'Wings), let dry and spray paint the whole
thing either silver or gold. Attach a string to the back for
a hanger.
Pinecone, Wu, & Glitter Ornament - Tie a cord
around the top of a pinecone and dip into wax. Set in
egg cartons to dry. Decorate with glitter when still moist
and hang from Christmas tree. (To just wax the tips,
pour wax into a shallow pan and roll the pinecone in it.)
Stick Hats

Materials: sticks, string, glue.
Gather together a bunch of sticks
from 8 to 12 inches long. Tie a
piece of string about 12 inches long
just below the top of one stick; tie a
second stringjust above the stick's
bottom. Next, lay a second stick
parallel to the fIrst. Wrap the strings
around the second stick, and then
bind the sticks with a fIgure eight.
Tie a third stick to the second and
add more sticks and string until you reach the
circumference Of your child's head. Tie the ends and
brush the string with glue.
Pinecone Bird Feeder Materials: Large pine cones,
Com Meal, Shortening (or bacon fat, melted suet, etc.),
Bird seed and/or bread crumbs, Cake pan, String or

yam.
Mix com meal and shortening. Spread mixture thickly
into the crevices and all over the pine cone. Pour bird
seed and/or bread crumbs into the cake pan. Dip and roll
the pine cone in the bird seed so that it sticks to the
mixture and covers the pine cone. Let this harden
overnight, then tie a piece of string or yam to the very
top of the pine cone. Loop the string under the topmost
"leaves" ofthe pine cone and tie a knot in the top. Hang
the bird feeder on a tree branch in the yard, and watch
the birds flock in!
Sea Sbell Angel - Materials: I large shell, 2 very tiny
shells (for hands), wooden ball (for head), spray glue,
hot glue, glitter, paint, lace, ribbon.
Spray the large shell with glue and drop the glitter on.
Paint a design on if you wish. Glue on the wooden
head, paint on eyes and mouth. Glue on the very small
shells (hands). Glue on the lace for a hat, add on hair if
you wish. Add ribbon to the back to hang it on a tree.
Sea Shell Magoets - Glue a disc magnet to the back of
any seashell, closest to the edge and the rim so it can
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hang securely on the fridge. You can paint them if you
like.
Rock Necklace - Use a rock collected from a special
place or during a special outing. Cut a I yard piece of
twine or hemp. Attach to the back of the rock with a
glue gun. Wrap twine or hemp several times around
rock, securing as necessary with glue. Tie ends together
to form a necklace. Variation: Use a sea shell instead of
a rock.
Leaf Sun Catcher - Materials: Wax Paper, Fall
Leaves, Crayon Shavings, Adult with Iron, Newspaper.
Cover work surface
with newspapers.
Sprinkle a small
amount of crayon
shavings on a piece of
wax paper. Arrange
leaves on top. Sprinkle
more crayon shavings
and cover with
another piece of wax
paper. Place a piece of
newspaper on top and
iron with a warm iron
until crayon shavings
melt. Trim and hang
in the window.
Pinecone Fire starters - Place pine cone in a cupcake
tin (coat tine with vegetable oil flrst). Add some
sawdust if you like and a wick. Pour melted wax into
the tin and let harden. Add this to your flre with
kindling.
Nature Pins - Materials: Clear Contact Paper, Safety
Pins (Size 2), Metal Nail File, Flowers and Leaves
Gathered (with permission, of course!)
Cut two 2" circles of contact paper. Select flowers

the loop at the base of the safety pin. Use the pin to
poke a hole in the top of your nature design. Push it
down the front shank of the pin, around the loop and on
to the back shank of the pin.
Stepping Stones Materials: Empty Heart-Shaped
Candy Box, Large Disposable Mixing Containing and
Stick, Cement, Shells,
Beach Glass or Stones.
Mix cement according to
package directions. Pour
into empty box. Let set a
few minutes. Press shells.
beach glass and/or stones
into cement. Use a stick to
write a message or have
child make a hand print.
Pig Apples - Materials: Red Delicious apple. 5 red
gumdrops, Toothpicks, 4 whole cloves, Fruit leather,
Red shoestring licorice
Tum an apple on its side.
Insert one end of a
toothpick into a gumdrop
and stick the other end
into the bottom of the
apple core to form a snout.
Break toothpicks in half
and affix four gumdrops
as feet. Set clove nostrils
in the nose and clove eyes above the snout. Twist off the
stem, poke a hole with a toothpick, and insert an inch
long piece of shoestring licorice into the hole to make a
tail. Finally, cut a piece of fruit leather into a rectangle
measuring 1 by 112 inch, and then cut again on the
diagonal to form two equal-size triangles. Affix upright
triangles with small pieces oftoothpick to create ears,
then bend over the upper portion of each triangle to
cover the spot where the toothpick shows.
SAFETY NOTE: Before your kids pig out on these apple
snacks, remind them to remove the toothpicks and
cloves.
Mushroom Prints Materials: Fresh, whole white or
Portobello mushrooms, white paper, drinking glass,
non-aerosol hair spray.

and/or leaves to press on to one of the circles. Cover
with the second piece of contact paper. Trim. (Note:
you can make terrific bookmarks byfollowing this same
process - just make a rectangular shape, instead)
Spray safety pins with clear coat to keep them from
tarnishing. Use the point of metal nail file to bend open

To make spore prints, carefully
remove the stems from the
mushrooms. Expose the gills by
using a knife (a parent's job) to trim
back the lower edges of the caps.
Place the mushrooms on a sheet of
paper and cover each one with an inverted glass. Let
stand overnight. The mushrooms will release spores
from their caps to create distinctive patterns. Carefully
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lift first the glasses, then the mushrooms, to reveal the
spore prints. To preserve the designs, coat with non
aerosol hair spray.
Apple Candlesticks - This unusual table centerpiece is
ephemeral - but it's beautiful white it lasts.
Materials: Large Rome Beauty
~.
apples (that will stand straight on
the table), Candles, Waxed paper,
Potato peeler, Lemon juice.
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an apple. Make the hole as straight
as possible and remove the core
piece. Insert a candle into the hole.
It should fit tightly; if the hole is too large, wrap waxed
paper around the candle's end. Older kids can decorate
the apples by carefully carving designs in the skins with
the tip of a potato peeler (to prevent the designs from
turning brown, rub them with lemon juice). Arrange the
candleholders in a circle on a plate or cutting board.

sure the apple ~oesn't touch anything while it dries (it
could spoil). llIe apple head
will take abou~3 weeks to dry.
(You could speed the wrinkling
process by using a vegetable
dehydrator.) After a couple of
days, you will be able to shape
the face and lift the ears of the
cat so that they dry upright.
When the cat's face has dried,
use a glove and felt scraps to
make the body. Decorate the
glove by gluing on felt
markings and paws. Then insert
the pencil into the middle
fmger hole on the glove. Slip the glove over your fist
and grasp the pencil with the three middle fmgers,
poking out your pinky and thumb to form arms for the
cat.

Apple-Stamped Bag - Materials: Fabric bag (cloth
grocery sacks work well), Newspaper, Fabric paint
(green, red and brown), Paintbrush, Apple
Fold over some
newspaper and
insert it into the
fabric bag, laying it
flat so that the paint
will not seep
through. With a
brush, use brown
paint to fashion a
tree trunk and let
dry. Then use a
horizontalJy cut apple to make leaves by brushing a thin
layer ofgreen fabric paint onto the apple and pressing it
around the top of the trunk. Repeat several times (make
sure to look for the star in the print). After the green
paint dries, cut an apple in half vertically. Pick the side
that still has the stem and brush with red fabric paint.
Then "hang" juicy apples on the tree.

Twig Easel Craft - Materials: Twigs, Garden clippers
(have an adult cut the twigs), Hot glue gun, Twine or
yam, Scissors, Cardboard (a small piece), Crayons,
markers, or paint.
Cut three long twigs and one short one. Hot glue two of
the long twigs and the short twig
together, forming an A shape. Wrap the
joints with twine or yam. Glue the
remaining long twig to the "A" shape
you just made, forming a tripod (a
three-legged
stand). Wrap the
joint with twine
or yam. Cut a
piece of cardboard that will fit on
your easel.
Paint or draw a picture on the
cardboard. Cut four twigs to fit
around your painting. Using hot
glue, glue the twigs around the
cardboard, forming a rustic
frame. Rest yoW" framed picture
on your easel for a really cute display.

Shrunken-Apple Kitty Puppet - Materials: Apple,
Paring knife, Lemon juice, Whole cloves, Pencil, Jar,
Glove, Felt scraps, Glue
Peel the apple and remove a bit ofthe core from the
bottom. To carve your kitty's face, cut holes for the
eyes. Above them, slice two triangular flaps (these will
tum into the ears). For the nose and mouth, cut a deep
X. On each side of the X, make shallow slits for
whiskers. Soak the apple in lemon juice for 15 minutes
(to prevent browning). Lightly dry it with a paper towel,
then insert cloves into the eye holes. Push a pencil into
the apple from the bottom and set it in a jar, making

CARAMEL APPLES - The recipe makes a glossy
caramel coating that sticks to the apples without pulling
out your fillings.
I 112 tbsp. butter
I 112 cups light brown sugar
6 tbsp. water
Popsicle sticks
8 to 10 apples (McIntosh work well)
Melt the butter a saucepan. Add the brown sugar and
water. Stir until, it has a smooth consistency. Gently
bring to a boil, then cover and simmer for 3 minutes,
until the pan's sides get steamy and the mixture is thin
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but somewhat sticky. Remove from heat. Pierce the
center of each apple with a PopsicIe stick, then swirl in
the caramel syrup until coated. Place apples on a
greased cookie sheet to harden. Refrigerate for at least 1
to 2 hours. Serves 8 to 10.
Twig Coasters - These coasters look like rafts afloat a
tabletop. For each coaster, gather 22 smail, straight
twigs, and trim them to a length of 5 inches. Double a
length of waxed twine, loop center an inch from the end
of first twig, and tie once. Tie twine around remaining
twigs, one by one. Tie knot at end; cut twine close to
knot. Repeat on other side
Grapevine Wreath - Take a long, fresh vine and form a
circle in the diameter you want the wreath to be. Most
likely, you will have excess vine; wind this excess vine
around the vine circle you just formed. When the vine is
to the end, tuck that end firmly inside a space between
two wound vines; on the first round, there might not be
two wound vines to tuck the end into, so just hold the
end of the vine until it is wrapped in with the second
vine. Now take another vine, insert the beginning end
between two wound vines and begin the winding and
ending process all over again. Keep doing this until you
have a wreath in the thickness you desire. Keep in mind
that the wreath will shrink quite a bit as it dries, so you
will want to make it thicker than your desired thickness.
When you have [mished assembling your wreath, you
can lay it in the sun to dry for a couple weeks, or bring
it in the house and hang it to dry. If you hang it to dry,
you may want to change its position every couple of
days so the shape will remain circular. These wreaths
make great gifts to give to friends and family as-is or
fixed up with dried flowers, herbs and ribbons. To
attach anything to your wreath, hot-gluing is the easiest
method, but wiring things on with florist wire is another
method. They are also great to hang on the front door
or on your walls as decorations.
Leaf Glitter - Nature meets art! Collect dry leaves and
lay them out on newspaper. Using [mgers, brushes or
sponges, paint both sides of the leaves in any colors or
combination of colors. Let the leaves dry overnight.
Collect the dry painted leaves in a big pile. Carefully
take a small handful. Rubbing both hands together
crinkle the leaves into small pieces. This is your glitter.
Using markers, crayons or paint, let the children design
their own artwork. Use the crinkled leaf glitter to
highlight the artwork by applying glue and sprinkling
the glitter over it. Let the creations dry overnight.
Change the Color of Cut Flowers - To change white
carnation-type petals to green, stand the long-stemmed
flowers in water containing a green aniline dye. Other
suitable aniline dyes may be used to achieve colored

stripes on white flowers. Place flowers over a basin of
water which contains a very small amount of ammonia
in a bell glass. The petals will usually change. For
example, many violet-colored petals will change to
green; red colors will become green, white will tum
yellow and dark carmine will tum black. Violet-colored
asters can be moistened with a very mild solution of
nitric acid. The ray florets will tum red and will also
acquire a pleasant scent.
Leaf Bursts - Materials: Newspaper, Paper, Paint
brushes, Tempera paints, Container with water, Rags,
Fresh green leaves
Cover table with newspaper. Place paper on newspaper.
Put leaf on paper. (Hint: Hold the leafstill with one
hand and use the other hand to paint on the leaf,
brushing in an outward
direction.) Move leafto
another part of the paper
and repeat painting. Use
another leafto create
more leaf burst designs.
Variations: Staple
painted leaves to your
finished leaf burst
design. Use cut shapes
and patterns from tag
board or old fIle folders and create "pattern bursts". Try
using chalk instead of paint. Rub or brush chalk marks
with tissue.
This craft can be found in MaryAnn Kohl's book
entitled Good Earth Art.
Great Gravel Mosaics - Materials: Large Cardboard
(could be from cereal box, gift box) about 12" x 13",
Interesting small pieces of gravel (You will need quite a
bit), String or Yam, Pencil, Simple Coloring Book or
personal drawing, White glue in squeeze bottle,
Scissors, Crayons (optional)
Wash and rinse the gravel (a kitchen colander -the kind
mom drains spaghetti in- helps). Spread out on towels to
dry. On your cardboard, use the pencil to make an
outline of a simple drawing. (Try not to be too detailed)
With the glue, trace over the outline. Press string or yard
onto the glue lines, cutting where necessary to form
comers and angles. Glue gravel onto the picture .fIlling
the spaces. You can use all one color, or use different
colors for different areas. If you wish to have a
background, use crayons to draw and color one in.
Easy Nature Crafts for spring and summer
Mix up some runny mud and gather up plants and sticks
to use as natural paint brushes & stamps. Experiment
with stamping and painting onto paper or just onto
cement.
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TIN PUNCHING
The art of putting holes into a piece of tin or a tin can to make a decoration.
Nothing was thrown away in pioneer days. Every-thing was recycled in some fashion or other.
People then, like us today, liked to have decorative things to look at and enjoy. We are no different. But, the pioneers
took everything they used and used it until it no longer had any use at all.
Tin punching was used to decorate cabinet doors (or fronts). The holes enabled air to circulate into the cabinet and
keep things fresher and away from flies and other bugs. Remember, there was no RAID back in those days.
Today. tin fronts on pie safes and antique furniture add beauty and charm in a rustic, primitive way.
FIRST AID
As with any activity, injuries can (and will) happen. First aid is - the first aid, the first help, or the immediate care and
help given to someone who is hurt or suddenly ill. First aid - the help given before a victim can receive professional
medical care - could prevent infection and serious loss of blood. It could save a limb or even a life.

BRUISES
Black and blue marks are easy to recognize and treat. Some bruises. however, can be serious, especially if there
are possible fractures. A finger badly smashed by a hammer could be a serious injury.
The black and blue mark that is typical of a bruise is caused by blood leaking into skin tissues. often as a result of
a blow from a blunt object -like a hammer. The skin is not broken.
Serious bruises require the attention of a physician. But for those not serious, keep a cold. wet towel over the
bruise for 30-50 minutes. This helps prevent more blood from leaking into the tissues. Resting the injured area
also slows bleeding into the bruise. To help make the black and blue mark fade, apply a warm, wet cloth the next

~

day.

LACERATIONS AND CUTS
Sharp cuts through the skin, such as those caused by knives or other sharp objects, are known as incisions.
Lacerations are rough, jagged cuts made by tearing and breaking skin and flesh.
An incision or clean-edged cut might bleed freely and heavily. Deep cuts can injure muscles. tendons, and nerves.
A laceration, with its jagged tearing of skin, may damage a larger area than a cut. Bleeding may be rapid and
heavy. Deep contamination of the wound increases the chances of infection.
For cuts and lacerations with minor bleeding or where bleeding readily stops, follow these steps.
1. Wash your hands, then get some sterile gauze or a few clean scraps of cotton cloth, and plenty of clean water.
For best results. wash the wound under running water or put the water into a container from which you can squirt a
steady stream. You can modify a plastic bag for this purpose by filling the bag with water, twisting the top closed,
pricking a small hole in one corner, and then applying enough pressure to force a jet of water from the hole.
2. Gently pull apart the sides of the wound and clean away dirt and dead tissue by flushing the area with a stream
of water and swabbing it with gauze. Use plenty of water. If cleaning the wound restarts the bleeding, stop the
bleeding by placing a sterile gauze pad over the cut and applying direct pressure.
3. Allow the wound to dry.
4. To keep the edges of a cut from pulling apart, close the wound with tape. Draw the sides of the cut together
and secure with butterfly bandages or sterile wound-closure strips.
SUPPLY LIST
•
Roll of roofing tin (s"x70')
•
Masking tape (3/4"-1") several rolls depending upon size of group
•
Duct tape (3/4" - 2") one roll
•
Newspaper (approximately!/z" thick) It should be thick enough to prevent accidental nail punches in
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the surface under the work being done. A couple sections of ne~spaper folded in half works well to
protect surfaces.
.
Waxes string
Yarn, perhaps a skein or more, various colors
Sharpie or permanent markers, various colors, ten or so
Work area. Could be table top, work bench, sidewalk or garage/basement floor
Pre-selected designs for individuals to "punch"

TOOLS
• Tin snips
•
Ruler
• Scissors (adult size, large, long cutting edge-tailor or seamstress type)
• Portable paper cutter
•
Hammers (large enough to get the job done, small enough for the age group doing the project. No
sledge hammer, professional roofing hammer or EXTRA LARGE hammer is necessary.)
•
Nails. Not too small as they won't penetrate the tin and are hard to hold. Not too large as the bigger
holes ruin the design.
EMBELLISHMENTS
• Beads (multiple colors and sizes
• Feathers
• Paint pencils/pens
SETUP
You will need one or more sturdy tables to be determined by the size of your group.
Layout materials in an orderly fashion:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Newspaper pad
Tin
Masking tape
Duct tape
Designs
Nail
Hammer

After you have completed punching out your design, you may embellish your tin with:
8. Yarn
9. Waxed string
10. Beads, feathers, etc.
TO BEGIN
Have participants gather together the initial items they are going to need. Cut the piece of tin the size you want. Using
the masking tape, tape the cut edges as they are rough. Select a design (or pattern) and using the masking tape, tape
it to the piece of tin so it doesn't move. With hammer and nail, place nail on the lines and literally "trace" the pattern on
the tin using light, even taps of the hammer.
Upon completion of the "tracing" remove pattern piece and throwaway. Now it's time to embellish! This can be done
any way you wish. Using waxed string or yarn. you can punch a hole in the top of the tin and hang it. Punching holes
along the sides of the tin allow you to tie it to something else. Whatever you decide is your choice. Remember,
embellishing your tin makes it personal. Use beads, color markers, paints, etc., to create your own, personal design.
Enjoy and most of all ... have FUN!

C
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Holiday Crafts
Skill Stick Valentine Box - Materials: 65 Skill
Sticks, Heart shaped wood pieces, 5 Wooden
Barrel Beads, Red, Pink and Light Pink Paint,
Foam Brush, Tacky Glue.
Line up twelve skill sticks.
Glue three more skill
sticks across to hold them
in place. Repeat. One will
be the top, the other will
be the bottom. Make the
sides by interlocking 7
rows of sticks together.
Run a bead of glue down along the inside of each
corner. Let dry. Paint the top, the bottom and the
sides red. Paint barrel beads light pink. Paint four
large heart wood pieces and four medium hear
shaped wood pieces light pink. Paint five small and
five medium heart wood pieces darker pink, Let
dry. Glue four barrel beads to the bottom for the
legs and one to the top. Glue the sides to the base
and decorate by gluing on painted heart wood
pieces.
Craft Stick Star of David - Materials: Six Craft
Sticks, Nine Small Tear Drop Wood
()
pieces, Blue & Yellow Paint, Silver &
Gold Glitter, Tacky Glue, 6" of Cord
Paint craft sticks blue. Paint wood
pieces yellow. Let dry. Glue three of the
craft sticks into a triangle. Repeat with
the other three craft sticks. Glue one triangle
upside down on top of the other to make a Star of
David. Glue wood pieces along the top to make a
Menorah. Run a bead of glue all around the star.
Sprinkle on some silver glitter. Shake off extra.
Dab a little glue onto each tear drop. Sprinkle on
some gold glitter. Shake off extra. Glue cord in a
loop to the back for a hanger.

*\!

Craft Stick Christmas Tree Ornament 
Materials: Four Craft Sticks, One Mini Craft Stick,
One Large Star Wood shape, Five Small Circle
Wood pieces, One Medium Square Wood shape,
1"'\
Green, Red & Yellow Paint,
, I
Red, Green & Gold Glitter,
Tacky Glue, 6" of Cord
Paint craft sticks and mini craft
stick green. Paint star and
square wood pieces yellow.
Paint circle wood pieces red. Let
dry. Glue three of the craft sticks
into a triangle. Glue another
craft stick down the middle of
the triangle extending below the
triangle. Glue the mini craft stick across the middle
of the triangle. Glue star to the top and square to

the bottom where the vertical stick hangs down
below the triangle. Glue on circles. Run a bead of
glue all around the tree. Sprinkle on some green
glitter. Shake off extra. Dab a little glue onto the
star and square. Sprinkle on some gold glitter.
Shake off extra. Dab a little glue onto the circles.
Sprinkle on some red glitter. Shake off extra. Glue
cord in a loop to the back for a hanger.
"He is Risen" Craft Stick Hanger - Materials:
One Craft Stick, Four Jumbo Craft Sticks, Ten
Small Tear Drop Wood pieces,
Fourteen Small Triangle Wood
pieces, 12" of Yarn or Cord,
White, Pink, Purple, Green,
Yellow Paint or Paint Marker,
Yellow Paper, Tacky Glue
Paint all pieces as follows: Craft
Sticks White, Triangle Wood
pieces 7 Purple, 7 Pink,
Teardrop Wood pieces 6
Yellow, 4 Green. Assemble and
glue painted pieces as shown.
Print "He is Risen" on a piece of
yellow paper and glue in place.
Tie yarn on to both sides of craft stick for hanging.

=

=

=

Craft Stick Snowflakes (Ornaments) - Materials:
Mini Craft Sticks, Circle and Oval Wood pieces,
Craft Sticks, White Paint, Tacky Glue, White
Crystal Glitter, String for Hanging
To make the smaller snowflake: Paint six mini
craft sticks and seven medium circles white.
Assemble as
shown in photo.
Coat with a thin
even coating of
glue and sprinkle
on glitter. Shake
off extra. Glue a
loop of string on
the back to hang.
To make the

larger snowflake:
Paint six craft sticks, seven medium circles, and 12
small ovals white. Assemble as shown in photo.
Coat with a thin even coating of glue and sprinkle
on glitter. Shake off extra. Glue a loop of string on
the back to hang.
Craft Wood Ornaments
For Christmas Tree you need: 1 Small Heart
Wood piece, 1 Medium Heart Wood piece, 1 Large
Heart Wood piece, 1 Small Star Wood piece, 1
Small Square Wood piece, Paint or Paint Markers,
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Tacky Glue, Sequins or Hole Punches to Decorate,
Cord to Make a Loop to Hang Ornament
For Christmas Wreath You need: 12 Small Star
Wood pieces, 2 Small Heart Wood pieces, 1 Small
Circle Wood piece, Paint or Paint Markers, Tacky
Glue, Sequins or Hole Punches to Decorate, Cord
to Make a Loop to Hang Ornament
Paint Wood shape pieces. Assemble with tacky
glue. Glue a piece of cord to make loop for
hanging. (Loop not shown).

Egg Carton Cross - Materials: Egg Carton, Tacky
Glue, Ribbon, Lace, Silk Flowers.
Cut egg carton into a section of
six cups and a section of five
cups. Glue the middle cup of the
five-section piece inside the
second cut of the other piece to
fonn a cross shape. Wrap the
cross with lace or fabric strips.
Decorate with ribbon and silk
flowers.
TV Remote Control Holder for Dad - Materials:
Small Pringles Can, 24 Craft Sticks,
Letters Spelling "DAD", Tacky
Glue, Vinyl Scraps, Rubber Band.
Spread a thin layer of tacky glue all
over the outside of a small Pringles
can. Cover the can with craft sticks
lining up the bottom of the sticks
with the bottom of the Pringles can.
Hold in place with a rubber band
while drying. Glue on the vinyl
letters spelling "DAD". Cut two
strips of vinyl 3/4" x 12". Glue one
around the bottom of the can and the other around
the top of the can.
Valentine Cards - Materials: Sheets of 8-112 x 11
paper (1 per card), Colored papers, wallpaper
samples, magazine pictures, wrapping paper, etc.
(to cut heart shapes from) , Some light cardboard
(like a cereal box) for making stencils, Glue.

Fold sheet 0~-1/2 x 11 paper in half to fonn card
(to a size of 41/4 x 5-1/2). Cut front panel of cereal
box apart fro' rest of box. Trace heart shapes
onto the piece you just cut out. <!)
Cut heart shapes out of cereal
box board to make stencils for
cutting lots more hearts. Use
your new cardboard stencil
hearts to trace as many hearts
as desired on the back side of selected wallpaper
samples, colored paper, or whatever and cut out.
Glue hearts on card to form desired patterns and
let dry. You can also continue decorating on the
inside of the card if you like. Don't forget to add
your Valentine greeting and message to your
special card.
Gift Tags - Materials: Assorted colors of felt, hot
glue or tacky g!lue for assembly(We don't
recommend regular white glue for assembly as it
tends to be absorbed by the felt and doesn't stick
well.), Glitter glue pens - or - Glitter and regular
white glue, Scissors, Gold or silver metallic cord,
Hand hole punch.
Cut assorted Holiday shapes
out of colored felt and hot glue
(or tacky glue) together. (For
the ornament tag, the rectangle
extends down behind the circle
to hold). Let dry/cool. Use a
hole punch to create a hole for
hanging. (For the ornament
tag, glue a length of folded metallic cord behind for
hanging.) Write names with glitter glue pens or
glue and glitter and allow to dry. Attach to gift with
small length of coordinating ribbon.
Gauze Ghosts - Materials: liquid starch, tinfoil,
cheesecloth or gauze, detergent bottles, juice
bottles, or 1/2 gal. plastic milk bottles.
Top bottle with ball of foil to create the head of the
ghost. Twist a sturdy "snake" of tinfoil once around
the bottle to create the
effect of anns. If
necessary, tape in
place. Cut a length of
gauze to fit over bottle,
just enough to slightly
drag on ground. Dip
gauze into the starch.
Squeeze out gently
making sure it is very
saturated, but not
drippy. Drape gauze
over bottle and adjust
edges and wrinkles as you desire. Let dry
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overnight. Once dry, lift the ghost off the bottle and
let it stand on its own.
Garbage Bag Ghost - Materials: large white
garbage bag, permanent black marker, newspaper,
strong string.
one corner of a large white garbage
with crumpled newspaper to form a
. Twist shut, folding other corner
and secure with string. Draw a
on the ghost with permanent
Let face dry. Cut bottom part of
into 3-4" wide strips. Attach string to
of head with wide tape; knotting
so it doesn't pull out. Make lots
and hang them indoors or out.
Heart Necklace for Mom - Materials: Clear acrylic
spray, Cookie sheet, tinfoil, Needle with large eye
(the duller the needle the better), Non-toxic
polymer modeling clay made to be dried (Ex. Fimo,
Sculpey, etc.), Thin ribbon, string, or yarn,
Toothpicks
To use polymer clays like
Fimo or Sculpey, first
you must warm them up
a bit in your hand and
knead them a bit to
soften up. To make the
beads, roll out as many uniform-size balls as you
want beads. Take a toothpick and insert it gently
through each bead to make a hole for the string to
go through. Set them all on a foil-lined cookie
sheet. Next roll a small amount of clay about 2"
wide x 2" high x 1/4"diameter. Using a small heart
cookie cutter (or clay cutter or cut freehand) shape
of a small heart. Insert toothpick in one side and
out the other of heart to create a hole for the string.
(Place hole a little closer to the top of the heart to
keep the heart from turning over on the string once
made.) Place on foil-lined cookie sheet with beads.
Heat in oven according to manufacturer's
directions. Cool completely. Taking a small box
press a bunch of holes in it to insert toothpicks in to
set beads on to be sprayed. Make sure holes are
far enough apart that beads will not be touching.
Spray with acrylic spray according to
manufacturer's directions. Let dry. Using needle
with large eye, string beads on ribbon to desired
length and tie with pretty bow.
Holiday Cards - Materials: White paper (8-1/2 x
11 "), Green paint, Red paint, Glitter pens or white
glue and loose glitter, Large (kindergarten-type)
paint brush.

First, fold paper in half (8-1/2" side to 8-112" side).
Then fold the other way to create a card (see
illustration). Get some green paint onto brush and
then first paint on scrap piece of paper to get rid of
excess paint (you want a nice light effect). Then
dabbing up and down (a lot like painting stencils)
create your basic shape. For the wreath: create a
circle. You may have to go over your basic shape a
few times to get the right look. For the Christmas
tree: create three triangles overlapping each other.
And for the border, just dab all around the outside
edge of card. Let dry. Next add decorations. With
glitter pen or glue and loose glitter create berries,
bows, and ornaments. Or, with a fresh, clean brush
dab a light layer of glue (dab on scrap sheet a few

times first to get rid of excess) and sprinkle white
or crystal glitter to create a sparkly, snowy look.
For the pine branch make the snow on just the top
side of each branch piece. For the Christmas tree
create an overall snowy look.
Dough Ornaments - Materials: 3 cups Flour, 3/4
cup Salt, 3/4 tsp. powdered Alum (find in spice
1-1/4
Water.

Mix all
very
stiff. Knead until smooth, adding a little flour if
dough's too sticky. Coat rOiling pin with a little
spray oil. Roll out on large board to 1/4" thick.
Spray cookie cutters with oil. Cut into desired
shapes. Use a straw to cut out a hole for hanging
the ornament from. Spray glass baking dish with
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oil. Dry ornaments on glass baking dish in
microwave according to chart. In Microwave at
30% (5-10 minutes)
sized 2-3" ... 4 ornaments
sized 3-4" ... 3 ornaments
Remove from baking dish, and let ornaments set
for 24hrs. to finish drying. Decorate with acrylic
paints, watercolors, tempera paints, or markers.
Write or paint on back of ornament name, date or
some other small inscription. Let dry. Coat with 1-2
layers of spray varnish or other clear protective
coating. Let dry. Insert ribbon, yarn, cording or
string through hole to hang on tree. Add ribbons,
flowers or other decorations. Hang on tree or give
as gifts.
Shamrock Wreath - Materials: Card stock,
Foamie Shamrocks (or make your own from green
fun foam), Foamie Heart
shapes (or make your own),
tacky glue, scissors, green
cored, low tem glue gun.
a heart shape out of card
stock. Cut out. Glue foamie
shamrocks randomly to cover
the heart. Glue about seven
small white foamie hearts
around the wreath. Make a double bow out of
green satin cord and hot glue in place. Add a heart
to knot Glue a small loop on the back as a hanger.
Shamrock Shoe Decorations - Materials: Perler
Beads and Small
Square Pegboard,
safety pin, iron, an adult
to use the iron.
Set up the pegboards
with Perler beads using
picture as a guide.
Follow product
directions and fuse
beads. Let cool.
Remove from
pegboard. String a
safety pin through one of the top perler beads and
pin onto clothing or sneakers.
Lemon Poppy Soap (for Mother's Day) - Mom
won't believe you made it yourself
(exfoliating soap with poppy for
heightened awareness and lemon to
stimUlate and cool). Materials: 8 oz.
Clear Glycerin, Soap Mold, Yellow
Food Color, 6 tablespoons of Corn
Meal, 2 tsps. of Poppy Seeds,
Lemon Scent.

i
Melt 8 oz. offlear glycerin according to package
directions. Aqld 2 drops of color and 2 drops of
lemon scent \iAdd 6 tablespoons of corn meal 2
tsps. of pop~ seeds. Mix well. Pour into mold. Let
sit until firm. Remove from mold.
Half Hitch for attaching cord to
lanyard hook for pony bead
patterns - Use this sample for all of
the key chains listed in this section of
the Pow Wow book. In each case,
you will loop the cording through the
opening on the hook.
Leprechaun Hat Pony Bead Pattern - Materials:
24 Green Pony Beads, 4 Black
Pony Beads, 2 Silver Pony
Beads, 4 Feet Satin Cord, 1
Lanyard Hook.
Fold your riblxm in half to find
the center. Use a half hitch (see
above) to secure it to lanyard
hook. Lace beads using the
pattern above right as a guide.
IGreen IBlackGlsilver
Leprechaun Pony Bead Pattern - Materials: 26
Green Pony Beads, 4 Ivory
Pony Beads, 7 White Pony
Beads, 6 Black Pony Beads, 2
Silver Pony Beads, 4 Feet Satin
Cord, 1 Lanyard Hook.
Fold your ribbon in half to find
the center. Use a half hitch (see
detail above) to secure it to
lanyard hook. Lace beads using
the pattern above right as a
guide.
IGreen Ilvory OWhite "Silver IBlack
Earth Pony Bead Pattern (for Earth Day) 
Materials: 25 Green Pony Beads,
33 Blue Pony Beads, 2 Yards Satin
Cord, 1 Lanyard Hook.
Fold your ribbon in half to find the
center. Use a half hitch (see detail
below) to secure it to lanyard hook.
Lace beads using the pattern above
right as a guide.
IBlue IGreen
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Class of... Bead Pattern - Make your graduating
year in your school
colors! Materials:
Pony Beads,
Lanyard Hook, 2
Yards Satin Cord.
Fold your ribbon in
half to find the
center. Use a half
hitch (see above)
to secure it to
lanyard hook. Lace
beads using
pattern at right as
a guide. Finish by
tying off with a
double knot on
each side of the
last row. Add
beads to the end
of each string.
Double knot. Trim.

•
•

Bath Salts
Materials: 1 cup
Epsom salt, ~ cup
baking soda, 10
drops essential oil.
Mix ingredients
thoroughly together. Use measuring cup or funnel
to pour into a decorative bottle. Pour 2 or e
tablespoons into running water for a soothing bath
that leaves skin feeling soft.
Plaster Book Ends - A terrific gift for anyone in
the family. Don't forget to make a set for yourself!
Materials: 2 Round Cardboard Containers with lids
(Oatmeal, Stuffing, or
Bread Crumb Containers
Work Well), Plaster of
Paris, Masking Tape,
Disposable Mixing
Bucket, Sponge, Paint.
Make sure containers are
clean. Mix a large batch
of plaster of paris
according to the
directions on the
package. Pour into both
containers, filling about
3/4 of the way. Place lid
securely in place and tape around edges. Lay both
containers on their side in an out-of-the-way place
where they won't be disturbed or roll around. let
dry overnight. Peel cardboard from plaster. Smooth

imperfections with a damp sponge. Let dry for at
least a day before painting.
Kawanzaa Candle Holders - Materials: 1 Yard
Kente Clothe, Liquid Starch, 7 large Baby Food
Jars, 3 Red
Candle. 3
Green
Candles, 1
Black Candle.
Scissors, Wax
Paper.
Cut 714"
circles of
fabric. Pour
Liquid Starch
into a bowl and submerge a circle of fabric in
starch until it is saturated. Squeeze out excess
liquid. Smooth fabric face down over wax paper.
Center baby food jar on fabric. Pull fabric ends up
and tuck into the top of the jar adjusting pleats.
Repeat for rest of the jars. Let dry over night,
turning upside down half way through drying time.
Secure candles with melted wax in the bottom of
each jar.
Reindeer Pin - Materials: Baby Flat
Slotted Clothespins, 5mm Wiggle Eyes,
Jewelry Craft Pins, low Temp Glue
Gun, Gold Cord, Scissors, 114" Red
Pompom.
Turn a baby flat slotted clothespin
upside down. Glue on two 5mm wiggle
eyes and a red pompom for nose. Tie a
small bow of gold cord to one antler.
Glue a craft pin on the back.
Pumpkin Centerpiece - Materials: 6" Styrofoam
Ball, 18" Square of Fall Fabric, 2 Green Pipe
Cleaners, 2' Raffia, Rubber Band, Scissors.
Use a serrated knife to
slice the end off a
Styrofoam ball so it will
stand flat without
rolling. Wrap your ball
with fabric, gathering
the ends at the top of
the ball. Secure fabric
with rubber band. Twist
two pipe cleaners
together. Wrap it
around the rubber
banded fabric, twist to
keep in place. Twirl
ends around a pencil. Finish off the pumpkin with a
raffia bow.

_

..........
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Bubble Bath - Materials: Yz cup shampoo, % cup
water, ~ tsp. Table salt.
Pour shampoo and water into a bowl. Gently stir
until blended. Add salt. Stir until mixture thickens.
Bath Fizzies - Materials: 2 tbsp. Citric Acid, 2
tbsp. Cornstarch, Yz cup baking soda, 3 tbsp.
Coconut oil, ~ tsp. Essential Oil, Liquid Food
Coloring (optional).
Mix Citric Acid, cornstarch, and baking soda
together. Set aside. Melt coconut oil in a small
glass bowl in the microwave. Add fragrance and
color. Slowly add to dry ingredients, blending well.
Shape into 1" balls and allow to dry overnight on
waxed paper. Store in covered container.
Tzedakah Box - Make a Tzedakah Box to
remember the needy during the holiday season.
Materials: Empty,
Clean Nut Container,
Silver Paint and Foam
Brush, Sequins, Tacky
Glue and Toothpick,
Small Craft of Shiney
Blue Wrapping Paper,
Craft Knife and Adult,
Scissors.
Remove lid. Remove
label from container
and paint it with silver
paint. Let dry. Use dabs of tacky glue to attach
blue sequins in rows along the top and bottom. Cut
two stars of David out of blue wrapping paper and
glue them on each side of the box. Have an adult
cut the slit on the lid of the can.
Cardboard Tube Menorah - Materials: 8 Empty
Toilet Paper Tubes, One Empty Paper Towel
Tube, Holiday Wrapping Paper, Yellow Tissue
Paper, Silver Glitter Glue, White Glue.
Cover tubes with wrapping paper. Decorate with
Silver
Glitter
Glue. Glue
tubes
together,
side-by
side with
the large
one in the
middle.
Cut 6" squares of yellow tissue paper. "Light" your
candle by bunching up a piece of tissue paper and
placing it in the top of the cardboard tube.

Handprint R~inbow for St. Patrick's Day 
Materials: Re;, orange, yellOW, green, blue, and
purple constr' etion paper, A large piece of neutral
colored papel', (about 21/2 feet by 1 1/2 ft long).
SCissors. A pencil and a marker, Glue.
Using the colored construction paper, have the
children trace their hands. Make about 10
handprints of each of the colors of the rainbow
(red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple). Cut
out the hand prints and put the child's name on his
print. Glue the handprints onto the paper (or staple
on a bulletin
in a rainbow sha .

Paper Bag Monster Pinata Craft - Materials: A
large paper bag, String, Tissue paper, Glue,
Scissors, Crepe paper streamers, Optional: Googly
eyes, paint.
Fill a paper bag about half way with goodies (like
candies and small toys).
Roll the top of the bag down, staple the folded top
shut, and punch two holes along the top.
Cut strips of tissue
paper and cut fringes in
them.
Glue the fringes of
tissue paper to the bag (glue
along the top of the fringes).
Cover the bag with tissue
paper. Decorate with paper
cut-outs, markers, paint,
and/or googly eyes. Tie a long
string through the holes. You
will eventually hang the pinata
up using this string. Glue long
crepe paper streamers from
the bottom of the pinata. Hang
up your pinata and break it
open with a soft bat (like a Nerf
bat or a tightly-rolled-up and taped newspaper).
Easter Basket$ - Materials: Sheets of wallpaper
samples· (see .nstructions for specifications),
Paperboard (board from cereal boxes and shirt
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boxes), Glue (glue stick or tacky glue - other glues
dry too fast or slow).
Preparation - Cutting: First. cut two 6-1/2" circles
from the
paperboard; we
used a cereal
bowl as a
template. Draw
your circle on
the printed side
so it won't show
when
assembled.
Select your
wallpaper
samples. (Stay
away from extra
thick
wallpapers).
You will need
18 pieces that
are 2-1/2" x 8"
(these are the
up and down
spines). You will need 6 pieces 2-1/2" x 14" (these
are the bands that will be woven around; we tried
to make these all the same pattern). You will need
two pieces that are 2-1/2 x 16-1/2 (these are for
the handle). You also need to cut a 6-112"
wallpaper circle.
Preparation - Folding and Gluing strips: Fold the
(18) 2-1/2 x 8" pcs. in thirds (see illustration) and
glue shut. Take the (6) 2-1/2
V
x 14" pes. and glue two
~
pieces end to end
overlapping about 1"
1"
(making 3 strips 2-1/2 x 27").
Then fold in thirds and glue
shut. Glue the two pieces
that are 2-1/2" x 16-1/2" end
to end overlapping about 2"
(making one long strip for the handle) fold in thirds
and glue shut. Let strips dry.
Assemblv - Gluing: First,
put a piece of paperboard
with the clean blank side
FACE DOWN. Then, glue
the ends of the long
handle strip to the center
of the paperboard circle
(you will be gluing your
handle to the ugly printed
side of the paperboard but
this will be covered up
later). The handle pieces should meet in the center
(see illustration). Next, glue the 8" strips to the

:'-""'""'' ;,r...

"-'I'--~

circle (2" on the circle 6" extending beyond the
circle). Glue 9 strips on each side of the circle
overlapping a bit; spacing out to be even. Do the
same on the other side of the circle with the other 9
strips. Glue the second cardboard circle on top of
the strips and the first circle. Next glue the
wallpaper circle on top of these. Let dry.
Assembly - Weaving: Now, you'll need to first
gently bend up (right at the point where the circle
ends) each of the 18 strips to crease them for
easier weaving. Glue the first 27" strip to the inside
of the handle, then bring it in front of the first 8"
strip; behind the next; in front of the next and so on
until you get to the next handle strip. (pull the strip
a little to tighten up the basket and make sure it is
meeting the base of the basket). Glue it to the
inside of the handle and continue weaving starting
with outside the next strip and so on until you get
all the way around the basket to the starting point.
(Again, pull the strip to tighten making sure it
meets the base).Glue the strip to the starting point
and trim away any excess. Glue the second 27"
strip to the outside of the handle, then weave
behind the first strip, in front of the next, etc.
opposite of what you did with the first strip (see
illustration) until you get to the handle on the other
side (make sure to do your tightening and push
down a little on the strip to
make sure it meets the first
strip). Then, put a little glue on
the handle where the strip will
go. Weave your strip behind
the next 8" strip, etc. till you get
back to the outside of the first
handle /starting point (tighten it
up). Glue the strip in place and trim. The third strip
goes exactly like the first one did. (except it
tightens down to the second strip, of course, not
the base of the basket)
Trimming: Trim all the strips on the outside to 1".
Trim all the inside strips even with the basket. Fold
over the outside strips to the inside and glue down.
Glue the inside strip in place too. If the centers of
the strips tend to open up. Insert a little glue inside
them and press down. Let your basket dry.

Cinnamon Stick Log Cabin (to
celebrate Abraham Lincoln's
Birthday) - Materials: Square
tissue box, 2 Pkg. cinnamon
sticks, White craft paper, Acrylic
paint - brown and gray, Glue,
Texture medium, Two 1" foam
brushes, Scissors, Pencil, Ruler.
Cut top off of box. Turn upside
down and cut doors and windows as shown. Leave
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door attached at one side so that it can close.
Measure and cut a 5" x 9" piece of white craft
paper for rooftop. Trace and cut 2 side roof
sections from white craft paper. Mark dotted lines
on side roof pieces. Fold roof top in half. Bend
flaps on side roof pieces inward at dotted lines and
glue to inside of roof top. Glue completed roof to
the edge of tissue box. Let dry. Apply one coat of
texture medium to roof, making rough lines to
represent shingles. Let dry. Paint box gray, using
straight strokes so that it resembles wood grain.
Paint roof and door gray with a little brown paint
swirled in to add texture. Let dry. Lay the cabin on
its side. Break or cut cinnamon stick to sizes
needed as you work around the cabin. Apply small
pieces of cinnamon stick around windows and
doors for trim, and then fill in all sides. Do one side
at a time and let dry before turning cabin to next
side. Add a small piece of cinnamon to door for
handle.

black "E" beits. Cardinal: Red acrylic paint, Red
feathers, Bla#k and Yellow foam, Two 1/4" wiggle
eyes.
II
Snowman - Finely crumble 3 slices of white bread
(with crust removed). Add 2 tablespoons glitter gel
and 1 tablespoon water. Mix together with a craft
stick. Spread mixture on styrofoam with the craft
stick. The dough may be sticky. Wet your hands
under a faucet, then smooth the dough around the
egg. Unbend a paper clip and insert end into top of
egg to make a temporary hanger. Hang egg to dry,
then remove paper clip. Glue wiggle eyes,
pompom nose and E-bead mouth into place. Cut a
51/2" length silver chenille stem. Bend into a U
shape. Glue chenille stem and 1" royal tinsel
pompoms on sides of head for ear muffs. Spray
with clear acrylic finish or paint with a coat of glitter
gel and water.
Cardinal - Repeat Snowman steps 1 through 3,
using the follOWing recipe: 3 slices white bread, 2
tablespoons red paint, 2 tablespoons school glue
and 2 teaspoons
water. Allow shape to
harden for 30
BeAK
minutes. Make
toothpick holes at
wing, tail and top
feather placement.
Press a pencil eraser
in to the mouth to
make a 3/8" hole.
Allow to dry completely. Cut beak, feet and eye
pieces from foam. Glue beak in mouth opening.
Glue on eye piece and feet. Glue red feathers on
body. Glue wiggle eyes on eye piece.

g
.

eves
(£)

Q

Cut 2 Roof Sides

Fold roof sides along dotted lines

Egg Shaped Snowman & Cardinal - Materials:
3" Styrofoam eggs, 3 Slices white bread, Glitter
gel, School glue, Craft sticks, Disposable dish,
Paperclip.
Snowman: Silver
chenille stem, Two 1"
tinsel pompoms, Two
1/4" wiggle eyes, 1/2"
orange pompom, 10

Winter Candle Holder - Materials: Surface
conditioner and gloss glaze,
Brushes- #5 Round, #12 Flat,
18/0 Liner and 3/4" Flat,
Tracing and
transfer
paper, 21/2"
Terra cotta
pot, Glass
votive, Glass
paint 
White,
Black,
Tangerine.
Red and Shimmering Blue,
Assorted glas$ paints.
Apply surface conditioner to entire surface of pot.
Snowman Capdle Holder: Paint bottom of pot white
and top edge black. Mix a small amount of red with
white and paint cheeks pink. Paint nose tangerine.
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Add black dots for eyes and mouth. Use a liner
brush dipped in black to add
line to mouth and nose. Let dry.
Apply a thin layer of gloss glaze
to seal.
Snowflake Candle Holder: Paint
pot with two coats of blue glass
paint. Paint snowflakes white
with a liner brush. Apply a coat
of gloss glaze. Let dry.

Twig Flags - Materials: Twigs, Hot glue gun I
sticks or tacky glue,
Jute or yarn, Twine,
Flag design (make
your own or use a
small fabric one).
Shape and hot glue
twigs into a rectangle.
Secure flag to twig
frame with glue or by lacing twine through flag and
frame. Add twine hanger.

Twig Star - Materials: Twigs, Blue twine, Jute,
Small wooden star, Red
acrylic paint, White paint
pen, Small piece of
burlap, Hot glue gun per
sticks, Scissors.
Shape and hot glue twigs
into a star. Wrap star tips
with colored twine. Paint
small, wooden star red
with white stripes, and glue burlap to the back.
Dangle star from center of the twig star and add
twine hanger.

Uncle Sam - Materials: • Wooden
clothespin, Paper - white, blue, Scissors,
Glue, Acrylic paint - red, white, blue, Gel
pen - white, Markers, Ribbon.
Hat: Cut stiff white paper into a 1 3/8" x 1
1/4" rectangle. Fold up 3/8th" along bottom,
paint this area blue, cut like "fringe". Paint
red stripes, then roll into cylinder & glue
side edge, leaving "fringe" sticking out
around bottom. Cut a 3/4" circle & paint
blue. Cut a small hole in the center of circle
to pull hanger through. Cut a 1/8" strip,
paint blue & add white stars with white gel
pen. Glue cylinder to circle & wrap blue hat
band around bottom of cylinder.
Uncle Sam: Cut a 10" length of ribbon, fold in half
& glue ends to top of clothespin. Draw face, hands,
feet, and coat on clothespin with marker and paint.

Pull ribbon hanger through center of hat and glue
to clothespin.

Rabbit and Eggs - Materials: 3" Styrofoam eggs,
Two 2" Styrofoam eggs, Asstd. colors of non
bleeding tissue paper, White tissue paper, 2 White
bumpy chenille stems, Pink bumpy chenille stem.
White foam. Tacky glue. Glitter glue, Paintbrush. 6"
of 1/4" Ribbon, Paper clip, Scissors, 1/2" Pink
pompom for nose, Wiggle eyes.
Mosaic Egg - Choose 4-6 colors of tissue in pastel
or bright colors. Tear three or four 1" wide strips
from the end of the tissue sheets. Choose the
lightest color and tear these strips into 1" pieces.
Tear or cut the remaining strips into smaller pieces.
Push a pencil into the bottom of the egg to use for
a handle. Squeeze tacky glue onto
a paper plate. Wet the paintbrush
with water and working with a small
area at a time, spread glue over the
surface of the egg. Place 1"
squares of tissue on the egg,
smoothing in place with the paintbrush and glue.
Continue until
the egg is
completely
covered with
the lightest
color. Add
smaller pieces
of different colors of tissue on top of the base color,
smoothing in place with the paintbrush and glue.
Place randomly around the egg or arrange in a
pattern. Let dry. Re-coat the surface of the egg
with glitter glue. Unbend the paper clip to make a
hook as shown. Push the narrow end into the top
of the egg. Tie a bow around the top if desired.
Rabbit - Cut two, 2"
styrofoam eggs in half for
feet and hands. Use a craft
stick to make indentations
on from of each piece for
paws. Cover each piece and
a 3" egg with small pieces of
white tissue paper. Let the
tissue paper dry. Bend one
white chenille stem in half.
Twist at fold then push twisted end into base of
egg. Push half a styrofoam egg onto opposite ends
for feet. Cut a second chenille stem in half. Push
on end into each side of the egg for arms. Glue
remaining half eggs to opposite ends for paws. Cut
two ears from white foam. Glue a white (or pink)
chenille "bump" to the center of each ear then glue
the opposite end of the chenille into the head. Glue
eyes and nose in place to finish.
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Art. for the Yard

GREAT

IDEA

Two great family projeds that bring beauty into

Wal~of Fame

your backyard • By Leslie Garisto Pfaff

Stepping-stones

T

HE GREAT AMERICAN BACKYARD serves a multitude of functions
- outdoor playroom, private picnic ground, instant vacation
destination. We'd like to add one more: open-air mu~eum. All that
green is, after all, the perfect backdrop to set off your family's works
of art. We're not talking about the kind you pick up at a gallery, but
about art that's made closer to home, b)' and for your family. And
in case you need some artistic inspiration. we offer two nift y proj
ects that you can pull off in a weekend or less, They require a min
imum of artistic ability and the most basic of materials
and the
only frame you'll need is the great outdoors.

Who'd have thought stardom could be
so simple~ This project lets your fam
ily create a star-spangled pathway
the stars \n this case being you and
your kids:- just like at Grauman's
Chinese ~eatre in Hollywood. Don't
be daunted by the fact that the direc
tions call 'pr concrete. It's surprisingly
easy to u~e, as well as durable and
weather relsistant.

Stepping-stone
decor. from left to
right: aquarium
gravel, marbles,
broken crockery,
square mirrors, and
a hand- and foot
print. Names are in
alphabet beads.
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FamilyFun: Apple Candlesticks
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Apple Candlesticks
Read Comments

This unusual table centerpiece is ephemeral - but it's
beautiful while it lasts.
Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
usand of family
. .. & activities
vities
Checklists
Art Supplies
Craft Supplies

G

• Large Rome Beauty apples (that will stand
straight on the table)
• Candles
, • Waxed paper
.• Potato peeler
! • Lemon juice

All Checklists
ACtivities &. Crafts
~pert

~

Ann Hallock,

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

FamiiyFun

Step 1:
All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
Entertaining

'

Using an apple corer, make a hole about halfway through
possible and remove the core piece.

th~ middle of an apple. Make the hole as straight

Step 2:

I

:

Insert a candle into the hole. It should fit tightly; if the hole Is too large, wrap waxed paper around the
end.
'

r",r,,,,,,'c;:

Step 3:

Message Boards

Older kids can decorate the apples by carefully carving desig~s in the skins with the tip of a potato peeler
prevent the designs from turning brown, rub them with lem9n juice).

Get great Ideas

Arrange the candleholders In a Circle on a plate or cutting bird.

Step 4:

,i

Crafters' Comments:

Rate Craft Add Cornm

ts

*

Great idea for Thanksgiving table!
- Nanora 0 * 'Wjr.
- Jessica H
Originally published in ,--,Fa~'f'-=-''-'-'''"'-'-'-"===
Not a subscriber? Get FamllyFun
Site Map

I Contact us I Register I Help I About FamilyFun
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FamilyFun: Com-Print Place Mats
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Corn-Print Place Mats
Read Comments

Reserve an ear from your cook pot to print a colorful
set of these holiday place mats.
Send an E-Card
Solutions A to Z
7housand of tamily
ideas & activities
Activities
Checklists

WHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

•
•
•
•
•
•

Craft S~pplies

All Checklists
Activities &. Crafts
EXpert
A'nn Hallock,
FamilyFun

Ear of corn
Kitchen knife
Plastic corn cob holders
Fabric paints
Paper plates
Cloth place mats

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
All Experts

Activities Boards

Crafts
Parties &
Entertaining

Message Boards
Gat great ideas

Break an uncooked ear of corn into 2 1/2-inch lengths, coaxing the breaks with a kitchen knife if necessary
(adults only). Firmly attach plastic corn cob holders to the ends.

Step 2:
Next, pour a few shades of fabric paint onto paper plates. Roll the corn in the paint and then across a cloth place
mat (you may want to practice on newspaper or fabric scraps first). Repeat, overlapping patterns and hues.

Step 3;
Heat-set the painted place mats according to the manufacturer's directions.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review it by clicking here.
Originally published in FamilyFun magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
Site Map I Contact Us I Register I Help I About FamilyFun
Make FamilyFun Your Home Page I UPDATED. Privacy Policy
Legal I Internet Safety

© FamilyFun. All rights reserved.
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FamilyFun: Hatband Napkin Rings
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Hatband Napkin Rings
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

These miniature toppers are both functional and stylish
-- they'll organize your napkins and brighten your
table.

Solutions A to Z
Thousand of family
.
& activities
ties
C
kJists
Art Supplies

~

EX"pert

WHAT YOU NEED
Cardboard tissue tubes
, Cardboard
~ Glue stick
+ Masking tape
t Tempera paint
+Construction paper
• SCissors

AM Hallock,
FamilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

to

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
Activities & Crafts

All Experts

make a pilgrim hat, cut a 3-inch-tall piece from a ~rdboard tissue tube. Along the bottom, make
of 1-lnch snips, spaced 1/2 inch apart, and be1 out the tabs.

Activities Boards
Crafts
Parties &
Entertall'ltng

Message Boards
Get great Ideas

Step 2:

.

Step 3:

.

Cut a straight line down one side of the tube, overlap the up~r corners and tape them in place.
Set the remaining portion of the tissue tube on end in the cen er of a cardboard circle and trace around it. C t
out the inner circle and fit the doughnut shape over the tube 0 that it rests on top of the tabs. Glue the tabs to
the rim.

Step 4:
Paint the hat and glue on a paper buckle.

Step 5:
To make a feather headdress, cut a 1 1/4-inch-wide ring froni a tissue tube and paint It. Glue construction p per
feathers to the Inside of the tube.
.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft Add Cornmen 5
What a great little -rhanksglvlng craft! The kids loved palnting1and putting the hats together. They looked so ¢ute
.
when they were finished too!
- Lori B if )\.:
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FamilyFun: Harvest Linens
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Harvest linens

Qst a fREE Disney t!irfe.tfor kids.

Read CQmments

Send an E-Card

Stamped with potato-print acorns and leaves, these
linens lend a child's imprint to an Autumn table or a
holiday feast.

Solutions A to Z
Tt10usand of family
ideas & acrivities
Activities
Checklists

WHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

•
•
•
•
•

Cr.:1ft Supplies

All Checklists
Activities Ii Crafts
l;!cpert
Ann Hallock,
FarnilyFun

Crafts

Potatoes
X-Acto knife
White cloth napkins and table runner
Paper plate
Yellow and orange acrylic paints

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
. To make the leaf, cut a potato in half lengthwise (a parent's job). Using an X-Acto knife, cut three
wedges out of each side of the potato and a stem at the bottom. Cut veins out of the leaf's center.

All Experts

Activities Boards

Package includes 100 DIsney Dollars

Step 2:
For the acorn, cut a piece of a potato into a i-inch square, round the edges leaving a stem, and cut a line that
separates the top one third from the bottom two thirds.

PartIes &
Entertaimng

Step 3;

Message Boards

Lay the napkins and runner flat. Pour a few nearly overlapping lines of orange and yellow paint onto a paper
plate.

Step 4:
Get great Ideas

Press each potato stencil into the paints, then press onto the fabric. Continue until you've finished your pattern.
Let dry at least overnight, then put in a hot dryer for about 30 minutes (this sets the paint so it's machine
washable).
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review it by clicking here.
Originally published in FamilyFun magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
Site Map I Contact Us I Register I Help I About FamilyFun
Make FamilyFun Your Home Page I UPDATED Privacy Policy
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FamilyFun: Paper Indian Corn
> FamiJyFun > Activities & Crafts

Tools
Craft Finder
Game Finder
Party Planner
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Paper Indian Corn
Read Comments

Add a festive touch to your holiday table by filling a
vase with colorful paper cornstalks.
Send an E-Card
Solutions A to z
Thousand of family
activities

1"\&

~ities

Checklists

WHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

~

Natural-colored raffia paper
SCissors
Glue
Yellow poster board
. Colored tissue paper

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
ktivities &. Crafts
Expert
Ann Hallock,
FamllyFun
All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
Entertaining
Message Boards

Get great Ideas

1nme needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:

.

To make each stalk, cut three IS-inch lengths of natural-colo~ed paper twist (sometimes called raffia paper)
Untwist them, then trim the edges to resemble corn husks. !
I

Step 2:

I

Fan out the husks so that they overlap and use a few drops

Step 3:

of glue to hold them together.
.

From yellow poster board, cut out an ear of corn (about 10 in(:hes long and 3 inches wide) and glue it atop t e
husks.
.

Step 4:
Now crumple a bunch of 3-inch colored tissue paper squares
create rounded kernels and glue them to the ear.
Lastly, gather the husk bottoms and tie them together with a! trip of raffia.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft Add Comme . s
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FamilyFun: Thanksgiving Craft: Pilgrim Place Cards
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Pilgrim Place Cards

Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
Thousand of tamlly

Here's a pop-up card design your kids can use to
transform their thumbprints into Pilgrim portraits that
resemble your dinner guests. Then everyone can find
his or her place, and face, at the dinner table.

ideas & activities

Activities
Checklists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED

..
..
•
•
..
..
•

Craft SLlpplles
All Checklists
-Activities & Crafts
~pert

Ann Hallock,
FarnilyFun

Card stock
Scissors
Pencil
Tempera paint
Colored markers
Gold glitter glue
Craft knife

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

All Experts

Step 1:

Activities Boards

Cut out a 5-by-4-1nch rectangle from the card stock for each place card, plus one extra. Fold each card In half so
that the 4-inch edges meet, and flatten the crease. Then reopen all of the cards.

Crafts

Parties &
Entertaining

Step 2:
In the center of the extra card, draw a Pilgrim hat, positioning it so that the top is above the fold and the brim is
just below it, as shown. Cut it out and use it as a template, tracing it in pencil onto the centers of the remaining
cards (again, trace the top of each hat above the fold and the brim just below it).

Message Boards

Step 3:

Get great ideas

Once all of the hats are drawn, have your child lightly coat her thumb with skin-toned tempera paint and print a
Pilgrim's head below each hat (have her practice a few times on scrap paper first).

Step 4:
When the paint is dry, your child can use the markers to color in the hats, draw on collars, add facial features an
hairdos that resemble those of specific family members, and print their names. Then she can adorn each hat with
a glitter-glue buckle.

Step 5:
Finally, use the craft knife (this is a parent's job) to cut along the outer edge of each hat top but not around t " ,
brim. Refold the cards, gently pulling up the hat tops to stand upright, as shown, and they're ready to set in ~
on the dinner table.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review it by clicking here,
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FamilyFun: Ship-Shaped Favors
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,~,:

~ {y ,,'~
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l~d,Q.,tQ.
Mic{~~ftat?~

Ship-Shaped Favors

p>:~~::.;?~w.>>>

Read Comments

Send an E-Card

These miniature clay vessels, filled with a tasty cargo
of nuts and dried berries, make the perfect favors for
young dinner guests.

Solutions A to Z

,.,.0.",usand

of family

& activities

ities
Checklists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED

•
•
•
•
•
.•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
Activities & Crafts

Polymer clay
Wooden toothpick
Paper plate
Pushpin
Paper cupcake liners
Nuts and dried berries

~pert

Ann Hallock,
FamilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

All Experts

each boat, use 1/3 of a block of polymer clay (Scjulpey III or Fimo works well) to form a rectang lar
pot and then shape one end into a pointed boVII.

Activities Boards
Crafts

Step 2:

Parties &
Entertaining

Stick a tiny ball of clay to the center of the boat's floor. Pushl one end of a wooden toothpick into the clay ball for
a mast.

Message Boards

Bake the molded clay according to the directions on the package. When the clay has cooled, cut a four-sideGl sail
from a paper plate. With a pushpin, pierce holes through the! top and bottom of the sail and slip it onto the mast.

I

Step 3:

Get great ideas

Step 4:

.

Place a cupcake liner inside the hull before filling it with a s
Crafters' Comments:
Ratecraftl!\dd Comm
This is great craft project to do on the weekend. This little S ip can go nicely with all of our other creations rom
the sea.
vinyl4ever
.~~;; ir :ft:.
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FamilyFun: Sugar-Cone Cornucopia
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Sugar-Cone Cornucopia
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

These miniature horns of plenty -- which double as
edible name cards -- make striking party favors for a
Thanksgiving table.

Solutions A to Z
ThOusand of family
ideas & activities

Activities
Checklists

WHAT

Art Supplies

•
•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists

vou

NEED

Sugar cones
Ribbon
Store-bought decorator's Icing
Fruit-shaped candies or cereal
DOilies (optional)

Activities &. Crafts
Expert

Aim Hallock,
FamilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
For each place setting, tie a ribbon around the opening of a sugar cone.

All Experts

Step 2:

Activities Boards

With a tube of store-bought decorator's icing and a steady hand, squirt the name of a guest along the side of the
cone.

Crafts

Parties &
Enterta mlllg

Message Boards

Get great Ideas

Step 3:
Place the cone on a doily-covered saucer. Then fill it with candies, such as raspberry jellies, fruit-shaped sweets,
marzipan fruits, candy corn and citrus slices. For an Inexpensive alternative, use fruit-shaped cereal. Let the
goodies spill out over the opening and around the cone.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
I have seen a similar craft that's more like a snack, with popcorn, candy corn, M&M's or Reeses pieces and had
planned to try it. Dressing up the outside will be a nice touch! If you want something larger, waffle cones work
too.
MaryA }'t
M

n*'
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FamilyFun: Craft: Thankful Tree
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Tools
Cratt Finder

,. ACTIVITIES&CRAfT'S
S~ASONAl

~-

Game Finder
Party Planner

More Tools

Thankful Tree
Read Comments

This project makes a wonderful annual tradition that
your family can really grow into.
Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
Thousand of family

1/1'\

.&. activities
. . .tleS

Checklists

iWHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

i

,. Flowerpot
i. Art sand (sold at craft supply stores)
!. Bare tree branch
i. Colored craft foam
I. Scissors
'. Permanent marker
• Large ornament hanger or straightened paper
clip

Craft Supplies
All Checklists

Activities &. Crafts
Expert
Ann Haliock,
Farni yFun

!nme
needed: Under 1 Hour
,
All Experts
Activities Boards
Crafts
Parties &

Entertaining
Message Boa rds

Step 1:
Fill a flowerpot with sand and set in a shapely bare tree bran¢h.

Step 2:
Next, cut a pile of leaf shapes from colored craft foam.

Step 3:

t'

As your guests arrive, have them take a leaf and, with a permanent marker, write their name and the date n
one side and something they're grateful for on the other.

I

Step 4:
Get great Ideas

To decorate your tree, push a large ornament hanger or stra! htened paper clip through the stem of each Ie f
and hang it in place.
i
Crafters' Comments:

Rate Craft Add Comrne ts

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be t
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FamilyFun: Thanksgiving Tablecloth
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FTS

Tools
Craft

Find,~r

Gane Finder

Party PlannC!r

l:~~,~fU~
(rMt..gi::'l.l.'kt

More Tools

Thanksgiving Tablecloth
Read Comments
Hand-decorate a table runner with penned expressions
of thanks.
Send an E-Card
Solutions A to Z
ThQusand of family
id~as & activities
Activities
Checklists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED
• Cotton table runner
• Fabric markers

Craft Supplies

Ali Checklists
Activities & Crafts
t;l<pert
Ann Hallock,
FarnilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
The week before Thanksgiving, set the table runner and markers In a central location and encourage everyone to
write a fond memory or sentiment from the current year (younger kids can draw pictures to depict their
message). Perhaps it's a birth or marriage, a sports accomplishment or even bringing home a new puppy. Be
sure to Include the date.

Ail Experts

Step 2:

Activities 80ards
Crafts

After displaying your handiwork at the big feast, store the table runner away until the same time next year when
everyone can add a new round of thanks.

Parties &
Entertaining

Message Boards
Get great ideas

Tips:
For fabriC pens, we recommend the nontoxic Marvy brand, which is permanent, water and chlorine resistant, and
dries instantly.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review It by clicking here.
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Tools
Craft Finder

Game Finder
Party Planner

More Tools

ACTIVITIE
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Loo.king tor crattYlaSt!lS
ror ThankslJiV'inlJ?

Village People
Read Comments

Decorate the table with paper Pilgrims and Native
Americans.
Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
C1~ousand of family
s & activities

jvities
Checklists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED

•
•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists

SCissors
Cardboard tissue tubes
Colored paper
Fine-tipped markers
Glue

-Activities &. Crafts
Expert
Ann Hallock,
FamilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:

All Experts

For each figure, wrap a cardboard tissue tube with a 4- by 6Hnch rectangle of colored paper and glue the
place.
.

Activities Boards

Step 2:

Crafts

Parties &
Entertainmg
Message Boa rds

Get great Ideas

Draw the facial features on a 2- by 3-inch piece of paper wit~ markers. Glue the face onto the tube.

Step 3:

.

For the hair, cut fringe along one side of a small paper recta",gle. Roll the hair around a pen to make curls,
it, and glue it into place.

Step 4;
Cut and decorate headbands and feathers for the Native Amt,ricans and collars for the Pilgrims.

i

Step 5:

For the Pilgrim girl's bonnet, wrap a 2- by S-inch paper rect ngle around the top of the tube with the ends.
overlapping and glue at the back.
i
i

Step 6:

.

I

For the Pilgrim boy's hat, cut out a black circle 2 1/2 inches n diameter. Roll and glue a black, 2- by S-inch !paper
rectangle into a tube shape. Cut slits along one end, fold in he tabs, and glue them to the center of the pa~er
Circle. Add a 1/2-inch band and square buckle and glue the at to the boy's head.
.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft Add Comrn
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be t
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FamilyFun: Pilgrim Place Cards
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Pilgrim Place Cards
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Had the pilgrim children made place cards like these
for their feast, names like Peregrine, Remember, Love,
and Humility would have graced the table.

Solutions A to Z
Thousand of famHy
ideas & activities

Activities
Checklists

WHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
A~tivities

& Crafts

Expert
Ann Hallock,

Permanent colored markers
Straight wooden clothespins
Black pipe cleaners
Craft knife
i-liter plastic bottle with cap
Construction paper
Glue
Paper plate

FarnilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour
All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
!:ntertalnmg

Message Boards

Step 1:
To make a pair of pilgrim place cards, use colored markers to draw faces on the heads of two straight wooden
clothespins. Color the rest of the clothespins black. Wrap a pipe cleaner around each clothespin just below the
head to create arms.

Step 2:
With a craft knife, cut the top off a plastic i-liter bottle, 3 1/4 inches down from the cap (a parent's job) and
discard the bottom. Remove the bottle cap and color it and the bottle top black.

Step 3:
Get great Ideas

For the pilgrim man, wrap a pipe cleaner around his feet and stand him up in the bottle cap. Cut out and glue on
a paper hat and vest.

Step 4:
To finish the woman, wrap a pipe cleaner around her waist and fit her Into the bottle top. Glue on a paper apron
and bonnet.

Step 5:
Lastly, cut name tags from a paper plate rim and attach them to the pilgrims' arms.
Rate Craft/Add Comments

Crafters' Comments:

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review it by clicking here.
Originally published in FamllyFun magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamllyFun at the lowest price available.
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FamilyFun: Paper Baskets
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More Tools
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Paper Baskets
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
ousand aHamily
s & activities

Native Americans used baskets to store seed, gather
crops and sift meal. Follow the lead of these
resourceful crafters by weaving a basket out of
newspaper "reeds. II

~

ivities

Checklists

Art Supplies

•
•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
- Activities &. Crafts
s.xpert
Ann Hallock,
FamilyFun
All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
Entertaining
Message Boards

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:

i

Make a reed out of a 13 1/2- by 22-inch sheet of newspap~.lr. Starting with a long edge, tightly roll the shea
I' t into
a tube. Flatten the tube and use a glue stick to secure the qpen edge. Assemble seven more reeds.

Step 2:

I

Lay four of the reeds side by side on a flat surface and weawe in the remaining fau r. Slide the strips
make the bottom of the basket. Fold the ends of the reeds ~p to form the side spokes.

Step 3:

toget~er

to

•

I

Now, cut newspaper sheets into four 11- by 27-lnch rectangles. Using the same method as before, roll four more
reeds. Tape the end of a reed to the base of a spoke. Wea'tlie the reed In and out of the spokes, around the
basket.
'

S~p4:
Get great Ideas

Newspaper
Scissors
Glue stick
Tape
Craft paints and brushes

Tuck the end behind a spoke. Weave in the other reeds, 0
basket and tuck them behind a reed.

I
I
Ie above the other. Fold the tops of the spokes I,nto the

Step 5:
Use craft paints to coat the finished basket inside and out,
Crafters' Comments:

Rate Craft/Add Corm

e first to review it by clickinq here.

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be

Originally published in mil Fun ma azine.
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Pilgrim Pal
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Solutions A to z
Thousand of family

This year, make room for a new Thanksgiving friend.
With a few simple materials, you and your child can
create a dashingly dressed Pilgrim guest for the
holiday.

ideas & activities

Activities
Checldists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED

FarnilyFun

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•

Ali Experts

Time needed: About 2 to 3 Hours

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
"Activities & Crafts
expert

~

Ann hallock,

Activities Boards
Crafts
Parties &.

Entertammg

Craft glue
4 1/2- by 6·inch rectangle of tan paper
Cardboard toilet tissue tube
Black and white felt
1-inch pieces of yarn
Markers
A pipe cleaner
Silver paper
Scissors

Step 1:
Body and Head: Glue the tan paper around the cardboard tube, then glue a piece of black felt (ours is 21/2
inches wide) around the lower portion of the tube for a jacket. Next, glue on a notched 6 1/4- by 1-inch strip of
white felt for a collar and yarn pieces for hair, then use the markers to draw on facial features.

Message Boards

Step 2:

Get great Ideas

Arms: Cut the pipe cleaner in two, then trim 1 inch from each half. Set aside these smaller pieces. Glue each of
the large pipe cleaner pieces between two 3 1/2-inch strips of black felt, letting the end of the pipe cleaner
extend past the edge of the felt. Bend each pipe cleaner end into a hand shape, then glue the arms in place on
each side of the tube.

Step 3:
Legs: Place each of the 1-lnch pipe cleaner pieces at the end of a long strip of black felt, as shown at left. Top
with a matching felt strip and glue the strips together. Glue two felt boot shapes together over the end of the
pipe cleaner foot, then glue the top of each leg inside the cardboard tube.
Step 4:
Hat: Glue a 1-inch-wlde strip of black felt around the top of the cardboard tube. For a brim, cut out a 3-inch . .
of black felt, then cut a 1 3/4-inch circle from its center. Slide the brim down to the bottom edge of the felt strip
and glue it in place. Then glue the smaller felt Circle to the top of the tube. Finally, cut three small buckles from
the silver paper and glue them to your Pilgrim Pal's hat and shoes.

t"
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Pinch Pot Favors
Read Comments

Send iIln E-Card
Solutions A to Z
usand of family
s & activities
ivities
Checklists
Art Supplies

~

Native Americans and Pilgrims alike made pinch pots
out of clay to use for everything from storing grains to
cooking over a fire. This Thanksgiving, they serve a
more decorative purpose -- as place markers filled with
sweet treats.

WHAT YOU NEED
• Self-hardening clay in moist form (available iat
crafts stores)
.
• Bowl of water
• Nontoxic acrylic paints
• Paper cupcake liners
: • Candles

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
.Activities &. Crafts

expert
Ann Hallock,

Time needed: Weekend Project

FarnllyFun

Step 1:
All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
Entertaining

Since clay can be hard for little hands to mold, an adult can imake each pinch pot base by pressing her thu bs
into a plum-size ball of clay.

Step 2:
Roll some clay snakes and mold them around the formed barses to build up the pots. Once each pot has rea hed
satisfactory height, wet the clay with water and smooth the ~ides, kneading the clay so that there are no g ping
holes.
.

Step 3:
Message Boards

When the clay has air-dried (thiS takes about twenty-four h~urs), decorate the outside of the pots with ac
paints.!
I

Get great ideas

Step 4:

i

Une the bowls with cupcake liners and then fill them with c
guests why you're thankful to know them.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft Add Comm

I

~dY corn, chocolates and messages to tell your

I

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be
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FamilyFun: Pilgrim Hats
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Pilgrim Hats

Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
Thousand of family
ideas & activities
Activities
Checklists

To shield themselves from the sun and rain, the
Pilgrims wore broad-brimmed hats. Outfitting your
dinner crowd with this popularized version is a fun way
to top off your family's holiday celebration.

WHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

•
•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
. Activities &. !;rafts
•. !Expert
~
Ann Hallock,
FarnilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:

All Experts
Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
EntertalOing

Poster board (black, gold)
Staple
Markers
Glue
Paper clips

1

On the black poster board, mark the dimensions of the Pilgrim hat shape and the separate
headband, as shown in the diagram. Cut out both pieces and use them as templates to trace and
cut each additional hat you plan to make.

j

t---~--f

Step 2:
Center each hat shape atop a headband so that the hat brim extends below the band, as shown.
Staple the hat to the band, then fold the brim upward so that the crease is flush with the bottom
edge of the band.

Message Boards

G.?t great Ideas

Step 3:
For each hat, cut a basic buckle shape out of gold poster board and use a glue stick to attach it to the Pilgrim hat

Step 4;
Secure the headband with 2 paper clips around the head of each "Pilgrim. II
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add ConIDJgnts
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review It by clicking
Originally published in B!milyFun magazin~.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
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Quill Pen and Place Cards
Read Comments
Practice pilgrim-like penmanship with ink-dipped
feather pens.
Send an E-Card

·.'
G

Solutions A to Z
ousand of family
as & activities
ivities
Checklists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED

•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies

All Checklists
. Activities & Crafts
...E xpert
'.
Arm Hallock,
FamilyFun

Large feather (available at craft stores)
Craft knife
Washable ink
Paper or place cards

TIme needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
To make the quill, use a pen to outline a triangle, with a

sh~rp

tip, on the base of the feather.

Step 2:

•

All Experts

Use the craft knife to cut along the triangle so as to form a ,harp point (a parent's job).

i

Activities Boards

Step 3:

!

Crafts

To use the pen, dip the tip into a jar of ink and then dab it clnto a piece of paper towel before writing. Pradice
writing on paper or script place cards for table toppers with an authentic touch.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comm4lnts

Parties &
Entertaining

.

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be t~e first to review it by clicking here.
Message Boards

,t
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Tepee Treats
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Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Solutions A to Z
Thousand offamily
ideas & activities

Historically, an Indian tepee was made from a cone of
long poles and a hide covering that appeared shiny
white until the hearth fire cured it. Construct a village
of similarly handsome -- though edible -- tepees with
this food craft.

Activities
Checklists
Art Supplie5

WHAT YOU NEED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Craft Supplies
All Checklists
.Activities & Crafts
Expert
~

Sugar cones
Confectioners' sugar
Unsalted butter
Vanilla extract
Cake-decorating icing
Decorative candies
Toothpicks

Arm Hallock,

FamilyFun
Ali Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts
Parties &
Entertaming

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
In a mixing bowl with an electriC beater set at low speed, mix 2 cups of sifted confectioners' sugar, 1/4 cup of
softened, unsalted butter, and 1/2 teaspoon of vanilla extract until smooth and spreadable. Stir In a bit of milk, If
needed.

Step 2:
Use the ICing to lightly frost eight ice cream sugar cones, then place them in the freezer for a few minutes until
the Icing hardens.

Message Boards

Step 3:

Get great Ideas

Now use tubes of cake-decorating icing to draw linear patterns and images and glue on decorative candies. For
lodgepoles, insert toothpicks into the tip of each cone.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review It by clicklng here.
Originally published In FamllyFun magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
Site Map I Contact Us I Register I Help I About FamilyFun
Make FamilyFun Your Home Page I UPDATED Privacy Policy
Legal

I Internet Safety

© FamllyFun, All rights reserved.

FamilyFun: Toy Canoe

tiGrs to Learn How

Get a FREE Disney offorfQf kid$.
Packoge 'ndudes
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Tools
Craft Fi Mer
Game Finder
Party Planner
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More Tools
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Toy Canoe
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Like the birch bark canoes built centuries ago by the
Indian tribes in New England, this lightweight toy craft
cuts quickly and smoothly through water.

Solutions A to z
ousand of family
.. as & activities
tivities
Checklists
Art Supplies

~...

WHAT YOU NEED
• Cardboard
• Scissors
• Darning needle
• String
" AcryliC paints and brushes
" Box of paraffin wax
• Tall tin can
• Metal tongs

Craft Supplies
All Checklists

-Activities & Crafts

~Expert

~

Ann Hallock,
FarnilyFun

Time needed: Afternoon or Evening
All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts
Parties &
EntertaIning

Step 1:

•

Fold a 6- by 12-inch piece of cardboard in half so that the 11/).1 ng ends match up. Draw a side view of a
one side of the cardboard, using the fold for the bottom of _he boat.

Step 2:

i

cano~ on
I

.

.
l

With scissors, cut through both layers along the sides and lOp of the canoe, but not the bottom. Then, use the
~.
needle and string to sew together the curved ends.

Message Boards

Step 3:

Get great Ideas

For seats, cut two 3 1/2- by 1 t/2-lnch strips out of cardb rd scraps. Fold In the sides of each strip t inc from
the short edges and wedge the seats inside the boat. Next paint the canoe and let It dry thoroughly.
I

Step 4:
To waterproof the canoe, put the wax in the can and set t : can in a saucepan filled with a couple inches Af
water. Heat slowly until the wax melts (parents only). No 'use a pot holder to set the can on newspaper.]

Step 5:

:

With tongs, dip the boat, an end at a time, Into the wax. ( ou may have to tilt the can.) When the wax hardens,
place a few pebbles in the hull to prevent tipping, and the .' oat is ready to float in a backyard stream or b,thtub.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft Add Comr nts
I
i
There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. ee he first to review it by clicking 11ere.
:
Originally published In mil Fun ma azine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFunl:at the lowest price available.
i

i

.
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FamilyFun: Autumn Place Mats
;,. FamiiyFun ;,. Activities & Crafts

Lookinvfor

tor
Search FamilyFun

r'

Tools

Cralt Finder
Game Finder

ACTIVITIES&CRAfTS

ORAVVING &.: FAINTJNG

Parry Pianner
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Autumn Place Mats
Bead Comments

Bring Autumn's beauty indoors with leaf-printed place
mats.
Send an E-Card
Solutions A to Z

Thousand of family
ideas & activities
Adivities
Checklists

WHAT YOU NEED

A'1: Supplies

•
•
..
..
..
..
•

Craft Supplies
All Checkli!its

Activities &. Crafts
~pert

Glue or glue stick
Construction paper
Acrylic paint and brushes
Con-Tact paper
Scissors
Leaves
Camera

,'\nn Hallock,

FarnilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Ail Experts

Step 1:

Activities Boards

Start with a pile of leaves, some energetic kids and a camera. After the pictures are developed, pick one that
captures the spirit of the day and glue it onto a place mat-sized piece of paper.

Crafts
r~<lrties

&

entertaining

Step 2:
Decorate the border with drawings or leaf prints (lightly paint the back of a leaf with acrylic paint, then press ont
the paper).

Step 3:
Message Boards
Get great :d<!!as

Once dry, laminate with clear Con-Tact paper or, for about $3 each, splurge and have the place mats
professionally laminated at a copy shop.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/.t:\dd Comments

I used my digital camera and printed the pictures centered on each sheet and let my 3- and 4-year-olds put the
leaves with glue on the paper. Then I used contact paper to seal it. They love It! I also used pictures of objects
for summer things (sand castle we made) and rockS they have collected. So I have a collection of placemats for
all year.
:~ "If
"::it;
- Cindy J

*

-*

~~~c~~~ :lso,~s,~;~_;~*':"'ilaper bag from your local grocery store as a placemat.
Many scrapbooking stores allow you to use their paper punches for free or a small fee per hour. I went with a
range of fall col.or~d papers and cut a bunch of leaves of various sizes for my son's class to use in this project.
- Amy D~'<r A':!~;'

~

I
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Tools
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Game Finder
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Corn Husk Dolls
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Next time you're shucking corn for dinner, don't throw
away the husks -- dry them in the sun for one to three
days, and you'll have the makings for a corn-husk doll.

Solutions A to z
usand of family
,
& activities
•
Ivities
Checklists

iWHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

• Dried corn husks or tamale wrappers (avai
.at grocery stores)
i- Twine or string
i. Scissors
• Pipecleaners

Craft Supplies
All Checklists
-Activities & Crafts
ti)(pert
Ann Hallock,
FamilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Step 1:
!
··lit Soak the dried corn husks (approximately 20 per doll~ in warm water for about 10 minutes to soften

All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
Entertainmg
Message Boards

Get great Ideas

.•. ""them, then blot them dry. Next, gather twenty 10-in4h lengths of twine and tie an overhand knot at jone
end.
.
!

Step 2:

.~ ... Trim the husks so that they are each about 8 inches Iqng. Then sandwich the knotted twine between
...•.~ so husks and tightly tie another piece of twine aroundlthe bundle just above the overhand knot.
4~J~~:'

.

Step 3:

i

.

or

•

Make the doll's arms by roillng up a pipe cleaner in allhusk (this will make the arms posable). Roll up 2
'j. more husks (without pipe cleaners). Then braid the j1ree together and tie the ends with twine.
j.

Step 4:

.

Take the bundle from Step 2 and peel down the husks (as YI'U would a banana) to create a head and expos the
hair. Tightly tie the bundle where the neck should be, then i sert the arms.

Step 5:

,

Braid together 3 rolled husks (without a pipecleaner) for eac leg. Then use 2 of the inner husk ends to tie
tops of the legs to the dolls. Trim the remaining husk ends a inch below where the legs are attached.

Step 6:

'

Snugly wrap a single husk around the doll's hips, tying the e~ds together to secure it. Trim the knot tails.

Step 7:

tn. e
!

Page 2 of 2 Brian Casten

FamilyFun: Com Husk Dolls

Now it's time to dress the doll. If making a girl, go right to Step 8. For a boy, create leggings by wrapping a
single husk around each leg and tightly tying twine around the very top. Then fringe the leggings by making a
series of short snips along the outer sides.

Step 8:
For a skirt, sandwich the doll's body from the hipS up with a few husks and secure them to the waist with twi~
Then peel down the husks. For a girl doll, leave the skirt longj for a boy, trim 1 1/2 Inches from the waist. Fi,.,.
drape husks over the shoulders. Crisscross the ends in front and in back of the doll and sash them around the
waist with twine.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments
I made these when I was a little girl 'and I was truly excited when I found this craft. Thank you so much!
- Hillary B ~'~\" 'is::~ ';i}:,: ~:'
Originally published in FamilyFun magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
Site Map I Contact Us I Register I Help I About FamilyFun
Make FamHyFun Your Home Page I UPDATED Privacy Policy
Legal

I Internet Safety

© FamilyFun. All rights reserved.

FamilyFun: Corn Husk Puppet Stage

Get (l FlEE Disney offer for kid$.
Pac kog e· induces 100 DiSney JFOII;81"S

r'

Tools
Craft Finder

ACTIVITIES&CRAFTS

Game Finder
Parry Planner
~

More Tools

~ My-(r~n~~J~

(:nrfLHndlbt

Corn Husk Puppet Stage

.Get a flEE Disna)' offo;tfar kids..

Read Comments

Paekage IncludoolOO Disney

Set the stage for a Thanksgiving (or any time of year)
puppet production with this colorful box backdrop.
Send an

E~Card

I.t

Solutions A to

z

Sand
of family
'. . &. activities

vities
Checklists

~HAT YOU NEED
~ Large cardboard box

Art Supplies

t Construction paper

Craft Supplies

Scissors
, Paintbrushes and paint
Markers
~ White glue
" Dowel or stick
" Tape or string

i

All Checklists
Activities &. Crafts
~pert

Ann Hallock,
FamilyFun

time needed: Under 1 Hour
All Experts

Activities 80ards

Step 1:

Crafts

Remove the flaps from the top of the box. Cut sheets of constjruction paper to the same sizes as the box's b ck,
sides and bottom.
I

Parties &.
Entertaining

Step 2:

Message Boa rds

Cut a 2-inch slot across the width of the box top. Insert the wpoden stick, then tape or tie the corn husk u
to the end of It so that it can be manipulated from the top by~he stage director.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add commefll;s

Using paint and markers, decorate the paper to make a backQrop scene. Glue the backdrop pieces in place.

Step 3:
Get great Ideas

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be tht first to review it by clicking here.
i'

Originally published in
Flll] magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at he lowest price available.

I

Site Map I Contact Us I Register! Help I About FamilyFun
Make FamilyFun Your Home Page I UPDATED Privacy Policy

© FamilyFun. All rig s reserved.
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Corn Husk Puppets
Read Comments

Send an E-Card

Even if your kids have never been very interested in
puppets, they'll like the idea of making their own -
from corn husks no less.

Solutions A to Z
Thousand of famiiy
ideas & acrivities
Activities
Checklists
Art Supplies

~pert

WHAT YOU NEED
• Corn husks
• Large bowl of water
• Twine or string
• Scissors
• Construction paper
• Watercolors or markers
• Glue

Ann Hallock,
FdmilyFun

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

CriJft Supplies

All Checklists

Activities &. Crafts

All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts
P<l;tles &
Entertaining

Step 1:
Soak the corn husks in warm water for about an hour until they become pliable. Then gather several damp husks
and tie them together tightly with twine, about 1/2 inch from one end.

Step 2;
To make the head, hold the knotted end in one fist, then fold the husks down (as though peeling a banana) so
that they cover the knotted end. Smooth out the husks to make a face, then secure them with a piece of twine
around the doll's neck.

Message Boards

Step 3:

Get great Ideas

To make the arms, roll up a single husk and tie It off at both ends. Position the arms up between the husks,
under the doll's neck. Smooth the husks over the arms to form the chest and back, then cinch in the waist with
twine.

Step 4:
For a skirt or legs, arrange several husks, inverted (like a skirt that has blown up over the doll's head) around th
waist. Secure with twine, then fold the skirt down. For legs, divide the husks into two parts, tying each bunch at
the knees and ankles.

Step 5:

.

Use construction paper to fashion outfits or use markers and watercolors to give the illusion of clothes or to
on facial features. To make hair, hats or headdresses, glue on little strips of construction paper.

Step 6:
Attach sticks to the backs of the dolls for mobility. For additional fun, build a doll stage and put on a special
Thanksgiving puppet production.

~,'

a~
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FamilyFun: Gourd Turkey

tigre to Learn How to

Get a FREE irIS., otTor for kid$.
Packo90 indudes 100 Disney

'1181-&

M '

Tools
Craft Finder

Game Finder
Parry Pianrwr

More Tools

Gourd Turkey
Read Comments

Send an

E~Card

Solutions A to

z

At the first Thanksgiving, turkey was actually a side
dish, taking second billing to venison. But set this
pretty bird center table and it's guaranteed to steal the
show.

I"land offamily
& activfties
ities
Checklists
Art Supplies

T YOU NEED

Gourd
Round toothpicks
Pumpkin
Red chili pepper
Orange rind
Cloves
Corn husks or tamale wrappers
Tempera paints
Pair of red gloves

Craft Supplies
All Checklists

ACtivities & Crafts
~pert

Arm Hallock,
FarnilyFun

e needed: Under 1 Hour

All Experts

.Activities Boards
Crafts

Parties &
Entertaining

Step 1:
one side of the gourd, then attach it to the
pumpkin shell. Use the same method to atta h

To create the turkey's face, push a few toothpicks halfway
pumpkin by pushing the protruding toothpick ends through
the chili-pepper wattle.

Step 2:

I

Message Boards

For eyes, use two orange-rind circles. Push a clove through tie center of each one and into the gourd.

Get great ideas

Next, tint the corn husk feathers by dipping them into dilute tempera paints (2 parts water to 1 part paint) and
attach them to the pumpkin with toothpicks.

Step 3:
Step 4:
Set the completed pumpkin atop the red gloves so that the fi gers resemble turkey feet.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft Add Comme s

C).

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be th first to review it by clickmg here.
Originally published in Fa iI Fun rna azine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
Site Map I Contact Us f Register I Help I About FamilyFun
Make FamilyFun Your Home Page I UPDATED Privacy Policy
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Tools
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ACTIVIT'IES8tCRAFTS

Game Finder
Pdrry Planner

MOre Tools

leaf-Imprinted Coasters
Read Comments

Create lasting impressions with coasters made from
clay and materials supplied by Mother Nature.
Send an E-Card
Solutions A to Z
Thousand of family
ideas & aCtivities
Activities
Cheddists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED
• Self-hardening pottery clay
• Waxed paper
• Cardboard
• Scissors
• Nature objects
• Butter knife
• Matte acrylic varnish
• Paintbrush
• Wh ite tempera paint
• Sponge

Cr<:ift Suppl:es

All Checklists
Activities &. Crafts
e.:l<pert
Ann Hallock,
Fa rnilyFun

All Experts

Activities Boards
Crafts
Parties &.

Entertaining

Time needed: Afternoon or Evening

Step 1:
Create a template by cutting a 4-inch square out of cardboard. Cover the work area with a piece of waxed paper
and use a rolling pin to flatten a 2 i/2-inch ball of clay to 1/4-inch thickness for each coaster

Step 2:
Message Boards
Get great Ideas

Arrange a pattern of leaves or pine needles atop the clay and gently press them Into the clay with the rolling pin,
leaving distinct but fairly shallow impressions. Make pinecone Images by gently pressing In the cones by hand.

Step 3:
Remove the foliage and place the cardboard template on top of the clay. Use a butter knife to cut around the
cardboard, then lift away the excess clay.
Step 4:
Place the coasters on a clean piece of waxed paper and set aside to dry according to the package directions; this
can take a day or so.

Step 5:

"

Once the coasters have dried completely, cover with a thin layer of matte acrylic varnish. Let dry for 45 mlnu~
then accent the designs using a damp sponge to apply a light layer of white paint to the raised area of the
coaster and dab a little more Into the Impressions to highlight them. Let the paint dry thoroughly before adding a
last coat of varnish.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Craft/Add Comments

FamilyFun: Thanksgiving Cards

To<>ls
Craft Finder

r'

ACTIVITIES&CRAfTS

Gi!lme Finder
Porty Pli:mner

'-~:;;;j;U~

MOre Tools

(t~.dtn~1d,1.::t

Thanksgiving Cards
Read Comments
Remember absent relatives with these one-of-a-klnd
holiday leaf cards.
Send an E-Card

Solutions A to z
usand of family
• . . & activities

Ivities

Checklists

WHAT YOU NEED

Art Supplies

All Checklists

• Paper
.. Autumn leaves
• Colored pencils or crayons
i. Poster paint and brushes

-Activities &. Crafts

Inme needed: Under 1 Hour

Craft Supplies

~pert

Ann Hallock,
PamilyFun

Step 1:
To make leaf rubbing cards, start by folding a sheet of pape in half widthwise and place a leaf, vein side UP)
inside the folded sheet. You will now have a card with a leaf idden inside.
,

All Experts

Step 2:

Activities Boards

Use colored pencils or crayons to gently rub over the leaf so hat the shape becomes visible on the cover of lhe
card (switch colors midway to create a variegated leaf). Re
ve the leaf, then repeat with other leaves and!
colors.

Crafts
Parties &
Entertaining

Step 3:

Message Boards

To make painted leaf prints, first cover the work area with n
and dab paint onto the leaf. (To create a multicolored effect,
picking up the leaf, place it paint side down on the front of t
few test prints to figure out the right amount of paint.) Rep

Get great Ideas

Step 4:

wspaper. Place a leaf vein side up on the news~.aper
dab other colors onto the same leaf.) carefully
e card and press down on it to make a print (t a
t with other leaves.

.

Finally, add a holiday message on the cover of the card.

Tips:

'

For both crafts, pick leaves while they're still on the tree. Th dried-out variety will crumble if the artist get1 too
enthusiastic.
.

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be t e first to review it by clicking here.
Originally published in ,-Fa9-":.:.:..L'-=-'-'-'====
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun
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Pumpkin Candleholders
Read Comments

Light up the dinner table with these autumn-inspired
candleholders.
Send an E-Card
Solutions A to Z
Thousand of family
ideas & activities

Adivities
Checklists
Art Supplies

WHAT YOU NEED

All Checklists

•
•
•
•

Activities &. Crafts

Time needed: Under 1 Hour

Craft Supplies

Mini pumpkins
Carving knife
Small spoon
Tapered candles

~pert

Ann Halleck,
FdrniiyFun
All Experts

Step 1:
Cut the top off a mini pumpkin, making sure the hole is no bigger than a quarter.

Step 2:
Remove the seeds with a small spoon.

Activities Boards

Step 3:

Crdits

Stick a candle into the hole and enjoy dinner by candlelight.
Crafters' Comments:
Rate Cr~/Add Comments

i'artlE?S

&

Ent~rtaJning

Message Boards

There are currently no remarks posted about this craft. Be the first to review it by clicking here.
Originally published in FamilyFyn magazine.
Not a subscriber? Get FamilyFun at the lowest price available.
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HOLIDAY CRAFTS
FOR YOUR CUB
SCOUTS TO MAKE
FOR THE LESSER
CELEBRATED
HOLIDAYS
Put together and taught by:
Howard and Kathie Thorson
Sycamore District, BSA
(815) 455-1325

c

Suggested month: February

Heart NeckerchiefS/ide

Su ested month: May

icture Frame

Materials: Cardboard Circle - approx.
2" in diameter; white felt circle 
slightly larger in diameter than
cardboard circle; 6" red chenille; heart
shaped decorations - sponge, wood, etc.;
tacky glue, hole pooch.

Materials: 8 craft sticks (single frame)
or 9 craft sticks (double frame); wood
glue; various shapes and sizes wood or
sponge decorations; glitter glue sticks,
crayons, markers, or stickers for
decorating.

Directions: Pooch 2 holes in cardboard

Directions: Form frame, using double

circle; lace red chenille through the
holes, making sure both sides are even;
one-half way down remaining chenille
twist in center to form a circle, bringing
ends of chenille back to holes in
cardboard. Glue white felt circle to front
of cardboard circle, then glue heart
shape(s) to center of white felt circle.

sticks on all four sides for single frame,
double sticks on outside ends of double
frame and single sticks for top, bottom
and center. Write message on glue
sticks using glitter glue, crayons or
markers prior to gluing in place with
wood glue. Use wood glue to add
additional decorations (or use stickers)
to front of p'cture frame. If using wood
decorations, use crayons or markers to
color decorations prior to gluing to
frame with wood glue - or use glitter
glue after gluing pieces to outside of
frame, (can also decorate with stickers).

Suggested month: March

Four-Leaf Clover Refrigerator
Magnet
Materials:
1 %" wood clothespins;
green chenille; magnet strips cut into 1
W' pieces; wood glue; green chenille cut
into 1 Yz" pieces (2 each).

Suggested month: Jooe
(Good for use on Memorial Day, Fourth
of July, Labor Day and Flag Day)

Patriotic Windsock
Directions: Form full strips of green
chenille into four-leaf clover, leaving a
short stem at the bottom; using wood
glue, glue the four-leaf clover to the
front of the wood clothespin; on the back
of the clothespin glue magnet strip; glue
short pieces of chenille to the top and
bottom of magnet strip, facing front,
where magnet overlaps the clothespin.

c

Materials: Wire hangers formed into a
circle for top of windsock; patriotic
material (preferably silk, but cotton will
do) cut to fit the circle make from wire
hanger; heap- yarn (preferably super
heavy craft p') cut in 18-24" pieces (3
each); "OK To Wash-It" permanent
fabric bon; small rings to hang
windsock; sctssors; and hole pooch.

f

lI

I

Using permanent fabric
bond, make hem at top of fabric to hold
onto wire hanger circle, as well as seam
to form the circle of the windsock.
Using scissors, cut strips approximately
halfway up material, forming the
flowing strips of windsock. Using hole
punch or scissors, place three holes at
the top hem of material and attach yarn.
Take the three remaining ends of yam,
place ring thru all three pieces of yard,
forming an overhand knot to hold the
ring in place.
Directions:

Suggested month: November

Thanksgiving Name Place Setting
Material: Tuna cans (washed well); fall
decorating ribbon (size of tuna can
used); tacky glue; yellow (or cream
colored) construction paper; feathers;
craft eyes, red chenille (cut in 12"
pieces); and either glitter glue pen,
crayons, or markers; fall-type candy,
SCIssors.
Directions: Cover outside of tuna can

Suggested month: September

Door Knob Hanger
Materials: Wooden door knob hanger;
spray
paint;
markers;
wooden
decorations (or stickers); wood glue.
Directions: Spray paint the wooden
door knob hangers; use markers to write
on hanger (
's Room, Do Not
Disturb!, Studying! I); using wood glue,
glue decorations on completed door
knob hanger.

Suggested month: October

Fall Door Decoration
Material: Wood door decoration, with
or without metal decorations; silk leaves;
spray paint; and wood glue.
Direetions: Spray paint the main wood
decoration; with wood glue, glue the silk
leaves to the outside of wood door
decoration.

with decorating ribbon, cutting ribbon
slightly larger than the outside
dimensions of can in order to provide a
"hem" so the material can be glued,
using tacky glue.
Trace hand on
construction paper, leaving a 'stem' the
size of the tuna can height. Cut out the
traced hand and decorate so it looks like
a turkey, using feathers, markers, glitter
glue sticks, crayons, craft eye and red
chenille (or gobbler). Make one for each
person attending dinner, and place each
person's name on one of the ''turkeys''.
Glue the turkey stem to the front of the
tuna can, with the decorations facing out,
and fill the can with your fall-type candy
pIeces.
This name place setting not only tells
people where they are expected to sit for
dinner, but gives them their dessert at the
same time!

These are just a few ideas to make
with your Cub Scouts. There are
many more suggestions which
follow in your folder, some of
which can also be found in the
Pow Wow Book.

I
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I
I
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Neckerchief SlicJes

Neckerchief Slides
Ghost Slide - Use cotton
batting and glue it to a flexible
PVC pipe. It looked great at
Halloween. This is how it
looks a year later after being
worn and frequently rescued
from the laundry basket.
Band Aid Slide - Materials: Thin piece of wood
or tongue depressor, Pipe cleaner, Band-Aid,
Clear contact paper
1. Cut a thin piece of wood or tongue depressor
the shape of a Band-Aid.
2. Make 2 holes in the middle and make a pipe
cleaner ring.
3. Then stick on a real Band-Aid and cover.
Blue And Gold Tie Slide - Materials: 1/2 blue
chenille, 6 blue pony beads, 6 yellow pony beads.
Directions: Thread chenille stem through pony
beads, alternating blue and yellow. Bend into
circle and twist chenille stem tightly. Trim ends of
chenille stem and shape into circle.
Purchased Items - You can purchase a variety
of items at your local craft
store that can easily be
adapted to become a tie
slide. Here is a sample of a
tie slide that was made from
a wooden bucket. Basically,
the person who made the
slide cut a hole in the
bottom for the
neckerchief to go
through. Another
version is this toy
turtle. You can use
just about any plastic
toy to make a cute
slide.
Candy Mold Slides - Use plaster of Paris and
candy molds. Pour the plaster of Paris into the
mold and used a heavy wire shaped in a "U"
shape to make the backing. This was inserted
after the mixture began to harden a little. The next
meeting the boys can paint them.
Barbell Slide Version 1 - Materials: 2 small 1"
styrene balls. 1/2 of a black pipe cleaner, black
paint, white paint. paint marker, or vinyl stick-on
letters
Directions: Paint the two balls black. Cut the pipe
cleaner into 2 equal pieces. Push the pieces into
the ball about 1/4" apart. Pull the pieces apart

slightly. curving them outward. With the white
paint put the Ibs. on the two balls. You can use 5
Ibs., the Pack number. or some outrageous
amount of weight.
Barbell Slide Version 2 - Materials: Two 20mm
wooden beads, 5/16" dowel (or size to fit inside
the beads), hot glue, black silver, and white paint,
thin strip of vinyl for the slide itself.
Directions: Measure and cut the dowel rod about
2 1/4" long. Paint it silver. Paint beads black. Put
a dab of glue in the bead and insert the dowel.
Paint the ends to match the bead.
Paint a weight number on each barbell with white
paint. Hot glue a narrow strip of vinyl to the back
of each barbell to make the loop.
Fun Foam Slide - The
cupcake slide was made with
fun foam and secured with a
pipe cleaner hot glued to the
back. Fun foam is great stuff.
It comes in many colors and
can be cut into any shape.
Dog Biscuit Rudolph Neckerchief Slide
Materials One dog biscuit, Clear sealer, Brown
paper. Red pompom, Wiggle eyes. Aluminum
foil, Scissors, Glue. A section of 1/2" PVC pipe
or neck piece from a plastic bottle.
Place biscuit on foil to prevent sticking. Spray
with several coats of clear sealer. Do this ahead
of time and let dry between coats. Cut antlers
from brown paper, glue to back of biscuit. Glue
wiggle eyes to brown felt circles, glue to face.
Glue on pompom nose. Glue PVC piece or
plastiC bottle neck piece to the back.
Flag Heart Slide - This slide might be a nice gift
to give to your
Cubs. The wooden
hearts and paint
can be found at
craft stores. The
pictured wooden
heart is 2 inches at
the widest point.
Directions: Base
coat the heart with
white paint. Then paint red stripes approximately
1/4 inch wide. Paint the left upper comer of the
heart blue. Use the rounded tip of a paint brush to
make the *stars* in the field of blue. This slide
has a red piece of heavy suede as the backing.
Although PVC pipe can be used as the backing
for this slide.
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Neckerchief Slides
Campfire Neckerchief Slide - Materials: Coffee
can lids, twist ties, red or orange felt. small twigs,
glue. Cut out campfire shape from lid. cut flame
from felt. Cut slits for tie to Slip through. Glue on
felt and twigs to make campfire.
Display Of Knots Slide - This slide was as easy
as tying a square knot! Simply cut yourself a piece
of 1/8" bass
wood,about2
1/2" x 3 112".
Sand and round
the edges. Stain
with shoe polish
or wood stain.
Using thin hemp
rope or thin
strand rope, tie
each of the basic
scout knots in
miniature. Use a
1/8" dowel cut
into short 1/2"
pieces for tying
the Clove Hitch,
Timber Hitch,
Two Half-hitch,
and Tautline. The Bowline, Sheet Bend. and the
Square Knot can all be tied without dowels. Trim
ends for more presentable looking knots. Using
wood glue, dab each knot with glue and hold in
position until it sets up, then set aside and let dry.
Whittle a wood loop, attach a leather strip, or glue
a slide ring to the back of your board. You can
also drill two small holes on each side and use the
same knot material to form a loop in the back.
After all knots are affixed to the board, varnish the
entire slide.

snakes can e made from assorted leftover clay,
baked, then painted with standard hobby paint.
Spray on 2 oats of craft varnish to protect the
finish.
First Aid Ki. (Great for Webelos Readyman)
Paint a film ¢anister white with a red cross on the
front. (or usa white film cans and colored tape)
Attach a curtain ring to the back side of the
canister, or li>oke 2 holes in the back and use a
chenille stem for the loop. Fill the canister with
useful first a~d items:
1 adhesive bandage
1 alcohol wi~e
1 tube antiseptic ointment
2 safety pins
coins for telephone call
emergency phone numbers
Basic First Aid instructions reduced to small
laminated card, rolled up inside
Octopus Slide Version 1 - On plywood circle,
draw eyes aM mouth. Also drill holes for legs.
Tie colored pipe cleaners (2 colors) or strings for
legs. Glue RVC pipe to the back and let dry.
Octopus SIi~e Version 2 Materials: green
yarn, matching color thread, wobble eyes, hot
glue. plastic curtain ring
for the slide.
Cut twelve 6~ long
strands of y~rn for each
slide. Fold ini half and tie
at the neck ~rea, leaving
abouttwoin~hesforthe
tentacles. Next divide the
strands into sections of
three. (There will be eight
sections) Br~id each
section, and tie off with thread. Hot glue on the
wobble eyes~ Put octopus down over the curtain
ring with a fer.v tentacles inside the ring and rest
over the fron~ to cover it. Hot glue in place.
Question Mark Slide - Cut out a question mark
from cardboard. Don't cut out the dot.
Glue puzzle pieces to the cardboard.
Cut a short piece of craft wire and
twist. Glue to the bottom of the mark
and t~en glue a puzzle piece for the dot at
the ~nd of the wire. Attach a slide
bac~ng.

Two the many
made
using Sculpty modeling clay. The stuff comes in a
ton of colors and bakes quickly in the oven. The

Oscar the J.OUCh - Take a film canister, hot
glue a green fuzzy ball into the open end, hot glue
the cap to th~ top of the ball a la Oscar the
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Neckerchief Slides
Grouch. A couple of small craft shop eyes. Add a
loop on the back.
Precut Simple Slides - Precut figures can be
found at a local craft store.
Cut two holes in the front
and insert a 12 inch piece
of leather rope to secure
the slide to they
neckerchief. The beads
keep the rope from
slipping out of the slide.
To secure the slide, hold
it in place against the
neckerchief tails and tie 1/2 of
a knot behind the tails. The
tighter the better
for this first 1/2 of
the knot. The
pinching of the
tails and the grip
of the leather rope
keep the slide in
place. Tie the second
1/2 of the knot a little
looser so it can be untied
later.
Square Knot Slide - Simply dye cotton rope in
appropriate colors, tie the knot, and use a little
glue to hold it together. Attach a loop and you're
set! If you're using nylon rope, you'll need to melt
the rope ends a bit to prevent fraying.

We used clothesline cut into 4 inch strips. We had
to melt the ends to keep from fraying. Since most
cheap clothesline is made from nylon, this step
should be done by the adults so that the scouts do
not get burnt by the melted nylon. We then
painted one strip blue and one strip yellow. After
the paint dried, we assembled a square knot and
fused a strip of clothesline on the back for the
~slider part".

Stress Indicator Neckerchief Slide - Materials:
several 12-inch pieces of telephone wire, various
colors.
Put two or more pieces of wire next to each other.
Make a 1-inch loop near the center by twisting
them together. (It's like putting a twist tie on a
bread wrapper.) Or tie a square knot. Wrap each
piece of wire around a pencil until you get to the
end of the wire. Remove the pencil. The loop is
now the part that goes around your neckerchief;
you can adjust it by twisting tighter or loosening it
up a bit. The coils can be scrunched together to
tell people you're really wound up or stretched out
to indicate that you're relaxed.
Wooden Shoe Slide 
Here's a picture of the
official woggle (tie slide) of
the 1995 World Scout
Jamboree. This is a great
idea, and can be easily
reproduced if you can find a
little wooden shoe. Try that
Scandinavian shop on the
corner, the one that sells
that tasty pickled herring.
Drill a hole in the heel and
one in the ball of the foot.
Decorate as desired!
Wooden Nickel Slide - Take a wooden nickel, a
little leather lace, and voila! Instant neckerchief
slide. The same could be done with just about any
wood disk.

computer PC Board Slide 
Materials: Use pieces from an
old computer. Hot glue a PVC
pipe onto the back for the ring.
Watermelon Slide - Take a
Brazil nut and paint to look like
a watermelon. After the paint
has dried, hot glue a PVC pipe to the back of the
nut.
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Neckerchief Slides
Beaded Neckerchief Slides - Choose blue and
yellow for Cubs or khaki and red for Webelos and
weave and neckerchief slide to match your
uniform. Materials: 30 Pony Beads, 24" 1mm
Black Round Elastic, White Glue.
Cut elastic cord into
24" lengths. Stiffen
ends with white
glue. String the first
row of three beads
onto cord and push
to the center of the
cord. lace the 2nd
row of beads onto one cord. lace the other cord
through the same beads in reverse order. Pull
both cords snugly. Continue with the next row of
beads until you have laced rows.
loop beads around and string one cord through
first row of beads. Tie cords together pulling tight.
Put a dab of white glue on knot. let dry. Trim.
Three Stranded Turk's Head - Take two round
turns around the rope on which
you intend working the knot, or
around the index finger of your
left hand. Pass the upper bight
down through the lower, and
reeve the upper end down
through it; then pass the bight
•
up again, and reeve the end
over the lower bight and up
between it and the upper one;
dip the upper down through the
lower bight again, reeve the
.......... _ _
end down over what is now the
.
upper bight, and between it and
., '. '. '.. .... .
the lower; and so proceed,
working round to your right until
you meet the other end, when you pass through
the same bight, and follow the other end round
and round until you have completed a plait of two,
three or more lays, along the three strands of the
Turk's head.

"'" 'lWW'4..........

~

Christmas Stamp Slide - Materials: Christmas
Postage Stamp, 1-inch square masonite or X
plywood, Paints, % inch PVC slide
ring, Paintbrushes, Hot glue.
Paint the wooden square, allow to
dry. Center the stamp onto the
painted square. Mount the slide
ring to the back of the wooden
square.

- Materials: Plastic musical
y 1-1/2 inches, 1 X inch
, sheet music, % PVC ring, Craft
glue, Hot glue/gun.
Using a good copier
machine, copy some music
sheets down to "really small
size." (If you can copy the
sheets cleanly so that the
whole sheet is about 1/S!h
normal size that would be
good.) Cut
sheet music to cover the top of the
wooden square, glue with craft glue in place
Using Hot glue, mount the instrument onto the
sheet music. Mount the PVC ring to the back of
the wooden square.
oh .... rr>vi,,...,,,'ho

Christmas Mouse Slide 
Using walnut halves, paint
gray, fill with plaster. Insert
plastic ring when plaster
begins to set. Add wiggle eyes, black thread
whiskers, gray felt tail and ears and red Santa hat.
Uncle Sam Slide - Materials: Round head
wooden clothespin, Paints, red white and blue,
White 'wonderfoam' or posterboard, White paper,
Cotton ball. %-inch PVC slide ring, Hot glue,
Paintbrushe~, Small craft saw, paperclip.
Cut the points off the clothespin. Paint the lower
half of legs wlhite, allow to dry. Paint the upper
half, up to neck a dark blue. Make a small roll of
paper, glue into shape and paint same color blue
as upper half. Glue arms onto
upper part of the clothespin. Cut
out a hat brim to fit the head of
the clothespin. Paint white paper
with red stripes, or use a
permanent marker to do such.
Paint red stripes on the white
pants. Paint the head of the
clothespin, make flesh color by
adding a small amount of red to
white paint. Roll the striped
paper to fit inside the hat brim
and glue in place. Glue hat to head of the
clothespin, adjusting angle to fit, Straighten out
paperclip, dip one end into blue paint and dot
eyes onto fate. Using a pinch of cotton ball, form
a beard and rue onto lower face. Roll another
piece of cott~'n, glue hair around head under the
hat. Mount e slide ring to back of your finished
Uncle Sam sing hot glue.
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Neckerchief Slides
Fleur-de-Lis Tie Slides for Cub Scouts - Punch two holes in the yellow fleur-de-lis
shape. Punch two holes to line up with the yellow shape on the blue fleur-de-lis. Cut a
chenille stem in 1/2. (Note: You will not use the other piece in this craft.) Lay the blue
shape on top of the yellow shape, matching holes up.
Bend the chenille stem in half and insert through the holes. (See photo)
Other Ideas -
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